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Abstract 

This project explores the making of medical genetics through analysis of two 

research communities in Ontario, Canada - Toronto and London. 1 examine the research 

of Toronto workers fiom the mid-1930s through the 1960s, and of London workers in the 

1950s and 1960s. 1 dso examine the efforts of these workers to consolidate institutional 

structures Iocally and nationally, and generate genetic services through the 1970s. 

Medical genetics developed at the intersection of the research university and the 

research hospital. It drew financial support, collaborators, diseased and anomalous 

bodies, and distinct traditions of knowledge from these two domains - the bioiogical, and 

the medical. While medical genetics was initiated in the inter-war and war-time years, it 

remained marginal until after the Second World War when the field participated in the 

expansion of biomedicine. Growth was further aided by discipiinary consolidation in 

North Arnerica, begiming in the late 1940s, which merged Canadian and US workers. 

In the inter-war and war-time years, human and medical genetics was a minor 

undertaking in North Arnerica. The marginality of the Toronto community was 

symboIized and sustained by the social relations and symbolisrn of gender: the 

prepondermce of women workers, the 'backwardness' of Canadian science, and the 

reliance upon a relatively neglected research tool - dermatoglyphics, or the study of skin 

patterns on the hands and feet. Toronto workers nonetheless built a robust indigenous 

tradition of research, concerned with the influences of both environment and heredity in 

disease causation. 



After the waq workers in Toronto and London were integrated into the wider 

community of human and medical geneticists. Yet extant traditions of workplace 

organization, technid ski11 and disease management were still reIevant. The rnaking of 

the sex chromosome anomalies drew on the London cornmunity's expertise with the sex 

chromatin and the intersex, and Toronto workers drew on their expertise with the 

'Mongol7 (as the condition was called) and dermatoglyphics in rnaking sense of the 

autosome anomalies. Finally, the coordination and reor,oanization of rnedical genetics 

locally, provincially and nationally in the 1960s and 1970s was informed by both Iocal 

and generic approaches to genetic science and genetic disease- 
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Introduction 

Overview of Dissertation 

In the Spring of 1999, Toronto's Hospital for Sick Children became the new home 

for the "Genome Database" - the "official central repository for genomic mapping data 

resulting from the Hurnan Genome Initiative." As an international1 y important facility for 

research in medical genetics, Sick Kids was a logical institution to assume management 

of this "worldwide research effort to analyze the structure of human DNA"' 

More than sixty years earlier, begiming in the mid-1930s, scientific studies of the 

Dionne quintuplets initiated a young zoologist into the study of human heredity. That 

scientist, Norma Ford Walker (née Norma ~ord): would corne to lead a research school 

that would forge the human and medical genetics tradition at the university and at the 

Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto - a research tradition that 1 cal1 the 'Ford Walker 

scho01.'~ 

Between these two events lies a complex history of the emergence and expansion 

of medical genetics in Toronto and, indeed, around the world. This project seeks to 

explore the f ist  four decades of that history through a close analysis of developments in 

two research cornmunities in Ontario, Canada - Toronto and London- These case studies 

detail local and particular approaches to the social and technical organization of medical 



genetics research and applied practices, but also illuminate the d e  of broader structures 

of knowledge, institution and disease identity in the making o f  medical genetics. 

The Toronto cornmunity stands at the center of my study serving as the basis for a 

continuous narrative of growth and change. 1 examine the research of Toronto workers 

during the period of Ford Waker' s .tenure, f?om the mid-193 0s through the early l96Os, 

and for the remainder of that decade. 1 also examine the leadership of Toronto-trained 

and Toronto-based workers in consolidating institutional structures locally and nationally 

and generating genetic seMces in the 1970s. During this latter penod, from the early 

1960s through the 1970s, the Toronto community was led first by an ex-student of Ford 

Walker's, Margaret Thompson, and then by a representative of the "new biology," Louis 

~ iminovi tch .~  

The London research community assumes a somewhat peripheral position in 

relation to the total story told here. Murray Barr, its head, was one of Canada's more 

farnous medical researchers. In 1949, he announced the identification of a biological 

marker of sex visible in the ce11 nucleus of a female mammal. This discovery had 

theoretical implications for marnrnalian and thus human cytogenetics, yet it was a decade 

befow Murray Bam and his students and colleagues engaged in research relevant to that 

emerging community. Barr's primary discipline was Microscopie Anatorny and he had an 

enduring interest in neuroanatomy. He never fully assumed the identity o f  a human 

geneticist. Indeed, he has been christened by one of his collaborators as the "reluctant 

geneticist."5 Not until the 1960s did the research of members of the London cornmunity 

dernonstrate clear intellectual and professional links to medical genetics. Thereafter, 



London workers were integrated into provincial and national efforts to co-ordinate the 

profession and consolidate the emerging domain of ctinical genetics in the 1970s. 

In Toronto and London, Ontario, medical genetics was forged through local 

traditions of workplace organization, technical ski11 and disease management which were 

permeated by the social relations and symbolism of gender. The Toronto comrnunity was 

female dorninated in an era when leading-edge science was definitely not 'women's 

work' In the inter-war and war-time years, when human and medical genetics was a 

minor undertaking in North America, the marginality of the Toronto communïty was 

symbolized and sustained by the preponderance of wornen workers, the 'backwardness' 

of Canadian science, and the reliance upon a relatively neglected research tool: 

dermatoglyphics, or the study of skin patterns on the hands and feet. As the Toronto 

comunity grew, in the era of post-World War Two largesse, and was integrated into the 

rapidly institutionalizing discipline of human genetics in North America, local traditions 

were not entirely lost. While responding to the growth oppominities offered by the study 

of genetic-metabolic disease and cytogenetic anomaly, and the practical work of heredity 

counseling, genetic screening and prenatal diagnosis, workers in Toronto and London 

drew on extant traditions of disease metaphor and research technique. Toronto-trained 

workers re-tooled dermatoglyphics to help make sense of cytogenetic anomalies, drawing 

on metaphors of the 'Mongol' - as perçons with Down's syndrome were then tenned. 

And in London, Ontario, where 1950s sex chromatin research had Ied Murray Barr to the 

study of the intersex, 1960s studies preserved the sex chromatin technique, and the 

associated metaphors of sexual anomaly, in studies of sex chromosomes. Finally, the 



coordination and reorganization of medical genetics l o d l y ,  provinciaI1y and nationally 

in the 1970s was informed by long-standing traditions o f  contingency in the meaning of 

genetic disease, and a corollary willingness to re-interpret the meaning of medical 

genetics. 

These local peculiarities were operative within broader structures of knowledge, 

institutional infrastructure and disease identity which are generalizable to the discipline 

as a whole- Medical genetics developed at the intersection of the research university and 

the research hospital, and allied clinical facilities. The nascent discipline drew financial 

support, collaborators, diseased and anomalous bodies a n d  a facilitative research ethos 

fkom these two en~ironments.~ Indeed, medical genetics was constituted through the 

merging of the distinct traditions of knowledge housed within these two domains - the 

biological on the one hand, and the medical and clinical o n  the other. Medical genetics 

was informed by the biological disciplines of genetic science, and the changing emphases 

placed on the eugenic ideal therein- But it was also inforrned by independent, rather than 

simply derivative, medical sciences, by the clinical imperative to make sense of illness, 

and by the historically contingent meanings of genetic disease. Finally, while medical 

genetics was initiated in the inter-war and war-time years, it was consolidated within the 

context of the expansion of biomedicine in the post-World War Two era. Growing 

financial, institutional and political enthusiasm for biomedicine spurred the growth of 

individual communities engaged in medical genetics research and applied practices and 

fostered their integration into a coherent discipline that was North American in its scope 

and identity, merging Canadian and US workers. 



The Best-Laid Plans ... 

My study of the evoiution of medical genetics in Canada differs in instructive 

respects fiom my original intentions. When 1 set out upon this project my primary interest 

was the science of medical genetics and my goal was to bring the tools of the - 

"constructivist" tradition in science. studies to bear in understanding the knowledge- 

producing practices and products of research in this highly significant field.7 Xelying 

heavily on the historical work of practitioners, notably the collection edited and in part 

d e n  by Hubert Soltan, 1 t m e d  my attention to two research comrnunities where work 

of relevance to medical genetics had been pursued, and where pioneering Canadian 

efforts had been housed? Since Hubert Soltan was trained by Norma Ford Walker in 

Toronto, and spent his professional working life in London - initially with Murray Barr - 

it is perhaps no surprise that these two communities, and these two individuals, becarne 

the focus of my study. 

As an historian, my interest was with the period d e r  the Second World War 

when medical research expanded under the aegis of growing state support and popular 

enthusiasm. This interest corresponded well with the study of medical genetics, which 

seemed to be a primarily post-war phenornenon. I fixed the starting date for my study at 

1949. In that year, Ford Walker's title at the University of Toronto was changed fiom 

Associate Professor of Human Biology to Associate Professor of Human Genetics. In that 



year also, Murray Barr and his graduate student, Ewart Bertram, published their 

discovery of sex chromatin - an event that seemed to initiate the London group's 

involvernent in cytogenetic research. 1 fixed the end-date for my study at 1976. At that 

tirne, an Ontario Task Force on Genetic Senices submitted its report declaring the 

intention of rendering genetics widely available to Ontarians as a medical service. Within 

the parameters of my proposed study, 1 believed 1 would capture the making of medical 

genetics in Canada, and the place of scientific research in that making. 

Predictably, the carefùlly constructed logic of my study's parameters soon 

unraveled. The fkst major blow came as I analyzed the work of Murray Barr and his 

students and c;oIIeagues in London after the discovery of the sex chromatin. Rather than 

cytogenetic or genetic research, Barr's 1950s work was oriented toward the clinical 

management of physical and psychic hermaphrodites, and invo lved Barr' s research 

school with the endocrinological and surgical cornmunities. If Murray Ban had indeed 

been "one of the pioneers of medical cytogenetics," there was little evidence of this in the 

frst decade of his intemationally significant workg 

The second major blow came as 1 trïed to rnake sense of the research of Norma 

Ford Walker and her students and colleagues in the period after 1949. In the first 

instance, much of Ford Walker' s post- 1949 research was continuous with her earlier 

work, which had begun in the latter half of the 1930s. Moreover, while 1 was prepared to 

find pedigree studies and mathematical estimations of Mendelian gene patterns, or even 

explicitly eugenic diatribes in her work, 1 was not prepared to find studies of the 

constitutional predisposition to polio, or analyses of the developrnental peculiarities of 



conjoined twins. Once again 1 had to ask myself, if Ford Walker was indeed one of the 

"early pioneers" of medical genetics in Canada, how did this early work relate to such an 

outcorne? 'O 

In some ways, these disruptions to my well-laid plans were welcome. Barr's 

1950s work was far fiom uninteresting to me. Indeed, it provided new insight into the 

fascinating histones of hermap hroditism, hetero- and homosexualities and even 

transsexuality. Moreover, the manifest importance of following Ford Walker's research 

back to her earliest involvement with human heredity meant that my sîudy would start in 

the inter-war years - admittedly, late in that period. Such a time-frame would better 

enable my use of existing historical scholarship on genetics, eugenics, human genetics 

and agricultural genetics - scholarship which has concentrated on the first half of the 

twentieth-century. 

Yet, these disruptions also highlighted a persistent doubt: Did the subject that 1 

wished to address actudly exist'c Was there anything tangible about the category, 

'medical genetics'? True, Madge Thurlow Macklin, Canada's premier inter-war human 

geneticist and scientific defender of eugenics, had coined the terni "medical genetics" in 

1932. Yet her advocacy of medical genetics as a "necessity in the up-to-date medical 

curriculum," testified to its non-existence as a distinct science or practice at that tirne." 

Moreover, while a discipline, profession and set of medical practices going under the 

rubric of medical genetics could be seen to exist by the 1970s, it was not clear that there 

was anything more than rhetoric and institutional formation to define its existence, nor 

anything more than teleology to guide a history of its emergence. It was certainly not 



clear that there was a distinct 'science' of rnedical genetics, whose research practices and 

knowledge production could be analyzed. What was the relationship between rnedical 

genetics and human genetics, or indeed, between medical o r  human genetics and 'basic7 

genetics? What, in short, was medical genetics? 

Obvious answers to these questions were not provided by the available secondary 

literature. While a rich scholarship has developed to explore the history o f  genetics, and 

there is a veritable "eugenics ifidustry" to contemplate the history of eugenics, the history 

of h m  and rnedical genetics has suffered fiom a strange neglect.12 What work has 

been published focuses on the troubled relations with eugenics, and takes as relatively 

unproblematic the relations with the genetic sciences generally. And the relations 

between medical and human genetics seem to have entîrely escaped analysis. Making 

sense of the history of medical genetics requires that the histories of genetics, eugenics, 

and the medical sciences be placed in conversation with each other. 

Recent studies in the history of  genetics provide important insight into the 

heterogeneity of the genetic sciences in the first half of the twentieth century - 

rnaking space for thinking about variant genetic traditions. While the Columbia Fly room 

produced a powerfil comrnunity of workers and a hegemonic scientific tradition in 

classical genetics altemate traditions, some of which were profoundly iconoclastie, were 

concurrently operative in North Amerka. Part of the heterogeneity of genetic science 

denved fiom attention to differing research organisms, organisms which implied varying 

degrees of association with institutions beyond the laboratory, and the capacity to answer 



different kinds of questions. To study the flatworm planaria, As Charles Manning Child 

did, was to contest the Mendelian-Weismannism faith in the sequestered genn plasm- l3 

To work with c?gricultural research organisms was to sustain a senrice relationship 

towards practical commercial needs in opposition to the laboratory-bias of academic 

biology.14 To work with rnammals, such as the mouse, was to  attend to complex patterns 

of inhentance, in part, in the hopes of  elucidating details relevant to the human animal.15 

Human genetics can be understood, then, as one of the several genetic sciences. 

According to Daniel Kevles and Pauline Mazumdar, human genetics was initially 

pursued most effectively in Britain where a generation of brilliant polymaths gained 

financial and institutional support to pursue pioneering studies with mental retardation 

and blood groups, and developed and used sophisticated mathematical and statistical 

techniques to overcome the limitations of the human animal a s  a research organism. l6 It 

was not until the 1950s and 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  Kevles argues, that the US achieved the prowess in 

the field of human genetics that it had long held with respect to the non-human varieq- In 

the interim, human genetics was an under-exploited field in Amerka, retarded by the 

enthusiasm for laboratory-based experimental work and the absence of medical 

knowledge among genetics enthusiasts. Tt was tarred also by the association of human 

genetics with the politicking of eugenics. l7 

The status of human genetics as a sub-discipline of the genetic sciences is thrown 

into question by this association, Kevles suggests, The thrust of  Kevles' work is thus to 

demonstrate both the significance of the original connection, and its attenuation over time 

as human genetics was constituted as an independent science. Kevles' analytic distinction 



between 'mainline' and 'reform' eugenics points to the reductïon in the negative 

connotations attached to eugenics, beginning in the 193Os, as the "patent social 

prejudice" of mainline eugenics was subjected to critique and some of the key 

institutional supports for old-style eugenic activism, such as the Eugenics Record Office 

at Cold Spnng Harbor, were closed18 The growing scientinc sophistication of human 

genetics implied a detachment Iiom abhorrent forms of eugenics. And for Kevles, the fact 

that contemporq, scientifically advanced forms of medical genetics can be seen to 

represent a 'new eugenics,' which still pursues genetic improvement, is not itself 

negative, so long as individual choice is protected and explicit coercion is avoided. 

Diane Paul is less sanguine about the eugenic dimensions of contemporary 

medical genetics, suggesting that voluntarism and individual choice do not protect against 

more subtle forms of coercion or abuse. Moreover, much of Paul's work is devoted to 

drawing out the continuing connections between eugenics and human and medical 

genetics, and to challenging the presumed tie between scientific sophistication and 

cnticism of eugenics. In the first instance, Paul argues that the mainline-reforrn 

distinction can be over-drawn: not al1 who supported coercive interventions were 

scientific simpletons. lndeed, support for eugenics did not "rest on an elementary 

mistake." The scientific flaws of the old order eugenics, which optimisticall y presumed 

that a radical change in the biological status of the population could be quickly achieved 

through eugenic measures, could be corrected while sustaining eugenic arguments. T t  is 

often said that support for eugenics declined in the 1930s as its scientific errors were 

exposed," Paul writes. "But the eugenics movement grew stronger dunng the 



~e~res s ion . " '~  Angus McLaren rnakes a similar point in his study of eugenics in Canada: 

eugenics was defended throughout the 193 0s by Canada's premier human geneticist, 

Madge Thurlow ~ackl in .  

Afier World War Two, when conventional wisdom has it that eugenics was 

disgraced by Nazi atrocities, Paul suggests that the eugenic ties to human genetics were 

paradoxically reinforced. The founding of the American Society of Human Genetics in 

1948 illustrates the closeness of the ties. Paul notes that "Four of the first five presidents 

. . . were members of the Board of the American Eugenics ~oc ie ty"~ '  The exception to 

this pattern was H-J Muller, a fierce critic of mainline eugenics who was nonetheless a 

lifelong supporter of reform eugenics and whose refusal to join the Eugenics Society wos, 

Paul argues, largely ta~tical.~* 

The influence of eugenics on human genetics was not solely institutional, 

however. For Paul, human genetics constitutes a science whose knowledge-producing 

practices were also afZected by the ties to eugenics? Under the influence of eugenics, 

human genetics emphasized intellect over disease and a hereditarian rather than 

environmentalist behavioral genetics.24 Moreover, the rhetoric of genetic "load," coined 

by Muller in what is terrned the classical-balance controversy, imported eugenic 

assumptions into debates over mutations - debates which were heightened in the 1950s 

with Cold War rhetoric and anxieties over above-ground nuclear t e ~ t i n ~ . ~ '  

Human genetics stands in an awkward relation to the other genetic sciences. One 

reason for this, the literature suggests, is its association with eugenics which either de- 

legitimated the knowledge, or constituted a compelling influence in that knowledgeys 



construction. Another reason for this awkwardness is the uncertain status of human 

genetics as a sub-discipline. On the one hand, human genetics exists as an independent 

form of scientific knowledge contributing to the broader field of  genetics. This is 

especiaily mie for population genetics research and for the celebrated statistical work of 

the British school in the inter-war and war-time periods. Yet, on the other hand, many 

who sought to gain knowledge about human heredity pursued research with non-human 

organisms, either partially or e x c l ~ s i v e l ~ . ~ ~  Indeed, in the 1940s, Diane Paul points out, 

c'sorne of the chief contributors to the field of 'hurnan genetics' worked with non-human 

organisms." Paul notes that, in this period, "there was no consensus that humans make 

the best subjects for human genetics, even the genetics of mental traits."27 

Discussions of post-WorId War Two developrnents in human genetics conceive of 

knowledge developments in this sub-discipline as derivative of more 'basic' sciences. 

Kevles suggests that human genetics developed by drawing on two distinct sciences: 

biochemistry and cytogenetics. Human biochemical genetics advanced as practitioners 

"drew upon the results of work then underway in the biochemical branch of plant, animal, 

and, increasingly, bacterial genetics and upon the rapid growth of knowledge conceming 

the biochemistry of the human body."'' Meanwhile, developments in hurnan 

cytogenetics, occumng in the mid-1950s, awaited the application and development of 

technical capacities in tissue culture, cell management and  taini in^.^' 

The status of human genetics as a science is even more uncertain when its 

practical, sister activity - medical genetics - is considered. Medical genetics is discussed 

in the histonography pnncipally in relation to applied work, such as genetic counseling. 



In these activities the historical links to eugenic institutions and agendas are 

c ~ r n ~ e l l i n ~ . ~ ~  The first heredity counseling clinics opened in North America in the 1940s, 

under eugenic auspices, and by the 1950s and 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  Paul argues, "genetic counseling 

was characterized by most of its practitioners as an extension of e~~en ic s . "~ '  Indeed, 

"Throughout the 1960s," Paul notes, "most of the leading figures in medical genetics . . . 

bluntly described their work as a form of ' e ~ ~ e n i c s ' . " ~ ~  As an applied field, medical 

genetics appears to be a solely derivative science, as Barton Childs, one of the Arnedcan 

pioneers of medical genetics, argues. 

The history of medical genetics is conditioned by the history of the gene. M e n  the 
gene was defined as a statistical entity medicine took littie notice. Medical interest 
increased when the physical basis of heredity was established, but mainly among 
those who were interested in rare anomalies. It was in the 1950s that medical 
genetics began in earnest, following the one gene-one enzyme, functiond 
defin~tion.~~ 

Childs' interpretation of the history of medical genetics assumes that practical sciences 

are responsible solely for the application rather than the production of knowledge. Yet 

this perspective is perhaps more a function of histonography than h i~ to ry '~  Hisronans of 

science, together with the historical protagonists they study, tend to focus on 'basic' 

developments of knowledge. Within this fiamework humans are merely a particular 

research organism, generally not a very useful one. Thus, histories of the production of 

basic scientific knowledge in genetics tend to focus on work with 'better' research 

organisrns: Drosophiln, mice, and bacteriophage, for example. This tendency to see the 

human sciences as applied biological sciences is compounded for the medical sciences by 



the presumed ascendancy of 'scientific medicine' in the twentieth century. Yet, as Daniel 

Kevles and Geraid Geison point out, the assumption that experimental biology forms the 

basis for the development of scientific medicine is more ideology than factV3' 

Recent research in the history of the medical sciences suggests the importance of 

taking senously the dserences between biological and medical forms of knowledge, not 

as simple penodization differences, where the practical sciences lag behind the 'basic' 

sciences, but as substantively different ways of constituting k n ~ w l e d ~ e . ~ ~  This kitzrature 

would suggest that, in assuming a seMce role towards medicine, human geneticists 

interacted with more than the biologicai sciences. They were in contact with independent, 

rather than simply derivative, medical sciences. If we take medical genetics senously as a 

science, then we should investigate how its biological presumptions were made to fit into 

clinical systems of thought and practice - to 'make sense of illness,' to 'fiame disease.' 

Such efforts at collaboration and integration would have responded to historically- 

specific negotiations between practitioners, patients and investigators - what Robert 

Aronowitz terms the "continual negotiation and shifting balance in medical research, 

clinical practice and social thought between ontological Cie. specific causation] and 

holistic orientations" in disease inteq~retation.~' 

Overview of Disserta fioii Chapt ers 



This dissertation is conceived in three sections with two chapters each. In the first 

section 1 focus on the Toronto community and examine the early research of the Ford 

Walker school fiom the mid-1930s through the 1950s. The second section brings the 

London community into focus. 1 examine research in medical cytogenetics in both 

cornmunities and investigate how disease conditions were understood. Finally, part three 

retums to the Toronto community. 1 examine the institutional changes in Toronto, and 

nationally, as workers consolidated their institutional and professional identities and 

sought to demonstrate the utility of genetics for medicine. 

My study begins, in Chapter 1, with the early work of Norma Ford Walker, a 

woman scientist who pioneered in the field of  human genetics at a time when few women 

achieved security or  responsibility in the research u n i v e r ~ i t ~ . ~ ~  The early history of 

human and medical genetics in Toronto was thus conditioned by the social relations of 

gender.3g The career of Madge Thurlow Macklin, a more senior and, already by the 

1930s, well respected human geneticist at the University of Westem Ontario, exemplifies 

the challenges women faced in the research university. Macklin was treated as an 

auxiliary worker at Western and, in 1945, after being denied the right to teach, she moved 

to Ohio State University where she helped educate a new generation of Amencan human 

geneticists.M 

Ford Waker's career was also constrained by her gender. Ifwomen in the inter- 

war period were, as AB McKillop suggests, a "beleaguered minority on campus," the 

post-World War II cult of domesticity in many ways intensified the difficulties and there 

was a decline in the percentase of women who sought higher e d ~ c a t i o n . ~ ~  Ford Walker 



was better treated at the University of Toronto than Macklin had been at Western- hdeed, 

in 1943, when Noma Ford married Edmund Walker, then head of the Department of 

Zoology, the president of the university is said to have specifically urged her not to 

retire.42 Yet though director of a Department of Genetics at the Hospital for Sick 

Children fiom 1947 through 1962 and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada Ford 

Walker was not promoted to the rank of full professor until 1958, four years before she 

retired, 

Still, by the time of her death, in 1968, Ford Walker had achieved signifiant 

success. Moreover, her presence and success in human and medical genetics had a 

profound effect on the presence of women in the field, encouraging women to enter a 

field where a female mentor was available, and where women's scientific success seemed 

possible.43 Ford Walker facilitated the higher education of a disproportionately large 

number of women: of her seven Ph.D. students, four were women; of her eight Master's 

students, six were women; finally, of the large number of graduate students who never 

appear to have completed their degrees, the vast majority were women." 

It is cIear fYom available newspaper cornmentary on Ford Walker's public 

activities that she was actively interested in the scientific education of wornen - 

beginning in their earliest years.4s "Mïss Ford," a newspaper reporter noted in 1927, 

"combines with her intense love of nature a deep affection for girls and is making one of 

her hobbies the promotion of nature study in girls' camps. For several summers she has 

given part of her time to the visiting of such camps throughout the country, and dunng 

the acadernic year at the University of Toronto she constantly watches her classes in 



biology and zoology for the appearance of students who might adapt themselves to the 

rather difficult task of teaching natural history to these holiday gro~ps."46 As a high 

profile and anomalous woman scientist in the inter-war decadesY4' she was called on to 

give many talks to women's groups, and she served as acting dean of wornen at the 

University of Toronto fiom 193 1 through 1 934.48 

Ford Walker was trained as an invertebrate zoologist. Her 1923 Ph.D. 

dissertation, under the supe~s ion  of the man who in 1943 would become her husband 

was entitled "A Comparative Study of the Abdominal Musculature of Orthopteroid 

Insects," and her work in the 2920s and through the mid-1930s concentrated on two 

insects: Grylloblattcz and Wohlfartia vi@L4' Yet she came to the study of human biology 

in a manner typical of women academi~s.'~ By the Iate nineteen-teens, before she had 

completed her Doctorate, she was teaching a biology course for women, for "the teacher, 

social worker, nurse and motl~er."~' And by the late 1920s, she had added to her 

repertoire of public talks on nature, for women's clubs and girl guide outings, the topic of 

human heredityms2 

Ford Walker's formal indoctrination into the academic science of human heredity 

was fostered through her involvement in the collaborative research project on the Dionne 

quintuplets, beginning in the latter-half of the 1930s.~~ Her early research in human 

heredity was thus deeply influenced by her colleagues in this project, who preferred a 

heterodox approach to the dominant traditions of ciassical genetics, and tilted towards a 

critique of mainline eugenics. Hamilton Cravens has argued that, between the 1920s and 

the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  the life sciences were attuned to an inter-disciplinary gestalt. In this period, 



older visions of heredity in which "heredity was entirely antagonistic to environment" 

gave way to a perspective where "heredity and environment were understood as mutually 

intera~tive."'~ Cravens' description captures the intellectual milieu in which Ford Walker 

functioned in this period: a milieu which took the forces of nature and numire seriously, 

indeed, a milieu in which workers seemed inspired by the heredity-environment 

controversies to pursue a broad etiological mandate of investigation. While not strktly 

environrnentalist, unlike some disciplines that emerged in the 1940s, work by members of 

the Ford Walker school manifested a respect for environmental causation into the 1950s 

thac in retrospect, seems foreign to genetic inquiry." 1 cal1 the early work of this research 

school the 'indigenous tradition.' 

The indigenous tradition developed in the late 1930s and through the 1940s, and 

continued in service into the 1950s. Workers within this tradition adopted the insights of 

classicd genetics, but not the priorities of that experimental, laboratory science, and not 

that science's focus on non-human research organisms. As an explanatory system, the 

indigenous tradition was defined by its broad etiologica1 framework - concerned more 

tiequently wit h complex systems of causation than single mechanisms, and as interested 

in developmental and environmental as genetical influences. In essence, it was a schooi 

of human biology, as some geneticists suggested that any school of human genetics 

should be. 

Ford Walker's research school developed both a human and medical genetics 

orientation concurrently. Norma Ford Walker collaborated with a range of disciplines in 

developing human genetics capacity in Toronto, from physical anthropology through 



dentistry. But of principal significance for this project is the medical genetics tradition 

that she developed through her adoption of a service role towards medicine, establishing 

links with the Hospital for Sick Chitdren and other clinical facilities, beginning in the Iate 

193 Os. 

In forging its medical orientation, the indigenous tradition added the influence of  

distinct medical sciences to the existing biological orientation. In particular, in the 1940s, 

Ford Walker conducted and participated in research projects that drew an the resources of 

some of the chief architects of h e r i c a n  constitutional medicine. Emerging against the 

backdrop of the seeming dominance of the infectious disease paradigm, fiom the 1920s 

through the 1950s, the attention to the human "constitution" expIored "that aggregate o f  

hereditarial characters, influenced more or  less by environment, which determines the 

individuai's reaction, successfbl or unsuccessfûl, to the stress of the en~ironment ."~~ 

Sarah Tracy suggests that this approach was both a version of holism and a home for 

researchers interested in heredity. For some scientists, Tracy argues, "constitutional 

medicine offered a more legitimate scientific frarnework for the study of human genetics 

than did the increasingly politicized eugenics m o ~ e r n e n t . " ~ ~  

For Ford Walker, constitutional medicine supplied an interpretative medical 

frarnework that was congruent with her broad etiological interests. Rather than specific 

genes causing specific disease, the indigenous tradition ernphasized hereditary factors 

and developmental processes. Applied to medical systems, with the aid of constitutional 

medicine, this etiological approach produced pre-dispositions, and constitutional types. 



Yet the medical influence on the indigenous tradition operated in more ways than 

solely through forma1 systems of thought. Medical institutions and clinical traditions 

produced the diseased and anomalous bodies which might be subject to investigation, and 

they did so in particuiar ways. In  Toronto and elsewhere, it was the pediatric hospital 

which helped to structure investigative opportunities, making infants and children 

available for review whose afflictions were prïncipally congenital. The pediatric hospital 

enabled medicd genetics workers in Toronto to  benefit fiom a highiy productive blurring 

of the distinctions between congenital and genetical disease. This blumng was 

intellectually consonant with Toronto's indigenous tradition, with its cornmitment to 

etiological breadth and disinterest in the identification of formal genetic mechanisms. In 

organizing research around these blurred categories, the range of investigative 

opportunities were greatly increased, since virtually al1 childhood disorders were, by 

definition, congenital, even where genetical influences were uncertain or  unknowable. 

What constituted 'genetic disease' in the era of the indigenous tradition, then, was a 

broad range of congenital conditions for which geneticd influences could be inferred but 

not necessarily formally delineated. 

The technical resources utilized by members of the Ford Walker school were 

attuned to this broad etiologicd frarnework and the productive blurring of disease 

distinctions. The Toronto research school was built around a relatively marginal 

technology: dermatoglyphics, or the study of the skin patterns- Dermatoglyphic analysis 

provided Little insight about simple genetic mechanisms. On the contrary, it was 

informative about complex mechanisms of causation, where both environmental and 



hereditary forces mi& be implicated. Members of  the Ford Waiker school applied 

dermatoglyphic techniques in the development of two methods - one general and one 

more unique: the twin and Mongol method~.*~ The twin method moved beyond twin 

diagnosis to use mono- and di-zygotic twins as natural experiments for demonstrating the 

workings of genes, environment and devetopment - without the requirement for, or the 

relevance oc simple models of genetic action. The Mongol method used the anomalous 

dermal patterns of  the highly stigrnatized phenornenon of 'Mongolism' as an analogy for 

deveIopmenta1 anomaly which might be the resultant of  hereditary andor  environmental 

influences. The Mongol method served as a resource to make the twin method more 

robust - to provide evidence of developrnental insult which could help to explain 

discordant phenotypes in genetically 'identical' twins. The Mongol method was also a 

stand-alone resource - providing evidence, by analogy, of constitutional types which 

were predisposed to disease, ranging fiom polio to cleft palate. 

The etiological and technicd components of Ford Walker's research program 

produced a mherent school. But this research tradition was marginal to what is known of 

eady human genetics in the US and Britain. In part, this is a hnction of histonography. 

Historians may have discovered a lack of cornmitment to human genetics work in 

America into the 1940s because their definitions of 'genetics' have been too narrowly 

construed. Work such as that pursued by members of the Ford Walker school in the inter- 

war and war-time years is as likely to have been ignored in historical accounts as to have 

actually been absent. My use of the phrase 'indigenous tradition' is thus provisional. 



Additional research will be necessary to ascertain how prevalent such a program was in 

North America, 

StilI, the marginality of the indigenous tradition was not solely epipbenomenal. It 

was also a fbnction of the production of this research tradition in a country that was 

marginal to the broader currents of re~earch,'~ to the use of a research tool that was 

marginal to the main instruments of human genetics research, and to the preponderance 

of women workers in the Toronto community. 

That the social relations of gender have affected the structure of genetics as a 

science has been documented by several historians. Greg Mitman and Anne Fausto- 

Sterling suggest that gender contributed to the failure of Charles Manning Child, one of 

the more vocal critics of Morganian genetics, to buiId a school of devoted followers who 

continued to use his organism, the flatwom Phma ,  and to investigate his hypotheses. 

Mitman and Fausto-Sterling point out that producing female Doctorates was not "an 

effective means for reproducing future generations of Planma researchers with high 

academic visibility, when women were by and large excluded fiom professional science 

careers in top-ranking research univer~ities."~~ Evelyn Fox Keller's A Feeling For the 

Organim, concerning the life and work of corn geneticist Barbara McClintock, provides 

a cntical but more optimistic look at the structuring of science by gender.61 McClintock's 

gender meant rnarginality - being a woman in science, with al1 the restraints on academic 

opportunity that implied, served to exacerbate her growing divorce fkom the cornmunity 

of scientists. Yet gender was more than a liability. McClintock's persona1 resilience in 

continuing her work, until its eventual acceptance by the scientific community, dso 



denved fiom her gender: she had become used to  social isolation fkom long training, Fox 

Keller s u g g e d 2  

Karen Rader and Scott Gilbert have turned their attention to  the history of one of 

the sister disciplines of genetics, embryology, in which the gender of workers has 

operated forcefûlly in the historical processes of disciplinary d e v e l ~ ~ r n e n t . ~ ~  Women 

played a significant role in the development of embryology in the first half of the 

-. twentieth cenniry, and they are Ieaders and major players today in that field's successor - 

developmental biology." Seeking to explain the historical phenornenon of women's past 

and present cexcellence' in this field, Rader and Gilbert suggest that gender operated 

through women's cultural identities and social roles to  encourage their presence as 

workers in the field* In Arnerica, women played a prominent role as teachers in the life 

sciences from the late 19" century, and the proximity of  ernbryology to questions of 

human reproduction might have served to encourage women's attention to this field.65 In 

addition to the culturd noms  which guided wornen towards embryology, women were 

encouraged in the field by their status as lesser scientific workers. As Rader and Gilbert 

put it "genetics research was at the cutting edge of the life sciences both intellectually and 

professionaIIy, and this is where the men went." This reduced status aiso encouraged the 

active defegation to women students of some of the 'messier' research questions - ones 

that took longer to investigate and resulted in kwer  publications. Attention to such 

research problems was a reasonable sacrifice for women workers, given the near 

impossibility of their finding employment at a 'good' u n i ~ e r s i t ~ . ~ ~  Finally, for women, 

the difficulty of researching and publishing in embryology - with the messy questions, 



the long breeding seasons, the need for field research away nom the laboratory, the 

requirement of fine motor skills - might have constituted an attraction. This '90w prestige 

scienceyy involved women in less competition and even relied on some of the fine 

technical skills educated women were apt to possess at this time. 

Rader and Gilbert conclude that al1 of these pressures encouraged the production 

of a concentration of women in embryology by mid-century. These women served as 

examples for other women to imitate, and all~stood ready to talce advantage of their 

comparative success as the field gained prestige, and as opportunities for women in the 

academy expanded, after the ~ a r . ~ '  Embryology was 'women's work' because of the 

histonncal convergence between the lesser status of women as scientific workers, and the 

lesser status of embryology as a science.68 This story has striking parallels with the 

history of human and medical genetics. 

In North America, Daniel Kevles has argued, human genetics had the status of a 

Iesser science. It was a science that bright Young, and 1 would add male, researchers, 

were warned away fiom. In Toronto, the field was dominated in the early decades by 

women, at a time when women were indisputably lesser scientific workers. The 

convergence of these forces was perhaps not coincidental. Women dominated this field in 

Toronto because it was available for their exploitation, and because they were prepared - 

precisely because they could not anticipate great scientific careers - to embark on work 

that was of dubious merit. In the age of the 'scientist as hero,' human and medical 

genetics was insufficiently experimental - it was messy, and not conducive of suscient 

publications.69 Paraphrasing Rader and Gilbert, I would argue that 'basic genetics is 



where the men went.' Gender was, thus, a contingent yet consequential force in making 

medical genetics in Toronto. 

The indigenous tradition was stmctured by gender, by etiological biases, and by 

techicai resources. My investigation of the indigenous tradition fiames this study in 

several ways- In particular, the peculiarities of the indigenous tradition suggest questions 

which are of sustained importance throughout the dissertation. First, what are the 

relations between the medical and biological sciences in making medical genetics? 

Second, what is the significance of method and metaphor in producing disease 

constitutions? Third, what is the meaning of 'genetic' and what is the scope of geneticd 

investigation and practice? Fourth, what is the significance of gender - both the social 

relations of gendered persons and the metaphoric work of gender - in producing 

marginality, producing capacity , and generating disease conditions? 

The indigenous tradition offers four initial answers. First, the making of the 

indigenous tradition illuminates the cross-cutting trac between biology and medicine, 

as a biological community of researchers with a broad etiological fiamework drew on a 

similarly oriented medical science - specifically, constitutional medicine - to make sense 

of human infinnity. Second, the indigenous trôdition advanced the tool of 

dermatoglyphics in support of its broad etiological mandate, and produced a method for 

discerning constitutional States that drew on the rnetaphor of the Mongol. Third, the 

indigenous tradition blurred the boundary between congenital and genetical conditions - 

not through any confusion about the reality of a distinction, but through the irrelevance of 



that boundary for an etiological system which was primarily concerned with congenital 

disease. This blumng would prove to be of enduring importance even as this broad 

etiological system passed in favor of one more mechanicd and genetical. Fourth, the 

indigenous tradition was marked by the social relations of gender. Its marginality fiom 

broader currents in classical human genetics was produced and sustained by its status as 

women's work. Its practitioners embraced a service role toward medicine that more 

academic biologists avoided, and produced a research tradition better suited to  the needs 

o f  its clients in the hospital than to its colleagues arnong the brilliant group of British 

human geneticists whose work is seen to constitute the foundation of the field- 

Yet the indigenous tradition, whose deveiopment I discuss in Chapter 1, did not 

endure. In the post-war era, under the influence of disciplinary consolidation, and the 

infrastructure of booming biomedicine, the Ford Wâllcer school came to resemble a more 

generic and 'classical' human genetics enterprise and in Chapter 2 1 examine the growth 

and ultimate transformation of the indigenous tradition. Broader North American changes 

in t h e  organization of biomedical research and practice were manifested locally through 

developments at the Hospital for Sick Children and the University of Toronto. Ford 

Walker claimed that the new Sick Kids was the first hospital in North America to 

formally incorporate a Department of Genetics in its plans when it rebuilt in the early 

1950s.'~ Whatever the tmth of that statement it is certain that, in the 1950s, the renewed 

resources of the enlarged hospital, and the financial supports of the equally new Research 

hstitute, enhanced the medical orientation of the Ford Walker school. Moreover, the 

Research Institute's comrnitment to full-time research and interdisciplinary collaboration 



facilitated the adoption of techniques and ideas by the geneticists from other disciplines 

and a broader community of researchers. 

In the 1950s, as workers in America and Bntain were "drawn to biochemical 

subjects," 71 as Daniel Kevles puts it, Ford Walker drew on biochemical-inclined workers 

in Toronto to develop what was widely termed 'biochemical genetics.' In this decade, 

Ford Waiker aided in the application of a new biochemical technique to human geneticq 

starch gel electrophoresis. This technology allowed new components to be detected in - 

human blood serum and Ford Walker helped to interpret these newly christened 

'haptoglobins' in terms of classical human genetics. These local changes point to the 

importance of medical sciences in making human genetics, for the 'biochernical genetics' 

pursued by medical geneticists was rather different than the basic version developed by 

George Beadle and Edward Tatum in the 1940s for which they, with Joshua Lederberg, 

received a Nobel Prize in the late 1950s. Beadle and Tatum developed the one gene-one 

enzyme hypothesis which Barton Childs sees as so instrumental in the development of 

medical genetics. This hypothesis was central to the production of an interpretation of 

what genes 'actually do' and thus in moving beyond the exclusive classical concem with 

transmission in 'basic' genetics. Yet the Toronto workers, and their international human 

geneticist colleagues, were decidedly uninterested in what genes 'actually do.' Their 

interest was less with genes than with metabolic processes that could be seen, through the 

tools of classical genetics, to be hereditary. And rather than look to Beadle and Taîum for 

the authority of this model, they looked to Archibald Garrod, whom Beadle had elevated 

to the status of the long-neglected but true 'father' of biochernical genetics. It was a 



distinctive form of medical biochemical genetics, then, and not the 'basic' genetics 

variety, that propelled a classical genetics model of simple gene effects to the forefiont of 

human genetic inquiry in Toronto in the 1950s." 

Yet even as the indigenous tradition began to fade in the 1950s, under the 

influence of medical biochemical genetics, it retained explanatory relevance. The 

continuing salience of this research tradition was exemplified by the work Irene Uchida, a 

student and then colleague of Norma Ford Walker in Toronto. Uchida was a Japanese 

Canadian whose residence in Ontario was a consequence of Canada's interment policies 

during the Second World War m e r  receiving her Ph.D. in 195 1, Uchida remained at 

Sick Kids through the decade of the 1950s and continued to use and develop the tools of 

the indigenous tradition. Yet though a representative of the older technical and 

epistemological model, Uchida's career was also illustrative of change. In 1960 she 

moved to Manitoba, to chair the Department of Medical Genetics at the University of 

Manitoba. Seemingly unleashed f?om the constraints of the Ford Walker school, and with 

the support of Rockefeller Foundation money, Uchida retooled herself as a cytogeneticist 

and was to make important contributions to that field. In 1969, Uchida was recruited to 

direct the cytogenetics program at McMaster's Health Science centre? 

In the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  then, a new technicai development took center stage - cytogenetics 

- and these developments serve as the subject of the second section of this dissertation. 

By cornparison with biochemical genetics, the distinctiveness of the medical and human 

science of cytogenetics is less certain. Human cytogenetics developed in the mid-1950s 

when basic techniques in tissue culture were adapted to the reading of the small and 



tightly interwoven human chromosome cornplex. Kevles argues that "The exploration of 

the new regions - not only human cytogenetics but human biochemicd genetics - surged 

ahead with remarkable force, drawing people in steadily increasing numbers, enlarging 

what was by now, a flourishing international cornrnunity in the Yet even 

here, where the human and medical science of cytogenetics seemed so clearly to follow 

fiom the technical capacity of the basic variety, there were permutations which drew on 

distinctive traditions of medical and human knowledge and practice. Indeed the 

contingent, socially constructed nature of disease, and thus the relevance of distinct 

medical sciences, was especially evident in the production of new forms of cytogenetic 

disease in the 1960s-~' 

The opportunities for cytogenetic research brought the London school into the 

cornmunity of human genetics workers. Thus, in the second section of my dissertation, 

the London workers corne into focus. Murray Barr, the leader of the London research 

school, was trained as a physician and though he completed an MSc he was never able to 

take the time to complete a Doctorate. 76 Barr had tried out the life of  the general 

practitioner dunng the harsh years of the depression, but he spent his career as a medical 

researcher within the University of Western Ontario's Faculty of Medicine. M e r  the war, 

Barr was enthused by the pro-research agenda of the new Dean of Medicine at Western, 

and he set out to develop a research program in neuro-anatomy." It was while 

performing experiments designed to assess the morphological changes in neurones under 

stress that Barr, and his graduate student Ewart Bertram, made the 1948 discovery that 

altered the course of his career.'* Through the 1 S O S ,  Barr's research school was oriented 



to the study of the sex chromatin, with the bulk of work devoted to  the interpretation of 

sexually anomalous bodies and lives, notably, the intersex. By the late 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  d e r  the 

mid-decade developments in hurnan cytogenetics, sex chromatin work was begiming to 

have more cytogenetic overtones, as Barr and other sex chromatin researchers deterrnined 

to directly investigate the chromosome complex in these medically compelling cases. 

Medical cytogenetics was invented, then, with the discovery of chromosomal 

anomalies which appeared to map directly ont0 existing clinical syndromes. Drawing on 

what Evelyn Fox Keller has christened 'discourses of gene actioq' these associations 

were immediately read as causal, and new forms of genetic disease were bkthed.79 By 

1959, three distinct clinical syndromes - Mongolism, Turner's and Klinefelter's - could 

be attributed to major morphological changes in the human chromosome complex. 

Mongolism, as it was called into the 1970s, but which we now cal1 Downs or Trisomy 21, 

was due to an extra chromosome, dubbed '21.' Turner's syndrome, which describes a 

complex in a woman involving short stature, pnmary infertility, and some distinct 

physical signs such as a webbed neck and broad chest, was due to the absence of one X 

chromosome: instead of XX, a woman with Turner's syndrome had a single X complex. 

Finally, Klinefelter's syndrome, a complex in a man involving atrophied testes, and in the 

Iate 1950s, several other sexual anomaiies that were later seen not to be definitional, was 

due to the addition o f  one X chromosome: instead of XY, a man with Klinefelter's 

syndrome had an XXY complex. 

These three syndrome complexes were iconographie in the production of two 

consequential categories of chromosome anomaly: sex chromosome anomalies and 



autosome (non sex chromosome) anomalies. Chapters 3 and 4 examine the involvement 

of Toronto and London workers in making sense of these new forms of disease using 

extant technical and metaphorical traditions. The autosome anomalies drew on a tradition 

of research on the 'Mongol3 in several ways. The Mongol served as a stigrnatized - 

indeed racialized - phenornenon of severe defect which seemed analogous to the new 

autosomd diseases being discovered through cytogenetic surveys. Moreover, the Mongol 

was drawn into association with conditions Iike D and E syndrome through the ever- 

resilient tool of dematoglyphics - shom of its indigenous interpretative h e w o r k  but 

stiII diagnostic of disease. The autosome anomalies drew, then, on traditions of 

interpretation and management of the Mongol by Toronto geneticists which had been in 

force long before this condition was understood as a strictly genetic disease. 

The sex chromosome anomalies, by contrast, drew on a tradition of research 

which had used the sex chromatin, and which drew on the population to which the sex 

chromatin had been applied in the 1950s - the intersex. The transfer of the sex chromatin 

as a tool, and of the too17s research cornmunity, fiom the study of intersex bodies to the 

study of bodies with anomalies of sex chromosomes, suggested the coherence of the 

category of sex chromosome anomaly, and the relevance of gendered narratives of sexual 

pathology in their interpretation. By comparison with the autosome anomalies, and 

despite the contrary evidence suggested by Turner's syndrome, these anomalies were 

read as less severe. Indeed, expectations of sexual pathology and benignity drove 

investigations. 



Research by workers in Toronto and London soon unearthed both new kinds of 

chromosomaI anomaly and new kinds of clinical sequelae - upsetting, in some cases, the 

presumed direct association between chromosomal cause and clinical o u t c ~ m e . ~ ~  More 

complex still, especially among conditions defined through their association with the sex 

chromosomes, were chromosomal anomalies which appeared to produce no coherent or 

consistent symptom complexes but had instead a range of potential risk effects. Medical 

cytogenetics worked to produce disease - drawing or consolidating links between 

chromosome morphology and clinical outcorne. But some of these diseases were defined, 

to a greater or lesser extent, solely through the risk of pathological outcomes- Some of 

these diseases were nsk-based. 

The willingness of researchers to produce diseases that were risk-based was a 

hnction of the rising statu of risk as a cultural category, and in making sense of 

disea~e.~' Robert Aronowitz has pointed to the ernergence of the "risk factor approach" to 

chronic disease in the late 1950s and 1960s. This approach assumed the existence of 

"specific, discrete, risks that individuals possess or experience to different degrees." It 

provided a credible scientific, and narrowly individualistic, way of accommodating the 

larger explanatory logics demanded by patient and practitioner - what Aronowitz terms 

the "'why me?' and 'why now?"' questions that have been sidelined with the rise of 

scientific medicine's reductionist focus on specific, causal agents in disease." 

These new risk-based diseases can be seen to be continuous, to some extent, with 

earlier forms of disease predisposition which members of Toronto's indigenous tradition 

had worked to produce in the 1940s and 1950s .~~  Yet there were also important 



differences. The investigations pursued in this eariier age were undertaken, and patterns 

of predisposition discovered, only once a disease manifested itself. For example, Ford 

Wallcer investigated dermatoglyphic patterns that were suggestive of developmental 

disturbance, and which might retrospectively explain the course of disease in the afi?ected 

individual. The rïsk factors which are the focus of Aronowitz's analysis are rather 

different - though cleariy continuous. Focusing on such chronic conditions as coronary 

heart disease, Aronowitz' s risk factors are identifiable behaviors and physiological signs 

that exist prior to disease manifestation. 84 

Aronowitz's risk factors also constitute di~ease.'~ They are what Charles 

Rosenberg terms "protodisease states" which "are artifacts of medicine's reductionist and 

laboratory-oriented style of practice."86 The risk-based diseases produced through 

cytogenetic investigation parallel these protodisease states in being defined prirnarïly by 

laboratory evidence rather than clinical or patient experience, and in having only a 

statistical association with a pathological outcorne. Yet there are also important 

differences. Protodiseases are reifïcations of diagnostic signs. They emerge, for example, 

fkom the designation of a certain blood pressure reading as a disease in itself, one that is 

prognostic and can be treated. But chromosomal risk-based diseases are not diagnostic 

signs. They indicate present, rather that füture, pathology - they constitute definitive 

evidence of genetic disease. Chromosome disorders have been seen to produce diagnosed 

disease states, sorne of which are manifested solely by the risk of a variable array of 

pathologicai outcomes. Medical genetic and clinical research to make sense of these 



disease states - to assess the degree and extent of risk - has often been inconclusive. But 

the risk-based diseases, producing risk effects, persist. 

The final section of this dissertation - Chapters 5 and 6 - returns the focus to 

Toronto. In it, 1 examine institutional and practical work, rather than research, and focus 

on developments in the 1960s and 1970s- By the 1960s, Toronto workers had shifted their 

research focus away e o m  their previous concern with both environmental and hereditary 

forces to  attend more narrowly to cytological and genetic modes of causation. Many of 

these changes in the technical and epistemological commitments of Toronto workers had 

occurred under Ford Walker's leadership, but her presence retarded the opportunity for 

formd change in the structure of human and medicai genetics in Toronto. Such change 

awaited her retirement in the early 1960s at which time Toronto's generic - and in terms 

of international science, still marginal - research school was institutionally reorganized to 

reflect the ascendancy of the 'new biology,' and to consolidate a range of applied medical 

genetics practices as the new domain of genetic services. 

After Ford Walker's retirement in 1962, and for the remainder of the decade, the 

University and the hospital, independently and then together, struggled to define their 

needs and appoint her replacement. In the intenm, acting leadership was assumed by a 

human population geneticist, T Edward Reed, and most importantly, by a past student of 

Ford Walker, Margaret Thompson. Thompson had received her Ph.D., under Ford 

Walker's supervision in 1947. Married to another scientist, Thompson's career was 

intempted by the birth of two children and by moves which were precipitated by her 



husband's career- She spent a brief period in London, Ontario and then worked in Alberta 

for over a decade, where she served as geneticist to the province's Eugenics Board, 

before returning to Toronto in the early 1960s. Thompson was an extraordinarily flexible 

researcher. Over the course of her long career, she re-tooIed herself repeatedly to 

participate in a vigorously changing field. When she took over the position of acting 

Director of Genetics at Sick Kids in the rnid-1960s, she served capably to facilitate the 

transition towards a new, more experimental orientation in medical genetics. In this, she 

was assisted by the individual who would emerge, in the 1970s, as the Chief Geneticist at 

Sick Kids and the head of a Department of Medicd Genetics that spanned the hospital 

and the university - Louis Siminovitch. 

Louis Siminovitch was one of a new breed of research scientists- Trained as a 

chemist, he pursued biophysical experiments at the research facility of Canada's Atomic 

Energy Commission during World War Two. He then spent four years in France at the 

f m e d  Pasteur Institute, working with André Lwoff. There, he helped to perform the 

experiments which demonstrated the phenomenon of lysogeny and brought a Nobel Prize 

to LWOE*' These years also confirmed Siminovitch as a geneticist. Yet, unlike the 

members of the Ford Walker school, Siminovitch was committed to the new 

physicochemical biology in which, as Lily Kay has argued, "organisms became mere 

probes" to address "basic questions regarding vital processes cornmon to d l  

~r~anisrns."~' 

In the mid-1960s, as Head of the Division of Biological Research at the Ontario 

Cancer Institute, aEliated with the University of Toronto, Siminovitch worked to support 



the re-direction toward basic science at the university's Faculty of Medicine. Though a 

researcher hirnself?, with a particular interest in phage and somatic cell genetics, 

Siminovitch emerges in this story as an administrator - a central protagonist in the re- 

organization of medical genetics in Toronto, and a key protagonist at the provincial and 

national levels in coordinating research and consolidating the new clinical domain of 

medicai genetics. Under his auspices, medical genetics in Toronto moved within the 

university's Faculty of Medicine, and the histonc connection with Sick Kids was 

consolidated through university leadership and reorganization. 

The institutional reorganization in Toronto was premised on epistemological and 

technical change. From the late 1930s through the 1960s, distinct human and medical 

sciences, and associated clinical logics, had joined with knowledge derived fkom the 

basic sciences in making medical genetics in Toronto and London. Thro~ghout this 

period, workers in these communities defined themselves principally as researchers, 

detached for the most part from clinical concerns and patient management. But by the 

late 1960s, the authority of the basic approach in biomedicine was growing. And in the 

1970s in Toronto the basic approach became institutionally dominant. With Siminovitch 

at the helm, medical genetics was transformed f?om a narrowly human science to a 

broader biological science. 

These local changes in the organization of medical genetics in Toronto reflected 

broader shifis in the definition of medical genetics in North America. Medical genetics 

was re-defined h m  an applied sub-field of the autonomous human science of hurnan 

genetics to a broad meta-field, encompassing and subordinating human genetics to basic 



genetics in the investigation of health and disease. The Amencan human geneticist, AG 

Motulslqr, in his Presidential speech to the Amencan Society of Human Genetics in -1977, 

articulated the earlier vision of medical genetics as a çub-field of human genetics. In 

doing so, he cautioned his c o l l e a ~ e s  about changes then underway. Human genetics, he 

warned, has been "medicalized." "The vast majority of work and subject matter under 

study," he noted, "is of medical interest." He also cautioned that this "medicalization" 

was responsibie for the narrow concentration of human geneticists on only "1% to 2% of 

the total content of human genetics."89 Motulsky's colleague, Victor McKusick, was later 

to articulate the newer model. "Medical genetics is more broadly encompassing than 

human genetics," McKusick wrote in 1993, "because al1 aspects of human genetics are 

relevant to the genetics of health and disease, but the converse is not necessarily true. 

Indeed, we are becoming powerfully aware of the relevance of al1 genetics to medical 

genetics. The mouse," he continued, ". . . is highly instructive to the understanding of 

human disease, for example, and even unicellular organisms, such as yeast, are teaching 

us r n u ~ h . " ~ ~  

In Chapter 5, I investigate the institutional reorganization of medical genetics in 

Toronto in the 1960s and 1970s to consolidate conceptual and technical changes which 

had been ongoing since the 1950% If the tum to medical biochemical genetics and then 

medical cytogenetics represented a turn to a more classical genetics orientation, then the 

late 1960s and 1970s represented a shift to the 'new' biology. The medical geneticists 

who had been building their identities since World War II - the old-order geneticists, 1 

cal1 them - were participants in this transformation, ceding a space for 'fundamental' 



inquiry in genetic mechanisms using non-human organisms, but also preserving their 

identity as researchers who were capable of  producing firndamental knowledge using the 

human animal. 

In the 1970s, as the departmental infiastructure of medical genetics in Toronto 

was reorganized to reflect changing emphases in research, medical geneticists were also 

working at the national and provincial Ievels to reorganize the practical work of genetic 

medicine. Through these parallei- and complementary efforts, medical geneticists 

preserved a position which straddled a research world of increasing complexity, and a 

clinical domain o f  apparently expanding relevance. 

The expanding relevance of genetics for medicine was a fùnction, in the first 

instance, of increasing numbers of practical interventions that medical geneticists could 

bring to bear in the lives of individual patients. By the 1960s, the standby of heredity 

counseling had been complemented by the addition of treatment protocols for certain 

genetic metabolic diseases. And by the 1970s, prenatal diagnosis and genetic screening 

had fùrther expanded the reach of genetic medicine. But this expanding relevance was 

also a more rhetorical and contingent process, relying on the triumphalism of 

biomedicine in its claims about the defeat of idectious disease and the shifting burden 

fkom acute to chronic conditions, and relying on Cold War rhetoric about the potential 

increase in mutations from exposure to ionizing radiation. Finally, the rhetoric of 

expanding relevance was constituted through blurred distinctions between congenitai and 

genetical disease. This blumng had made sense of the early association between human 

genetics and the pediatnc hospital - encouraging medical geneticists in Toronto to assert 



an expansive relevance for their etiological systems. But even as workers in Toronto 

ceased to lay claim to a broad explanatory framework, they continued to exercise 

authority over a range of congenital diseases. Indeed, by the 1960s, the blumng had 

become a systemic slippage. In tems of practical work, the blurred categories of disease 

made sense of the fact that what medical geneticists actudly did through genetic 

counseling and prenatal diagnosis was to seek to minimize the birth of children with 

congenital anomalies - anomalies that might simultaneously be genetical. In articulating 

a narrative of necessity for genetic medicine, then - that the 'burden' of genetic disease 

was growing - medical genetici sts consistently inferred that chronic and congenital 

conditions were within their purview. 

Such a blurring, or slippage, was tactical rather than epistemological. By the 

1960s, at the latest, the fact of a distinction was clearly and consistently acknowledged. 

Yet the slippage was made nonetheless. Victor McKusick, in introducing his much 

reprinted 1970s textbook, Medical Geneiics, Iisted "fourteen genetic misconceptions 

fiequently encountered among physicians." Misconception number one was the 

assumption that "Congenital is synonymous with genetic." Against this obvious untruth 

McKusick noted that "Congenital merely means present at birth. It has no necessary 

etiological connotations. Some genetic disorders are not congenital in the usual sense of 

the word, and many congenital malformations do not have a predominantly genetic 

cau~e."~' Yet McKusick had begun the introduction that he ended with his list of 14 

Misconceptions with the staternent that: "It is a cornmonplace that as infectious and 

nutritional diseases are better understood, controlled and managed, congenital and genetic 



disorders assume greater relative significance. .. .To this the increased importance of 

medical genetics in the Iast two decades can in large part be att~ibuted."~~ 

In Chapter 6,1 look at changes in the shifting meaning and organization of 

practical work by medical geneticists. These developments took place against narratives 

about an expansive and growing burden of genetic disease, and an increasing capacity for 

practical intervention. Medical geneticists built on these narratives, and drew on and 

developed professional organizations, to coordinate themselves as the leaders of a n e w  

and expansive domain of clinical practice - genetic services. 
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Chapter 1 

Making the Indigenous Tradition: Human Genetics and Human Biology 

in Toronto, c. 1935 - 1950 

Introduction 

Our story begins in the mid-1930s when, inspired by the birth of the Dionne 

quintuplets, Noma Ford Walker began to re-direct her research interests fiom the study 

of insects to the study of human inheritance. M e r  the quintuplets' birth in 1934, and as 

part of the international fascination with these children, a scientific study was coordinated 

through the St George's School for Child Study at the University of Toronto. Norma Ford 

Walker, together with John MacArthur also of the Department of Biology, was called on 

to conduct the ccbiologicaI" study of the quintuplets. Such a study involved the analysis of 

the zygosity of the children, to determine whether al1 were the product of the same 

fertilized ovum. In the view of Ford Walker and her collaborators, what was being 

detennined was whether these children were genetically "identical." 

The colfaborative scientific study of the Dionne quintupIets comected Ford 

Walker to a local cornmunity of researchers interested in human biology and genetics 

who were linked to other similarly-engaged workers in the U.S. and Britain. Ford 

Walker's colleagues in this project were on the margins of the classical genetics 

enterprise, cynical about mâinline eugenics, and interested to investigate the role of both 



environment and heredity in human inheritance. Whether gained through this high profile 

project, or previously possessed, Ford Walker emerged fkom the Dionne study with 

expertise in the conventions of classical genetics, a heterodox approach to genetic study, 

and a technical ski11 that would serve as the primary resource for her research school for 

more than twenty years: dermatoglyphics, or the study of skin patterns on the hands and 

feet . 

This chapter explores the first fifteen years of research conducted by Ford Walker 

and her emerging research school. With the aid of international colleagues in the 

biological and medical sciences, and through such institutions as the university, the 

hospital and custodial facilities, members of the Ford Waker school used dermatogiyphic 

techniques in pursuing two distinct methods - the twin method and what 1 will cal1 'the 

Mongol rnethod.' These rnethods supported efiological inquiry which presumed the 

relevance of both genetical and environmental influences and was agnostic on the 

question of simple causation. 

In investigating these historical processes, 1 suggest answers to several perplexing 

questions. In the first instance, the Ford Walker school shares few features with the then- 

dominant British school of human genetics. The first such question must therefore be: 

what was the science that was being conducted? 1 argue that it was a species of human 

genetics, but it was an identifiable variety and deserves to go by the name 'the indigenous 

tradition.' A second and related question concems the identity of the practitioners. The 

fact that these were, to a considerable degree women, is taken to be both meaningful and 

consequentid. The marginality of the Ford Waker school within the international 



community of human geneticists was reflected and sustained by its production in Toronto 

as 'women's work-' 

The Diunne Years 

The birth of the Dionne quintuplets in May 193 4 was met with international 

at tenti~n.~ As Cynthia Wright has argued, the quints were a sounding board for a range of 

c~ncerns .~  Together with the issues of Anglophone-Francophone hostility, economic 

depression and opportunity, and gender relations and the farnily, the quints were fodder 

for the nature-nurture debates. As subjects in an extended research program, their bodies 

and behavior were rneasured, observed and controlled in an effort to answer urgent 

questions. Establishing the "identical" nature of these children fell to Ford WaIker and 

her senior colleague in the Department of Biology, John MacArthur. Drawn into this 

project with little p io r  experience in the study of the human animal, Ford Walker forged 

skills and collegial connections and was profoundly influenced by the intellectual milieu 

in which the Dionne study was pursued. 

The research prograrn was dominated by child study experts and led by William 

Blatz, the "energetic director of the St George's School [for Child Study]." Study of the 

quints provided Blatz with the opportunity ta "demonstrate the eficacy of modem child 

rearing methods and educational practices. Blatz's enthusiasm for the potential of this 

research project," Kari Delhi argues, "was palpable: "never before in the history of 



human genetics," (Blatz argueci], "have five identical children been bom into 

circumstances where the opportunity not only may but must be provided for following 

their growth and development under controlled  condition^".'^^ Delhi suggests that Blatz 

was committed to demonstrating the i duence  of environment in the children's lives, in 

accordance with his at tachent  to scientific child rearing practices. "Much was made of 

the "discovery"," she writes, "that the girls possessed distinct personalities." Despite the 

difficulty that "ordinary" people had in telling the girls apart, Delhi argues that 

psychological science, "was able to c o n f i  the existence of unique and different 

individuals, even within a group that appeared "the same"."' Yet this commitment was 

critiqued by some prominent geneticists, Delhi adds. Horatio Newman, an Arnerican 

geneticist interested in multiple births, who had been invited by William Blatz to join the 

research advisory cornmittee, publicly criticized the environmental explanations being 

proffered by Blatz, suggesting that, "to the geneticist ... the quints are tuming out rather 

better than might be expected? 

Madge Macklin, Canada's premier hurnan geneticist, and an outspoken 

eugenicist, also saw opportunity for a more hereditarian than environmentalist 

interpretation of these children. Reviewing the CoZZected Studies on the Dionne 

Quintzplets for the Journal of Heredity she noted that "the psychologists are striving to 

show the greater effect of environment in differentiating these chiIdren into five distinct 

patterns. To the geneticist, who admits that environment plays a large role in this, the 

striking similarity of the curves of motor, adaptive, personal-social behavior and 

language development plotîed by psychologists who certainly were not trying to prove 



the importance of an inhented background, is most ~i~nif icant ."~ Popular interest in the 

quints resonated with similar concems. The seemingly miraculous sumival of the Dionne 

children was seen to be due both to their "hardy stock" and to the ministrations of modem 

medicine and the apodes of "scientific m~therhood."~ 

John MacArthur and Ford Walker recognized the salience of their work for these 

debates. They noted that, of the many biological problems their study might help to soIve, 

the goal ofCCseparating and evaluatïng the influences of heredity and environment in the 

development of various physical and mental characteristics," was of premier 

To do this involved detennining "as certainly as possible just how the quintuplet set was 

constituted," in order to assess whether the quints shared "identical" inheritance. l0 

Yet though much hung in the balance, the diagnosis of the Dionne's zygosity was 

far fiom technically simple. "It is somewhat disillusioning to learri," MacArthur and Ford 

Walker wrote, "that there is no single simple qualitative test, or absolutely decisive and 

infallible diagnostic mark, by which to tell whether a pair of &ns is fiatemal or 

identical." '' Though noting that "identical twins, arising by division of the same 

fertilized egg celI mass or embryo, quite invariably carry the same chromosomal factors 

and are of the same genotype," there was no way to assess these genetic materials. 

MacArthur and Ford Waker turned to such devices as the "similarity method," selecting 

phenotypic characters for cornparison that were "least modified by other than hereditary 

factorsyy to assess zygosity . l2 

The authors had wanted to examine as many biological characters as possible in 

the entire family, but achieved only limited access. The "rnost satisfactory datay' proved 



to be the hand and foot prints. Dermatoglyphic patterns were seen to evidence some 

"strongly inherited characters" and these inherited patterns were made more useful by 

their resistance to environmental change, being fixed before bkth. But these inherited 

patterns were still complex markers of inheritance - even "identical twins" were expected 

to have distinct finger prints since "two or more embryos fiom a single egg develop 

inequalities, though they carry the same inherited potentialities." l3 

Dermatoglyphic evidence fkom the quints was evaluated in several ways. First, 

the authors used finger print patterns to calculate a theoretical "genotype" of each of the 

quints. AI1 five children were seen to possess the same "genetic formula" for finger prints 

of 'CVVRRUU."14 A second set of procedures for evaluating the dermatoglyphics 

involved efforts to calculate, both subjectively and quantitatively, the relative sirnilarity 

of the prints. By this method, the quints were seen to be generally similar and to comply 

with the standard whereby there was "less difference between a hand of an identical twin 

and a hand of its mate than there is between the left and nght hands of either 

indi~idual."'~ But the most decisive use of dermatoglyphic evidence involved the 

comparison of demal characteristics between the quintuplets by comparison with their 

sibs. This permitted identical inheritance to be distinguished fiom "family likeness," by 

demonstrating that "hereditary dermatoglyphic characters" which showed "strong 

resemblances" in the quints were notably different in immediate family members "due 

presumably to segregation." l6 

These methods were indebted to the theories of classical genetics, then dominant 

in North America. They presumed chromosomal inheritance, the material gene, and 



Mendelian patterns of transmission and segregation. l7 The dermatoglyphic evidence, 

together with supportive evidence fiom the fetal membranes, the foot pnnts, the blood 

groups, and assorted other aspects of the girls' appearance and mannerisms, demonstrated 

that the "five al1 ca ry  the sarne inheritance."18 But in addition to its diagnostic function, 

dermatoglyphic evidence also facilitated attention to developmental variation. The quints 

might be geneticaily "identicai," MacArthur and Ford Walker noted, but some "non- 

inherited variations" were also apparent. The girls were not doubles, and the process of 

development evident in dermal patterns ensured that some inequalities appeared despite 

the identical "inherited potentidities."lg 

Twin Studies, Dematoglyphics and Human Genetics 

The 'biological study' of the Dionne quintuplets initiated Ford Waiker into the 

academic study of human heredity. While her interest in such questions had been 

evidenced in public talks fkom the late 1920s, it was not until the mid-1930s that Ford 

Walker switched her research program at the university fiom invertebrate zoo1ogy to 

human heredity. The social and intellectual environment of the Dionne study shaped Ford 

Walker's initiation into the field of human genetics in particular ways. 

First, though the Dionne project was a high profile undertaking, this was an 

anomalous situation for a community of workers who operated on the rnargins of North 

Arnencan science. In Canada, the University of Toronto was, with McGill University, the 



chief repository of the research ideal, and it was Toronto that came to "dominate 

Canadian science by the intenvar years."20 Yet Canadian science was still backward in 

these decadese2' Historian of education, AB McKilIop, argues that progress in advanced 

research in the inter-war penod was "modest,. . .beyond the rhetoncal acceptance of the 

research ideal."" It was constrained both by the limited financial supports available, and 

by a cultural cornmitment to the hurnanities as "the forma1 base of the scholarIy 

pyramid."u 

Second, many of the workers involved in the Dionne project were rather cynical 

about the claims of mainline eugenics. Angus McLaren, in his study of the eugenics 

movement in Canada, has characterized William Blatz as profoundly "skepticai" of the 

clairns of mainline eugenics, and John MacArthur as "perhaps the best qualified opponent 

of the e~~enicists."'~ Horatio Newman is characterized by Daniel Kevles as a person who 

"had been a strong hereditarian and eugenicisty' but who, by 1937 at least, "rather 

sympathized with the dictum that what heredity could do, environment could aiso do."25 

Finally, the intellectual milieu of the Dionne study supported particular kinds of 

genetics research. The St George's School, through which this coiIaborative project was 

coordinated, was one of five centers in the US and Canada which worked to establish a 

professional science of child psychology in the 1920s and 1 9 3 0 s . ~ ~  Hamilton Cravens 

argues that these schools of child development were homes to a "new mentality in the life 

sciences," which privileged interdisciplinarity and a gestalt vision of the whole and its 

parts, and fostered attention to heredity and environment as interactive rather than 

oppositional forces." This was a community of researchers who presumed the 



significance of both genetics and environment as causal forces in hurnan heredity. Indeed, 

Ford Walker's colleagues in this project introduced her to research tools which supported 

broad etiological enquiry. Though Ford Walker was clearly familiar with the premises of 

classical genetics, the approach which she came to employ, building on twin studies and 

dermatoglyphic techniques, stretched the boundaries of the classical approach. 

Horatio Newman was a biologist working at the University of Chicago. He was an 

expert in the application of dermatoglyphics to twin diagnosis.28 Newman attended the 

University of Toronto in his undergraduate years and retained Canadian links, above and 

beyond the Dionne study. In the Iate 1 gZOs, in Oshawa, Ontario, Newman located his first 

set of identical twins reared apart, having searched for just çuch a natural experiment for 

years. Notably, John MacArthur was the Toronto expert called on by the media to 

comment on this extraordinary case.2g Newman eventually located nineteen sets of 

identical twins reared apart and with two educational psychologists at the University of 

Chicago he collaborated in an important study on the heritability of intelligence. 

Comparing these nineteen twin sets with a control group of identical twins reared 

together, Newman and his colleagues found themselves c'disillusioned" with their original 

hereditarian hypotheses. Daniel Kevles argues that their shidy, published in 1937, pointed 

to the indivisibility of nature from nurture in producing characters such as intelligence.30 

John MacArthur was an Associate Professor of Genetics in the Department of 

Biology at the University of  oro ont o.^' He was trained by the iconoclast Charles 

Manning ~ h i l d , ' ~  who was like Newman also at the University of ~ h i c a ~ o . ~ ~  Child, like 

many other American geneticists in the first three decades of the 20" century, pursued 



research interests which diverged fiom the dominant tradition of Amencan genetics as 

defined by Thomas Hunt Morgan and the Columbia scho01.'~ Though less of an 

iconoclast than his mentor, MacArthur's research in agricultural genetics, mammalian 

genetics and studies of human heredity, involved him with the Ends of complications 

which research with Drosophila was designed to avoid: specifically, a service 

relationship towards agriculture and rnedi~ine.~' Indeed MacArthur embraced such 

connections. In the latter-half of the 193 0s he worked to produce a commercial 

greenhouse tomato immune to brown mould. The successful product was introduced at 

the Vineland HorticuIture Expenment Station in the 1939-40 academic year as 

"~etornold."~~ 

MacArthur's interest in human genetics was not so clearly tied to medical 

institutions as his a~cu l tu ra l  work was to commercial breeding. Yet he had an enduring 

interest in human heredity. Beginning in the late 1920s, and continuing into the early 

1940s, MacArthur conducted research on "abnormal human heredity," collected "family 

histones7' and supervised the work of students in human biology and genetics.37 He 

became, according to two expert commentators, an "experienced student of t w i n ~ . " ~ ~  

Finally, MacArthur also had a research interest in mammalian genetics. He supervised 

and conducted work with rats, and in the late 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  he collaborated in such research with 

the patriarch of mammalian genetics, William Ernest Castle, when the latter had retired 

fiom Harvard to work at the University of California, ~ e r k e l e ~ . ~ '  

Genetics research with the complex organisms which MacArthur preferred not 

only indebted bioIogists to concerns beyond the academy, such research also expanded 



the scope of questions. The '%haractersY that absorbed the attention of many agriculturd 

breeders seemed physiologicd," Barbara Kimmelrnan mites: "breeding to increase yield, 

for particular size, shape, and color, for disease resistance, and to increase or decrease 

particular nutritive content. These were largely complex phenotypic characters with 

explicit commercial ~ i~n i f i cance . "~~  Karen Rader argues that Castle had mentored a 

generation of mammalian geneticists with a "skeptical attitude toward Mendelism and a 

deep commitment to comprehensive genetic k n ~ w l e d ~ e . " ~ ~  One group of Castle's 

students worked with mice. Their experiments were "slower-paced." Yet they worked 

with "less genetically efficacious organisms," Rader argues, "because these materials 

promised a different kind of result - knowledge of physiological genetics, evolution, and 

(for some) complex human heredity." Engaged by such questions, MacArthur tackled not 

only mammalian genetics with mode1 organisms, but also research with the hurnan 

animal itself- 

The involvernent of Newman and MacArthur in the Dionne project was due to 

their expertise in twin study, one of the techniques which Kevles characterizes as central 

to human genetics research in the 1930s and 1940s .~~  Newman and MacArthur 

approached twin study with a particular tool, dermatogiyphics, which had application 

beyond the support of twin diagnosis and which supported broad based inquiry into 

etiologicai processes in human biology. 

In their 1 943 monograp h, Finger pfi?tls, Palms m?d Soles: An Introductio~ to 

DennatogZ~hics, Harold Cummins and Charles Mid10 of Tulane University noted that 

the study of dermatoglyphics was a "relatively neglected aspect of human biology." Yet 



their text, the main one in the field, was cornmitteci to demonstrating the versatility of this 

technique and its potentiai. "The [skin] configurations," Cummins and Midlo wrote, "are 

formed in the early fetus and they persist ~ r i c h a n ~ e d . " ~ ~  They could be used for personal 

identification, for twin diagnosis, in cases of questioned paternity, in assessing racial 

variation, in studies of inheritance, and in assessing constitutions potentially including 

such constitutional characteristics as sexy handedness, disease susceptibility, character, 

temperament, criminaiity and degeneracy. 

"As objects in the study of inheritance," Cummins and Midlo wrote, 

ccdermatoglyphics present certain advantages." Features in skin patterns "may not be an 

ultimate anatomical unit," Cummins and Midlo added, "yet these features are at least 

among the smallest characteristics readily accessible for testing the b i t s  of  hereditary 

control." The value of dermal patterns in the study of heredity also derived fiom their 

variability, making them "favorable for cornparison among members of families." 

Dermatoglyphics were age and environmentally stable, persisting unchanged after being 

established dunng early fetaf development, and were unlikely to be a factor in selective 

mating. 

The versatility of this technique was, to some extent, a hnction of the complexity 

of the processes involved in the development of dermal patterns. This complexity d s o  

posed challenges for "genetic analysis of dermatoglyphics." Understood to be af6ected by 

many genes and to be conditioned by embryological processes, including such factors as 

skin thickness and tension, the mechanisms of heredity were necessarily obscure. 

Moreover, distinguishing differential involvement of such generic factors as sex and race 



in the patterns of individuals or  groups, £kom the more specific concems of interest such 

as family or  constitution, was consistently dificult." 

Among those whose work Cummins and Midlo cited as they reviewed the 

potentials of dermatoglyphics was that of John MacArthur and Horatio Newman, 

particularly in relation to twin diagnosis. They also acknowledged, more personally, their 

debt to "colleagues in research" like Ford Walker, who had, by the mid-1940s, placed 

this flexible technique at the foundation of  her research s c h o ~ l . ~ ~  

"Students of human heredity," Daniel Kevles has argued, "treasured well-defined, 

sharply segregating traits as immune as possible both to uncertainty in identification and 

to environmental i n f l~ence . "~~  There was therefore, he adds, ccconsiderable interest 

stimulated in the early thirties by the discovery that human beings possessed a heritable 

sensitivity to the taste of the compound phenylthiocarbarnide, or PTC."~' Ford Walker 

was not immune to the benefits of simply inherited phenotypic characters. She used PTC 

stnps in her public talks to convince her audience of the heritability of characteristics like 

t a~ te .~ '  Indeed, Ford Walker may have begun her research interest in human heredity 

because of PTC.~' But she used PTC in her published research to emphasize the 

inheritance of complex characteri~tics.~~ And most of her work used a research tool, 

dermatoglyphics, which met none of Kevles' criteria and stretched the bounds of classical 

genetic inquiry. In taking up dermatoglyphics, Ford Walker embraced a tool better able to 

demonstrate broad etiological influences than the workings of single genes, and more 

likely to suggest the involvement of environmental and developmental influences than to 

prove their absence. 



Beyond Twin Diagnmïs: DemafogZyphics and the Dionne Quinruple fs 

MacArthur's and Ford Walker's biological smdy of the Dionne quintuplets 

established the identical zygosity of the children and confirmed in the authors a 

cornmitment to twin diagnosis and research. In their published study on the DiomeYsy the 

authors reviewed the published literature to produce a list of known quintuplet births. 

Thereafter, both researchers contributed to the literature in the area of twin diagnosis but 

their interests soon diverged. MacArthur paid particular attention to perfecting 

dermatoglyphic techniques for twin diagnosis, confirming the reliability of this rnethod? 

Ford Walker took pleasure in continuing to contribute to the list of known quintuplet 

births in subsequent publications.52 But she was less interested than MacArthur in 

dermatoglyphic techniques. Her contribution to improving the methods of twin diagnosis 

was a long-term study of fetal b i o 1 0 ~ ~ . * ~  She studied, for example, the "physical 

characters of a case of united foetuses," and the "blood-vascular system in the placentae 

of multiple birth~."'~ This research, which she initiated in the 1936-37 academic year and 

continued through the 1950s, helped to clarie the relationship between fetal membranes 

and zygosity and to address developmental questions about twinning in monozygotic 

cases. 

Ford Walker was an advocate of the twin method. She proselytized about the need 

for accurate determinations of zygosity if the twin method were to be of value for 



medical research? And as a senior scientist, she published an overview paper outlining 

the methods for rygosity diagnosis? But Ford Walker quickly went beyond simple twin 

diagnosis, using the fact of accurately diagnosed twins to  illuminate the heritability of 

disease. And early in her career in human genetics she began a study of 'cMongolism'y 

using dermatoglyphic analysis whicfi would produce a new tool for measuring 

developmental anomaly. 

Investzgating "the Mongol" 

Beginning in the 1937-38 acadernic year, Ford Walker began to acquire graduate 

students with an interest in human heredity. She put her first two graduate students to 

work examining the dermal patterns "in mongolian idiots."57 The following year, one of 

these two women students, Grace Workrnan, finished her Master's thesis,'* and Ford 

Walker reported the beginnings of her own long-term research in the field. She began a 

study of dermatoglyphics in Mongols and their kindred which continued for several 

years, merging into studies of "etiological factors in mongolism," and including, by the 

1 9 5 0 ~ ~  questions of ccdiagnosis."59 Unfomuiately, there are no records of these studies, 

and we must turn to the work of Ford Walker's students to observe the developing 

methods in the Ford Walker school, 

Grace Workman's study confirmed and sought to expand upon the recent, as yet 

unpublished findings of Harold Cummins of Tulane University, who had shown that the 



"disturbance in general growth" long apparent in Mongols could be traced to a 

"disturbance of growth" established as early as the third and fourth fetaï r n ~ n t h s . ~ ~  The 

importance of Cummins' discovery, Workman argued, was in making it possible "to time 

the disturbance of growth and indicate that the mongoloid constitution was established in 

the early foetal rnonth~."~' 

Workman's thesis was devoted to three arguments: frst, confïrming Cumrnins' 

findings of a distinctive set of dermatoglyphic patterns common to Mongolian idiots; 

second, seeking to explain the patterns of disturbance in terms of the embryogeny of  

dermatoglyphics; and third, examining the dermatoglyphics of persons born to women at 

late materna1 age to assess the independent effect of late matemal age on dematoglyphic 

patterns. 

The first part of Workman7s study then, c o h e d  the important question of the 

timing of the "disturbance of growth" apparent in Mongolism. Workrnan's analysis of the 

demal patterns of Mongols added to Cummins' evidence, and earlier research on the 

fusion of skull bones, to confirm that "mongolism is established prior to the third foetal 

month, possibly as early as the 3 9& day."62 A close examination of the embryogeny of 

these palmar patterns led Workrnan to the conclusion that "in the mongoloid hand an 

early stage of development is preserved until after the dermal ndges are laid down and 

that growth and development have been retarded in some way."63 

While the first half of  Workman's thesis contnbuted to an underst,mding of the 

developrnental process by which Mongols were made, Workrnan devoted the latter half 

of her study to exploring the cause of  the condition, which at that time "remain[ed] 



obscure."64 From a review of the literature, she suggested that three interpretations were 

possible. Mongolism might result from "inherited factors," the evidence for which were 

higher fkequencies of such births than expected in some families, together with some 

evidence of inherited familial traits in mongolism. Alternately, mongolism might be due 

to "environmentai factors active pnor to birth." Workrnan cited a recent Ontario study 

which provided evidence of the infiuence of thyroid disturbances, and pointed to the 

evidence for the influence of advanced maternal age and the adverse condition of the 

mother - in short, "factors af5ecting the ovum." The final cause was the combination of 

both the environment and heredity. Workrnan cited Lionel Penrose on evidence derived 

fiom twin studies concerning an "inherited susceptibility to the effect of adverse 

environment. "65 . 
Workman's own research addressed the well-accepted influence of advanced 

matemai age in the production of Mongolism. She assumed that, "If the disturbance of 

growth in the mongoloid palm is dependent upon the factor of advanced maternal age 

alone, with no accompanying hereditary factor, then one might expect to find a similar 

tendency towards disturbed growth in the palms o f  persons bom to older r n ~ t h e r s . " ~ ~  But 

in assessing the dermatoglyphics of non-mongoloid persons bom to mothers of  late 

matemal age, Workrnan was unable to find any "correlation in normal persons between 

pattern expression and matemal age." Workman's findings suggested that "Advanced 

matemal age musty therefore be significant only as related to some factor or factors such 

as heredity or endocrine di~turbance."~~ Advanced matemal age alone could not explain 

the peculiar dermal patterns apparent in the Mongol. 



In this study, Workman confirmed Cummins' findings that the Mongol had 

suffered fiom a profound developmental disturbance during fetal development and that 

the dermatoglyphics provided a legible sign of that process. Dermatoglyphics, in this 

project, served a developmental fùnction. Unlike twin diagnosis, where general dermal 

patterns were believed to be strongly inherited and where broad similarities demonstrated 

'identical' inheritance, the dermal patterns in the Mongol testified only to developmental 

processes, while remaining agnostic on the issue of cause. Indeed, dermal analysis of 

Mongols confirmed the complexity of systems of causation, and the seeming irrelevance 

of simple models of genetic control. In the 1940s, Ford Waiker would find oppominities 

to use this complex etiological fiarnework in studies of disease. And she would find - in 

constitutional medicine - a parallel, yet medical, etiological fiamework. 

Just as John MacArthur had embraced a service orientation in agricultural 

genetics, Ford Walker embraced a service orientation in her work in human genetics - 

establishing links to those institutions which housed specimens of human biology, such 

as hospitals and custodial institutions. Grace Workman, for example, had gained access 

to ccmongoloid idiotsy' at the Ontario Hospital School in Oriilia. In addition to providing 

access to research material, such CO-operative work facilitated attention to disease and 

disability and helped forge a medical orientation arnong researchers who were, by 

training, biologists. 



Building a Sewice Orientation: Human Genezics in the Hospital 

N o m a  Ford Walker was housed within the Facuity of Arts (after 1960, Arts and 

Science) throughout her acadernic career, It was not until the 1970s that the university's 

medicai geneticists were housed within the Faculty of Medicine at the University of  

Toronto. The medical orientation of the school was thus initially fostered through 

association with hospitals and other patient facilities. 

Ford Walker's studies of fetal membranes to aid in twin diagnosis were 

necessarily pursued "in CO-operation with four Toronto ho~~i t a l s . ' "~  When she began her 

study of Mongols and their kindred, Ford Waiker reported the "CO-operation of several 

Toronto and New Jersey h o ~ ~ i t a l s . " ~ ~  Meanwhile, a cLbiological study of a pair of 

monozygotic mongoloid twins" was conducted in CO-operation with a collaborator f?om 

the 'Tuorthem New Jersey Mental Hygiene CIinicsyy in 193 9-40 .'O In the same year, Ford 

Walker reported collaborative work with the Toronto Hospital for Sick ~hildren." This 

iatter connection wouid prove enduring. 

Ford Walker's collaborative ventures with Sick Kids were rewarded with an 

appointment as part time consultant on staff, begiming in 1940 and continuing until the 

early 1 9 6 0 s . ~ ~  Ford Walker attributed her association with the Hospital for Sick Children 

to the "active interest of Dr Aian Brown ...p hysician-in-chiefy of the h o ~ ~ i t a l . ~ ~  As an 

individual, Alan Brown - remembered as a pioneering pediatrician in his own right - was 

an important influence. He served in the 1940s as a research collaborator, and proved to 

be a source of research ideas." But the association between rnedical genetics and the 



pediatric hospital was not unique to the link between Alan Brown and Ford Walker. Such 

connections were also made in other cornmunities throughout North America. The 

hospital in generaI, and the pediatric hospital in particular, were important in several 

ways for those interested in "practical applications" of human genetics in rnedi~ine.'~ 

In the f i s t  instance, the hospital facilitated the cross-fertilization of the medical 

and biological sciences. Trained as a zoologist, Ford Waiker looked to her medical 

collaborators for diagnostic expertise, and for explanatory fiameworks about disease 

causation drawn fiom the scholarship of academic medicine. But pediatric facilities, as 

distinct fiom the general hospital, provided more than just clinical and scholarly 

expertise. The populations served by the pediatric h,?spital were especially interesting to 

researchers such as Ford Walker. Through the Hospital for Sick Children, Ford Walker 

gained access to extraordinary cases of disease and disability, notably monozygotic twins 

with discordant anomalies and rare childhood diseases. But Ford Walker was not soIely 

interested in Sick Kids for rare conditions. She also gained access to extensive medical 

records on comrnon diseases. Moreover, many of the extraordinary cases of childhood 

disease that Ford Walker atîended to were not strictly genetic. 

In the late 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  Margaret Thompson wrote that "Most of the severe genetic 

diseases are evident at birth or begin in ~h i ldhood . "~~  By this accounting, pediatric 

facilities were of obvious significance for medical genetics- But Thompson's 

interpretation is not entirely apt. We should be cautious about assuming that genetic 

diseases, as currently understood, were the focus of Ford Walker's attention. Indeed, 



rather than being a home for formally genetic disease, the pediatric hospital was the home 

of congenital disease - diseases that were inborn. 

The chief importance of the pediatric hospital for medical genetics was the 

encouragement provided to studies of human heredity through what reads to us now as 

the etiological arnbiguity implicit in the notion of c'congenital."77 For Ford Walker, and 

the research tradition that she built, the conceptual blurring of congenital and genetical 

that a pediatric facility institutionalized was of enhanced value. It made sense of a 

theoretical frarnework which conceived of environment and heredity as forces which 

were mutually relevant in hereditary causation. The blurring of congenital and genetical, 

in other words, made sense of causal explanations which addressed al1 facets of the 

"nature-nurture" debate. Moreover, this blurring was also appropnate to a tool for 

assessing human inheritance, dermatoglyphics, which incorporated developmental 

concerns. 

The resources of medical facilities, the theories of academic medicine and the 

productive ambiguity of the concept of congenital disease helped to advance the 

techniques that Ford Waiker and her students and colleagues had worked to develop in 

the latter-half of the 2930s. Through these resources, twin studies were fleshed out into a 

twin method which advanced knowledge about the etiology of disease. Through these 

resources also, the studies of dermal pattems in Mongols were developed as a Mongol 

method. The disturbed dermal patterns of the Mongol served as a prototype of fetal 

disturbance that helped to explain developmental anomalies in diseased bodies. 



Ford Walker's earliest studies at Sick Kids dealt with pylork stenosis, a 

congenital condition of intestinal blockage resulting in dehydration and malnutrition but 

amenable to cure through surgery. She began with a study of two pairs of twins with the 

condition in 193 8-39, then expanded the shidy to include 12 pairs of twins and more than 

400 individual cases recorded in Sick Kids' files.78 Ford Waiker and her CO-authors 

published t w ~  articles on this condition in 1941, one of which was used to argue for the 

"genetic basis7' of this condition, the other of which demonstrated the influence of a 

particuiar environmental factor in making the condition rnan i fe~ t .~~  

These studies drew on medical resources in more ways than one. In addition to 

drawing cases of pyloric stenosis fiom the files of Sick Kids, Ford Walker and her co- 

authors made sense of this evidence in reIation to constitutionalist arguments advanced 

within the halls of academic medicine. As Sarah Tracy has argued, constitutional 

medicine emerged as a reaction against the seeming dominance of an infectious-disease 

paradigm and asserted the relevance of the hurnan "constitution" in disease c a u s a t i ~ n . ~ ~  

The work of Ford Walker and her Sick Kids colieagues was in conversation with one of 

the premier Amencan advocates of constitutional medicine, William S heldon. 

Sheldon had published a study in 1938 which reviewed 36 sets of twins with 

pyloric stenosis. His study indicated that "identical" twins were usually both affected by 

the condition, while in fraternal twins, it was more likely that only one member of the set 

would be affezted. In addition to suggesting a hereditary influence in disease causation, 

Sheldon demonstrated an environmental influence by showing the disproportionate 



incidence of twinning (of either kind) in children with this condition - twin pregnancies 

were understood to create a greater developmentai burden for rnernber of the set8' 

Ford Walker's study was modeled on Sheldon's, but with the key addition of a 

demonstration of methods for assessing zygosity. Sheldon's cases, together with another 

ten "possibly rnonozyg~tic'~ cases gleaned fiom the literature, had provided questionable 

evidence about etiology by providing questionable evidence about zygosity.82 Ford 

Walker's study was, in the first instance, a demonstration o f  the need for accaracy in twin 

diagnosis. But it was also a demonstration of the use of twins as a method for assessing 

the roles of heredity and environment in producing disease. 83 

Ford Walker's and her colleagues' first study presented a review of twin cases 

fiom HSCYs files where both members were affected with pyloric stenosis. In the twelve 

cases reviewed, the differing sex of the twins proved that nine sets were clearly fiatemal 

and one same sex twin set was of questionable zygosity. The bulk of the study was 

devoted to anaiysis of the two same-sex twin sets with pyIoric stenosis available for 

detailed study thxough Sick Kids whose identical zygosity could be established using 

dermatoglyphics, the similarity method and analysis of the birth membranes. 

In this study, Ford Walker was also able to  use the findings fkom the 

dermatogl yp hic anal y sis of Mongols to advantage. The fetal disturbances that made their 

mark in the palm prints of Mongols corroborated the fact that developmental disturbances 

could cause dermatoglyphic variations. This evidence made sense of a marked 

dissimilarity in the palrns of one twin set: Ford Walker et al theorized that one rnernber of 

these otherwise ccidentical" twins had been subjected to some disturbance as a result of 



the odd arrangement of the fetal membranes." Moreover, in both members of  the second 

twin set, a particular palmar configuration was present that was generally peculiar to 

Mongols. Once again this dermatogiyphic configuration provided evidence of fetal 

disturbance - in this case a disturbance that imposed a "double handicap" (of fetal 

disturbance and pyloric stenosis). This evidence made implicit sense of the fact that one 

member of this twin pair did not recover tiom surgery and died. 

The second published study on pyloric stenosis addressed the environmental 

thesis more f ~ l l ~ . ~ '  Having contributed, with others, to the demonstration of the genetic 

basis of this disease, it was important, Ford Walker argued, to investigate the role of birth 

order in this disease: to "weigh the evidence for the importance of the prenatal 

environmental factors associated with primogeniture in the production of the di~ease."'~ 

Reviewing case file data on order of birth in 405 cases of pyloric stenosis, Ford Walker et 

al demonstrated a higher proportion of first boms among cases of pyloric stenosis than 

would be expected by chance. "The importance of primogeniture as an etiologic factor in 

pyloric stenosis," they argued, "is at ieast indicated."" 

This kind of study - of monozygotic twins with seemingly inhented anomalies - 

was pariicularly dependent on institutions such as Sick Kids for the location and analysis 

of such rare events. Ford Walker's continued association with Sick Kids ensured that 

more such cases came her way. The year afrer publishing the two studies on pyloric 

stenosis in twins, Ford Walker came across a set of monozygotic twins discordant for 

retinoblastoma and cleft palate while pursuing a survey of cleft patate. She and ber 



student Grace Giles first undertook the 'genetic study' of the twins in 1942. Though not 

published until 1950, this study was patterned on the pyloric stenosis study of aimost a 

decade earlier. Ford Walker established the monozygosity of the twins, she clarified the 

heritability of cleft palate and retinoblastoma, she then set out to explain why two 

seemingly heritable conditions were dissimilar in "identical" twins using the Mongol data 

to make sense of this d i ~ ~ a r i t ~ . ~ ~  

In these -dies, the Mongol data helped to make twin diagnosis more robust, 

serving to explain divergent dermal patterns in a twin set that Norma Ford Walker 

believed was monozygotic. "Identical" inheritance was preserved despite extreme 

developmental and physiological aberrati~n.'~ Significantly, these studies also helped to 

make the derrnatoglyphic anomalies of the Mongol into a method, whereby Mongoloid 

dermal patterns could be used for diagnosis more generally. Such dermal patterns were an 

analogy for, and sign of, developmental anomaly in a disease such as pylonc stenosis. 

They testified to the presence of distress during fetal developrnent. 

Cornmon Disorders and Constitutions 

Pyloric stenosis was a condition more likely to be encountered in a pediatric 

hospital than etsewhere. But though an uncornmon condition, it was not a rare genetic 

disease. It was not, in other words, the kind of genetic condition which justifies the 

co~ect ion between medical genetics and the pediatric hospital in the late 2 0 ~  century. 



Rather, pyloric stenosis was important to Ford Walker because it was a congenital 

condition - because it built on the etiological ambiguity of the concept 'inborn.' Ford 

Walker's work confïrmed the condition's heritability, but also its sensitivity to  

environmental insult. She did not seek to disentangle the mechanics or relative 

importance of the two influences. 

Dermatoglyphic patterns had an acknowledged place in constitutional studies. 

Curnmins and Mid10 defined constitution in their 1943 monograph as comprising "al1 the 

structural, physiological and psychologicd traits of an individual. Constitution is 

determined in part by inherited factors and in part by environrnent." They noted that 

'Dermatoglyphics represent a part of the structural constitution. They are heritable, 

though prenatal environmental influences rnay rnask or  m o d i e  the genetically 

prospective traits."g0 

Cummins and Mid10 were interested to consider certain "special aspects of 

constitution, including sex differences, the unlike trends of variation in right-handed and 

lefi-handed persons, and the distinctive trends associated with certain disea~es."~' Though 

the dermatoglyphic patterns in individuds would not be diagnostic of these tendencies, 

statistical correlations could be found linking dermal patterns to these conditions in 

popdations, in a manner parallel to dermal patterns in racial populations. Without 

specifying the role o f  environrnent and heredity, dermal patterns could provide insight 

into whether the condition of interest was congenital. "The central question here," 

Cummins and Mid10 elaborated, "is whether persons so affiicted are distinguished fiom 

the non-diseased by characteristics of the dermatoglyphics. If such distinctions exist they 



are of the utmost moment in analysis of  the constitution of disease, because they 

demonstrate that susceptibility to the disease, like the distinctions in derrnatoglyphics 

with which it is correlated, is inboni."" 

As her pyloric stenosis study suggests, Ford Walker was already familiar with 

constitutionalist arguments by the early 1 9 4 0 ~ ~  and her student, Grace Workman, had 

described a MongoIoid ccconstitution'7 in the late 1930s. But in the mid-1940s, Ford 

Walker took this connection fùrther, building direct links to Amencan advocates of 

constitutional medicine. Ford Walker and a student pursued constitutional research on 

two distinct diseases: polio and epilepsy. The intention of both studies was to assess the 

existence of a particular "constitution," visible in the dermal patterns of afEected 

individuals, which demonstrated an inherent susceptibility to these common, complex 

and thus c~inically significant diseases. Disease or disablement could be recognized as 

constitutional where dermal patterns in afFected bodies demonstrated some degree of the 

signs of disturbance so powerfully manifested by "the Mongol." The Mongol served as 

an archetypal disease constitution by which other constitutions might be identified, and 

thus confhned the significance of Mongol dermal patterns as a metk~od.'~ 

In 1 945, Norma Ford Walker applied to the University of  Toronto for a gan t  to 

support research on "constitutional types susceptible to poliomyelitis." This project had 

grown, Ford WaUcer stated, "out of earlier studies made in this department on 

constitutional types found in mongoloid imbeciles." The project was inspired also by a Dr 

George Draper of Columbia University and the Presbyterian Hospital in New York (and 



"physician to the late President Roosevelt" Ford Walker added) who was providing Ford 

Walker with a hypothesis and data.94 

Draper was a notable American proponent of ccconstitutional medicine." Indeed, 

he is seen by Sarah Tracy as one of the "architects" of that program of "posl-Pasteurian 

medicine" in the 1920s and 193 By the time of Ford Walker's polio study, Draper 

was on the eve of retirement, to be succeeded at the "Constitution Clinic" he founded at 

Columbia by William Sheldon, whose work on pyloric stenosis had served as the mode1 

for Ford Walker's earlier study of the sarne condition. According to Tracy, William 

Sheldon becarne notorious after replacing Draper at the Constitution CIinic. His more 

anthcopometric techniques and explicitly racist proclamations were, Tracy argues, in part 

responsible for constitutional medicine's demiseg6 

Draper had long been interested in polio. Indeed, he claimed that his conversion 

to constitutional medicine occurred while fighting the 19 16 polio epidemic in New York, 

when "he noticed that many of the children infected with the polio virus shared similar 

features, as did their parents."97 According to Ford Walker, Draper theorized that "certain 

recognizable physical types are particularly susceptible to the infection of Poliomyelitis." 

Drawing on her expertise with dermatoglyphics, including Mongol dermal patterns, Ford 

Walker translated Draper's hypothesis into a testable experiment about dermal 

developmental patterns: "lfDrapery s hypothesis were me," she argued, "the growth 

gattems of such types was already operating before birth in the  eady foetal months of 

deve~o~rnent ."~~ 



Draper provided Ford Walker with finger and palm prhts o f  250 polio patients 

and Ford Walker edisted the aid of the Toronto Board of Public Health in identiQing 

another 400 students who had had the disease and could be  printed locally. Drawing on 

her knowledge of the embryology of dermatoglyphics, Ford Walker intended to 

"indirectly, through a study of these [demal] patterns, ... reconstmct the early growth 

pattern in the young embryo." 99 Her early findings were positive; Ford Walker suggested 

"that definite trends exist and that the digital patterns show a graduai increase in size with 

> Y  100 increasing susceptibility. Though never published, this study lasted several years, and 

was referenced by Ford Walker's students as suggesting the existence of disease- 

susceptible constitutional types. 'O1 

In the same year Ford Walker was embarking on the study of constitutional types 

in polio, her student, Wijnada Moonen, completed her Master's thesis on a similar 

problern: "Digital Patterns in Epileptic Patients." The bulk of Moonen's study was 

devoted to assessing "whether persons subject to this type of seizure exhibit any 

constitutional trends in their fetal growth as may be shown in their digital 

dermatoglyphics." She also sought "to examine any evidence of inheritance of 

epilepsy. Y i  102 

Like the study of polio, the clinical orientation of this study was apparent in the 

selection of a complex and relatively common disease for inquiry. Yet Moonen's concern 

with clinical priorities was even more evident. She credited Alan Brown, Sick Kid's 

Chief of Pediatrics, with having inspired this inquiry. He had "pointed out the need of 



understanding convulsive seizures in young children, for at the present time a physician 

may see two infants apparently equally il1 (with some inflammatory disease such as Otitis 

Media or Nasopharyngitis) and one of these infants has a convulsive seizure, while the 

other has not. The problem then presents itself," she added, "as to whether there is a 

recognizable constitutional difference in these two patients and also whether constitutions 

susceptible to convulsive seizures are inherited. 3, 103 

Moonen gathered the patients for this study chiefly fiom two of  the Ontario 

Hospital Schools (Woodstock and Orillia) and also f?om the Toronto Western Hospital, 

with controls drawn fkom the Department of Zoology files. 'O4 Her study compared the 

finger pnnts of the non-epileptic controls with "deteriorated," "non-deteriorated" and 

"mentally deficient" epileptic patients. With the data generated f?om analysis of these 

prints, Moonen sought to find any statistically significant differences between groups. 

Finding some such differences in pattern distribution and size, differences which were 

more pronounced in the Orillia group, Moonen attempted to provide some explanation 

for these differences in embryological processes involving pad elevation and ridge 

formation. Part one of  the study thus dernonstrated a constitutional difference between 

epileptic and non-epileptic persons that was exacerbated in those persons defined also as 

mentally retarded. 

Having established the presence of a disease constitution, Moonen went on to 

assess the etiology of this condition. Though much family data suggested the minimal 

importance of heredity, Moonen tumed to the twin method for more concIusive evidence. 

Citing evidence on twins, including one twin set she had discovered and diagnosed as 



monozygotic, Moonen pointed to a "greater degree of involvement of both members in 

monozygotic twins than in dizygotic twins." los But though overt evidence of epilepsy 

was absent in many family members of the afnicted, and in many cases of monozygotic 

twuis, thus disputing the role of heredity, Moonen was impressed by evidence of 

otherwise hidden abnormalities in the seemingly "normal" twin or relatives. One group of 

researchers had used EEGs to demonstrate a high incidence of "definitely abnormal 

recordsy' in the relatives of patients with epilepsy; they also demonstrated abnormal 

tracings in the seemingly unaected twin in seven monozygotic twin sets. For Moonen 

this evidence, together with the data suggesting the significance of such factors as 

materna1 age, suggested that "The predisposition to epilepsy is inherited, but other 

inherited as well as environmental factors are responsible for the manifestation of the 

condition. Y Y  106 

For Norma Ford Walker, Grace Workman and Wijnada Moonen, establishing the 

fact of a disease constitution did not imply a specific etiology. The heritability of the 

Mongol constitution, or the constitutions susceptible to polio or epilepsy, was of interest 

to researchers but was not implied by the fact of such constitutions. Dermal patterns 

might usually be laid d o m  according to inherited developmental processes,L07 but 

distinctive dermal patterns apparent in the case of disease and disability might be due to 

hereditary or environmental factors. As Cummins and Midlo put it, "Investigation of 

constitution in dermatoglyphics necessarily confines itself to a consideration of 



phenowes - the traits as expressed in individuals - without discriminating the 

determinations of the traits by inheritance and theu modification by en~ironrnent."'~~ 

The Diversi-ty of the Indigenous Tradition 

The studies of human constitutions in polio and epilepsy took their place beside a 

wide array of work conducted by members of the Ford Waiker school in the 1940s. John 

M a c M u r  had been Ford Walker's colIaborator, and to some extent cornpetitor, in the 

field of human heredity in the 1930s, but in the 1940s, he retreated from the field. Ford 

Walker found herself the sole acadernic in Toronto qualified to supervise advanced 

studies in human heredity, and one of the most accomplished hurnan geneticists in 

Canada. Beginning in the 1943-44 academic year, the number of advanced students that 

she supervised was never less than four, and in 2 947-48, was double that minimum. 

Ford Walker herself pursued a wide array of studies in this decade. She 

collaborated with Lionel Penrose while the latter was resident in London, Ontario during 

the war, reporting three years of collaborative work involving f m d y  studies of PKU and 

efforts to find linkage between hair color and blood groups.lOg Alongside occasional 

collaborations such as this, Ford Waiker's research program emphasized the flexible 

research tool of dermatoglyphics to address four main areas of study: constitutions, 

etiologicai factors, inheritance studies and placental membranes for twin study. 



Ford Walker fostered a service orientation toward academic medicine and the 

hospital in the 1940s, and she and her students conducted work on human diseases and 

disabilities that were of potential interest to clinicians. She studied constitutional 

predisposition to polio, etiological factors in such conditions as mongolism, harelip and 

cleft palate and schizophrenia, and sporadic studies on the inheritance of such conditions 

as three-jointed thumbs, or  myositis ossificans progressiva.l10 She set her students to the 

study of disease conditions: constitutional types predisposed to rheumatic fever, 

congenital atresia of the neo-Iacrimal duct and hereditary pseudoglioma among a group 

of Ontario ~ndians.~'' And she had a number of students studying the "inheritance" of 

convulsive seizures, speech defects, allergies, and celiac disease. 

Her most notable student in this respect was Margaret Thompson, who completed 

her doctorate in 1947 and became Ford Walker's de facto heir in the 1960s. Thompson 

performed the genetical component of a joint clinical, dental and genetical study of celiac 

disease at Sick Kds. '13 Thompson's shidy involved a ciinically significant condition, of 

reasonable fiequency and of potentially complex etiology and was made possible through 

clinical interest, diagnoses and institutions. ' l4 Thompson identified the influence of 

ccunfavorable" environmental factors at work in the prenatal period, 11' noting that the 

dermatoglyphics of celiac children demonstrated a less severe version of the "marked 

deviations ftom the normal shown by the dermatoglyphics of mongoloid imbeciles. Y, 1 16 

She snidied twins and familial incidence to assess the evidence for a genetic influence 

and suggested that "the condition may depend upon a recessive gene, perhaps with 

incomplete expression." The most noteworthy finding of Thompson's study was an 



unexpected familial association of celiac disease with diabetes. Celiacs, Thompson 

concluded, were "of the diabetic genotype," celiac disease appeared in children of this 

genotype "under suitable environmental conditions," and al1 celiac children were 

"potenbal diabetics." l l7 If the "diabetic gene" were truly involved, celiac disease might, 

Thompson suggested, be a "pleiotropic effect."lI8 In her published article on celiac 

disease, Thompson argued that the "underlying constitutional defect" is a "genetical 

susceptibility to celiac disease," with "anunfavourable utenne environment" serving as 

one of the factors "favoring its development. 7,119 

But while Ford Walker's research school evidenced a sustained interest in hurnan 

disease and disability, Ford Walker was not exclusive in her attention. In fact, in those 

press reports in which she was identified as a specialist in heredity, f?om the late 1920s 

through the 1940s, mention was not made of disease conditions. Instead, Ford Walker was 

featured for her knowledge of dermatoglyphics, her ability to decipher the zygosity of 

twins, and her ability to speak wittily about such inherited human features as taste, tooth 

development, eye color, blood groups and fiatemal twinning. She was highlighted, in 

other words, for her hurnan genetics concems. 120 

In the same decade that she built ties to Sick Kids, and laid the foundation for a 

strong medical genetics orientation in her research school, Ford Walker also built ties to 

the Faculty of Dentistry. Beginning in 1940, Ford Waiker began a series of dental studies, 

collaborating for two years with the Dean of the Faculty of Dentistry who had been 

involved in the Dionne study. 12' Using PTC, they demonstrated the common inheritance 

of the "taste gene," and theorized the comrnon inheritance of the same "gene complex" 



for taste type in the D i o ~ e  quintuplets.'22 They also demonstrated the inheritance of a 

c'developmental pattern of eruption of the permanent teeth" resulting in malocclusion in 

the quints.'u Through the remainder of the decade, Ford Walker retained her interest in 

dental studies and supervised graduate work, including a Ph.D. and MSc, of students in 

the Faculty of ~entistry. 124 

Ford WaUcer also built links to anthropology in this decade, using dermatoglyphic 

techniques to illuminate racial constit~tions. '~~ Ford Waiker initiated her own racial 

studies in the Iate 1940s, examining dermal configurations in 'Worthem Indians and 

3, 126 Eskimos, and in the early 1950s she began more sustained work on racial distinctions 

in Mongolism.'" Finally, in the latter-half of the 1940s, Ford Waker supervised two 

graduate students, Gerhard Siemens and Roy Wolfe, with an interest in human biology 

and anthropology - what we rnight cal1 physical a n t h r ~ ~ o l o ~ ~ . ' ~ ~  

Like Margaret Thompson, Gerhard Siemens, completed his Doctorate in 1947, 

but his study concemed dermatoglyphics in Jews. He reported racial differences between 

Jews and the control series of non-Jewish whites Ford Walker had on file, and also 

reported intra-racial differences between sub-populations of J e w ~ . ~ ~ ~  In 1947, when 
e 

Siemens finished his Ph.D. thesis, Roy Wolfe completed a Master's thesis on the 

dermatoglyphics of the Six Nations Indians of Southern Ontario. Wolfe set out to 

demonstrate evidence of ccmiscegenationyy in the Six Nations population in Southern- 

Ontario, confirming the hypothesis that "a child who cclooks full-blooded" will have more 

purely Indian dermatoglyphic characteristics than a child who is obviously of mixed 

parentage. 37 130 



These studies of racial populations were concerned first and forernost with 

confirming the evidence of racial constitutions in dermal patterns. But they were also 

attuned to Ford WaIker's interest in medical research. Siemens' statistically-significant 

findings of distinctive racial dermal patterns could be used to control for the confounding 

effects of race in studies of disease. "The analysis of dermal patterns will be used 

increasingly in the study of disease as a means of rneasuring rates of foetal growth," he 

argued, "....[making it] essential to know the normal variations for al1 groups of 

people."13L Meanwhile, Wolfe sought to "funiish data for the files of Dr Noma Ford 

Walker, for use in her work on the relations of rates of foetal growth (as determined by 

dermatoglyphic patterns) to inherited susceptibility to infantile paralysis, rheurnatic fever 

and other diseases. Y Y  132 

Ford Walker's twin studies were also attuned to her interest in disease and 

disability. Accurate determinations of zygosity, which her ongoing studies of placental 

membranes would help to support, made possible the determination of the heritability of 

disease. But Ford Walker's twin studies, Iike her racial studies, were not solely attuned to 

medical questions. Ford Walker CO-operated in a study organized by Elizabeth Chant 

Robertson of the university's Department of Pediatrics, to assess the effect of nutntional 

supplements (Vitamin B) on the growth, vision and learning abilities of children, between 

1945 and 1947 . '~~  Ford Walker's part in the project was similar to the role she had played 

in the initial Dionne study. She was to "make the biologica1 determination as to types of 

twinningyy using dermatoglyphics as well as the similarity rneth~d."~ The published paper 

reported on the study of 44 pairs of "identical twins" ("subjects as closely matched as 



possibleyy). It found some short term improvements in weight and height and response to 

learning tests over the short term, but no statistically significant improvements over the 

longer term and thus disputed existing literature which, through study of orphans, had 

found such improvements."5 This study advanced Ford Walkerys capacities in twin 

diagnosis,136 it was &O one of Ford Walker's few interventions into the area of behavior 

genetics - often seen to be a dominant mode of  inquiry in twin studies and human 

genetics. 137 

Ford Walker's studies on placental membranes could also be used to address 

developmental and embryological questions. In particular, Ford Walker had long taken an 

interest in twinning time, producing with MacArthur a best guess about the timing and 

order of rwinning among the Dionne quints.'38 The most elaborate example of this kind 

of work involved a study of two sets of conjoined twins, each of whom separately visited 

the Canadian National Exhibition (in 1936 and 1938). The study was begun in the Iate- 

1930s but not published until 1952. 13' Ford Walker used dermatoglyp hics, together with 

information about fetal membranes, blood groups and general similarity where available 

to address what she saw as continued confiision about the zygosity of conjoined twins. 

Though ccgeneticists and embryologists are in general agreement that conjoined twins 

onginate from one zygote," she wrote, "there still appear in scientific joumals articles 

supporting the claim that such twins result fiom two zygotes which have become united 

during developrnent." This confusion resulted fiom the "marked dissirnilarity" between 

conjoined twins, and yet "excellent theoretica1 explanations have been advanced to 

Y Y  140 support the uniovular theory. In this paper, Ford Wallcer engaged embryological 



questions about the dissimilarities in zygotes of "identical inheritance" which came about 

through developmental processes, notably twinning time. l4' 

Ford Walker's study was chiefly concerned with dBerences between the twins 

that were evident in dermal patterns. Drawing on the Mongol method, she argued that 

these were "particularly usefiil" in studies of asymmetries in twins because "These skin 

patterns, although inherited, are also subject to modification as the result of disturbance 

of  foetal growth occurring at the third and fourth months of d e ~ e l o ~ r n e n t . " ' ~ ~  Ford 

Walker was able to demonstrate changes in dermal patterns which derived fiom 

disturbances due to delayed twinning time. Since both sets of conjoined twins were 

"pygopagus" (or joined at the buttocks and lower backs) it was assumed that the "division 

of the posterior part of the body" had been considerably delayed.'" This developmental 

delay was apparent in skin patterns in the feet that differed in symmetry from those of the 

hands. The chief contribution of this study was ernbryological. The assumed identical 

heredity of the twins in this series served simply as a control on genetic variation in this 

natural experïment of environmental influence. 

mat Science Ï s  This? 

By the late- 1940s Noma Ford Walker presided over a methodologically 

sophisticated and productive research school. Using the ever malleable tool of 

dermatoglyphics, she and her students and colleagues had developed a set of methods 



which worked together, and independently, to address complex issues of human 

inheritance and development. The twin and Mongol methods could be used to investigate 

a broad range of etiologicai factors: single and complex gene effects, embryological 

development, fetal disturbance, constitutional types, and environmental influence. The 

Ford Walker school had pursued its work and made itself of value at the university, at the 

hospitd, in academic medicine, dentistry and anthropology. It was a research school, it 

had biomedical relevance, it assessed the human animal, and it had developed a 

sophisticated indigenous tradition incorporating a particular set of methods. But was this 

human genetics? 

In 1945, a summary of research projects in genetics underway at the University of 

Toronto was presented by Ford Wdker's colleague, John MacArthur, to the chair of the 

Department of Zoology. The report stated that "three lines of investigation are currently 

stressed in Genetic Research at this University": the "genetic factors controlling body 

size, growîh and reproduction in marnmals," the "methods of auto-sexing ... in the various 

breeds of chicks," and "genetics and plant breeding with the ~omato."'" Notable by its 

absence in this report is any mention of the work of Ford Walker and her students, or 

indeed, any mention of genetic research with the human animal. 

When Ford Walker and John MacArthur began collaborating on the Dionne study, 

her work in this field was listed with his in the annual report for the Department of 

r i  145 Biology under the category "Genetics. The next year, 1936-37, the annual reports 

began a new category through which to identifi such work: "Genetics and Human 

77  146 Biology. By the 1940-41 academic year, however, the newly named Department of 



Zoology had split this category into t ~ o . ' ~ '  John MacArthur, who thereafter ceased his 

research on the human animal, retained the category "Genetics," while Ford Walker was 

classified under the category, "Human Biology." Indeed, her title at the Department of  

1, 148 Zoology was "Associate Professor of Human Biology. This departmental 

classification continued through the 1946-47 academic year, after which, sub-fields of 

research within Zoology were no longer identified- By this departmental Iogic, then, Ford 

Walker was a human biologist not a human geneticist, and her exclusion fiom 

MacArthur's report is warranted. 

Yet at the time MacArthur prepared his departmental report, a series of 

cornmentaries suggest that Ford Waiker might not have accepted this narrow definition. 

"Studies in human biology," Ford Walker wrote in 1944, "are concerned in large part 

77 149 withproblemsofinhe~?*tance. Herstudent,MargaretThompson,corroboratedthis 

bias. She identified the goal of  her study as the assessrnent of "the inheritance of coeliac 

> Y  150 disease, and yet she identified herself as a "human biologi~t ,~~ who must also 

investigate "factors such as materna1 age and birth order.. ."'" A 1944 report in the 

Toronto Star identified Ford Walker as "Canada's foremost authority on multiple births-" 

She was a professor in the Department of Biology who "specializes in genetics. Y Y  152 

The brilliant British polymath and influential geneticist, J.B.S. Haldane, in his 

writings on the promises and perils of human genetics, might be seen to agree with this 

position. He argued repeatedly that students of human heredity had to address both nature 

and nurture in their work. He sometimes made this argument in tabular form - presenting 

data on the prevalence of polydactyly in four distinct breeding lines of guinea-pig 



measured, on the vertical axis, against matemal age. "This table is very instructive as a 

warning against a one-sided interpretation of human data," he wrote in his important 

1942 text, New Paths in ~enetics.'" "The extreme eugenist will read it horizontally, the 

extreme envkonmentalist vertically. The biologist," he added, "will read it both 

horizontal1 y and verti cal1 y. ,Y 154 

In suggesting that the human geneticist must be a biologist first and foremost, 

Haldane made room for Ford Walker within the human genetics fiaternity. The breadth of 

her inquiry - capturing genetic and environmental causation in human biology - was 

appropriate to the early decades of work in human genetics, and to the urgency of the 

nature-nurture debates. Yet though enjoining breadth in etiological investigation in his 

1942 text, Haldane emphasized a narrow range of tools - the formal genetics of 

pedigrees, statistics and linkage maps. lS5 His colleague, Lancelot Hogben, suggested a 

wider range of tools appropriate to human genetics research "as an exact scienceyy in 193 1 

and included twin studies in his list. But he also emphasized the importance of studies of 

farnily pedigrees, and assessrnents of population consanguinity - tools with which Ford 

Walker was little c~ncemed ."~  Ford Walker worked pnmarily with dermatoglyphics - a 

credible but marginal research tool. Though, as a human biologist, Ford Walker would be 

accepted by international colleagues herself as a geneticist, her preferred research tool 

situated her on the edges of this fiatemity. 

MacArthur and Ford Walker had, for a tirne, shared professional responsibilities 

for human genetics at the University of Toronto. When MacArthur ceased such work, and 



passed the torch of human heredity research to Ford Walker, the direction of research was 

altered. WhiIe McArthur had been somewhat heterodox, Ford Walker was more so- She 

downplayed, to a greater extent than MacArthur, the more convent ional tools of classical 

genetics, and took the broad questions of human biology fiirther than MacArthur had. 

Both workers had shared an interest in dermatoglyphics, in themselves and for twin 

diagnosis. But McArthur had an interest in studying the heredity of ceriain conditions, 

something that Iikely involved pedigree studies, which Ford Walker paid little attention 

to. Ford Walker took the marginal research tool of dennatoglyphics as her central 

technology. Her work concerned embryology and development and complex 

environmental and heritable influences. Moreover, it was exclusively focused on human 

bodies and lives. In emphasizing human biology above a more exclusiveIy genetic focus, 

Ford Waker helped to render her work invisible as genetic research. 

The invisibility of Ford Walker's work was supported by the social relations of 

gender. 15' In the mid-1940s, when Ford Walker's research was passed-over in 

MacArthur's report, the science that was disregarded was conducted almost entirely by 

women. By 1945, Ford Walker had supervised eight women students and no man. Until 

he abandoned studies in human heredity in the early 1940s, John MacArthur had 

supervised three women students in research in human biology, and one student, likely 

male, whose focus was primarily the dbino rat, but who included a component on the 

comparable human disea~e.'~* Ford Walker7s school was a marginal research tradition, 

embracing a marginal technology and spread thinly across a diverse array of human 



phenomena. It adopted a service role towards a variety of allied disciplines. It was 

manifestly 'women's work.' 

In the final analysis, disciplinary identity is produced by institutions. From this 

standpoint, Ford Walker cannot be clearly identified with human genetics until d e r  the 

Second World War. As a founding member of the American Society of Human Genetics 

in 1948, Ford Walker helped to produce the institutional fiamework that wouid make 

disciplinary identification relatively straightfonvard. And, in 1949, her title at the 

University was changed to Associate Professor of Human Genet i~s . '~~  

But Ford Walker did forge a school of medical genetics, and by the mid- 1 %Os, at 

the latest, she was calling it this. Moreover, the work of this 1950s school shared the 

conceptual contours of the mid-1940s work. Some of the work by Ford Walker and her 

students in the 2950s was initiated in the 1940s. Moreover, into the 1 XOs, the Ford 

Walker school continued to incorporate interests in broader and more complex questions 

than traditionally attributed to genetics. Whatever MacArthur may have thought, then, the 

Ford Waker school was doing genetics in the 1940s. 

Beginning in the mid-1930s with the biological study of the Dionne quintuplets, 

Ford Waker began the process of building a human and medical genetics research 

cornmunity in Toronto. She forged an indigenous research tradition that was heterodox in 



its genetical inquiries - entertaining genetic mechanisms more in the breach than in the 

observance- The indigenous tradition embraced a broad explanatory fiamework wherein 

environmental, hereditary and developmental processes were observed. This etiological 

fkamework in biology found a parallel etiologiçal framework within academic medicine 

in constitutional studies. Ford Walker's research school spread itself across a wide range 

of  inquiries in human genetics - applying the flexible tool of dermatoglyphics in physical 

anthropology, behavior genetics, dentistry and medicine. But the service role adopted 

towards medicine would prove enduring. 

Ford Walker's was a marginal research school. It was marginalized by its 

development within a national research environment with a limited devotion to what 

McKillop has christened the 'culture of utility,' and with limited financial resources- It 

was marginal in its detachment fiom the mathematical genetics of the then-dominant 

British school of human genetics - prefemng dermatoglyphic analysis and the twin and 

Mongol methods. Finally, the marginality of the Ford Walker school was rnarked and 

sustained by gender. As a pioneer scientist at the University of Toronto, Ford Walker 

made room for women at the research university, but she did so by focusing on a lesser 

science - the messy and medically relevant science of human genetics. 
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provide safe guidance in future human evolution"(emphasis added). J. W. MacArthur, "Review of Keredity 
and Politics by JBS Haidane," Social We(faree, 17 (June 1938), 107,108, 106. Emphasis added. For 
Haldane's more enthusiastic thoughts on the possibility of human engineering, see lus: Daedalus. or 
Science and the Future: -4 Paper Read to the Hzretics, Cambridge on February 4", 1923 (London: Kegan, 



Paul, Trench ami Trubner, 1924), cited by Mark B. Adams, "Biological Futunsrn in Science and 
Literature," papa  presented to the Penn Humanities Fonxm, University of Pennsylvania, Sept 2 1, 1999. 
zs Kevles, In  the Nnme of Eugenicr, 141. 
26 DeLhi, "Fictions of the Scientific Imagination," 9 1. See also: Hamilton Cravens, The Case of the 
Manufactured Morons," 153 
Z7 Hamilton Cravens, "Behaviorism Revisited: Dweloprnentai Science, the Maturation Theory, and the 
Biological Basis of the Human Min&" In Keith Benson, Jane Maienschein and Ronald Rainger, eds,, The 
Ekpansion ofAmerican Bio I o 0  (Rutgers U n b e d y  Press, 199 L), 13 4, 13 5. Cravens suggests that these 
schools were hereditarïan, a thesis which Kari Delhi - in the case of the Toronto school- would likely 
dispute. The school with which Ford Walker was affiliateci tended more to an environmentalist 
interpretation, Dehi argues. 1 disagree with Craven's assurnption that this new era, driven in part by new 
developments in genetic science, necessanly disarmeci eugenics. For this argument see his: The Triumph of 
Evolution: American Scientists and the Herediiy-Environment Contrmersy, lgOO-IP4I (University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1978), Chapter 3 - 
" Horatio Newman, ''The Finger prints of hvins," Journal ofGenetics, 23 (1930), 415-446; "Palrnar 
Dermatoglyphics of îwins," Arnerican Journal ofphysical Anthropology, 14 (1 WO), 3 3 1-378; "'Paim-print 
patterns in iwins," Journal of Heredity, 22 (193 l), 41-49. Cited in Cummins and Mido, Finger Prints. 
Palms and Soles, 292. 
" His nanuscript for the Journal of Herediiry w a ~ ,  Newman clairneci, only the second scient-c report. The 
first report having been published by Muller in the mid-1920s. "Twins if Separated DifEer as the Grow," 
Star, May 21 [or 22) 1929, (UT, A73-0026,347,06); "Oshawa Twins arouse interest in Toronto: Dr JW 
MacArthur of Toronto University Esplains "Identical Twins"," Toronto Sm-, F e b n i q  26, 1928 (A73- 
0026,248,90). 
30 Kevles, In the Name of Eugenics, L4 1,206. 
3' According to the University of Toronto Presidenr 's Report for 1929-30, JW Mackthur was promoted 
fiom the rank of Assistant Professor to Associate Professor in Genetics in the 1929-30 academic year. 
McLaren notes that MacArthur was boni in Buffalo and ûaùled at Chicago- He taught genetics at the 
University of Toronto from 1923 through 1948. McLaren, Our a v n  Master Race, 214, n.43. 
32 Child worked with the flamorm planaria - an extremely plastic organism, capable of regenerating itself 
fiom minute hgments  and lacking the sequestered germ line demanded by Mendelian-Weismannism 
theory. See: Greg Mitman and Anne Fausto-Sterling, "Whatever Happened to Planaria? CM. ChiId and 
the Physiology of Inheritance," in Adele Clarke and Joan Fujirnura eds., The Right Toolsfor the Job: At 
Work in the Twenrierh-Century Lve Sciences, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992). 
33 Jane Maienschein has suggested that a "Chicago style of Biology" was established at the nirn of the 
twentietli-cenhuy, that \vas committed to problems of development ad heredity. "Sirnilar questions were 
asked," she mites, ^namely, what morphological patterns occur, and wliat physiological processes sliape 
the development of the whole individual? Specfically, liow do the organism and its parts act as a whole?" 
The Chicago style \vas also marked by its emphasis on gmduate instruction and independent and early 
research work. uisofar as there is a Chicago style, we might interpret the holistic approach to hurnan 
genetics and biology developed by Ford Walker as stemming from that style. Jane Maiencliein, "Whitman 
at Chicago: Establishing a Chicago Style of Biology?" In R Rainger, K Benson and J Maienschein, eds.. 
The Anrerican Developnrent ofBiology (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1988), 173 
34 On Morgan and his dominance see: Rob Kohler, Lords of the Fly.- Drosophila generics and the 
experiniental Iifë (London: University of Chicago Press, 1994). 
'' Classical genetics, Lily Kay has argued, was built through a self-conscious &ort to produce and sustain 
academic biology as  a distinct and autonomous discipline. Attention to Drosophila asserted the 
independence of biology fiom its traditional service role towards agriculture, and medicine, in particular. 
Lily Kay, The Molecular Vision ofLile: Caltech. the Rockefeller Foundation. and rhe rise of the new 
biology (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 80-81; see also P Pauiy, "The Appearance of 
Academic Biology," Journal of the Histoxy of Biology, 17 (1984), 369-397. While the enthusiasm for 
scient& medicine promoted the initial development of academic biology in the late 19" century, Pauly 



argues, biology only achieved strength as an independent discipline in institutions where medicine was 
weak or absent 
36 University of Toronto, President 's Report, 1939-40,42. 
37 The annuai University of Toronto President 's Reports indicate that JW MacArthur engaged in sporadic 
research and supeNised some work in human heredity, though he does not appear to have published in the 
field- His work in the field, prior to the Dionne quintuplet study includes: the study of "abnormai human 
heredity" in 1926-27; the cccollection of farnily histories of inherited characters in man" in 1928-39; the 
"heredity of human aphalangy" in 1929-30; in 193 1-32 he supewised a Miss Kendail in the study of 
"heterochromidin of the iris in a hurnan family"; in 1934-35 he did work on "human heredity of dystrophy 
of haïr and nails in a Quebec family with Dr Maurice Hobbs of St Johns," and under his direction Mrs. ME 
Richardson studied the "role of heredity in families with mentally deficient children." 
38 Cummins and Midlo, Fingerprints, Pa lm and Soles, 237 
39 MacArthur's interest in rat genetics is evidenced fiom University of Toronto President 's Reports fi-orn at 
lem the mid-1930s- After retinng fkom Harvard in the mid-1930s, Castie assumed a position as research 
associate in genetics at the University of California Berkeley. MacArth~~*s coiiaborative work uith Castle 
dates to this California period, The collaboration is noted in the annual University of Toronto President 's 
Reports. 
40 Barbara Kimmelman, "Organisms and Interests in Scientiific Research: R A  Emerson's Claims for the 
Unique Contributions of Agricultural Genetics," in Adele Clarke and Joan Fujimura eds,, The Right Tools 
for the Job: At Work in the Twentieth-Cenhtry Lge Sciences, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), 
213. 
41 Karen Rader, "'The Mouse People': Murine Genetics Work at the Bussey Institution, 1909-1936," 
Journal ofthe History ofBiology, 31 (1998), 335, 
42 Kevies lists the main techniques as blood groups, family surveys or pedigrees, mathematical rnethods and 
twin studies. He cites workers like Lancelot Hogben, one of the members of the then-dominant British 
school of human genetics, as including t\Wi study in his 193 1 list of appropriate rnethods: Kevles, In the 
Nante of Eugenics, 209, 198. Enthusiasm for twin study as a means of assessing hurnan inhentance was 
widespread. Indeed, Herman Mder 's  earliest human genetics research in the mid-1920s involved identical 
twins reared apart. Muller is said to have acknowledged "Galton's wisdom in suggesting the use of twins 
for nature-nwture studies." Elof Axe1 Carlson, "Eugenics and Basic Genetics in H. J. Muller's Approach to 
Human Genetics," History and Philosophy of the Lrye Sciences, 9 (1987), 62. In addition to conducting 
such work, John MacArthur proselytked about the value of twin studies. MacArtliur7s enthusiasm for twin 
studies was apparent not oniy in his own work, but in his commentaries: "That even inherited conditions 
are not "'fated," and that the environment may play an important and necessary eliciting role is suggested bjr 
the studies of identical bvi.ns." John W MacArthur, 'Eugenical Sterilization, Second Review by a 
Genetici*" Social Welfare, 17 (March 19371, 15. 
43 Cumrnins and Midlo, Finger Prints, Palms and Soles, vii. 
' 4  Ibid) 213-4. 
4s Ibid., vii. 
46  Kevles, In the Name ofEugenics, 1 96. 
47 Ibid., 196. 
" "Zonta Hears Dr N Ford Talk About Human facts," Mizil, Jan 9, 1936 (A73 0026, 105,6 1). From at least 
1942, the Amencan Genetic Association sold "leafiets to demonstrate heredity" wliich bore samples of 
PTC treated paper. Advertisements for these kaiiets argued tliat "the "Taster test" served as an introduction 
to liuman genetic dinerences in rnany classrooms. The test is so easily made with the treated paper, and 
arouses such great interest that it appears to have a definite place in group demonstrations of such 
ciifferences." See advertisement, Amencan Genetic Association, "Leafiets to Demonstrate Heredity," 
Journal ofiïeredity, 34:3 (Marcfi 1943), 65. 
49 Ford Walker was quoted in a newspaper article expiaining that "in lier study of heredity slie had begun to 
experiment first \vit11 ETC and then wvith other tliings. "It's really a sideline," she said, "1 found 1 didn't 
know mucii about it, so 1 began to explore a little." That 'sideline' lias led the Canadian Dietetic 
Association to invite lier as a guest speaker at their first annual convention tlus week at the Royal York.-: 
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"Junior OK Though He Dislikes Spinach: Merely Matter of Heredity Dr N o m  Walker [sic] says," Star, 
May 21, 1936 (A73 0026, 105,61). Ln the first year that Ford Waiker reported studies in human heredity, 
she was working wïth MacArthur on dermatoglyphics in mdtiple births and the inheritance of physical 
characteristics in such births, and also "Investigations of taste reactions in young chiltiren and in 
monozygotic twins: University of Toronto, President 's Report, 1935-36. 
so In a co-authored study, Ford Walker used PTC to demonstrate that aU five Dionne quints possessed the 
"taste-gene" and thus corroborated other evidence of monozygosity. This study was also used to suggest 
why persons who codd taste PTC experienced different kinds of taste. A person's whole "gene-cornples" 
i . u e n c e s  the taste-gene, Ford Walker and her co-author argueci, "Or in other words the genes 'live in 
dï@erent houses.' Since monozygotic multiple sets have a common inhentance and hence a common gene- 
cornplex," they added, "the members of such a set should theoretically taste alike7' Since the quïnts dici, the 
authors suggested the PTC test showed the common uiheritance of an 'identical' gene-cornplex. Norma 
Ford and Arnold D. Masoq "Taste reactions of the Dionne Quintuple&" Journal offieredity, 32 (194 1). 
365,367.- 
51 MacArthur reported research on 'Metliods of diagnosis of bvuis and multiple birth sets by the use of skin 
ridges and other chmcters" in University of Toronto, President 's Report, 1937-38 and published on this 
work: JW MacArthur, "Reliabùiîy of dermatoglyphics in t w h  diagnosis," Human Biology 10, 1938, 12-3 5.  
Cumrnins and Mido comment on UacArthur7s confirmation of the technique's reliability in another study: 
Fingerprints. Palms and Soles, 237-8. 
52 See for example: N o m  Ford and Gioacchino Caruso, "Two unrecorded cases of quintuplet births, 
Canadian and Italian," Canadian Medical Association Journal, 39 (1938); Norma Ford Walker, " A M e r  
description of a set of quadriovular quadmplets," American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, 54 
(1947); Noma Ford Walker, "Determination of the Zygosity of the Waddington Quintuplets Born in 
1786," Arnerican Journal ofNuman Genetics, 2 (1950). 
53 Interest in questions of fetai developrnent was also suggested in the study of the Dionne quints, 
MacArthur and Ford Walker had suggested the value of assessing the embryological processes involved in 
the timing and order of twin developrnent, But thougll they produceci a best mess about the order of each 
quintys separation from the original fertilized egg, ti~ey expressed doubt "whether this can be successfitlly 
done at present." MacArthur and Ford, "A Biological Study," 36,35, Ln later work, authored by 
MacArthur, the non-identical nawe of identical sets was further explored. 
54 University of Toronto, President S Report, 1936-3 7: 48. The ne.- year, Ford Walker reported " M e r  
investigation of the of the blood vascular systern in the piacentae of multiple births" University of Toronto, 
President 's Report, 1937-38,55. See aiso University of Toronto, President 's Report, 1938-39'46 
55 The Research Institute of the HSC, Firstdnnual Report, Jan 1 to Dec 3 1, 1954, 10. (HSC). 
56 Norma Ford Walker, "Determination of the Zygosity of Twins," Act* Genetica Statistica Medica, 7: 1 
(1957), 33-38- 
57 Miss M Macdonald studied "Tlantar patterns in rnongolian idiots compared with tlieir palma. patterns." 
and Miss G Workman studied, "Paùnar patterns in rnongolian idiots and the occurrence of sirnilar patterns 
in normal individuals.": University of Toronto, President 's Report, 1937-38, 55. 
58 Grace W, Workman, A Study of Palmar Dermatoglyphics of Mongoloid Idiots, Universiîy of Toronto, 
MA Thesis,1939. Worlanan remained for another year, working with Ford Walker on "Continuation of 
study of disturbance in growth during early foetal months in mongoloid imbeciles": University of Toronto, 
President 's Report, 1939-40,42. 
59 University of Toronto, President 'sReport, 1938-39,46: "palmar patterns of the kindred of mongoloid 
patients (in co-operation ~5th severai Toronto and New York hospitals)"; University of Toronto, 
Presiden t 's Report, 193 9-40,42: "disturbance of gram as indicated by dermal configurations, in 200 
parents and siilings of mongoloids (in co-operation with several Ontario and New 3ersey hospitals)"; 
University of Toronto, President 's Report, 1940-4 1, 11 9: "dermal co~gurations of the kindred of 
mongoloids (with the co-operation of several Ontario and New Jersey hospititls)"; University of Toronto, 
President 's Report, 1941-42: "dermal configurations of the parents and siilings of 80 mongoloids (wvith the 
co-operation of several Ontario and New Jersey hospitals)"; University of Toronto, President 's Report, 
1942-43-79: "Etioiogical factors in mongolism, studied indirectly through dermal configurations and the 



occurrence of the condition arnong sïbsn; University of Toronto, President 's Report, 194344: "Etiological 
factors in mongolism, studied indirecîiy through dermal configurations and the occwrence of the condition 
among sibs"; University of Toronto, President 's Report, 1944-45: "etiological factors in mongolism .. .". 
This staternent continues in Ford Walker's reports through 1948-49, M e r  a year's hiatus, she begins to 
report snidies of mongoIisrn on and off, where her concern is both uetiological factors" and "diagnosis." 
" Workman, =A Study of Palmar Dermatoglyphics of Mongoloid Idiots," 3. Cummins published his 
fïndings as: "Demtoglyphic stjgmata in mongoloid imbeciles," Anutornical Record, 73 (L939): 407-415. 
Curnmins and Midlo cited Workman's study: "Studies on two independent series,' they wrote, "by 
Cwnmins and by Workman, agree in ali essential respects.": Fingerprints, Palms and %les, 279. 
61 Worlanan, "A Study of Palmar Dermatogiyphics of Mongoloid Idiots," 4, emphasis in original. 
62 Ibid., 11. 
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66 Ibid., 6, emphasis in original. 
67 Ibid., 74- 
" University of Toronto, President f Reports, 1936-37,48; 1937-38,55; 1938-39,46 
69 University of Toronto, President'sReports, 1938-39,46- Ford Walker achxaily reportai "New York" 
hospitals this fht year, but it was llkely a typographical error. She cited New Jersey hospitals consistently 
in subsequent years: 1939-40,42; 194041, 1 19; 1941-42- 
70 University of Toronto, President D Reports, l939-4OY42 
71 'Primogeniture as an aetiological factor in pylork stenosis, based on a revieiv of more than 400 cases- 
incluciing a study of 12 pairs of twins.": University of Toronto, Presidenf 's Reports, 1939-40,42 
'' N Ford Walker, T h e  Development of Human Genetics at the University of Toronto," Proceedings of the 
Genetics Society ofcanada, Vol, 3 (1958), 65 (NA, MG 28 1456). The Dionnes may have been important 
in cementhg this link Roy Dafoe. the country physician to the quints in Calendar, was regularly in contact 
with his brother Wifliam Dafoe, an obstetrician~gynecologist in Toronto. William Dafoe was himseif a 
close Eend of Dr Alan Brown, and these two regularly discussed the quhts. K a t h e ~ e  Arnup, "Raising the 
Dionne Quintuplets," 69. 
73 Ford Waiker, "The Development of Human Genetics at the University of Toronto." 
74 Brown was cited as a co-author on several publications with Ford Wallcer and was thanked by her 
students in their thesis acknowledgernents for providing research ideas. The tuning of this work and the 
tone suggest that these collaborations were substantive. However, Brown's biographer records suspicions 
about his actual involvement in many of the research projects and publications which bore his naine, see: 
AB Kingsrnill, Dr A fan Brown: Portrait of Tyranf (Toronto: Association Medical SeMces Inc., 1995). 
75 c c K n ~ ~ l e d g e  of the inheritance of derrnatoglyphia," Cummins and Midlo note in their teLa, "prepares the 
way for practical applications." Ford Walker tvas certaùily more interested in these Sian in the discussions 
of the mechanics and peculiarities of ïnheritance in dermatoglyphics: Fingerprints, Palms andSoles, 235- 
76 Margaret Thompson, "Genetic Counseling in Clhical Pediatncs: What to do with Inquiries about 
Heritable Disorders," Clinical Pediatrics, 6 (April 1 %7), 1 99. 
77 JBS Haldane complained about the confusion behveen the two terms in: New Paths in Genetics (New 
York and London: Harper & Brothers, 1942), 1 15. 
'* University of Toronto; President 's Reports, 193 8-3 9,46; University of Toronto, President 's Reports. 
193930,42. 
79 Norma Ford Alan Brown and JF McCreaq. "'Evidence of Monozygosity and dimirbance of growth in 
hvins with pyloric stenosis," Anzerican Journal of Diseases of Children," 6 1 (194 1); Norma Ford, Mary 
Ross and Alan Brown, "Prhnogenitiire as an EtioIogic Factor in Pyloric Stenosis," American Journal of 
Diseuses of Children, 62 (1941). The case of pyloric stenosis was cited by Norma Ford in her article on the 
"The Value of Clinicai Records" where she argued for the production of detailed case files, even where the 
information seemed irrelevant to clinical practice, in order to support "studies in human biology [which] 
are concerned in large part with problems of inheritance." Nonna Ford, "The Value of C l i n id  Records in 
Medical Research," The Canadian Hospital, 21 (1944), 3 1, ernpbasis in original, 



Sarah Tracy, "An EvoIving Science of Man: The Transformation and Dernise of Amencan Constitutional 
Medicine, 1920-1950," in Christopher Lawrence and George Weisz eds., Greater than the Parts: Holism in 
Biomedicine, 1920-1 950 (New York, Oxford: Odord University Press, 1998), 16 1. Tracy is here citing 
George Draper's dennition of constitution. 
*' W Sheldon, "Hypertrophic pylonc stenosis in one of uniovulartwins," Lancet, 2 (1938), 1048. 
82 Ford et al, "Evidence of Monozygosity and disturbance of growth," 42. 
" The faith that monozygotic twins shared an "identical" inheritance (a faith Charlemains and Pons 
suggests was doundeci) made them ideal for considering both simple and cornplex pattern of inheritance. 
Charlemains and Pons suggest that the "classic twLn method" involved cornparisons between identicai and 
fratemal twins. By this d&tion, the Ford Walker school was not always using the classical "twin 
rnethod." But 1 am less interested in categorical defitions here than in a general trend of research that saw 
"identical" twins used as a device for etiological and developmental questions. See: Chnstiane Charlemains 
and Jean Claude Pons, "What Monozygotic Twïns Tell us about Genetic Detenninism," Race. Gender und 
CIass, 5:3 (1998), 14, 
84 This study also made use of the protoco1 for the collection and preservation of placenta from Toronto 
hospitals; the unusual placenta of one of the sets of identical twins with pyloric stenosis helped to explain 
the disturbance of growth apparent in his ski .  patterns. 
85 In the first snidy, Ford Waiker and her co-authors suggested that Sheldon was correct in seeïng twinning 
as an environmental factor in the development of pyloric stenosis: "mhe  environmental handicap imposai 
before birth on members of multiple sets," they argueci, "is one factor induchg the condition of pyloric 
stenosis." Ford et ai, 'Evidence of Monozygosity and disturbance of growth," 43. 
86 Ford et al, "Pnmogeniture as an Etiologic Factor," 747. 
87 Ibid., 750,751. Alan Brown's clinical exyerience was cited as disputing the thesis of family Limitation, 
since "parents of affect& children accept d e  condition as one of the milder abnonnalities which can be 
corrected by surgical intervention" They used Ontario and Toronto census data as a control, 
8g Ford Walker suggested that cleft palate and retinoblastoma were inherited as dominants with reduced 
penetrance, yet there was no sign of either phenomenon in the f d y  history of the twins. "It may bey" 
Ford Walker argued, "that in some instances either retinoblastorna or cleft palate is non-hereditary, arising 
as a result of unfavorable environmental factors-" Ford Walker detected si* of developmental 
disturbance. Both twins were seen to have some palmar patterns that weremore comm&.ly seen in 
Mongoloid imbeciles; moreover one twin, the o ie  anect& with r e t i nob l a s to~  sliowed of even more 
marked disturt>ance of growtk She presented two particularly Mongoloid signs - a speckled iris and partial 
fûsion of digits in the feet, Nonna Ford Walker, "Discordant Monozygotic twins with Retinoblastorna and 
Cleft Palate," Anierican Journal of Human Genetics, 2 (1950), 375-384. This study is cited in the 
University Presidenr 's Reports for 193 940, 1940-4 1. 
89 Cu& and Mid10 made use of this study to in their discussion of hvin diagnosis, to confhm the 
methoci's efficacy. 'Tord, Brown and McCreary," tliey write, "report on a pair of twins presenting every 
evidence of monozygosity except in derrnatoglyphics. In this case the paraicinetic mechanism responsïble 
for dermatoglyphic unlikenesses is identified with a functional handicap in intrauterine development, whkh 
is shown to be probable in view of demonstrated abnormal relations of the fetai membranes." Fingerprints, 
Pahs and Soles, 238. 

Fhgerprints. Pafrns and Soles, 269 
91 ibid., 269. 

Ibid., 276. 
93 They also developed the use of Mongol dermal patterns for diagnosis of suspect Mongols, a capacity that 
would become steadily more important in the 1950s. A 1942 publication concerneci a rare set of twins with 
mongolism to whom Ford ~ a l k e r  gaincd access by learning of the case through the psychological 
literature. N o m  Ford Walker used dermatoglyphics and the sïmihity rnethod to assert the monozygosity 
of the hvin pair. She also used the dennal patterns of the children to confirm the diagnosis of mongolisrn. 
She then used the fact of "close inimpair resemblance" to argue for "a genetic eIement in the causation of 
mongolisrn." Citing her work with Brown on pyloric stenosis, she suggested that an environmental 
disturbance sufficient to cause mongolism wouid have left its mark in a more differentiated set, whatever 



the zygosity. If the Mongolism of these hvo young women had b e n  caused by an environmental 
disturbance during prenatal development, Ford Walker was suggesting the dermal patterns, and the 
children's physiology, would demonstxate more anomalies despite their "identic. heredity- Nonna Ford 
and Sylvia Frumkin, "'Monozygosity in Mongoioid Twin.s," Americun Journal of Diseases of Children, 63 
(1942), 857. 
94 N Ford Walker, Application for Grant in Aid of Research, June 27, 1915, (UT, A74-0022, Box 10, Fiie: 
Advisory Committee on Scientific Research - Applications, 1945). 
95 Tracy cites "psychïatrist and consummate holist" Iago Galdston: Tracy, "An Evolving Science of Man," 
163. 
% Ibid., 162. 
97 Ibid., 166. 
" N Ford Walker. Application for Grant in Aid of Research, June 27,1915. (UT, A74-0022, Box 10. File: 
Advisoxy Committee on Scientific Research - Applications, 1945). 
99 Ibid. 
lm Dr N F  Walker, Reports on Faculty researcli, Department of Zoology. Faculty of Arts, unexpended 
balance of October 3 1, 1946 (üT, A74-0022, Box 20, Fiie: Uoff Advisory Committee on Scientïfk 
Research, 1947-48); see also N Ford Walker, Appiication for Grant in Aid of Research, no date [1946], 
(UT, A74-0022, Box 10, File: Cornmittee on Scienec Research, 1946). 
101 Ford Walker cited her work on constitutional types susceptible to polio in University of Toronto, 
President S reports fiom 1944-45 through 1950-51- James Milier wrote, "There is evidence (Walker, 
unpublished) that polio victuns in certain epidemics liave similar dermal con6gurations which deviate fiom 
the normal." James Miller, Distubance of Fetal Growth in Cerebral Palsy: A Study of the Dexmatoglyphics 
of 146 Patients, University of Toronto, MA Thesis, 68-9. (UT, T79 O 100, File 12) 
102 Wijnada Moonen, "A Study of Digital Patterns in Epileptic Patients," Universi@ of Toronto, MA - - 
Thesis, 3,2. 1945 (UT, T79-0091, ~ i e  59), 2. 
'O3 Ibid, 
104 Moonen thanks Penrose, Director of Psychiatnc Research, for providing access to material, "A Study of 
Digital Patterns," 8. 
'O5 Ibid., 52. It's notable that Moonen dicin't subject the twin studies she cited from the literature to critical 
review, even though Ford Walker had argued that most evaiuations of zygosity in the literature were 
inadquate. 
106 Ibid*, 53. 
'O7 Moonen's interpretation of the production of dermatoglyphic patterns was developmental. She cited 
Cummins and Midlo that "The character of specinc configurations is determined indirectly- It  is assumed to 
depend on developmental circumstances such as stress and tension in the growtl1 of the part, the thichess 
of the embryonic epidennis and the distribution of the cushioned ara..-.These factors, which condition 
specific configurations, are thernselves under the control of genes, lience the genetic regulation of ridge 
alignment is accomplislied indirectly through thein" Ibid., 10. 
'" Ibid., 269, emphasis in original. 
lm Such work was Listeci in the annual reports and does not appear to have resulted in publications: "Ford, 
N and Penrose LS Study of possible linkage in the inheritance of haïr colour and blood groups." University 
of Toronto, President '.s Report, 1941-42 and 194243,79. hother  joint project was entitled: "Study of the 
kindred of bvo phenylpynivic sisters." President 's Report, 1910-41, 119. 
"O This condition is now understood as a variably espressed autosomal-dominant disease in which muscles 
grow hard. causing progressive rigidity of body parts. See: Cecil Texrbook of Medicine, JB Wyngaarden 
and LH Srnich, Eds. (WB Saunders Co., 1988), 2277 
111 These studies are cited in the University of Toronto, Presidenr 's Report, 1947-48. 
112 The sudies of the inheritance of allergies and convulsive seizures were only reported for 1943-44, but 
the shidy of coeliac disease was reported fkom 1944-45 through 1947-48, and the inheritance of speech 
defects was reported fiom 194344 through 1948-49. 
"3 Progress Report - April 1946, Margaret W. Thompson, UT, A24-0022, Box 19, File: Graduate Studi- 
School of (5-46-14). According to this report the joint study began in Febniary 1945. 



The clinical complexity of the condition was apparent in the dixrussion of the clinical features of the 
disease and the historical difnculty in distùiguishing it from the siaiilar fibrocystic disease of the panmeas. 
The two conditions were distinguishable pnmanly on the basis of pathologically evident pancreatic lesions 
and the clearly familial inheritance of fibrocystic disease. While celiac disease enjoyed a later age of onset 
and a better prognosis for SUTvival, Thompson noted that "its etiology remains obscure." Uargaret W. 
Thompson, "Some EtioIogicaI Factors in Celiac Disease," University of Toronto, PhD, Dissertation, 1947, 
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Chapter 2 

Making Medicat Genetics in the 1950s: Sick Kids, Medical Biochemical 

Genetics and the End of the Indigenous Tradition 

Introduction 

After World War two, human genetics entered a new era of expansion and 

disciplinary coherence. The growth of biomedicine gave support to medical genetics, 

together with a host of other medical sciences and practices. And for their part, human 

geneticists embraced growth through the creation of new institutions. Norma Ford 

Walker and her students and colleagues, having developed in relative isolation and 

obscurity in the inter-war and war-time years, faced a new horizon of opportunity and 

intellectual consolidation in the 1950s. 

Biomedical growth was manifested in Toronto through changes at the Hospital for 

Sick Children, which expanded its cornmitment to medical research. Ford Waiker had 

established connections with Canada's premier pediatric facility in the 1940sy and 

through this association, Ford Walker and her students and colleagues haà advanced a 

human genetics with a medical service role. In the early 1950s a new facility with 

enhanced space for research was opened -the "newyy Hospital for Sick Children. Shortly 

thereafter, the hospital established a Research Institute to centralize and CO-ordinate the 



growing comrnunity of  researchers in the hospital. Human genetics was an acknowledged 

and institutionally supported aspect of both developments. 

Disciplinary growth was apparent in the establishment of the American Society of 

Human Genetics in 1 948, and its journal, The Arnenncan Journal of Human Genetics, in 

1949. These institutions were instrumental in propelling human genetics beyond what M- 

Susan Lindee has characterized as a "ghetto of irrelevance."' In this growth, human 

genetics was aided by scientific interest, and public concern with the genetic effects of 

radiation, catalyzed by the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and intensified by the 

Cold War in the 1950s. Elof Axe1 Carlson argues that Hiroshima and Nagasaki did as 

much to draw medical attention to hurnan genetics as any conceptual or technical 

developments in the field.2 M. Susan Lindee adds that the infiuence of radiation research 

on post-war genetics generally extended to material support: '%y 1959," she writes, "an 

estimated 15 to 20% of the members of the Genetics Society of America were engaged in 

AEC [Atomic Energy Cornmission]-supported research or training prograrns."3 

Moreover, John Beatty suggests that research and disputes over the genetic hazards of 

radiation for humans constituted "a usehl platform for promoting the new field of human 

genetics."4 

The American Society of Human Genetics was also the home of Canadian 

workers in the field. Norrna Ford Walker was a founding mernber and sat on the editorial 

board and the board of directors into the latter-half of the 1950s.' Moreover, in 1955, the 

Genetics Society of Canada was established, housing primarily plant and animal 

geneticists, but also the hurnan variety. Again, Ford Walker was one of the founding 



members? In the post-war perïod, then, Ford Walker was integrated into what was an 

increasingly self-conscious and North American-wide discipline. It was in the spirit of  

d e h i n g  that discipline that Herman Muller, as the frrst president of the Amencan Society 

of Human Genetics, outlined the "errors to be avoided," in human genetics and the 

"trends in modem work" that could and should be f o l l ~ w e d . ~  

Ford Walker began the 1950s with the institutional identity of a human geneticist. 

But she headed a research school which investigated questions of human heredity using 

tools and presumptions that were marginal to the then-dominant British school of human 

genetics. Moreover, hers was a research tradition that had many, even scattered, interests 

in diverse applications of hurnan genetics. Dunng the 1950s this would change. The Ford 

Walker school was profoundly influenced by the local dimensions of  expansion in the 

biomedical sciences. The enhanced institutional supports available at Sick Kids 

encouraged the Ford Walker school to pursue its medical service role, and the emphasis 

that the Research Institute placed on collaboration encouraged Ford Waiker and her 

students in their contact with the pre-clinical disciplines, particularly biochemistry- By 

the mid-1950s, the human geneticists were CO-operating with biochemical research that 

made new sense of classical genetics and helped to displace the complex etiological 

framework of the indigenous tradition. The influence of  the biochemists forged what I 

will call, to distinguish it fiom the moIecular variety, medical biochemical genetics. 

The indigenous tradition was profoundly altered by these new developments. This 

was the era of the 'new genetics' - a new detenninism, mechanism and materialism. In 

this penod of genenc growth, the particulars of Toronto's indigenous tradition faded and 



were largeIy erased £rom memory. The indigenous tradition was rad,  aposferion, as a 

"classical genetics" research tradition, in conformity with broader North American 

trends. However, as this Chapter will show, this "tradition" was produced during the 

course of the 1950s. The Ford Walker school which began the decade was very different 

than the one which closed it. 

Eqmding Opportunilies for Medical Resemch 

After the Second World War, biomedicine was propelled by growth in both the 

research university and the research hospital. The research university had demonstrated 

its value in the Second World War and enjoyed a prophetic surge in population due to 

veteran enrolments shortly thereafter.' The University of Toronto absorbed a large 

proportion of the post-war bulge. Its enrolment doubled, with a student population in the 

late 1940s that would not be matched again until the early 1960sg Significant financial 

commitments fiom govemments awaited the 1950s and in the interim the universities 

lived in what has been characterized as an "atmosphere of genteel poverty."'O "Personai 

research by members of the staff ... is curtailed," the Chair of Ford WaIker's Department 

wrote in his annual report for the 1946-47 academic year, "owing to the unusually heavy 

programme of teaching, both undergraduate and graduate." ' ' 
By the 1950s, however, universities were able to point to the baby boom 

generation as a weighty argument in favor of expanded governrnent support. CoId war 



insecurities in the atornic age, and the 1957 Sputnik crisis in particular, added 

considerably to  the conviction that the universities were at the heart of a global economic 

and technologicd struggle. Sputnik seerned to demonstrate that "al1 the warnings about 

North Arnerican intellectml flabbiness and educational inadequacies were true."I2 The 

educational population explosion was also a fùnction of the post-war expansion of white- 

collar jobs which required a general arts or science education.13 

The federal government moved to support higher education in the 1950s. 

Research expanded, along with enrolments, aided in particular by the expansion of 

research granting bodies. In the early 1960s, federal fiinding agencies provided over 

twenty-five million for university research; a decade later, this had grown to almost one 

hundred and twenty million.14 Graduate programs, a proxy for university research, grew 

accordingly. In 1940, McGilt and Toronto - the o d y  Canadian universities which were 

able - conferred 75 doctoral degrees.15 In 1960, 28 1 Ph.D.s were granted by Canadian 

universities. In 1970, there were 1,375.16 

Medical research was propelled both by the general growth of support for 

academic research, and by governmental investments in 'health' as a major plank in the 

building of the welfare state.17 The post-war period saw a powerful rnove to define health 

as a right of citizenship, and biomedicine was promoted as the key. As Ilana Lowy and 

Stanley Joe Reiser have demonstrated, research was seen as central to the development of 

biomedical knowledge and treatment capacity.18 Already by the 1930s in the United 

States, it was conventional wisdom "that patients in a research and teaching setting 

received more and beîter care than patients in hospitals not concemed with these 



pursuits." l9 m e r  World War II this enthusiasm grew: "At most university hospitals and 

medical schools during this decade," Reiser notes, "research had become the keystone of 

the medicai a r~h ."~ '  

h Canada, a key promise of post-war reconstruction was the creation of a national 

health care system- Failing to achieve provincial agreement to a hospital and medical care 

insurance scheme, the federal government forged ahead with the National Health Grants 

Program in 1948. This program was a major boost to biomedicine. It provided state 

support for the education of medical professionals and those in allied disciplines - 

finding professional schools, professors and students; it supported the growth of 

hospitals and the expensive machinery that filled them; it financed service programs for 

particular diseases like TB and cancer and in areas like mental health and materna1 and 

child health; finally, the federal state provided aid to research on the nation's health - 

some of the research fùnds went to evaluating pilot projects or to  public health research, 

but much of it went to dernonstrably biomedical research." 

The research fünds avaiiable through the provincially administered National 

Health Grants Program consistently exceeded the funds available through Canada's 

officia1 biomedical research fùnding bodies, yet these too grew in the post-war period. In 

1960, aRer considerable lobbying, Canada's Medical Research Council emerged from it3s 

supplementary role within the National Research Council as a fùlly fledged and 

independent research body.22 The MRC, and its predecessor, the Division of Medical 

Research within the NRC, proved to be an important source of funds for genetic research 

in Canada. 



The National Heaith Grants Program and the MRC were not the only Canadian 

supporters of research. As the provincial govemments turned increasingly to the support 

and CO-ordination of research, semi-autonomous provincial research organizations were 

established, such as the Ontario Mental Health Foundation, created in 1960. In London, 

Murray Barr tumed ofien to local private Foundations which gave him considerable 

flexibility in responding to new research interestsz3 In Toronto, Norma Ford Walker used 

supplementary funds fiom the Hospital for Sick Children to ampli@ the value of extemal 

gants. She also turned to a new source of fiinds in the post-war period - the voluntary 

health organization - which engaged in advocacy, mutual support and public education in 

relation to specific disease entities and also the fiinding of research on specific medical 

conditions. 

Of course, Canadian developments did not occur in a vacuum. Of major 

importance were parallel developments in the United States. There was in the US the 

example of massive state funding for biomedical research with the growth, in particular, 

of the W. 24 The Arnerican largesse was a perceived oppominity, since Arnerican 

money for biomedical research flowed readily into Canadian institutions into the 1960s. 

It was also a perceived threat, since Canadian researchers claimed to be at nsk of a so- 

called brain drain of national capacity. The American example thus served as a constant 

rerninder of the virhially unlimited need for more investment in medical research, and a 

rhetorical weapon for àdvocates of such investment. Finally the American mode1 of the 

disease-speciiic voluntary organization was highly influential in the development of 

Canadian  association^.^^ 



The expansion of medicai research and medical capacity were intimately 

comected - as was manifestly apparent in the agenda of  the National Health Grants 

Program. In Toronto and London, university faculties of medicine grew in size, as did 

hospitals and other patient care and custodial institutions. 

Ejcpmding OpportunitÏes Ïn Toronto 

The ciimate of growth and opportunity that existed at a national and continental 

level was also manifested locally, in institutional change at the Hospital for Sick 

Children. In Febmary 195 1, the "new" Hospital for Sick Children was officially opened - 

characterized as "certainly the Iargest and, almost certainly, the most modem pediatric 

centre in the ~ o r l d . " ~ ~  Financed through an outpouring of government and public 

support, a key justification for this investment was an expansion in the number of beds, 

almost doubling from 320 to 632, and thus a massive expansion in clinical capacity. But 

alongside the increase in service capacity was the corollary enhancement of Sick Kid's 

research and teaching capacity. 27 The new hospital devoted almost an entire floor of the 

available 14 to laboratories: 106 rooms replaced 21, "providing," its proponents argued, 

"new impetus for the research which has corne to play such an important role in the 

Hospital's ~ife."~' 

Genetics was among those departments which benefited fiom this increase in 

space. A Genetics Department, concemed with the study of "probIems of heredity," was 



allocated room with the other laborat~ries.~~ Indeed, Ford Walker maintained that Sick 

Kids was the first hospitai in the world to have included a department of genetics in its 

building plans.30 

The research interests advanced in the new facilities were fùrther enhanced 

through the incorporation of a Research Institute (RI), officially opened on January 1, 

1954. WhiIe research had been conducted in the hospital previously, indeed there were 

research labs and a Director of Research, the Institute represented a new institutional 

cornmitment. AU research in the hospital was to be coordinated through the Institute, with 

a central budget, and overseen by the Institute's Director and a Cornmittee of Research. 

Such a structure was expected to facilitate more research at the hospital, to reduce the 

administrative burden on workers, and to enhance CO-operative research.)' 

Research centers in hospitals had frst emerged in the United States in the early 

20' century. Keith Wailoo argues that these facilities allowed clinicians to move beyond 

the narrow demands of specialties which necessarily, in seeking to advance themselves, 

worked to segment disease conditions." The "cooperative environment" of these centers, 

Wailoo argues, "nurtured a flexible research ethos. Isolated from clinical politics, 

researchers focused on the study of specific physiological mechanisms to establish the 

legitimacy of one disease perspective over a n ~ t h e r . " ~ ~  The research institute permitted 

collaboration because the source of much dissension - disagreements over a specialty s 

'ownership' of a clinical condition and its management - was removed fiom the mix. The 

production of this CO-operation relied, then, on a changing emphasis on knowledge 

production in relation to patient care. "Clinical research," Keith Wailoo notes, "placed 



decision-making into the hands of the inquisitive individual researcher, placing 

knowledge production above patient care per se."" The research hospitad thus 

colIaborated with the research university, with which it was generally af5XiatedY in the 

growing emphasis on academic medicine. 

In developing its Research Institute, Sick Kids was infiuenced b y  comparable 

facilities throughout North America. The hospital administration commissioned Dr Basil 

MacLean of the Strong Memorial Hospital of the University of Rochester, N.Y. to 

produce a "Study on the Hospital for Sick Childreny' in 1953. His report had as one of its 

chief recornmendations the establishment of a Research I n s t i t ~ t e . ~ ~  This recornmendation 

encouraged the hospitalys newly minted Medical Policy Cornmittee to irilvestigate "six 

different hospitals active in the research field" in Montreal, Philadelphia, Boston and 

Rochester during the summer of 1953 .36 

In their visits to other hospital-based research facilities, members of the Medical 

PoIicy Committee identified the parameters of good research. They were  convinced that 

"the most fniitfûl and productive work is performed by whole-time workers." Yet there 

was some anxiety about what whole-time research work or non-medicall y trained 

researchers, like Ford Walker and her students, might bring in their wake. Members of 

the Medical Policy Committee who toured the six institutes criticized t h e  Research 

Institute of the Montreal General Hospital, in particular, for its leadership by a "well- 

known biochemist" who was "not medically qualified" and whose research was "al1 on 

the academic plane ...[ with] little irnmediate bearing on hurnan d i s e a ~ e . " ~ ~  



Yet research was to exist in service of clinical needs. TGH Drake, Director of the 

Research Laboratones, which were the precursor of the Research Institute at HSC, when 

announcing the research facilities available in the "new" Sick Kids stated that "In the 

fiiture, as in the past, research problerns which are being investigated in the hospital 

laboratories, must have their begiming and end with the well or sick ~ h i l d . " ~ ~  But in its 

"First Annual Report," the Director put the matter rather differently, declarïng that while 

emphasis was put "on the study of the commoner forms of disease and disability in 

childhood ... [it would] from time to time be necessary to engage in investigative work of 

a more fundamental character in the laboratories of the ~ o s ~ i t a l . " ' ~  Full-time research 

workers were to engage in sustained enquiry and to benefit fiom and advance sorne of the 

pre-clinical sciences. The Research Institute would house the research work already 

undenvay in various departments of the hospital; it would also provide a home for those 

pre-clinical sciences not usually found in a hospital. The departments of Biochernical 

Research, Genetics and Virus Research, for example, existed only in the Research 

Institute, 

The Research Institute could provide those working on approved projects with 

stable financial support - an essential prerequisite for full-time research. The Institute 

relied for its base budget on hospital fùnds and moneys from the Pediatric Research 

Foundation - which received the profits from patents on earlier developments, notably 

pablum. But this was a financial base to be built upon through access to f h d s  that were 

increasingly available from govemments and charitable organizations after the war. The 

Research Institute was established, in part, to take advantage of these extemal funds. 



Moreover the Research Institute sought to organize these fünds in the most expedient 

ways possible.40 

Irene Uchi& and the Perseverance of the Indrgenars Tradition 

The institutional resources offered by the new Sick Kids and the Research 

Institute had a major impact on members of the Ford Walker schooI. But the tools and 

assumptions of the indigenous tradition were not suddenly or completely overturned. Nor 

was there a total shift towards medical genetics to the exclusion of al1 other inquiries in 

human genetics. In fact, Ford Walker's own research on racial questions expanded in the 

1950s. And Ford Walker's students and colleagues, who took advantage of available 

medicd links, retained their interest in dermatoglyphic tools and cornpiex etiological 

questions. 

Uchi'da and the Cardiac CZinic 

Irene Uchida is emblematic of the indigenous tradition's resiIience in the face of 

post-war change. Starhg  her work in the 1946-47 academic year with a "study of 

constitutional types susceptible to rheumatic fever," she completed her Ph-D. dissertation 

in 195 1 on "a study of environment and heredity in the etiology of rheumatic fe~er ."~ '  

After receiving her doctorate, Uchida worked at the Institute as a research associate until 

1959, becorning Ford Walker's colleague and helping new students in their work. 



Uchida's dissertation had relied on collaboration with the Cardiac Clinic at Sick Kids, 

and the CO-operation between the Genetics Department and the Cardiac Clinic continued 

over the course of Uchida's research career at HSC and resulted in other research projects 

on cardiac disease in twins and in Mongols. The association between Uchida and the 

Cardiac Clinic was a model of the clinically-oriented research collaboration which helped 

to institutionalize medical genetics within the hospital. It was also a model that built on 

the tools and the etiological concems of the indigenous tradition- 

Uchida's association with the c h i c  provided her with access to such essential 

resources as patients, expert clinical diagnoses and medical relevance. This dependence 

was testified to in Uchida's acknowledgements and by numerous CO-authored 

publications. But while the c h i c  was a resource for Uchida, Uchida was also a resource 

for the clinic. The "genetic analysis" that Uchida provided gave answers to the etiological 

questions of other medical researchers. Indeed, throughout the 1950s, an odd assortment 

of publications by Norrna Ford Walker and her students and colleagues suggests that 

many departrnents of the Hospital saw the geneticists as resources for etiological 

analysis. Moreover, as the Genetics Department expanded its practical work with patients 

- largely in diagnosis and heredity counseling - it too became a source of patients for 

collaborative research work. 

Yet the etiological analysis that Uchida and her colleagues in the Genetics 

department provided was of a particular sort. In the three sets of studies that Uchida 

pursued in association with the cardiac clinic through the 1950s - on rheumatic fever, 

cardiac anomalies in twins, and cardiac anomalies in Mongols - her andysis of etiology 



was broadly fiamed, concerned with both hereditary and environmental influences, and 

prepared to assign the principal influence to the environment. Moreover, in considering 

hereditary factors, Uchida and her colleagues were wont to consider complex rather than 

single gene effects and to attend to processes of embryological development. Uchida 

drew on a diverse array of tools, both indigenous to the Ford Walker school and generic, 

using the twin and Mongol methods, and pedigree and mode of inheritance data. 

Uchida's near-decade of research at Sick Kids dernonstrates the fruits of close 

coIlaboration between the Ford Walker school and the hospital and suggests the 

continued vaiidity of the indigenous tradition- When Uchida lefi Toronto at the end of the 

1950s to lead new Departments at the University of Manitoba and then McMaster 

University she assumed the role of vanguard in new developments. But while in Toronto, 

she preserved more traditionid approaches and demonstrated the value of these tools 

within the medical milieu. 

Rheumatzc fever 

Irene Uchida argued that her doctoral research responded to the "urgent need for a 

critical examination of the daims made by various authors regarding the relative 

importance of heredity and environment in the etiology of rheumatic fever." Her 

dissertation addressed the thesis that the "susceptibility to rheumatic fever is transmitted 

as a single autosomal recessive gene." This thesis, which had been developed in the late 

1930s, was widely publicized and long accepted. It had been reported in genetics and 



popular texts. It also, Uchida noted, had been used to inform prediction tables of afXected 

offspring that were distnbuted by a major insurance company." 

The clinical dimensions of Ucfiida's project loomed Iarge and she reserved her 

first thanks for the "rheumatic patients and their families whose co-operation and 

constant interest made this study possible."43 Moreover, Uchida devoted attention to a 

discussion of the "clinical aspects of rheumatic fever" and asserted the importance for 

"'genetic analysis" of expert clinical d i a g n ~ s i s . ~ ~  Rheumatic fever was an "extremely 

widespread infection involving the fibrous tissues and certain serous membranes of the 

body." It might manifest itself clinically through "heart disease, polyarthritis, chorea and 

subcutaneous nodules" as well as more general symptoms of "fever, aching joints, 

abdominal pains, loss of weight and appetite, fiequent nosebleeds and increased 

sedimentation rate?"" The cause of rheumatic fever was unknown. It was clear that the 

disease demonstrated some familial patterns: it was more prevalent arnong poorer classes, 

and many researchers believed that it was precipitated by an infection. But Uchida noted 

that "the relative importance of the streptococcus and the virus, of environmental 

conditions and heredity is still being d is~ussed ."~~ 

Uchida's analysis of etiology began with a review of the population 

characteristics of the disease, its incidence and age at onset, and its distribution by sex, 

race, class and geography. This portion of Uchida's study set the stage for her review of 

rheumatic fever cases among those Toronto children and their families who were 

amenable to carefùl study at the Hospital for Sick Children: a total of 58 families. Uchida 

restricted her study to "whiteyy families which belonged to the "Iower econornic strata" 



and her pedigrees were limited to the review of those generations who were living.47 

Such "rigid standards" provided "strict control of the matenal used" and, Uchida argued, 

made her results more ~ o r n ~ e l l i n ~ . ~ *  

Uchida's study of the environmentai factors involved in rheumatic fever 

addressed both the post-natal and the pre-natal dimensions. Her attention to post-natal 

factors such as economic conditions, communicability and climate was unusual for a 

rnember of the Ford Walker school. But in attending to prenatal factors, Uchida 

conformed with the developmental orientation of the Ford Walker school while differing 

from other -dents of the disease. This portion of Uchida's study was reliant on the 

Mongol method: "In some conditions such as mongolism and congenital abnormalities," 

Uchida wrote, "the prenatal environment is of more importance than the post-natal." 

Though there was "no reference in the literature to this aspect," Uchida's study paid close 

attention to "prenatal environmental f a~ to r s . "~~  

Uchida found evidence for the causal effect of prenatal disturbance in the high 

incidence of rheumatic fever and thyroid dysfùnction among the mothers of children with 

rheurnatic fever; she also examined such traditional factors as matemal age, birth order, 

multiple pregnancies and abortion rate. Uchida used the Mongol method to search for 

signs of these prenatal disturbances in the dermal patterns of affected persons, arguing 

that "mongoloid imbeciles who are the victims of developmental retardation can usually 

be identified by charactenstic dermal But her "analysis of foetal growth" 

through cornparison of prints from her sample with Ford Walkerys University student 

controls was inconcl~sive.~ 



Uchida addressed the question of the role of inheritance in rheumatic fever 

careiilly. She considered three kinds of evidence, both fiom her sample and from the 

literature: the "tendency of rheumatic fever to run in families," twin studies, and various 

suggested modes of i n h e n t a n ~ e . ~ ~  The structure of Uchida's analysis left considerable 

room for complex hereditary "factors"; onIy the analysis of modes of  inheritance 

demanded attention to specific genetic mechanismw 

Published surveys indicated that, at least in some families, the incidence of 

rheumatic fever was higher than chance alone wouid allow. Uchida's own sampIe of 58 

families also demonstrated a higher fiequency of the disease than in the Toronto 

population ger~eral l~. '~  But, as Uchida noted, "The controversial point lies in the cause of 

this familial tendency. There are those who accuse heredity, others point to contagion 

while still others blame common environmental influences for the familial tend en^^."^^ 

Uchida's evaluation of her own sample suggested that "since no difference was found 

between the proportion of affected offspring of rheumatic and non-rheumatic parents, the 

indications are that the important etiologicd factors are environrnental rather than 

genetic."55 

If the analysis of familial incidence was less than definitive, Uchida argued that 

"One of the best methods to test for the presence of genetic factors is the study of 

t~ ins . " '~  Drawing on the twin method, Uchida argued that differences in "phenotypic 

expression" among monozygotic twins "are the result of environrnental influences, 

prenatal and postnatal."57 While Uchida's own sample could contnbute limited data on 

twins with rheumatic fever, she cited evidence £iom the published literature which 



suggested the "powerfùl influence of environmental factors." At the same time, the 

fkequencies of concordance and discordance in the expression of rheumatic fever between 

monozygotic and dizygotic twin pairs indicated that "heredity does play some role in the 

etiology of rheumatic fever" though on balance "heredity and contagion play a role 

secondary to that of e n ~ o n m e n t . " ~ ~  

The final evaluation of the place of heredity in rheumatic fever involved the 

assessrnent of a range of theories for the mode of inhentance of the predisposition to 

rheumatic fever. Demonstration of a plausible genetic mechanism would provide "A 

strong argument for the importance of genetic factors in the development of a trait," 

Uchida argued.5g The three extant theories involved sex-linked inheritance, single 

autosomal dominant inheritance and single autosomal recessive inheritance. Uchida's 

careh1 review of these theories in light of her sample, and a careful review of the data 

provided by the proponents of recessive inheritance, indicated that "no single mode of 

inheritance has been established nor is there much indication that a simple explanation is 

possible."60 

"It has been possible in the past," Uchida argued, "to reduce certain normal and 

abnormal characters to simple genetic principles." However, such simple genetic effects 

were rare. Studies of those "abnormalities which seem to follow the simple rules of 

dominant and recessive inheritance," Uchida argued, rapidly giving way to 

examination of conditions which do not fit into any simple category." Indeed, "Even 

those conditions which were beiieved to follow definite modes of inhentance are causing 



us trouble," she added. Conditions in which persons who were known to possess a certain 

gene but not to dernonstrate the gene's effects had "brought into being the term 

"penet~ance".'~ Moreover, assessments of the incidence of a certain phenornenon had to 

take into consideration the existence of "phenocopies": those "conditions which cannot 

be distinguished by their clinicaI entity and yet are cause by different etiological 

reason~.~ '  

Uchida presented herself as one of a generation of genetic analysts who were 

aware of the complexities of heredity. She was attentive, she suggested, to the difficulty 

of discerning a simple mode of inheritance: it seemed logicd that the same condition 

might be produced through a number of diEerent modes of inheritance. Uchida was 

particularly concerned to recognize complex patterns in situations where environment 

was known to be an influence - such as "those conditions which are inherited as a 

predisposition to the late development of the trait," for example, rheumatic f e ~ e r . ~ '  

"The gene," Uchida argued, "is merely one force in the rnidst of a multitude of 

others, genetic and environmental. When a gene potential is high, little difficulty is 

encountered [in analysis of etiology] but in moçt cases the path fiorn the gene in the germ 

ce11 to its final dissolution in the grave is twisted and ~ n c e r t a i n . " ~ ~  Uchida was forcefùl in 

her conclusion. cLRheumatic fever," she argued, "is a sociological problem rather than an 

eugenical one .... it is to the benefit of dl, rheumatic families and society, to suppress 

rheumatic fever by providing better living conditions in those places in which rheumatic 

fever is rife."64 



Uchida's dissertation research drew on the fùll range of tools available to 

members of the Ford Walker school, She addressed both environmental and hereditary 

influences, preferring the latter in this instance. Yet ironically, though arguing for 

attention to complex genetic processes, Uchida pursued precisely the kinds of techniques 

- pedigree analysis and mode of inhentance modeling - which had not been emphasized 

by the indigenous tradition. This gesture pointed toward a shift that would make more 

room for what we might call, paraphrasing Evelyn Fox Keller, 'the discourse of single 

gene action.' 

Twins 

Uchida's plea for placing social emphasis on environmental efforts at prevention 

was made without denying the influence of heredity in producing susceptibility to 

rheumatic fever. Such an influence was testified to by available published data on twins. 

Uchida shared the faith of the Ford WaIker school, then, in the value of twin data to 

discern genetic forces where genetic mechanisms were too complex for pedigree analysis 

alone, 

If twin data could be used to suggest a place for hereditary forces, it could also be 

used to disprove such forces. In line with her sympathy for environmental etiologies, and 

working in collaboration with pediatricians involved with the Cardiac Clinic, Uchida 

published two studies, in 1% 1 and 1957, which reviewed cases of congenital cardiac 



malformations in twin pairs to argue against "the theory of genetic transmission as 

reported in some studies of rfamily groups." 

Uchida's first article on this subject concerned only a single monozygotic twin 

pair discordant for a cardiac a n ~ r n a l ~ . ~ ~  But she later obtained the assistance of the 

Cardiac staffto pursue a systematic review of twins with cardiac anomalies who had 

attended Sick Kids for treatment.66 Publishing this review in 1957, Uchida and her co- 

author, Richard Rowe, of the Cardiac C h i c  presented data fkom 26 twin pairs, 13 of 

whom were monozygotic atad the other 13 dizygotic. In al1 twenty-six pairs, only one 

member of each was affected by a congenital cardiac anomaly. among 

monozygotic twins," Uchida and Rowe suggested, "tends to discount genetic factors in 

the etiology of a trait. The results of this twin study, therefore, indicate that aithough in 

certain families congenital heart disease rnay be genetic in origin the majority of cases are 

caused by some uterine factar or factors as yet u n k n o ~ n . " ~ ~  

Both studies were reliant on the twin method. Uchida used Ford Walker's 

diagnostic protocol - dermd patterns, blood groups, and the similarity method, were used 

in the assessrnent of zygosity. Uchida also used the ongoing study of placenta by Ford 

Walker and herself - the availability of a large senes of latex-injected, and thus 

preserved, placenta meant that the fetal membranes of some twin pairs could be 

investigated? This allowed Uchida to dernonstrate the importance of placenta1 

configuration in twin diagnosis and the potential developrnental influence of "prenatal 

environmental factors unique to twins" in the production of cardiac anomalies.69 Uchida 

and her CO-author argued agaïnst simplistic beliefs about "identical" twins: "It was once 



thought," they wrote, "that one of homologous twins never suffered fiom a malformation 

not shared by his fellow." This flawed interpretation of "identical" twins had been 

corrected by the more current knowledge "that environment may modiQ a given 

hereditary trait."" Monozygotic twins were "in respect of their genetic constitution .. . one 

and the same individual." But this genetic sameness was subject to developmental and 

environmental influences such that m e n  one member of a rnonozygotic pair presents a 

particular abnormality not shared by his fellow, it is safe to conclude that the cause of the 

discordance is not genetic."71 

Mongols 

For her studies of individuals with rheumatic fever, and in particular for her 

review of twins with cardiac anomalies, Uchida was reliant on the Cardiac Clinic for the 

location of research material. But by the 1950s, the Ford Walker school had developed an 

appIied service capacity within the Hospital for Sick Children and had developed its own 

patient population which might serve as research material. This practical service was of 

two kïnds. First, like other North American centers, the Genetics Department provided 

genetic counseling to individuals and couples concerned about their chances of having a 

child with a genetic anomaly. The other practical service provided was less usual. The 

Genetics Department offered a diagnostic service identiQing Mongols using Ford 

Wdker's index of dermal The third study that Uchida undertook in 



collaboration with the Cardiac C h i c  benefited fiom the practical capacity of the 

Genetics Department: it was a study of Mongols with cardiac malformations. 

Though unusual, this diagnostic service was significant : almost al1 suspected 

Mongols born in Toronto had their diagnosis confirmed or disconfirmed though this 

service? But ironically, when this diagnostic s e ~ c e  was developed at Sick Kids, 

Mongolism was not a strictly genetic phenornenon. The clairns of the geneticists to 

'ownership' of this condition were based on their ability to produce effective diagnoses 

and to an enduring indigenous tradition of methodological reliance on the Mongol. 

Though the distinctive dermal patterns diagnostic of Mongolisrn testified to a 

developmental disturbance that was not necessarily genetically caused, a developmental 

and broadly etiological Genetics Department was a logical home for this diagnostic test. 

The study of cardiac anomalies in Mongols pursued by Uchida and her pediatrician 

collaborators was premised, then, on these conceptual and institutional relations. 

The diagnostic service for suspected Mongols offered by the Genetics Department 

gave the genet icists, and through them their collaborators, unprecedented access to a 

particularly useful population of Mongols. Most researchers, including Norma Ford 

Walker7s student, Grace Workman, in the late 1930s, gained access to populations of 

Mongols in institutions for the mentally retarded; such populations were necessarily 

biased because of the very high mortality of infants and children affected with 

Mongolism at the time. The clinical service at Sick Kids, by contrast, gave researchers 

access to an unbiased sample of "almost every mongoloid baby born in  oro ont o."'^ 



The study of cardiac anomalies in Mongols was begun as a pilot project in 1954. 

Children whose suspected Mongolism was c o n f i e d  in the Genetics Department were 

then sent to the Cardiac Clinic for fùrther study: "In the 12 month perïod some 58 

mongols have been examined. Two-thirds of these have been found to have congenital 

heart disease." 75 The study proper comrnenced in 1955 and data were collected until 

1957. Andysis of the data took longer; a surnmary analysis was published in 1961 .76 

The study was intended to serve both the geneticist and pediatrician and thus was 

undertaken in two parts: the "Genetic Study" and the "Cardiac Study." The "Genetic 

Study" involved, first, the diagnosis using "a new method, the most reliable to dateyy: 

Ford Walker's index of dermal patterns. These diagnostic dermal patterns would also be 

analyzed for signs of developmentd disturbance linked to cardiac anomalies. Such 

analysis, it was hoped, would help to "pin-point more accurately the time and extent of 

disturbance of growth not only in these defective children, but also by application in 

normal children with congenital heart disease." This part of the study was to be 

accomplished by cornparhg the dermal patterns between Mongols with and without heart 

disease, and between those with specific types of heart disease with and without 

~ o n ~ o l i s r n . ' ~  

It was the genetic potential of this work that academic reviewers were most 

interested in. In 1955, one reviewer wrote, "Ifthis study will stimulate interest in the 

cause of mongolian idiocy I am in favour of supporting it. I think it will. Is it genetically 

determined?" Another reviewer wrote that "Too little caretùl work is being done in the 

important field of human genetics and ail weI1 done studies will yield information which, 



in light of the increasing application of atomic energy, may in the future have more and 

more importance." The next year, the same reviewer wrote that "There is no question in 

my mind that Dr Walker and her gmup are doing first class work in comection with 

genetics and the understanding of hereditary defects."" 

Uchida's analysis of the dermai data Eom Mongols did suggest "a greater 

disturbance of fetal development in the mongols with congenital heart di~ease."'~ But 

though some dermal patterns appeared to be different, and the difference to be 

statistically significant, Uchida never appears to have completed the cornparison with 

non-MongoI subjects with congenital heart disease which could have verifred these 

suggestive findings. 

Like the "Genetic Study" the "Cardiac Study" involved diagnosis, using "modem 

investigative methods." Data from these diagnoses would estabiish the incidence, and 

types, of cardiac anomalies in Mongols, replacing existing data fTom analysis of more 

biased populations. It was hoped that the study might also provide greater knowledge 

about cenain types of heart conditions and about heart function in n e ~ b o r n s . ~ ~  The 

cardiac study appears to have achieved these objects. Data on the incidence and type of 

cardiac anomalies in Mongols was soon available. Moreover, the cardiac study produced 

data on mortality among Mongol infants and children. Finally, Richard Rowe was able to 

conduct studies on a number of the Mongol children who were without cardiac 

anomalies; access to Mongol children likely made such analyses possible. Transformed 

into "normal" children for the purposes of cardiac function, these children were subjected 



to high concentrations of oxygen in order to "study the effects on pulmonary and 

systemic arterial pressures."82 

In retrospect, the "Cardiac Study" appears to have been more successful than the 

"Genetic Study". While Uchida produced no monograph on the genetic study, and the 

summary publication she CO-authored with Rowe presented "data of genetic interest" 

only "in brïef," Rowe and his colleagues produced at least three publications from this 

workS3 This imbalance likely reflected Uchida's growing awareness that the "Genetic 

Study" had produced very Iittle of what rnight, on the eve of the 1960s, count as genetic 

data.84 

This project had originally been genetic because of its institutional home in the 

Department of Genetics. Moreover, it had been genetic because geneticists in Toronto 

had a nez-monopoly on accurate and reliable diagnoses of Mongolism- Finally, it was 

genetic because of an indigenous tradition that understood the "genetic" to encompass 

environmental, hereditary and developmental processes. If the genetic study was, by the 

end of its tenure, a failure, this was not a result of poor methods or inadequate data. It 

was a result of the original intent of the study itself. For the goal of the "Genetic Study" 

had never been to assess hereditary factors, much less mode of inheritance. Instead, it 

promised insights of a primarily developmenta1 sort in accordance with the presumptions 

and tools of the indigenous tradition. 

The ultimate failure of the genetic component of the cardiac study, and Uchida's 

loss of interest as she set out in pursuit of cytogenetic glory at the end of the 1950s, 



signals the declining relevance of the answers promised by the methods of the indigenous 

tradition. This declining relevance was facilitated in Toronto by the emergence of a 

biochemical orientation with new ways of conceiving of genetic disease. 

Building Medical Biachemical Genetics 

The University of Toronto had long had a metabolic orientation which built on the 

Znsulin years. In 1959, when Uchida's longstanding collaboration with the Cardiac c h i c  

came to a shuddeting hdt, the University of Toronîo Medical Journal declared that "to- 

day Toronto stands as one of the foremost metabolic research centres in the wor~d."~' 

This metabolic orientation was manifest also at the Hospital for Sick Children, though it 

was initially of a more practical, nutntional kind. The HSC counted among its principal 

achievements, the pasteurization of milk in Ontario in the 1930s, the invention of pablum 

("the first pre-cooked infant cereal, fùmishing adequate arnounts of minerals and 

vitamins, in addition to calories"), and a successfûI campaign to  minimize childhood 

rickets through the addition of  Vitamin D to the diet of childrenS6 The enhanced research 

capacity of the "new" Sick Kids built on this legacy through a special metabolic unit 

'%omplete with its own pantry and laboratory," and through CO-operative research with 

such University departments as the Connaught Laboratories and the Banting ~nstitute.~' 

When the Research Institute began operation, it made a special commitment to 

biochemical research.** As the First Annual Report of the Research Institute put it, "The 



major part of the work of the Research Institute is carried out in the Biochemical 

Research Laboratories, in CO-operation with various Wards and Departments of the 

~ o s ~ i t a l . " * ~  It was this biochemical orientation which was to prove so influentid in the 

remaking of medical genetics in Toronto in the 1950s. Through the leadership of 

biochemists in the study of metabolic disease, through collaborative ventures between the 

human geneticists and the biochemists, and through the adoption of biochemical tools 

and assurnptions by the human geneticists, the indigenous tradition was transformed into 

a classical genetics 'tradition' which took senously the discourse of single gene action. 

If Toronto geneticists were propelled into association with biochernicai concerns 

in the 1950s as a result of Iocal institutional change, such intellectual alliances were not 

unique to Toronto. Indeed, across North Amenca and in the British school, medical 

geneticists adopted biochernistry as a resource for understanding genetically-controlled 

metabolic diseases like PKU, and looked to biochemical markers to provide signs of 

heterozygote carriers- Biochemical genetics was crucial to the making of medical 

genetics, then, but what kind of biochernistry was this? 

In the 1940s, as the standard stories in the history of 'basic' genetics would have 

it, a new science of biochernical genetics was developed. The Amencan team of George 

Beadle and Edward Tatum produced the 'one-gene-one-enzyme' theory of gene action 

and demonstrated its validity in a new and powerfiil experimental organism: the bread 

mould, Neurospora. This work which showed that genes 'act' by producing specific 

enzymes - one enzyme for each gene - supported the turn to research on the material 



gene and the move away f?om a transmission-ody genetics; it  was central to the making 

of biochemical genetics, which was, in tum, the basis of molecular genetics. For this 

contribution, Beadle and Tatum were rewarded with a Nobel Pnze in 1958, which they 

shared with Joshua Lederberg. The standard stones also tell that, in making this 

discovery of the first importance, Beadle and Tatum were redly only re-discovering the 

long-neglected work of the true 'father' of biochemical genetics: Archibald Ûarrod. 

Garrod was an English physician, active in the first half of the twentieth-century. His 

great work was on the 'Inbom errors of Metabolism' : a series of rare, recessively 

inherited diseases where the clinical defect could be traced to a specific error of 

rnetaboli~rn.~~ Garrod takes his place beside Mendel, as Jan Sapp points out, in the great 

stones of neglect and rediscovery that populate the landscape of genetics- 

By the 1950s, when mernbers of the Ford Walker school began their tentative 

collaborations with the biochemists, we might assume that the biochemists would be 

aware of the one-gene-one-enzyme hypothesis and committed to its veracity and 

implications. We might assume, also, that the inherited metabolic phenomena that the 

biochemists had begun to investigate would have been of obvious genetic significance, 

indeed, biochemical genetic significance, and that the Ford Walker school was 

demonstrating is backwardness by failing to lead such inquiries. Yet Jan Sapp has 

deconstmcted the rnyth fiom the reality in the standard accounts and suggests that other 

presumptions rnight be ~arranted.~' 

First, Sapp argues, Archibdd Garrod was no 'father' of biochemical genetics: he 

made no declarations about 'gene action' or about genetic theory. Indeed, as a 



physiologist in the fïrst decades of the twentieth century he had little interest in, and 

likely little enthusiasm for, the highiy contested narratives of gene action asserted by the 

classical school; just as Mendel was no Mendelian, Garrod was no ' ~ a r r o d i a n ' . ~ ~  Second, 

the story of Garrod as a 'precursor' must be understood as a "founding father fable," one 

invented by BeadIe as a way to support a contested theory, by suggesting its timeless 

obviousness. As Sapp puts it, "Garrod and the physiologists of his day had no intention of 

forrnulating a general theory of heredity based on genes and enzymes. To some, the 

reality of the gene was dubious, and to many, genes and enzymes alone could not control 

the orderliness of metabolic reactions in the ce11 or ~ r ~ a n i s r n . " ~ ~  Third, an understanding 

of some association between enzymes and genes was a commonplace from the beginning 

of the century, and not a discovery : "The idea that hereditary factors controlled metabolic 

activity by way of enzymes was ... pervasive," Sapp has ~ r i t t e n . ' ~  What was new, and 

contested, in Beadle and Tatum's work was the breadth of thek claim - that all genes 

worked on& through control of single enzymes. Finally, Sapp has shown that controversy 

about the one-gene-one-enzyme theory continued into the late 1950s; the continuing 

belief among sorne geneticists in the 1940s and 1950s that this theory was over- 

simplified was, in fact, what encouraged Beadle's persistent recourse to Garrod as a long- 

dead and non-cornpetitive, but seemingly all-knowing, predecessor. 

In fight of Sapp's de-bunking, the situation in Toronto demands a more nuanced 

analysis. Were the biochemists promoting 'biochemical genetics' ? If so, then a 

biochemical approach should have advanced a rather different mode1 of genetics than the 

classical school - encouraging the move beyond the metaphoric to the matenal gene, and 



asking questions about what genes actualIy do. Yet there was actually little support for a 

physiological human genetics in Toronto. Moreover, it is not clear that the story-line of 

'backwardness' can be used to make sense of the disinterest of the Toronto workers? 

1 will argue that what was being produced in Toronto was actually a distinctly 

medical science of biochemical genetics: a medical biochemical genetics. This science 

was not interested in 'gene action' - in the biochemistry of the gene and its fùnctioning. 

Rather, this science was one that demonstrated the value of using biochemical tools in 

contemplating Mendelian processes. Consequently, this medical science, in its 

collaboration with the Ford Wallcer school, created a classical genetics orientation that 

had been under-exploited in Toronto's human genetics research previously. Medical 

biochemical genetics heIped to make the classical genetics mode1 make sense in the 

medical context in a way that had not previously seemed possible by producing 

unprecedented enthusiasm about the capacity of a profoundly simple narrative of heredity 

to adequateIy describe and, in the case of some conditions, to actually treat, genetic 

disease. Contrary to any simple theory of knowledge transfer fiom the 'basic' to the 

'applied' spheres, which would support the adjectives of 'backward' or 'prescient,' the 

medical scientists used the available tools to answer the questions that made sense to 

them. This was a distinct, not a confiised, science. 

Ironically, this medical science also saw Garrod as its 'father' - drawing 

presumably on the myth made pervasive by Beadle. Yet here this mythical predecessor 

seems more appropriate. As a medical scientist Garrod's concern with clinical 

phenornena resonated with the attention to the human organism prevalent at Sick Kids. 



Moreover, Garrod's disinterest in gene action was paralleled by the disinterest in such 

processes by these 1950s workers. Like Garrod, and unlike Beadle and Tatum, medical 

biochemical genetics was interested more in the conventional knowledge of an 

association between genes and metabolism, rather than a specific theory of gene-enzyme 

interaction. The importance of Garrod for the medical science of biochemical genetics 

suggests, then, another way in which this "founding father fabley' served Beadle and 

Tatum's efforts: it provided a narrative linking genetics and biochemistry that was 

relevant to medical scientists, and thus produced a community of enthusiasts for 

'biochemical genetics' in the 1950s, even though the biological and medical scientists 

were using this terrninology in quite distinct ways. 

Making Medical Biochemical Genetics In Toronto 

One of the institutional innovations made possible by the establishment of the 

Research Institute was the appointment of hl1 tirne research workers. "By the 

employment of these me&" the First Annual Report of the Research Institute stated, "a 

major step fonvard has been taken in pediatric research in Canada. They have positions 

which are not dependent on the award of an annual grant, and it should, therefore, be 

possible to provide for continuity of  research programmes on a longer-term basis than has 

hitherto been possible. These men have available to them al1 the facilities necessary for 

productive research and much should be accomplished."g5 



Of the small number of research workers appointed hi1 tirne to the Research 

Institute when it began, a Iarge number were of a biochemicd orientation (though many 

were not Ph-D. trained biochemists, 1 will, for purposes of expediency, refer to them as 

"the biochemists"). The First Annual Report for 1954 listed the activities of these 

individuals: Andrew Sass-Kortsak was a certif~ed pediatrician whose work was focused 

on nutritional and biochemical disorders. At the hospital since 1949 he was appointed a 

full time member of the Institute in 1954 and headed the Metabolic Ward which opened 

in 1955 and which permitted in-patient care of research subjects under controlled 

conditions. Dr Donald Fraser was also a pediatrician, and a Ph.D. Appointed to the 

Department of Pediatrics at the University of Toronto, he was a full-time research 

associate of the Institute whose work focused on calcium and phosphorus metabo~isrn.~~ 

Dr- Sanford Jackson was Chief Biochemist at the Hospital- He, like Sass-Korîsak, was a 

full time research member of the Institute. He played a role in many of the studies 

conducted at the Institute and had a particular interest in fluorine metabolism and in the 

biochemicd constituents of the b~ood.~' 

The Research Institute served as a crucial institutional Iink between workers with 

a metabolic orientation and the Ford Walker school. Collaborations extended beyond 

those fonnally affiliated with the Research Institute, but even they were built through the 

networks linking the University and the Hospitals in Toronto, networks which the 

Research Institute facilitated. Members of the Ford Walker school were helpful, directly 

and indirectly, in drawing out the genetic interpretation of metabolic phenornena. In the 

process, what had previously seemed to be too simplistic a mode1 of genetics for medical 



pwposes came to  appear profoundly eficacious: for explanation, diagnosis, and even 

treatment. In the process also, members of the Ford Walker school came to emphasize 

classical genetics questions which had previously been of minor importance to the 

indigenous tradition. 

By the early 1950s, the full-time workers at the Research Institute, whose primary 

interest was in nutritional, metabolic and biochemical disorders, found themselves 

investigating more obscure f o m s  of these diseases that could be seen to have a hereditary 

component. Sass-Kortsak's interest in iiver disease Ied him to galactosemia (an inherited 

inability to digest the milk sugar galactose) and Wilson's disease (an inherited disorder of 

copper metabolism); Fraser's interest in calcium and phosphorus metabolism led him to 

rickets resistant to dietary intervention (some of which were inherited conditions). These 

conditions were arnenable to classical genetic analysis, but in much of this work, the 

involvement of  the human geneticists was minimal. 

From the inception o f  the Research Institute, Donald Fraser was reported to be 

working on forms of rickets that were resistant to treatment with v i t a r n i n ~ . ~ ~  A particular 

interest of his was "hypophosphatasia," which had first been described, in 1948, by a 

worker fiom Sick Kids - it was a rare rickets-Iike disorder involving inadequate 

mineralization of the bone. The disease came to be understood as a genetic disorder over 

the course of the 1950s but Fraser pursued no specifically genetic research during this 

period, and did not rely on his Toronto human geneticist colleagues for initial genetical 

c ~ r n r n e n t a r ~ . ~ ~  Only when called upon to do a review of the disorder for a "Symposium 



on Inbom Errors of Metabolism," in the latter-half o f  the 1950s, did Fraser turn to Ford 

Walker to  conduct the review of the Iimited genetic information availabte fiom published 

studies. 

A sustained research interest of Sass-Kortsak's was Wilson's disease: an inherited 

metabolic error involving the inability to rid the body's tissues of copper, resulting in 

liver disease and sornetimes neurological complications. By the time Sass-Kortsak began 

his work on this disease in 1957, it was already understood by him and others as one of 

the inbom errors of metaboli~rn. '~~ He took an interest in the genetics of the condition 

and by 1958 he was investigating family members "with the aim of finding a biochemical 

r t 1 0 2  abnormality in the carrier state. By 1959 Sass-Kortsak's "main line of investigation," 

was said to be, "directed to elucidate the nature of the basic genetic defect in Wilson's 

77 103 disease. He noted that the likely genetic mechanism involved "an autosomal recessive 

gene," suggested the value for genetic counseling of detecting the abnormality in the 

heterozygote, and pointed to the need for more detailed family studies.lo4 Yet, this work 

proceeded without apparent collaboration with Toronto geneticists. 

Meanwhile the geneticists continued to do work in the vein of the iridigenous 

tradition though much of the 1950s. In the 1954 Annual Report of the Research Institute, 

which noted Fraser's interest in vitamin D resistant rickets, for example, the study of the 

"genetic aspects of diseases of children" included everything but such biochemically- 

oriented work. Ford Walker, Uchida and the stable of graduate students were addressing 

such questions as twin and Mongol diagnosis, dermatoglyphics in erythroblastotic 



children and children with cerebral palsy, pedigree analysis in a farnily affected by 

nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, CO-operation with the cardiac service in assessing the role 

of genetic and environmental factors in the etiology of congenital heart disease, and co- 

operating with the surgeons in assessing genetic factors in Legg-Perthes disease.lo5 

Still, by the latter-half of the 1950s, there was evidence of increasing 

administrative interest in the biochemical orientation. The Annual Report of the Research 

Institute in 2956 insisted that it was "In the field of biochernical genetics" that Ford 

Walker was giving assistance to Dr Fraser in his review of hypophosphatasia.106 In 1957, 

Ford Walker "our geneticist" was reported to be studying the congenital anomalies, and 

in association with Dr Fraser was also examining "A most interesting field - the 

inheritance of congenitd metabolic defe~ts . " '~~  In 1 958, "Dr Norma Ford Walker and her 

group," were said to be continuing "the study of inheritance of disease and abnormality, 

particularly in the field of inherited biochernical disturbances of ~hildhood." '~~ 

The biochemists referred to the genetic-metabolic disease conditions as "inborn 

errors of metabolism," acknowledging the authorship of the field by Archibald Garrod 

and fiaming the area of inquiry as "biochemical genetics."lOg Victor McKusick, in his 

contribution to a "Symposium on Inborn Errors of Metabolisrn," noted that "Sir 

Archibald E. Garrod, [was] the acknowledged founder of biochemical genetics in 

i r  110 man. As enthusiasm grew, the Toronto geneticists supported the work of the 

biochemists through family studies and pedigree analysis."' 



Collaboration between genetical and biochemical workers also went on outside 

the bounds of the Research Institute. Indeed, it is these collaborations that were especially 

rnern~rable."~ These collaborations did not involve conditions that went under the rubric 

of disease. Instead they were biochemical variations in blood and in the human response 

to drugs. The references to "inborn errors," and to Garrod are absent, but these 

collaborations also allow a closer look at the nature of the genetical knowledge being 

developed and exchanged. 

In the first half of the 1950s, Oliver Smithies, while at the Comaught Medical 

Research Laboratones of the University of Toronto, developed a new method for 

detecting proteins: starch gel electrophoresis. In doing so, and in experimenting with 

human serum, he also revealed a new forrn of blood grouping: bIood groups based on 

senirn protein types, as distinct fiom the existing blood grouping technologies which 

were based on red blood cells. In t 955, in announcing this technical capacity, Smithies 

suggested that 'Weredity factors may determine the serum groups of adults." But 

genetical questions were not of sole importance, as the possibility that semrn groups 

changed with age could not be disrnissed in this work.'13 At this early stage, Smithies 

expressed his thanks to Andrew Sass-Kortsak at the Hospital for Sick Children for aid in 

gaining blood samples, but Ford Walker was not an acknowledged contributor.' l4 

Ford Walker's involvement became apparent, however, in two publications. Her 

role was to aid in the structuring and evaluation of family studies, and to provide the 

theoretical equiprnent to interpret the data in Mendelian ternis and in accordance with 

conventional syntax. The first joint publication by Smithies and Ford Walker commented 



on Smithies' earlier findings, noting that the ratio of the three serum protein groups in the 

over 40 persons studied was 1 :2: 1 - a Mendelian ratio."' This publication also presented 

the analysis of new data ~ o m  18 family groups in Mendelian terms and proposed the 

thesis "that the serum group of an individual is controlled by two autosoma1 genes with 

116 incomplete dominance. In their second joint paper, Smithies and Ford Walker re- 

asserted this thesis, and suggested a syntax for the description of the "haptoglobin 

system" - a syntax that identified and posited clear relationships between the 

"phenotypes" and "genoîypes" thus far obser~ed.~" 

Where Ford Walker was an acknowledged CO-author in the important work by 

Smithies, she had a lesser role in relation to the work of Werner Kalow. Kalow was one 

of the key architects of the field of "pharmacogenetics": a field which contemplated the 

genetic dimensions of patient responses to pharmaceutical interventions. Kalow's work in 

the latter half of the 1950s and into the 1960s was concerned with enzymes in the blood 

which were correlated with different physiological reactions to specific drugs. His 

research on this phenornenon was housed within the Department of Pharmacology at the 

University of Toronto. He gained access to serum from varied hospital and public 

sources, though not the Hospital for Sick Children. Yet Norma Ford Walker was a 

resource in the latter-half of the 1950s and though never a CO-author, Kalow 

acknowledged her assistance. Before Ford Walker provided assistance to Kalow, he had 

already undertaken sorne farnily studies and become familiar with some genetic syntax.l18 

But Ford Walker helped to confirm his genetic thesis.'lg She "guided the planning and 



evaluation of the genetic studies"; provided "mnvaluable advice to the collection of 

data."12' She also provided assistance in the diagnosis and use of twins.12' 

The work Ford Walker CO-authored with Smithies Iacked clarity about the "gene" 

as distinct fiom the "allele." Though defining the genetic mechanism as "two autosomal 

genes with incornplete dominance," alternate language was used which made apparent 

the fact that two distinct genes were not really envisioned (i-e. two distinct forms of one 

gene at the same location on the chromosome were contemplated rather that two genes 

with different locations on the chromosomes). In discussing the possibility that more 

variants rnight be discovered in future, Srnithies and Ford Walker, in their 1956 paper, 

identified their genetic hypothesis with the phrase "either of the al le le^."'^^ This hzziness 

in distinguishing gene and allele was also apparent in the work Kalow undertook with 

Ford Walker's assistance. Kalow and Staron, i n  their 1957 publication, used the language 

of allele and gene interchangeably: the evidence was explained by "two allelic autosomal 

genes," "two genes," or "two autosomal alleles. ,Y 123 

The terrninological £ûzziness in discussing the gene that Ford Walker allowed 

should not be seen as a failure, for this was a question of convention, not a reflection of 

known materiality. Yet the convention of distinguishing between gene and allele had a 

particular effect. To discuss alleles differently fiorn genes is to insist on the issue of 

location; it is to insist on the materiality of the gene. To identiQ alleles is to point to the 

presence of a matenal gene at a particular locus, with variable manifestations. In later 

work OIiver Smithies switched terminology. Citing his 1956 paper with Ford Walker in 



1960, he and his CO-authors referred to the thesis as one involving cctwo autosornal 

alleles."lz4 Notably, in this work, the authors also used the concept of cclocus. 9,125 

Ford Walker's collaborators had technicd skills to detect enzymes. Ford Walker's 

contribution was to explain the enzymatic evidence in Mendelian terrns. This work 

involved the tools of classical genetics: pedigrees, Mendelian ratios, and genetic syntax- 

These were tools that Ford Walker had demonstrated cornpetence with fiom her earliest 

publications in the Iate 1930s, but which had not been rnuch emphasized in her research 

schooi since.lz6 If Srnithies and Kalow held biochemical knowledge about a relationship 

between genetic control and protein structure, then this knowledge was not in evidence in 

these collaborations. There is no mention of the one-gene-one-enzyme hypothesis, no 

discussion even of gene action. Moreover, Ford Waker's use of terminology 

demonstrated a certain disinterest in the rnateriality of the gene - a matenality that the 

new era of biochemical genetics is imagined to have made relevant- As with the classical 

genetics' pioneers, the gene was, for Ford Walker and her collaborators, a primarily 

metaphorical phenornenon. 

The classical genetic agenda encouraged in these collaborations had an effect on 

the work of the geneticists, not only in fostering new research, but in re-shaping older 

work. Ford Walker quickly added the analysis of serum proteins to her diagnostic 

protocol for twins, and such tests were apparent in the work of her students. But the 

transformation of the indigenous tradition into a classical genetics research school is most 



evident in the work of Ford Walker's students. Two of her Doctoral students in the mid- 

to Iate-1950~~ Hubert Soltan and Nancy Simpson, were quick to demonstrate their 

classicd genetic capacities and their ability to use the new, powerfùl and attractive took 

of biochemistry. They did not cease to use the tools of the indigenous tradition, but these 

were minimized in importance and dis-articulated fiom the older intellectual orientation. 

B i o c h e m i m  in the Indigenous Tradition: Re-making Members of the Ford WaIker 

School 

Hubert Soltan and Nancy Simpson both began their Doctoral work in the rnid- 

1950s under Ford Walker's supervision and with "Human Genetics" as their major 

subject. Both were formaIly associated as full time research fellows with the newly 

minted Research Institute, both completed and defended their dissertation in 1959, and 

both went on to serve as key members of the Canadian medical genetics community in 

southern Ontario: Soltan to London, by way of a bnef sojoum in Halifax, and Simpson, 

after some years in Toronto devoted to biochernically-oriented research, to Kingston. 

Hubert Soltan completed a dissertation on "Some Genetical Aspects of the 

Duchenne form of Muscular Dystrophy." Simpson's dissertation was entitled, "A 

Genetical Study of Juvenile Diabetes." Both studies were cieariy a product of the 

institutional relationslip between the Department of Zoology and the Hospital for Sick 



Children and both demonstrated the broad contours of the transformation of the 

indigenous tradition, though rather differently. 

Hubert Soltan began work on the genetics of "muscular or neuromuscular 

73 127 diseases. Hïs primary technique was the study of family pedigrees to assess the mode 

of inhentance. He collected pedigree data through the muscular dystrophy c h i c  at the 

Hospital for Sick Children, and then expanded his search for subjects with the aid of 

other sources.'28 Soltan was reliant on the collaboration of other workers at the HSC who 

were interested in the phenomenon of muscular dystrophy. These workers confirmed the 

cIinical diagnosis, and performed other tests. But while Soltan complied with the interests 

of his clinical collaborators in investigating the field of muscular dystrophy generally - 

collecting data f7om almost 300 families - by 1958, his genetical study concentrated on a 

smaller group of subjects, those 121 families af5ected with Duchenne MuscuIar 

Dy~trophy. '~~ 

This narrowing of intellechiai focus allowed Soltan to comprehend relatively 

simple genetic phenomena - a single gene disorder. His dissertation drew on classical 

population genetics to estimate the mutation fiequency of the gene involved in sex-linked 

DMD. He also analyzed issues of linkage, examining the evidence fiom his small sample 

of DMD families where there was also color-blindness to confirrn the evidence in the 

i 7  I3O literature that "the gene does in fact lie on the X chromosome. Soltan used 

biochemical tests in the hopes of detecting female "carriers" of the disease: "It would be 

of great practical importance in genetic counseling to be able to detect women who are 



heterozygous carriers of the sex-linked recessive gene of Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

before they produce a dystrophie child," he noted.I3' 

Soltan's orientation to classical genetics did not divorce his work entirely fiom 

the indigenous tradition. He used both the Mongol and twin methods and assessed dermal 

patterns to detect evidence of prenatal disturbance. Such evidence, if found, would assign 

a prenatal age of onset to Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy. Yet this research formed a 

small part of the total project and the negative findings were seen to support existing 

clinicai evidence: the disease being less severe and generalized than Mongolism at 

b i r t l ~ . ' ~ ~  In short, the Mongol method constituted a less 'interesting' portion of the 

research project. Soltan used derrnal patterns as part of his attempt to diagnose the 

zygosity in three sets of twins with the disease. Yet dermal patterns were only a 

secondary factor in the diagnosis, and were of lesser significance than the new blood 

protein data."' Soltan also exarnined some of the environmental factors in the disease, 

yet his contemplation of c'environmental" factors was deliberatel y narrow. The Mongol 

method, were it to work, was invoked to provide evidence only of an earlier age of onset 

than generally believed - not to identifjr environmental impacts during development. 

Moreover, the actuai efforts to test for environrnental factors considered only birth rank 

and parental age, and the former was intended as a factor in inducing mutations. Finally, 

Soltan explicitly argued against the phenocopies hypothesis, which suggested the 

presence of environrnentally-induced forms of the disease where family history was 

absent. Distancing himself fiorn this school of thought, Soltan noted that "[tlhe most 

satiseing theoretical explanation for the environmentalist would be that an induced 



biochemical abnormality had occurred very early in life and that this abnormality was 

identical with the one caused by the defective gene in clearly inherited cases."'34 Soltan 

preferred the mutation hypothesis, and as noted above, provided calculations about the 

mutation rate of the DMD "gene." 

The Research Institute facilitated extensive collaboration across disciplines and 

Soltan's research was no exception. He worked with a "muscular dystrophy research 

group at the Hospital for Sick ~ h i l d r e n . " ' ~ ~  Within this team, which included at least 

metabolic, neurological and orthopedic research, each group had independent goals. 

Neurologists used biochemical analyses in aid of differential diagnosis, for example. 136 

The use of biochemical analysis for carrier detection was part of the genetic study. But 

only as a secondary goal, in the absence of positive findings, did Soltan note the potential 

for biochemical findings to serve as a diagnostic aid in early, and thus clinically non- 

evident, cases of the disease. 

Genetics was not the lingua franca of the many participating researchers. It was 

one of a set of approaches - not the chief conceptual eamework. Soltan did make 

reference to the one gene one enzyme hypothesis - "a specific enzyme whose production 

is controlled by a specific gene" as he  put it - but this did not imply attention to a 

material gene in the tradition of 'basic' biochemical genetics. '37 Soltan did not credit the 

gene with ultirnate cause. Though recopizing a clear genetic role in this disease, Soltan 

argued that "The primary cause of muscular dystrophy is unknown- 37 138 



Soltan's work on the genetics of DMD was an early foray into a research focus 

that would grow in intensity in Toronto - and would move decisively towards molecular 

genetics. Though Soltan's work was not directly continued, his collaboration with E.G. 

Murphy of the muscular dystrophy research group at the hospital was continued by 

Margaret Thompson when she returned to Toronto in 1963. Indeed, research on the 

genetics of DMD was by the mid-2980s to be one area in which Toronto workers 

excelled. 

Meanwhile, Nancy Simpson, Soltan's student colleague, demonstrated a rather 

less radical shift away fiom the indigenous tradition in her dissertation research. Yet once 

this was finished, Simpson undertook a collaboration with Werner Kalow through the 

mid-1960s which moved her decisively into the realm of medical biochemical genetics. 

Nancy Simpson's doctoral study concerned diabetes - a topic that she later temed 

'3139 the "geneticist's nightmare. In attending to such a disease, Simpson conformed with 

the prevailing concern of the indigenous tradition with complex clinical phenomena - 

phenomena with significant environmental as well as genetical causes. Yet, this was the 

only aspect of Simpson's work that was indigenous in orientation: her chief rnethod was 

pedigree analysis and her use of the Mongol and twin methods was supplementary. 

Simpson's attention to such a complcx phenomenon as diabetes crippled her 

efforts to obtain conclusive data on the mode of inheritance. Yet, Simpson's study drew 

on and expanded a brief but strong tradition of classical human genetic research in 

Canada that derived f?om the residence of the pacifist, Lionel Penrose, in London, 

Ontario during the war.l4' Ironically, Margaret Thompson had also been involved in the 



Penrose comection. While in London, where she worked briefly in the late 1940s and 

early 1950s afler leaving Toronto and before moving to Alberta, Margaret Thompson had 

collaborated with E.M. Watson, a professor of pathological chemistry, on the study of 

diabetes.I4l Together, they analyzed, and added to, data that Watson had previously 

worked on with ~ e n r 0 s e . l ~ ~  Since Thompson's doctoral work on celiac disease had 

suggested a genetic comection to diabetes, this collaboration was a logical development. 

Yet, it had also been, for Thompson, an immersion in a more classical genetic orientation 

than her training within the Ford Waiker school had ernphasized - an orientation that 

Simpson then drew on. 

Simpson built her study around patients who had been seen at the Hospital for 

Sick Children and diagnosed with juvenile diabetes, many of whom now had children. In 

addition to family studies, Simpson assessed the blood groups, and serum haptoglobins of 

the probands and their relatives, where possible, to see if any significant differences with 

controls could be f 0 ~ n d . l ~ ~  She conducted dermal analyses of some of the subjects and 

their families to consider the question of matemal environment. Twins were also a minor 

resource. 

Simpson concluded that her evidence "adds strength to the controversial 

hypothesis that diabetes (whether onset is early or late) is controlled by the same 

recessive gene."144 This conclusion was like that of Thompson and Watson before her. 

But by the time she had published an article on the genetics of this cornplex d i s e a ~ e , ' ~ ~  

Simpson was involved with Werner Kalow in a research project that demonstrated the 



sophistication of the new classical genetics trajectory: a focus on simple gene effects, 

using biochemistry as a central t e c h n o l ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Similar collaborations completed the transition f?om the indigenous tradition to 

the new medical biochemical genetics for other of Ford Walker's students. Diane Wilson 

Cox (née Diane Wilson) completed a Master's thesis under Ford Walker's supervision in 

1960. Andrew Sass-Kortsak, who had noted the need for more genetic studies in the late 

1 gSOs, took a strong mentoring role towards her. 14' Dunng 196 1 and 1962 she updated 

her knowledge in biochemistry by taking course work, and she studied Wilson's disease 

in Sass-Korîsak's laboratory, "particularly the biochemical abnormality in the 

h e t e r ~ ~ ~ o t e . " ' ~ ~  She did her doctorate at McGill, gaining further expefiise in 

biochemistry and when she retumed to Sick Kids in 1967she returned to Sass-Kortsak's 

laboratory, working on ccceniIoplasmin and the genetic control of its production," 

collaborating in an interdisciplinary project on Wilson's d i ~ e a s e . ' ~ ~  By the early 1970s 

she was publishing with Sass-Kortsak on Wilson's d i s e a ~ e . ~ * ~  

Within human genetics, biochemistry did not represent a shift to molecular 

genetics. Rather, it gave new vigor to classical MendeIian explanations. Where Uchida, in 

her Ph-D. dissertation in the early 1950s' had suggested a trend of tuming away from the 



search for simple single gene effects, and where much of the indigenous tradition 

represented a quest for such complexity, the biochemists represented a return. 

The indigenous tradition was aitered under the influence, but this transformation 

was neither immediate nor total, and not al1 local distinctiveness was lost. The indigenous 

tradition continued to be vibrant until the end of the 19 SOS, as Irene Uchida's work makes 

especiaily evident. But the interest in complexity, in development, and in the place of 

environment which her work exemplified, subsided in favor of an invigorated classical 

genetics, concerned with Mendekm models and the matenal gene. Without abandoning 

dermatoglyphics and twins, the medical geneticists in Toronto increasingly adopted 

techniques better able to demonstrate these Mendelian and materiaiist presuppositions. 

Studies of pedigrees became of vital importance, and deciphering the mode of inheritance 

the primary goal of human genetic research. Biochemistry worked to support the 

rnetaphor (for it was still a metaphor) of the active single gene. 

A distinct medical biochemical genetics supported the creation of a classical 

genetics orientation, but by the late 1960s, this distinct science was coming to be despised 

as a failure of comprehension and application, rather than a separate vision. In a 1968 

report by the MRC on "Canadian Medical Research," the chapter on Medical Genetics 

noted that "the biochemical genetics of  disease seems to be under-represented in this 

country." Murray Barr and F Clarke Fraser, who wrote this chapter, pointed out that the 

existing research in this field wasn't really ccbiochemical genetics": "If one excludes £tom 

the field those who are really doing medical biochemistry on a disease that happens to be 



genetically determined, and considers ody those who are aiso concerned with the 

underl ying gene, there are very few problems under study." l5 l 
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Chapter 3 

Making Medical Cytogenetics in the 1960s: Making the Autosome 

Anomalies 

Introduction 

In the first Presidential Address to the new American Society of Human Genetics, 

in 1949, Herman Muller strongly advocated a cytological-turn in human genetics. His 

charge was not fulfilled for a decade. Human chromosomes became an object of 

investigation in the mid-1950s and medical interest was piqued in the late 1950s with the 

discovery of anomalies in the hurnan chromosome cornplex. Reflecting on these 

developments, the pioneering Amencan medical geneticist, Victor McKusick, noted 

sardonicaily that he and his fellow workers had finally found "our organ."* Medical 

geneticists could now join the ranks of other medical scientists in the possession of a 

specific body part. They could clairn tangible evidence of the workings of heredity. 

The early years of medical cytogenetics were an age of discovery as new 

chromosome anomalies were mapped and made sense of. Lacking the technical capacity 

to individually identifv each chromosome, as was the case for much of  the 1960s, 

medical cytogenetics focused on numeric anomalies and gross chromosomal 

malformations and translocations. It was not until the 1970s, with more advanced 



banding techniques, that each chromosome and its parts could be individually identified 

so that even minor structural anomalies could be detected through routine investigation. 

For Toronto and London, Ontario workers, the attractions of medical cytogenetics 

seemed obvious, and they sought to develop or adopt the technical capacity that would 

allow them to participate in this new venture, In Toronto, the new bandwagon was 

hitched to the engine of a research school that had integrated genetics and biochemistry 

into a resolutely classical genetics enterprise - a research schoot that had largely divested 

itself of its indigenous tradition and was solidly integrated into a North American-wide 

medical genetics community. London, by contrasf was marginal to this community at the 

end of the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  despite indigenous expertise with the sex chromatin, which was 

understood to be comprised of chromosomal material. For Murray Barr and his students 

and colleagues in London, Ontario, the emergence of medical cytogenetics provided a 

new opportunity for affiliation with medical genetics. 

Through mutual aid, the Toronto and London workers built some of the 

pioneering capacity in medical cytogenetics in Canada, Indeed, so successfûl were the 

London, Ontario workers, that they took their place arnong the small fiatemity of 

international pioneers in the early years of medical cytogenetics. The prestige of the 

Toronto school was established in other ways. In the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  Toronto-trained workers 

fanned out across the country, ofien creating new institutional capacity in human 

genetics. Some of these individuals, notably Irene Uchida, would corne to be dominant 

players in the new field. 



Workers trained and based in Toronto and London adopted the basic tooIs of 

medical cytogenetics fiom the broader community of researchers. But they brought their 

own skills and concerns to bear in the process. Toronto-trained workers applied an 

interest in heredity and family to the world of cytogenetic anomalies. They made 

particular use of dermatoglyphic evidence, and built on indigenous expertise with the 

Mongol. In the process, they made sense of chromosome disease through a familiar 

language of reproductive rkk, they helped to renew the meaning of the seemingly 

outdated technique of dermatoglyphics, and to transfer the symbolism of the Mongol ont0 

a new syndrome category - that of the autosome anomalies. 

By contrast, the London workers emerged into the new world of genes and 

chromosomes, at the end ofthe 1950s, fiom a world dominated by the discipline of 

endocrinology and the agency of hormones. Yet the skills and assumptions they brought 

to the new field seerned remarkably suitable. They utilized their ski11 with sex chromatin, 

and their gendered symbolism of sexual pathology, in the reading of chromosomes, and 

transferred their concem with intersemals ont0 the bodies and Iives of the fieshly-minted 

category of the sex chromosome anomalies. 

In this and the subsequent chapter 1 reproduce the bifurcation that these workers 

produced in the early years of rnedical cytogenetics: that between the so-called sex 

chromosome anomalies, and the so-called autosome (or non-sex chromosome) anomalies. 

This Chapter examines the re-tooling efforts in both communities and then focuses on the 

research on what came to be called the autosome anomalies. in the following Chapter, 1 

discuss the research pertaining to the corollary disease category, produced at the same 



time and through explicit and implicit cornparison: the category of the sex chromosome 

anomalies- 

RetooZing in Medical Cytogenetics 

London 

Sociologist Augustine Brannigan argues that a theory of scientific discovery 

should not seek to explain how discoveries happen, but instead, how happenings become 

di~coveries.~ By this rneasure, Murray Barr's identification of the sex chromatin in 1948 

became a discovery because of its relevance to socially and clinically compelling 

questions about sexual ambiguity. Bemice Hausman has argued in her important book 

Changng Sex: Transsexudsrn, Technology myi the Iden of Gender, that the 195 0s were an 

important period in the interpretation of se- gender and sexuality. In the face of new 

technical capacity, medical science became increasingly competent in the clinical 

management of patients with arnbiguous sexual anatorny - hermaphrodites who, in the 

1 9 5 0 ~ ~  were beginning to go by the name intersex. In this period medical science also lent 

itself to the treatment of those with ambiguous sema1 identities -the new phenornenon of 

transsex~alism.~ 

In the 1950s, the Barr body, as the sex chromatin has corne to be called, was given 

meaning in the world of congenital errors of sex - the medical management, 

interpretation and production of human intersexuality. It stimulated research interest in 



and was used to define types of înterse~uality,~ and Murray Barr, its discoverer, played a 

central role in these  effort^.^ When Barr and his students and colleagues retooled in 

cytogenetics on the eve of the 1960s, they drew on their cytologicai capacity developed 

through work with the sex chromatin and brought the gendered meanings that were 

invested in the Barr body with them into the new era. Indeed, these gendered metaphors 

of sexual pathology would lie at the hart of the reading of sex chromosome anomalies as 

an identifiable clinical category. 

Reading rhe Barr Body 

Afier the 1948 discovery of the sex chrornatin, Murray Barr set out to assess what 

this deeply staining body was, and what it meant. He postulated that the sex chromatin 

represented the compacted and deeply staining portions of both X chromosomes. By this 

logic, the male's XY sex chromosomes might also be compacted and form a dense 

particle of chromatin in the cell's nucleus, but it would usudly be too small to see. The 

association between the sex chromatin and the sex chromosomes was not demonstrated 

convincingly until the late 1950s when the sex chrornatin was seen to represent a single X 

chromosome. The full articulation of its fünction, the "Lyont1 hypothesis, which still 

govems its interpretation, was not fiilly articulated until 1961. But Barr's belief that the 

sex chromatin represented the fernale's twt, X chromosomes, though not an established fact, 



was widely shared. The thesis was sufficient to place this marker at the apex of a mode1 of 

sexual development, and make it a productive instrument for research and clinical medicine. 

Sex differentiation, according to the evolving model used b y Barr in the 1 gSOs, came 

about under the direction of a series of actors- These actors were, first, the sex chromosomes 

(and sex related genes), second, the sex hormones, and third, the environment. Early in the 

1 9 5 0 ~ ~  Barr referenced a two stage model. First were "certain chromosomes which bear 

genes with special significance in the primary determination of sex. These are called the sex 

chromosomes." It was "'the particular combination of sex chromosomes and the genes which 

they bear (which] determine whether the initial indifferent gonad develops into an o v q  or a 

testis." But while genes were seen to make a sexually-differentiated gonad, "Subsequent sex 

differentiation ... is largely under hormonal ~ontrol ."~ By the mid-1950s, under the influence 

of the sexologists John Money and John and Joan Hampson from Johns Hopkins, Barr had 

confirmed the third stage of l is  model. "The third phase in sexual development," he wrote, 

"extends fiom infancy to rnaîurity and is the period when al1 facets of  psychosemal attitudes 

are graduaily fiîted into place. Environmental influences appear to be especially important 

here."7 

During the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  Barr and his colleagues focused on homonal action (and the 

environment) and not the chromosomes as causal o f  the sexual pathologies. As one of 

Murray Barr's graduate students put it, "Broadly speaking, the sex hormones produce 

effects that ovemde sex chromosome constitution" This "transcendence of hormonal 

sexuality over genetic sexuality," was seen to be confirmed by the cases of congenital sex 

anomalies that came to Barr's a t tent i~n.~ They were taken to confirm a thesis that was 



defined some decades later by John Money, as the "Adam principle": the thesis that "to 

differentiate a male sornething must be  added."1° Barn did not use this term, but it aptly 

narnes the particular cultural burden d e d  by this hypothesis. The stories about how sex is 

made were very much in line with what Emily Martin has termed, "scientific fairy tale[s]," 

in which female processes were slower, sofier and ultimately, lesser." 

The chief clinical value of the Barr body in the 1950s was in providing evidence of a 

person's 'tme sey' even where bodily pathology meant that such tmih could not be 

medically or socially realized. B was not until the end of the 1950s that the sex 

chromatin, as a technology of true sex, was re-invented as a technology with direct 

application to the discipline of medical genetics. Meanwhile, the London, Ontario 

workers had been intimately involved in the hormonal reinterpretation of two of the 

syndromes that would be discovered to be cytogenetic anomalies in 1959: Turner's and 

Klinefelter's syndrome. Using the sex chromatin as a technology of tme sex, these two 

clinical conditions were brought into the family of intersexuals in the mid-1950s. In this 

period, they came to represent extreme examples of congenital sexual anomaly: radical 

sex reversal. 

Making the Intersex: The Barr Body md Gonadal Dysgenesis 

In 1955, a team fiom Johns Hopkins, with assistance fiom Murray Barr and his team 

in London, published a comprehensive review of a syndrome they called "gonadal 



dysgenesis."12 This syndrome involved patients with "normal but infantile femaIe extemal 

genitalia," with "no evidence of female secondary sex characteristics." The condition was 

generally associated with "rudimentary ovaries" and "decreased statureyy and the names of 

"ovarian agenesis," "Turner's syndrome," and cbBo~evie-Ulnch syndromeyy had been 

applied to it.13 The authors' purpose in publishing this article was to dari@ the 

understanding of the syndrome, proposing a new name and a new theory of the disorder's 

etiology that made sense of al1 avaiIable evidence. A crucial piece of new evidence that this 

article considered was the fact that the majority of patients with this disorder had the male 

sex chromatin pattern, 

cLIndividuals with this syndrome," the authors wrote, "had always been considered to 

be fernales," Yet there had long been expenmental evidence which "emphasized the 

importance of the embryonic testes in counteracting the inherent tendency of the fetus to 

feminize," and had for some years suggested an aiternate explanation - "that some patients 

with this disorder should be chromosomal males."14 The authors confirmed in this important 

review article that the older hypothesis was, in fact, me. Henceforth, these previously 

female persons were to be understood as interse~uals.'~ 

This 1955 article understood the evidence provided by the sex chromatin to be clear 

- these patients did not just have male chromatin patterns, they were chromosomal males. 

Understood this way, such evidence had manifold implications. It meant that "titles 

implying only an ovarian defect or deficiency should be abandoneci." The authors proposed 

inaead the sex-neutrd title "gonadal d y sgenesis," for these patients. l6 Moreover, since, as  

they wrote, "Nomally, the development of ail the sexual structures conforms to the 



chromosomal sex established in the zygote at the tirne of fertilization," these patients 

provideci decisive evidence for the Adam principle - "that female differentiation of the 

genital ducts and externd genitalia always occurs in the absence of fetal testes." "These 

patients," they wrote, "exemplfi the essential and primary role of the testis in human 

embryonic sex deve~o~ment."" They were the human analogue of the well-known 

expenments with fetd castration in rabbits fiom the 1940s, in which castrated male fetuses 

developed as fernales.18 The authors went further still, and argued that in fact, these patients - - -  

should be regarded "as the most severe and extreme form of male 

pseudohemaphroditism.77 l9 

Having so decisively re-interpreted the meaning of this syndrome in scientific terms, 

the authors closed with some cautionary comrnents about clinical matters- "The sexual 

orientation [of the patients]," they argued, "has been entirely ferninine, irrespect ive of the 

chromosornal sex pattern." They added the caution that, "The authors consider it most 

important that the patients and their families should not be informed concerning their 

chromosomal sex when a male chromatin pattern is found, in view of present-day 

misconceptions of the importance of chromosomes in determuiing psychosexual o u t l ~ o k . " ~ ~  

Indeed, Barr suggested a linguistic strategy to his clinician colleagues, arguing that instead 

of the terms "female nuclei or male nuclei" and "genetic female and genetic male" the "less 

cornmitta1 expressions" "chromatin positive or chromatin negative" should be used, to avoid 

placing a "psychological burden" on patients of a ûuth about their sex that their physical 

condition might not approximate.21 



Murray Barr, who had reviewed al1 the sex chromatin evidence for the article by 

GNmbach and his co11eagues accepteci and adopted their terminology and interpretation 

Barr wrote that "About 80 per cent of patients with gonadal dysgenesis have male nuclei, 

which suggests that they developed in the female direction when deprived of the 

masculinizing hormone or inductor of embryonal testes.7722 These details made sense of al1 

aspects of Barr's three stage mode1 of sex development, with the sex chromatin indicating 

'true' chromosomal sex, the Adam principle explaining the 'failure' to masculinize, a d  the 

detachment of sex fiom gender and sexuality (with the latter two intemally and 

heterosexually consistent) explained by the environmental control of  psychosexual identity. 

The circle of sex researchers was a tight one. The same research which underpimed 

this study by the Johns Hopkins team of endocrinologists underpimed one of the ground- 

breaking 1950s articles by the pioneering sexologist tearn of Money and the Hampsons. AI1 

ofthe 11 patients studied by them who were "chromosomally male," "were found 

unequivocally to fulfill the cultural and psychological expectations of femininity. The salient 

finding to emerge nom the study," they added, "was that a person's conviction of himself as 

a man or herself as a woman -the gender role and erotic orientation - is a variable quite 

independent of genes and 

Making the Intersex: n e  Barr Body and the Men with S r n a I I  Tesfides 



The episode with Turner's syndrome women was not the o d y  one which involved a 

rather radical reinterpretation of some extraordinary bodies. In fact, in 1955, Murray Barr 

was involved in the effort to redefine anoîher syndrome. But this time the situation was the 

reverse of that apparent in "gonadai dysgenesis" patients. Instead of apparent females 

demonstrathg a male sex chromatin pattern, apparent males were shown to have a female 

sex chromaîin pattern. The conclusion was the same, however. These cases too were re- 

made as intersexuals. 24 

In 1956 Barr and colieagues began to descnbe apparently male patients who wuld 

be s h o w  to have a female sex chromatin pattern. The patients descrïbed had a range of 

symptoms. The key defining element was significant atrophy of the testes and hence 

infertility. There might also be a "fernale" distribution of fat and hair, and sclmetirnes obesity 

and gyxecomastia (growth of breasts). Such patients had, since 1942, generally been 

grouped together under the name 'Winefelter's 

In first describing the new findings, Barr and his CO-workers made clear their 

surprise at the phenornenon of chromosomal females having testicles: "Aithough some true 

hermaphrodites with both testicular and ovarian tissue have chromatin positive nuclei, until 

the inception of  the present work, patients with chromatin positive nuclei and testicular 

tissue only had not been ~ b s e r v e d . " ~ ~  The first interpretative strategy adopted by Gmmbach, 

Barr and others was to view these cases as " m e  hermaphrodites:" "The cornplex of a 

masculine phenotype usually with normal or  fall-ly normal secondary sexual characteristicg 

malformed seminiferous tubules, and female-type nuclei may be considered a variant of true 



h e ~ m a ~ h r o d i s r n . ~ ~ ~ ~  But Barr was later satisfied to sirnply define these cases as examples of 

"a congenitai error of sex d e v e l ~ ~ r n e n t - " ~ ~  

The interpretative difficulty expaienced by Barr and his colleagues resulted fiom 

the fact that the availabie evidence did not integrate as readily with their three stage model 

of sex-making as had those patients with "gonadal dysgenesis." If these patients did have a 

female chromosome pattern - which Barr thought most likely - then how could the Adam 

principle make sense of a masculinized female?29 It was tnie that female 

pseudohermaphrodites might have masculinized extemal genitaliq but their gonads helped 

their sex chromatin to speak the tnith about their sex. Here were patients who had both 

masculinized secondaxy sex characteristics - a veneer past which research science could see 

- and masculine gonads. If, as the Adam principle suggested, females were those who failed 

to masculinize because of the absence, or the inadequacy, of testicles, how couId there be 

testicles in a female? There was no ready expenrnental analogy - no castration expenment - 

that could make sense of this- 

The lack of a hormonal explanation that was congruent with the Adam principle 

forced Barr back to the under-used chromosomal and genetic explanations in his model of 

sex development. While Barr's model theorized that the sex chromosomes made the gonads, 

and thus played a key role in making sex, most sexual pathologies were seen to arise 

through gonadal and hormonal problerns, and not through chromosomal or genetic 

aberration. This case was an exception, however. In the absence of a credible hormonal 

explanation, the case of the chromatin positive Klinefelter's was interpreted as 

demonstrating pathology farther back in the sequence of sex making - in the genes. "It 



seems more likely," Plunkett and Barr wrote, "that the abnormaiity is the result of a fault in 

the sex-deterrnining genes in a zygote which bears two X chrorn~sornes-"~~ 

The following year, Barr was more decisive. 'Tt has recently been shown that a 

proportion of sterile males with hyalinisation and fibrosis ofthe seminiferous tubules have 

female nuclei," he wrote. "They appear, therefore, to represent an almost complete fernale 

+ male sex reversal fiom an early stage in embryonal development." Barr added that "Since 

the condition appears to be a female male sex reversal, Nelson (1956) is technically 

correct in suggesting that it be designated as "fernale pseudohermaphroditism with gonadal 

dysgenesis. But in the practical situation," Barr added, "the patients are clearly males, and a 

terminology that suggests otherwise is best a~oided."~~ 

Switching Decaaks: From Intersexuak 1û Sex Chromosome Anomalies 

Murray Barr and his sometime student and then colleague, David C m ,  had hoped 

to pursue ce11 culture work in the late 1950s, to examine directly the chromosomes that 

the sex chromatin signified indirectly. But they had been unable to solicit someone with 

what were then rare skills. Eventually, David Cam developed these technical skills and 

remade himseIf as a medical cytogeneticist. But outside London, Ontario, other 

researchers with an interest in the cytology of intersemals were making more headway. 

Daniel Kevles describes the efforts of a number of different workers in England who 

were motivated both by sex chromatin findings in intersexes, and the clarification of the 



normal human chrornosomal complement in 1956, to investigate chromosomes in 

Klinefelter's and Turner's cases.32 

Paul Polani, a physician at Guy's Hospital, was especiaIly interested to investigate 

the cytogenetics of Turner's syndrome. He had been the first worker to report that these 

women were "chromath negativey - having male sex chromosomes according to Barr's 

sex making scheme. But, Daniel Kevles suggests that Polani was not deceived: "There 

was," Kevles writes, ".. . scientific doubt that chromatin negativity could be taken as a 

definite sign of genetic rna~eness."~~ Polani thus investigated a sex-linked trait, color- 

blindness, in these women and then in Klinefelter's men, following up Barr's observation 

of the chromatin positive state of the latter individuals. And Polani solicited the aid of 

Charles Ford, a cytogeneticists in a radiobiological research unit of the British Medical 

Research Council, to pursue the direct examination of chromosomes in these individuals. 

in their first effort, Poiani and Ford failed to discover the Y chromosome in a 

Klinefelter's male, counting only two XXs among the normal complement of 46. 

Preparing to try again, they were beaten to the discovery of the XXY chromosome 

complernent in Klinefelter's by Patricia Jacobs, a young cytogeneticist fiom Edinburgh. 

Kevles's narrative suggests that the sex chromatin diagnoses were never taken 

completely seriousiy. Polani was seeking a chromosomal aberration, Kevles implies, and 

was not satisfied with his first, retrospectively false, finding of chromosomal sex reversal 

in the Klinefelter's case. Moreover, Kevles does not acknowledge the enormity of the 

intersexual diagnosis in the Klinefelter's and Turner's cases, writing of intersexuality 

blandly as "people of one sex who displayed some characteristics of the ~ t h e r . " ~ ~  Since 



some sort of chromosome anomaly was always, somehow, expected by these British 

workers, Kevles implies, the intersexual diagnoses had no enduring significance. 

1 take the opposite interpretation of this episode. While Barr did note the 

possibility of varied chromosome constitutions in these cases of sex reversai, he saw this 

as an improbable explanation. In the 1950s, an elaborate explanatory fkamework had been 

built around the interpretation of the role of sex chromosomes in the making of human 

sex, and the interpretation of sex chromatin data was congruent with this framework. The 

1959 findings of anomalous sex chromosome constitutions in Turner's and Klinefelter's 

syndromes upset the scientific schema of sex. This reinterpretation was decidedly no2 

anticipated, though it could be absorbed. 

In 1959, Murray Barr published a review piece in the prestigious journal Science, 

on the "Sex Chromatin and Phenotype in Man." In this paper, Barr bnefly summarized 

the knowledge about the "hermaphrodite group" and then turned bis attention to "errors 

of sex development in which there is an extreme divergence between the phenotype and 

the nuciear chromatin pattern." These included two cases in which the "phenotype is 

predominantly female although the intermitotic nuclei have a male chromatin pattern and 

probabIy contain the XY sex chromosome complex": "gonadal dysgenesis" {Turner's 

syndrome) and "testicular ferninizati~n.~' Barr also highlighted the situation in which 

there was a "discrepancy between the phenotype and nuclear structure . . . [in] the reverse 

[direction]": "seminiferous tubule dysgenesis" (Klinefelter's syndrome).35 In the bulk of 

this paper, then, the sex chromatin was seen to s ipi@ a female or male sex chromosome 



pattern unambiguously, and to provide definitive evidence of intersexuality in these 

clinical conditions, 

But this 1959 article was on the cusp of the unexpected interpretative transition 

that was to be enabled by the discoveries of Patricia Jacobs and others. Barr's piece had 

been written for a January finction, but by the time it was published in the fall it was 

necessary to add an addendum which pointed to new interpretative directions unleashed 

by the evidence that chromosomal anomalies.could be associated with particular human 

syndromes - notably Down's, Turner's and Klinefelter's. Attention to these chromosomal 

anomalies motivated a reinterpretation of the significance of the sex chromatin. The sex 

chromatin could no Ionger signifl simply the 'normal' XX sex chromosome complement, 

it also referenced the aberrant sex chromosome constitutions of XXX, XXY, XXXY, and 

so on. With this, the sex chrornatin added a new capacity to that of diagnosing 'true sex' 

- diagnosing defect - and the sex chromosomes were re-read as causal of pathology. 

These new developments also inspired a rethinking of theones about the genetic 

making of sex. "These observations," Barr wrote, "necessitate a revision of  the currently 

accepted hypothesis of genetic sex-determining mechanisms in man.. .. It now appears 

that the Y chromosome, far from having a passive role in sex determination, contains 

potent male-determining genes."36 

In the 1960s' the London researchers, Murray Barr chief among them, came to 

present a taxonomy of sex errors that placed the sex chromosomes at the causal apex. Al1 

forms of sex anomaly, whether due to chromosomal error, genetic error or  hormonal 



error, were included as subsets of particular chromosomal constitutions. In the 1950s' 

Barr had not talked about the varied intersex conditions as chromosomaI anomalies- At 

that time, the sex chromatin, which signified the female sex chromosome constitution 

unambiguously, could only identiQ that an error of sex had occurred, not explain why it 

had occurred. M e r  1959, however, wlien the sex chromatin could provide explanations 

for errors - by indicating deviations fiom the unial sex chromosome complement - Ban 

re-wrote his interpretation of the errors of sex, seeing them now as types of sex 

chromosome anomaly - as caused by sex chromosome anomaiies. Carr, Barr and 

Plunkett made the case in 196 1; arguing that "[sex] chromosornai anomalies Ml  into two 

categorïes, the first being abnormal only in the sense that the sex chromosome complex is 

contrary to the predominating features of the phenotype." This first category then, 

encompassed al1 of the older "errors of sex development" such as testicular feminization, 

or the adrenogenital syndrome. The second category of sex chromosome anomaly 

involved aberrations in the number or structure of the sex chromosomes themselves; 

these were the new-era sex anomalies, involving the re-interpreted Klinefelter's and 

Turner's syndromes.37 Medical genetics textbooks, such as that by James and Margaret 

Thompson adopted this taxonomy - classifying intersexes into two groups "intersenial 

conditions with normal chromosome complement" and "intersexual conditions with 

abnormal chromosome ~ o r n ~ l e r n e n t . ' ~ ~ ~  

In presenting the sex chromosome anomalies as one aspect of a total picture of 

sex errors, researchers Iike Murray Barr and David Carr were engaged in the co- 

production of themselves as human geneticists, and of the sex errors as lying within the 



province of medical genetics. This approach suggested the continued value in the new era 

of cytogenetics of expertise with sex chromatin and intersemals, and the continued 

relevance of an epistemological fiamework which emphasized gendered metaphors of 

sexual pathology, even as some older interpretations were deemed faIse. Writing in the 

Canadian Medical Association Jmrnal in 1 960, Barr and Carr asserted their continuing 

expertise in the proper management of sex anomalies, instructing clinicians about the 

"etioIogy and pathogenesis of sex anomalies," with particular attention to "those 

anomalies having as their basis an abnormal sex chromosome cornplex." These "genital 

anomalies," the authors noted, though rare, are "a source of particular concem to the 

parents of an aEected child, and the patient may bear a heavy burden on reaching 

rnaturïty because the defect usually interfères with satisfaction of the basic instinct of 

reproducing one's l~ ind . "~~  

The integration of oider skills and fiameworks into sex chromosome analysis was 

not restricted to London. "Chromosome analysis of intersex problems," Pat Conen of 

Toronto's Hospital for Sick ChiIdren wrote in a Canadiim Medical Association Journal 

editonal, "cari be considered an extension of the sex chromatin test.'*0 The establishment 

of cytogenetics facilities at Sick Kids in light of the 1959 developments was intended for 

chromosome studies of two kinds - the study of "cases of multiple congenital anomalies" 

and the study of "intersex  condition^."^' In Toronto, London and elsewhere, the technical 

value of the sex chromatin helped to justie the linkage. Expertise with the sex chrornatin 



was a vital adjunct to chromosome analysis throughout most of the 1960s -helping to 

ident* the hard to distinguish X chrorn~sorne.~~ 

The cytogenetics era involved new technical capacities, new interpretations of 

pathological causation, and resilient sexual symbolism- Having been converted into 

representatives of extreme sexual pathology, Kiinefelter' s and Turner' s syndromes 

carried those metaphors with them into the new context of medical cytogenetics, helping 

to confirm the distinctiveness of sex chromosome anomalies as a coherent meta-category 

of disease- 1 examine this process in greater detail in the subsequent chapter. 

Retooling in Medical Cytogenetics 

Toronto 

While Murray Barr and his team were embroiled in the shifting cytoIogica1 

interpretation of the intersex, some human cytogenetic study was taking place at the 

University of  oro ont o.^^ But it was not until 1959 and the explosion of medical 

cytogenetics that the human geneticists in Toronto took much note. From the first, these 

workers hoped pnmarily to catch up in a new and exciting field of study. In seeking 

funds £?om the National HeaIth Grants Program, Sick Kid3s classical genetics tearn - 

Ford Walker, Donald Fraser and Donald McLean - stated their desire to take advantage 

of "the development of new techniques for examination of hurnan chromosomes reported 

in the period 1956-1959 [which], immediately opened important new avenues of study in 



the field of hurnan genetics." The award, they argued in their final report, had "made 

possible the establishment and operation of facilities for culturing and examining human 

chromosomes," and supported several studies. 

The bulk of this work was taken on by Patrick Conen, a pathologist in the 

Research Institute. He "undertook certain clinical studies of patients with multiple 

congenital anomalies, and did much to direct the senice and diagnostic aspects for the 

patients attending this ~ o s ~ i t a l . " ~ '  Alex Bell, an MD, research fellow in Genetics, and 

Master's student whom Ford Walker was helping to supervise, was an auxiliary worker. 

He was said to be pursuing investigations that were "findamental in nature." He 

undertook an "investigation of the effects of X-irradiation on [the chromosomes in] 

normal human leucocytes in culture."46 Tied to both genetics and pathology, Bell 

manirêsted the links between these two Departments, and supported the joint enterprise 

of developing medical cytogenetic capacity as a genetical discipline at Sick Kids. 

Pat Conen had been hired to the hospital in the late 1950s to pursue studies in 

Electron Microscopy, but took up cytogenetics with a flourish. At a time when 

appropriate technical skilk were rare and in great demand, Conen's interest and capacity 

were fortuitous. He was one of the self-taught amateurs in cytogenetics which the sudden 

attention to medical cytogenetics in 1959 made possible. In the late 1950s and early 

1960s, during what I cal1 the discovery phase, the opportunity for identification of 

extraordinary human chromosome constitutions was available to any who could master 

the technical skills and gain access to the clinical material. 



Conen drew on and supported the complementary skills developing in London, 

Ontario. Under the auspices of the head of Pathology, William Donohue, a long-time 

colleague and f iend of Murray Barr, Conen met and exchanged technical notes with Barr 

and David Carr who were busily trying to establish their ce11 culture techniques in 1959." 

The links between these two communities were manifested in t h e  development, 

beginning in 196 1, of the Great Lakes Chromosome Conference - annual meetings for 

the exchange of knowledge which-initially involved only the T ~ r o n t o  and London 

workers, but have grown to include a greater range of Canadian and Arnerican ~orkers ."  

The links between Toronto and London were also strengthened when Hubert Soltan, Ford 

Walker's ex-student, was hired or. at Western as their first 'real' geneticist in 1962. 

In both communitiesy the pioneering development of cytagenetic capacity 

encouraged a proselytizing spirit. Conen and Barr independently pub~ished editorials in 

the Canadian Medical Association Jmrnal which instructed medical scientists on the 

basic techniques and interpretations in medical cytogenetics, and advocated the value of 

this new capacity for medicine and genetics.49 Murray Barr wrote in 1959 that "The 

importance of these new developments can hardly be overestirnated since they show that 

abnormal chromosome complements, in addition to mutant genes, are etiological factors 

in errors of human development that have a genetic ba~is."'~ Mereover, research from 

both centers contributed to technical developments in cytogenetics, and David Carr was 

of sufficient international status by 1963 to warrant participation in one of the series of 

international conferences held to produce standardized nomenclature for the "normal 

human k a ~ - ~ o t ~ ~ e ? " ' ~  



Though not the sole practitioner, Pat Conen was at the heart of human 

cytogenetics in Toronto in the 1960s. He established clinical capacity at Sick Kids, 

played his part in disseminating that capacity in Canada, and contributed reports to the 

research literature of the varied cytogenetically-correlated clinical anomalies and 

chromosomal phenornena discovered at the hospitai. Conen collaborated with Toronto- 

based and Toronto-trained geneticists in this work, and through such coIlaborations, he 

was partially adopted into the medical genetics fold. Meanwhile, Toronto-trained 

geneticists, like Irene Uchida and Hubert Soltan, also re-tooled themselves in this period, 

adopting cytogenetic techniques. B y the 196Os, Toronto capacity was no longer restricted 

to the Toronto locale. 

In a 1950 newspaper article, Ford Walker's educational orientation had been 

highlighted. "My chief job is teaching," Ford Walker was reported as saying as she 

"picked up a set of files and notes and started off to a lecture." "But sometimes," she 

added, "1 wish 1 could stop teaching and just do research. It's much more fun.""52 While 

Ford Walker's teaching load may have constrained her research, it produced an 

intellectual Iegacy that bore fiuit in the 1960s. In this decade, Ford Walker's students 

were particularly successful in finding and developing new homes for themsehes in 

institutions throughout Canada. 

Two of Ford Walker's doctoral students who had cornpleted their work under the 

auspices of the indigenous tradition successtùlly remade themselves in the 1960s. 

Margaret Thompson, who received her Ph.D. in 1947, returned to Toronto f?om Alberta 

in 1963 and revitalized her research program. Irene Uchida, who completed her Doctorate 



in 195 1, had spent the remainder of that decade as Ford Walker's colleague at Sick Kids. 

In 1960 she, and Elizabeth Curtis, one of Ford Wallcer's Master's students, moved to the 

University of Manitoba to head the medical genetics work at the university and children's 

hospital. Before arriving in Manitoba, Uchida pursued re-training in cytogenetics at the 

University of Wisconsin and became an important researcher in that sub-field. Hubert 

Soltan and Nancy Simpson, both of whom received theù Ph.D.3 in 1959 as students of 

. the new cIassical genetics orientation in Toronto, moved to jobs in Ontario universities in 

the 1960s. In 1962, Hubert Soltan assumed his appointment in London, Ontario, in 

Murray Barr's department. There, he brought his genetics skills to bear in medical 

cytogenetics research- Nancy Simpson did not move fiom Toronto to Queen's University 

in Kingston until the mid-1960s, when she left to head a new department in medical 

genetics.53 

Of al1 of Ford Walker's intellectual heirs, Irene Uchida and Hubert Soltan were 

most involved in cytogenetic studies, and their cytogenetic work clearly reflected their 

human genetics education and specifically Toronto training. They asked classical 

genetics questions, bringing pedigree studies and gene Iocus and Iinkage analysis to 

cytogenetic work. But they also preserved older techniques, such as dermatoglyphic 

analysis. Indeed, the Toronto-trained workers were particularly prominent promoters of 

this resilient technique. Far f?om being displaced by cytogenetic studies, as a purely 

interndist and technical reading of the history of science would suggest, dermatoglyphics 

was preserved and even enjoyed sornething of a renaissance in the 1960s, though it lacked 

the interpretative framework invested in it by Toronto's indigenous tradition.54 



Findly, Toronto-trained workers also brought institutional traditions and 

metaphors to their work in medical cytogenetics. The sex chromosome anomalies were 

produced as a category that was invested with gendered metaphors of sexual pathology 

developed through the interpretation of intersex patients within an endocrinological 

community. The corollary category 'autosome anomalies' relied on the association with 

errors of the autosomes (or non-sex chromosomes), and found its syrnbolic content in the 

condition of Mongolism and its institutional Iegacy in the management of these persons 

by human geneticists. 

The Toronto research school had Long had an interest in Mongolism. Within the 

indigenous tradition, the Mongol served as a method for making sense of complex 

genetic, environmental and developmental processes. B y the 1 %Os, as the indigenous 

tradition began to fade, research on the Mongol still enhanced the capacity and reputation 

of genetics within the hospital community in Toronto, providing an important sphere of 

practical activity at Sick Kids and a resource for medical research. N~tably, the Mongol 

held this pnvileged institutional and technical position long before it was a clearly 

'genetic' condition. So in 1959, when the mechanism of the anomaly was exposed as 

Trisomy 21, the significance of the Mongol for genetics was further consolidated. In the 

new era of cytogenetics, the Mongol, and its diagnostic instrument, demal patterns, came 

to stand as representative of the new genetics dispensation: emphasizing mechanistic 

processes, and genetic causation. 



The Mongol served as an institutional and technicai link for memberç of the 

Toronto school, across the divide of 1959. But the Mongol was also a metaphor, and the 

symbolic meaning with which it was invested was also durable. The term "Mongolism" 

was coined in the 1860s, in the context of debates about the polygenic or monogenic 

origins of humanity. The physician John Langdon Haydon Down described a syndrome 

that, as Daniel Kevles puts it, "along with severe retardation, included an enlarged head 

and a prolmged, or epicanthic, fold to the eyelid." Declaring the persons afflicted with 

this condition to be reversions to the Mongols of Asia, Down understood the capacity of 

Europeans to breed more 'primitive' types to be proof that the human species had a single 

~ r i ~ i n . ~ ~  

The racialized terminology for this poorly understood condition persevered even 

as researchers worked to dispute the association between Mongoloid 'irnbeciles' and the 

racial group of ~ o n ~ o l s . ~ ~  And the discovery of a chrornosomal rnechanism underlying 

Mongolism encouragecl a definitive effort by a coalition of workers to ptead, in 1961, for an 

end to the use of this ter~n. '~ It took more than a decûde for the majority to foliow suit, but in 

the 1970s 'Down's syndrome' or 'Trisomy 2 1' came to be more commody used than the 

racially-inflected nan~e.~' 

For Toronto workers, the racial metaphor was not just a superficial gloss. Indeed, 

beginning in the early 1950s, and into the mid-1960s, Ford Waiker took a direct interest 

in the relations between Mongolism and race. Her work focused on the demonstration of 

"racial" distinctions in dermal patterns of Mongols, to support diagnosis of children with 

Mongolism from different racial  background^.^^ Ford Walker researched dermal patterns in 



Asiatic and Negro mongoloids; s u p e ~ s e d  a Master's thesis, completed in 1960, on Dermal 

patterns in Negro Mongoloid imbeciles; and pubfished papers on dermai patterns in Italian 

Canadian Mongols in the early 1960s. 

At the inaugural meeting of the Genetics Society of Canada, in 1956, Ford Walker 

drew on sorne of this research to present a paper which suggested that the term 

"Mongoloid" might be more racially appropriate than was usually assumed. "Over the IO 

years while studying mongoloid imbeciles," she argued, "we have given considerable 

thought to the term "mongoloid imbecility" and we have in the past taken the position that 

the name was an unfortunate one. The Asiatic people have resented it, and we had agreed 

with other workers that the name shouId be changed to one suggesting a retention of fetal 

characters." However, she argued that recent research contradicted this position. The "term, 

mongoloid imbecile is, fiom the European standpoint," Ford Walker pointed, "more 

appropriate than we had supposed." Indeed, she continued, "A comparison of Asiatic and 

European controls indicates that in the fetal growth of European mongoloid imbeciles there 

are some physical features of these retarde. children which c m  be tnily termed 

"rn~n~oloid" ."~~ 

Ford Walker did not repeat this rather controversiaI claim. For the most part, she 

adopted the stance of a liberal on racial questions: defending inter-racial mariages, for 

example, as producing 'hybrid vigor.' But though not deliberately racist, Ford Walker took 

racialist meanings seriously. In the 1950s, for example, genes that were associated with 

the development of disease were described as "black genes."61 Similarly, the discussion 

of the Mongoiian features of the Mongol indicates that Ford Walker was engaged with the 



racialist symbolism of 'the Mongol.' The significance of this racialism is hard to decipher, 

yet it wodd seem to have added to the burden of defect that was attacheci to this anomalous 

human condition - intensified the stigma. The Mongol stood literally, through the Mongol 

rnethod, and figuratively, through the racialized metaphor, for defect. 

As members of the Ford Walker school entered the new era of cytogenetics, they 

canied this symbolic meaning with them - a symbolic meanÏng that they Iikely shared 

with .other Euro-American workers. But the Toronto workers also camed with them the 

Mongol method. Just as the London, Ontario workers continued to assert the value of sex 

chrornatin analysis in the study of sex chromosornes, the Toronto workers emphasized 

the value of dermatoglyphic analysis in the study of autosomes. Together with the logic of 

the teminology of sex chrornosornes and autosomes, dermatoglyphic analysis helped these 

workers to make sense of coherent categories of 'autosome anomalies.' 

The 'autosome anomalies' were united technically through dermatoglyphic analysis. 

But they were also united through their association with Mongolism as a condition of 

unalloyed seventy. This severity was, on the one hand, a fùnction of mental retardation 

which, without reference to degree, seemed to be understood as inherently ~ e v e r e . ~ ~  On the 

other hand, this sevexity was a function of what appeared to be a naturally high ~ e t h a l i t ~ . ~ ~  

Citing mortality rates of 50% in the fira year of life, David Cam wrote in 1965 that, "It is 

obvious that there is a high mortality among liveborn individuals with Down's syndrome."64 

The 'severity' of defect in the Mongol was premised on and worked to disallow, or simply 

make irrelevant, analysis of the condition in a way that would support its internai 

heterogeneity, and render the term 'severe' insufficient as a clinical description. On the 



contrary, the 'severity' of defect in the Mongol was paralIeled with the 'severity' of defect 

in other 'autosome  anomalie^,^ confïrrning the association between these distinct 

phenomena as members of a larger category of disease. 

Toronto and London, Ontario workers shared the faith in the categorization of 

chromosome anomalies into the 'sex chromosome anomalies,' on one hand and the 

'autosome anomalies' on the other. This categorization enforced homogeneity within 

each category and established a hierarchy of severity: "The current literature," Barr 

argued in 1960, "suggests that abnormalities of the sex chromosome complex cause 

mental deficiency less consistently than do autosome an orna lie^."^^ Pat Conen added in 

1961. "To date it has been shown that abnormalities of the autosomes may produce 

marked congenital malformations, while in contrast, sex chromosome abnormalities may 

be associated with only minimal physical changes."66,- 

Producing Anomalies: "Autosome anomalies" and Syndrome Making 

Much of the work of medical cytogenetics after 1959 was devoted to the 

discovery of new anomalies and the production of syndromes and their variants. But 

cytogenetic research involving Mongols was obIiged to do more than report the 

association between clinical and chromosomal evidence. This association had been 

demonstrated, quickly confirmed and readily accepted. 



Toronto and London workers nonetheless embarked on research involving the 

Mongol. The cases they found interesting, and the questions they sought to answer, 

provide insight into the narratives of 'the Mongol' then prevdent, and the particular 

inflexion imposed on these narratives by genetical workers. The consolidation of the 

narratives of the Mongol were then instrumental in managing the meaning o f  the new 

disease p henomena that became available through the work of cytogenetic discovery. 

As a pathologist at a major chiidren' s hospital, Pat Conen had access to  congenital 

anomalies and disease, and responded to institutional priorities in relation to conditions 

like childhood cancer and cleft lip and palate.67 Human cytogenetics, Conen argued, 

would provide information of various sorts. It would elucidate the cause of congenital 

and other defects, including malignant disease. It would provide information on the 

parameters of the 'normal' human chromosome complement. And, through the carefbl 

correlation of chromosome anomalies with physical and finctional anomalies, it could 

aid in mapping the human chrorno~omes .~~ 

Pat Conen came in contact with the Mongol through those extraordinary cases 

brought to his attention in the h o ~ ~ i t a l . ~ ~  He published two reports on individual cases 

which posed diagnostic dificulty. One was a Chinese infant, and one an old ~ o r n a n . ~ ~  

Though the cytogenetic evidence was not arnbiguous, other signs had been. Conen's 

explicit goal, then, was to confinn the value of chrornosomal investigation for clinicians- 

Chromosomes would provide diagnosis, he argued, where dematoglyphic evidence was 

ambiguous and clinical signs uncertain. 



Diagnosis of the Chinese infant had been dificuit because his appearance at birth 

seemed 'îwithin the limits of normal," Alex Bell, one o f  Conen's CO-authors, used Ford 

Walker's dermatoglyphic index but could not make a definite diagnosis because "of the 

child' s racial origin." Citing unpublished research by Ford Walker comparing the 

dermatoglyphics of "Asiatic and Caucasian Mongoloid Imbeciles" the authors argued that 

dermal patterns "vary among the different racial g r ~ u ~ s . " ' ~  In the similar diagnostic 

dilemma involving a fifty-three year-old woman, diagnosis was made difEcult not by the 

presence but by the absence of a racialized physiognomy: "In adulthood," the authors 

noted, "...the characteristic facies becomes diffrcult to recognize." The word 

"mongolism," they pointed out, "would never have been used if only aduIt cases had been 

studied". Moreover, the woman's age worked against the diagnosis of Mongolism in still 

another way: "it has been estimated," the authors wrote, "that even today a sizable 

proportion of persons with mongolism die by the end of the first year of life, most 

eequently because of a severe congenital heart malformation or else because of increased 

liability to infe~tion."'~ In this case dermatoglyphic studies, again provided by Alex Bell, 

were diagnostic of Mongolism, but it was only the cytogenetic evidence that could 

overcorne the barriers to diagnosis posed by a 'normal,' racial appearance. 

Ironically, this case study was presented as an argument against the use of 

appearance as a diagnostic critenon, and indeed, in support of the argument that the name 

of the conditim was inappropriately racialized: "The objection to a descriptive term such 

as mongolism," the authors noted, "is that the description is inaccurate, the resemblance 

to a racial Mongol being only superficial." Moreover, the term was embarrassing to 



"Oriental populations." "We suggest," they concluded, "that the chromosomal 

abnormalities be accepted as the only essential feature of the syndrome of rn~n~o l i sm."~  

Ironically in presenting their case studies, Conen and his colleagues had demonstrated 

their faith in the racialist understanding of this condition, in the presumption of clinical 

confusion in those instances where the 'racial' portrait was not apparent. 

In addition to this racialkt narrative, Conen and his CO-authors had gestured 

towards the severity of the condition - indeed, towards its 'natural' lethality - in their 

surprise at the existence of the aged Mongol. This interpretation was fürther developed in 

work Conen, and in a separate study, Margaret Thompson, conducted on the association 

of Mongolism with Leukemia. For Conen, this study was part of a larger research project 

conceming the use of cytogenetic evidence in the diagnosis and prognosis of cancer, 

work which flourished in many communities as a result of the discovery of the 

"PhiIadelphia chromosome" - a chromosomal fragment frequently seen in the btood and 

marrow cells of patients with a particular type of leukemia (and bearing no relation to the 

individual' s inherited chromosome constitution) - 

Conen and his colleague, Bayzar Erkman, reported on eight "mongoloids in 

whom a diagnosis of leukemia was made," al1 of whom had died (the expected 

prognosis). They discussed the diagnostic process, contradicting Conen's earlier 

publication in noting that two of the cases involved patients of "oriental ongin" making 

the chromosome studies of "diagnostic value," whereas "the other six patients were 

Caucasian, and mongolism was easily diagnosed clinically." " But the bulk of the paper 

engaged with debates that had flourished at least since the late 1950s when published 



epidemiological evidence had suggested that "combined mongolism and leukernia was 

approximately 20 times more fiequent than e ~ ~ e c t e d . " ' ~  Conen and Erkman were 

supporting the argument of some "difference between leukemia in mongoloids and 

nonmongoloids," in being more fiequently congenital and of a specific type.76 In her 

earlier and briefer analysis of the "well known" fact that "mongols are padcularly 

susceptible to leukemia," Thompson reported a family with two Mongol children, one of 

whom had leukemia, in support of the theory of "some genetic predisposition toward 

non-disjunction" in these fandies- Though this case was far f?om conclusive, it 

encouraged the search for more data? 

Though both Thompson and Conen shared the presumption of the 'severity' of 

Mongolism as a human disease, Thompson's interest in the familial dimensions of 

Mongolism - reproduction and the transmission o f  the disease and related risks - 

contrasted with Conen's more clinical approach. Ln this, she demonstrated the particular 

concems of the geneticist. While in Alberta, in the early 1960s, Thompson published two 

other brief case reports on the Mongol which addressed this concern. They provided 

available clinical, cytogenetic, dermal and reproductive information on two "fertile 

female mongoI[s]," confirming the risk of transmission of this defect as 50% in 

accordance with the genetic prediction, but "add[ingJ nothing to Our knowledge of the 

familial transmission of  translocation^."^^ 

More sustained genetics research on the Mongol was conducted in London by 

Barr's students and colleagues. Such work generally involved the Ford WaUcer school 



geneticist, Hubert Soltan, and on one occasion involved collaboration with Ford Walker 

herself. The familial and hereditary interest of the London research was clear in the focus 

on the relatively uncommon phenomenon of ''translocation mongolism." As Fred 

Sergovich, Hubert Soltan and David Carr put it in an early publication: "The hereditary 

transmission of the abnormal translocation chromosome is of special interest." "[Vhe matter 

is of practical importance," they added, "in genetic counselling." 79 

The London workers had a particular interest in mental deficiency - M w a y  Barr 

having spent considerable time in the latter half of the 1950s conducting research in 

institutions for the mentally retarded. Cytogenetics seemed to Barr to promise enhanced 

attention to this important but under-examined phenomenon. In an editorial on 

''Cytogenetics in Mental Deficiency Research," Barr wrote that "There is encouraging 

evidence in reports fi-om several countries that scientific investigators are becoming 

increasingly aware of the magnitude of the problem of mental deficiency .... Of the many 

approaches to the problem that must be explored," he noted, "cytogenetics is of special 

interest because the knowledge that visible chromosomal abnormalities are etiological 

factors in mental deficiency is of such recent ~ r i ~ i n . " ~ ~  

In translocation Downs, the extra chromosome 21 is not present as a free 

chromosome, but rather, is atîached to another chromosome (twinned). Such a mechanism 

makes possible the existence of carriers of what are called balanced translocationsy where 

an individual has one twinned chromosome, but lacks one fiee chromosome 21 such that 

the total presence of genetic material matches the normal complement. Though 

unaffected themselves, these carriers of balanced translocations are at risk of transmitting 



the twimed chromosome to some of their progeny in an unbalanced manner; they are at 

greatly increased risk (1 in 3, theoretically), of having trisomy 21 children. 

In a series of publications, and in an unpublished PhD. dissertation supervised by 

Murray Barr, the London workers presented data on translocation rn~n~ol i sm.~ '  They 

examined both inherited tram!ocations, and those translocations which deveioped de novo. 

A key goal was to achieve a more accurate assessment of the actual risk of familial 

transmission. Their data suggested a risk of transmission that was less thm theoretically 

expected- It also confirmed that the elevated incidence of rnongolism among some families 

was generally not attributable to the mechanics of translocation inheritance. As they put it, 

"the great majority of mongols who have mongoloid relatives are of the regular trisomic 

type....[and] where translocatiori patients had mongoloid relatives, these relatives proved to 

be regular trisomic mongols in al1 four families studied."" Such data provided tentative 

support for the thesis that "certain factors (genetic or environmental) which predispose to 

non-disjunction and chromosome breakage rnay accumulate in certain families. The 

chromosome anornaly which occurs may then manifest itself both in translocation and 

standard trisomic karyotypes in different branches of the f a r n i ~ ~ . " ~ ~  

Though the London workers focused on cytogenetic technologies, dermatoglyphic 

analyses - generally conducted by Hubert Soltan - were prominently reported and 

deliberated on in many of their studies. Indeed, dermatoglyphic evidence seemed to enjoy 

something of a renaissance in the 1960s. "For many years," Irene Uchida and Hubert Soltan 

wrote in their 'evaluation of dermatoglyphics in medical genetics', 



dermatoglyphics has been accepted as a usefùl tool in the differentiation between 

monozygotic and dizygotic twins. Yet until relatively recently its use as an aid in the 

diagnosis of mongolism was greeted by many with skepticism. With the rapid 

development of human cytogenetics and the discovery of chromosomal aberrations in 

man, the value of dermatoglyphics in clinical medicine has been proved.84 

The preservation of a tool that, despite this polemical defense, even Uchida and Soltan 

conceded was to some extent technically outmoded, demands e ~ ~ l a n a t i o n . ~ ~  In the first 

instance, there is the explanation that it was not entirely outmoded. In the early 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  as 

cytogenetic capacity was under development, with many technical improvements that would 

enable direct identification of each chromosome still a decade away, cytogenetic evidence 

was very dificult to intcrpret. Throughout this period, a karyotype was an attempt to 

organize the scattered chromosomal evidence available in a human ce11 into a coherent plot 

of 46 (or more, or less) chromosomes. The karyotype was constructed in accordance with 

international conventions seeking to identie individual chromosomes through cornparison 

with their peers by size, location of centromere, presence of satellite bodies and other visible 

features. It was, to Say the ieast, an inexact science. The sex chromatin proved to be an 

indispensable tool throughout the 1960s because it supported the "reading" of the X 

chromosome. Dermatogl yphic evidence was presented as havi ng a similar fûnction in 

supporting cytogenetic interpretation. 



Ford Walker and her London colleagues presented a case where two Mongols were 

bom within successive generations of the same family with no apparent explanation for this 

increased incidence. Dermatoglyphic findings of "striking mongol feahires" in non-Mongol 

famiIy members were used to tentatively suggest the presence of chromosome mosaicism in 

the parents. Cytogenetic evidence did not demonstrate mosaicism but workers were well 

aware of the technical difficulties of doing so - such that the thesis produced by dermal 

evidence could not be cytogenetically d i~~roved .*~  This publication also rendered 

transparent the generdly obscured racial dimensions of Ford Walker's dermatoglyphic 

index, as the people in question were "a North Arnencan Negro family" who were presumed 

to demonstrate "intemicial mixture," and thus posed ccproblems7' for data interpretation." 

The continueci tec hnical relevance of dermatoglyp hics was particulad y apparent 

amongst the adept - those who had already invested professional energies into the task of 

developing proficiency. As was the case with Murray Barr and his colleagues with the sex 

chromatin, those with technical prowess with derrriatoglyphics sought for opportunities to 

assert and demonstrate the continueci reievance of their pet technology. And in making such 

arguments about technicd relevance, the derrnal analysts offered and supporteci new 

hypotheses that this tool could be used to test. They suggested, in particular, various genetic 

explanations for the dermal patterns of specific syndromes. In seeking to preserve their tool 

then, members of the Ford Walker school dis-articulated it from indigenous-tradition 

theones of pattern production, which emphasized complex and developmental processes, in 

favor of the new theoretical emphases on the material and directly acting gene. 



Dermal analysts took advantage of the narratives of gene action and chromosome 

location to re-write dermal pattern production in the Ianguage of classical genetics. Uchida 

and Soltan noted that "the formation of the demal ridges would be deterrnined by many 

genes spread over many chromosomes. In rnongolism, the presence of the extra 

chromosome, with its large number of genes, causes abnoma1 development in many organ 

systerns, including the dermal ridges. One would expect, therefore, that the presence of extra 

chromosomes causing other syndromes might well produce characteristic peculiarities in 

dermal pattern formation."88 Some -dies attempted even more focused geneticai analysis. 

In an early study presenting one "pedigree" of translocation mongolism, Sergovich, Soltan 

and Cam took up Lionel Penrose's genetic hypothesis about the production of dermal 

characteristics. Their conclusion, that they could provide "no direct positive evidence for the 

hypothesis that a locus is present on chromosome 21 with an allele which controls the height 

of the axial airadius," nonetheless demonstrated their faith in a mechanistic and simpie- 

acting vision of the genetics of such patterns.89 In yet another study, Soltan and a co-author 

attempted, unsuccessfully, to use dermal evidence to detect any "small deletion" or "position 

eEect" that Mght arise fiom the potentially different genetical composition of translocation 

and ûisomy D o w '  s syndrome.90 

Al1 of these ways of preserving and producing relevance for dermatoglyphic 

evidence in the cytogenetic age supportai and deployed its metaphors. The relevance of 

dermatoglyphics in the age of chromosomes was in its historic capacity to know the 

Mongol. This knowing had now been granted a fksh scientific justification - chromosome 

anomaly - which both produced the Mongol, and its distinctive dermal patterns. Other 



chromosome anomalies were, by extension, 1ogica.i subjects for dermal review- 

Dematogiyphic evidence thus worked to produce the category 'autosome anomalies' - 

drawing on both the material and the metaphorical Mongoi- 

Of al1 Toronto-ûaked, and Toronto and London-based workers, Irene Uchida 

undertook the most significant work of cytogenetic discovey in the production of new 

'autosome anomalies.' From Manitoba, where she went to direct the Department of Medicd 

Genetics at the Children's Hospital of Winnipeg (and participate in the Department of 

Pediatrics at the University of Manitoba) in 1960, Uchida embarked on a period of very 

productive researck S he collaboraieci with the geograp hically-proximate ' Wisco min group, ' 

with whom she had worked for a year as a Rockefeller scholar retooiing herself as a 

cytogeneticist. Mernbers of the Wisconsin group were the discoverers of "D" ~ ~ n d r o m e . ~ '  

In addition to her own work of discovery, then, Uchida collaborated with members of the 

Wisconsin group, namely KIaus Patau and David Smith, to identie "distinctive dermal 

configurationsyy in "the new autosornai trisomy 

This work drew explicitly on the Mongol example: "Ifthe existence of a mongoloid 

dermal pattern is the consequence of a highly pofygenic determination of such patterns, one 

should expect trisomies for other chromosomes to display dermal peculiarities of their own," 

Uchida, Patau and Smith argued. With some evident delighî, they recorded the confirmation 

ofthat thesis: "From a genetic point of view," they argued, "it is remarkable that every one 

of the three types of trisomy that has been identified in man results in recognizable 



dermatoglyphic alterations just as iit results in mental retardation an4 less regularly, in heart 

defects." 93 

Of note in these deliberations was the genetic narrative, on the one hand, and the 

categorizing expectations, on the other. The c hrornosomal trisomies that were investigated 

were autosomal, and severe. Such was the burden of this expectation that one of the newly 

discovered trisomies "in man" was not investigated. The XXX femaie had been reporîed in 

1959, but in involving the sex chromosomes, and being described as a "Super Female," it is 

perhaps no surprise that trïplo-X fell outside the scope of this dermal a r ~ a l ~ s i s . ~ ~  

Uchida worked to produce autosome syndromes through cytogenetic discovery and 

description. She took a particular imterest, in the early l96Os, in 18 Tnsomy syndrome Cwhat 

Conen called "E" syndrome), having diswvered an infant with both triplo-X and trisorny 18 

in 1961 ." But she also published reviews of the syndrome. In a review of eight 18-Tnsomy 

cases, Uchida and her colleagues dernonstrateci the emerging faith in this anomaly as 

constitutive of a coherent syndrome: "Arnong the numerous reports of multiple congenital 

malformations suspected to be caused by autosomal trisorny," they wrote, "one syndrome 

other than mongolism, the 18-Trisomy syndrome, in our area at least, stands out as  a 

relatively common, well defined enîity." "In time," they added, cccytologic studies may be as 

superfluous in the diagnosis of the 18-trisomy syndrome as in most cases of m ~ n ~ o l i s r n . " ~ ~  

Uchida would have agreed with Fred Sergovich and his London colleagues that "Each 

autosornal trisorny causes a distinctive phenotype which enables it to be recognized, as a 

rule, on clinical e~arnination."~' Dermal analysis could serve as an aid in such diagnosis. 



Meanwhile, in Toronto, Pat Conen and his colleagues at Sick Kids took advantage of 

their institutional location to identiq and report upon numerous cases that conformed to and 

differed fiom the new 'syndromes.' Conen took a particular interest in the "D" syndrome - a 

trisomy in the then-hard to distinguish 13-15 group of chromosomes. He and his colleagues 

reported several cases that came to their attention, noting "The remarkably similar pattern of 

multiple anomalies present in al1 the reported cases of this syndrome [which] strongly 

suggests that the same genes on the sarne chromosome are present in triplicate."98 Conen 

and his colleagues also reported on translocation D syndromes, noting the "characteristic 

clinical features" in these infants, assessing the "pedigrees," and commenting on the 

"increased risk of abnormal ~ f f s ~ r i n ~ . " ~ ~  Conen and the workers in his lab were aided by 

Irene Uchida or Margaret Thompson in the andysis of dermal patterns in these cases, and 

Conen and his colleagues compareci these data with the diagnostic guide Uchida and her 

Wisconsin colleagues had developed for these syndromes.100 Finally, Conen and a CO-author 

also published reviews which attempted to estimate the incidence of both "D7' and "E" 

syndromes, noting that "Accurate estimates of the fiequency of autosomal abnormdities 

other than mongolism have not yet been made because of their relative rarity. With the 

increasing awareness of the patterns of multiple anomalies of the D and E syndromes," they 

added, "the diagnoses may be suspected more often, strengthened by finding characteristic 

dermatoglyphics and confirmed b y chromosome analyses."10 ' 

What made these discoveries into syndromes, then, were characteristic dinical signs, 

and sometimes characteristic dermal pattems. But what made them into autosomal 

syndromes was their 'severity.' Indeed, the D and E syndromes were seen as generdly 



lethal. As Conen and Erkman noted in their reviews, E syndrome cases "have a 

characteristic pattern of anomalies and usually die in infancy," while D syndrome "is 

let ha^."^^^ 

The London workers played a particularly important role in confirming the 

narratives of 'severity' and especially of 'lethality' in the autosome anomalies. Murray Barr 

- and his students and colleagues were institutionaily onented towards the phenomenon of 

intellectual disability, a phenomenon understood as intrïnsically severe. Though less active 

in the production of new autosomai syndromes,103 these workers focused attention on 

institutional and population-based categories, such as the "rnentaliy retardeci," arguing for 

their inherent interest to the science of cytogenetics: "chromosome errors," as Barr put it, 

"rank firn among the hown causes of severe retardation." 'O4 Andrew Chen, who took his 

Ph.D. in Barr's department, worked to produce the population of "full-term low birth 

weight" infants as inherently worthy of cytogenetic analysis, noting the "association 

between full-term low birth weight and mental retardation" md the "high proportion of 

infants af5ected with chromosome disease ... bom with low birth ~ e i ~ h t . " ' ~ '  

Of international significance in supporting the narratives of lethality was the work of 

David C m  on "chromosome studies in spontaneous ab~rtions."'~~ In his first published 

report on the high incidence of chromosome anomalies amongst abortuses, he noted that 

"The finding of lethal chromosome abnormalities in children with multiple chromosome 

anomalies, for example the D and E syndromes, suggested the possibility of similar findings 

in abortuses or stillbom infants." Noting that chromosome abnormalities were far more 



comrnon in spontaneous abortuses than among newborns, and detecting some chromosome 

anomalies among abortuses that had never been found in a live-born person, Carr concluded 

%at chromosomal abnomaMies are a significant cause of early embryonic wastage. 'O7 

Because ofthe difficulties of iden-ing specific chromosomes in the 1960s, Carr's 

work categorized most anomalies according to their letter group. These included D, E and G 

trisomies (the G group included 21 and 22 and thus Downs) - those chromosome 

constitutions which were among the most fkquently detected in newborns with congenital 

malformations. There were aiso trisomies involving chromosome groups that were not seen 

among the livebom, such as 4 B and F. Then, there were extraordinary chromosome 

constitutions such as triploidy, involving 69 chromosomes per cell, and tetraploidy, 

involving 92 chromosomes per cell, and other rniscellaneous structural and numericd 

aberrations. But the most comrnon chromosome anomaly detected was X-monosomy, or 

XO, otherwise known as Tumer's syndrome. This was, as Carr noted in his dissertation, 

"the only sex chromosome abnormality found."lo8 

Cm's work suggested that many chromosome anomalies were 'naturally' lethal, but 

his evidence suggested that one of the sex chromosome anomalies was more lethal than 

many autosome anomalies - a fact that contradicted the hierarchy of severity imagined by 

the categories of 'sex chromosome anomaly' and 'autosome anomaly.' Indeed, Turner's 

syndrome was a fiequent exception to the rules implied by the distinct categories. In their 

evaiuation of the place of dermatoglyphics in medical genetics, Uchida and Soltan corrected 

the earlier omission of the dermal patterns of 'sex chromosome anomalies7 by Uchida and 

her Wisconsin colleagues. Available evidence on the sex chromosomes was reviewed: 



"Only in Turner's syndrome," they reported, "...is there any suggestion of the presence of 

distinctive dermal patterns, 7 2  109 

But this exception proved the rule, and despite its awkward fit, Turner's syndrome 

did not dismpt the category of 'autosome anomaly.' Yet it did demonstrate the contingency 

of these categories of disease - categones which were produced, and which did ernbody a 

hierarchy of severity. Clearly, the evidence available at the time could have supported 

different effects. 

Conclusion 

The London, Ontario workers emerged, at the end of the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  from a research 

arena dominated by the discipline of endocrinology, and the agency of hormones, into the 

new world of genes and chromosomes. They utiIized their ski11 with sex chromatin, and 

their sexualized symbolism, in the reading of the chromosomes, and transferred their 

concern with intersexuals onto the bodies and lives of a category they helped to generate: 

the category of the sex chromosome anomalies. 

Both Toronto and London workers addressed the 'autosome anornafies-' 

Mongolism was a distinct concern, as were the "D" and 'Y syndromes. David Carr's 

work to demonstrate the prevalence of chromosome anomalies in human spontaneous 

abortions was internationally significant, and supported the production of the 'abortus' as 

a new population for cytogenetic review. These workers relied on local and generic 



narratives and technologies of the -Mongol for the production and re-produdon of the 

category 'autosome anomalies.' And their presumptions of intemal homogeneity within 

this disease category supported the naturalization of narratives of defect and lethality in 

these conditions. 

As Toronto workers sought to assimilate medical cytogenetics into human 

genetics, they adopted and re-produced narratives and technologies fiom genetic science. 

Though the genetical ownership of cytogenetics was never in doubt, it still required the 

work of production. The age of cytogenetic discovery, as new chromosome anomalies 

were cataiogued and clinical syndromes produced, involved workers from both Toronto 

and London. Both sets of workers brought skills, assumptions and methods to this new 

work, and helped to produce the enduring disease category of autosome anomaiy. This 

category also relied for its coherence on its opposite - the sex chromosome anomalies. 
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Chapter 4 

Making Medical Cytogenetics in the 1960s: Making the Sex 

Chromosome Anomalies 

Introduction 

Autosome anomalies were not made in isolation. Though informed by their own 

peculiar logic, their production was reliant, dso, on the concurrent production of the sex 

chromosome anomalies. It was only through the complementary generation of both of 

these disease categories, that the allocation of syndromes could be rendered coherent. 

Where severity was the organizing principle for the autosome anomalies, sex - 

specifically, gendered readings of sexuai pathology - was the organizing principle for the 

sex chromosome anomalies. Where the Mongol was the analogy for the autosome 

anomalies, the intersex served a parallel purpose for the sex chromosome anomalies. 

The London workers were consequently deeply involved. Research on the sex 

chromosomes followed 'logicaily' from research with sex chromatin and intersexes. 

Existing metaphors and institutional cornmitments in the science and clinical practice of 

sex anomalies shaped the new evidence so that the system retained interna1 and cultural 

coherence. Sex chromosome anomalies were integrated into fiameworks for managing 

the 'congenital errors of sexy of the 1950s. Syndromes of sex chromosome anomaly were 



forged in relation to older narratives of sex-making, though in slightly modified form. 

Researchers searched for signs of 'intersexuality' in psyches and bodies; they expected to 

find gonadal pathology, in conformity with their understanding of gonads as the 

physiological seat of sex, and wondered at the sexual identities of these ambiguously 

sexed persons.' In the process, the gendered metaphor of sex that was written into the 

terminology of the 'sex chromosomes,' and the separation o f  the sex chromosomes fiom 

the autosomes implied by this teminology, was consolidated through the making of 

sexudized syndromes of sex chromosome anomaly. 

The sex chromosome anomalies - being read as less severe and more sexual- 

were subject to more intensive scmtiny. Such scrutiny revealed varied physical, mental 

and behavioral anomalies in association with particular sex chromosome constitutions - 

not al1 clinical signs were constant. More problematic, however, were those anomalies of 

sex chromosomes which did not reference known clinical syndromes. These phenornena 

were assumed to constitute disease - the power of chromosomes to define conditions was 

uncontested. Moreover, they were presumed to constitute diseases marked by sexual 

pathology. Disturbingly, however, clinical sequelae were not so predictable and 

depended, to a rernarkable extent, on the kinds of research pursued - whether in 

hospitals, infertility clinics or institutions for the rnentally retarded. The syndromes that 

were defined by these extraordinary chromosome anomalies, then, often lacked coherent 

or consistent symptom complexes. New research strategies were needed to make sense of 

such evidence - notably, study of unbiased populations. Struggling to makes sense of 

these new diseases, workers in Toronto and London, with their international colleagues, 



produced these chromosome constitutions as risk-based diseases - defined as diseases by 

chromosome constitution, but defined clinically only by the risk of a diverse array of 

pathological outcornes. 

Since the First World War, the sex chromosomes have been seen to make sexe2 

That a 'male' XY sex chromosome complex made a male and a 'fernale' XX sex 

..- chromosome complex made a fernale was, and is, definitional. But some of the details in 

the mechanics of sex making were malleable. In the 1950s, and again in the 1960s, the 

story about the genetic making of sex sat at the apex of Barr's model of sex making. But 

in the 1950s7 the capacity of the genes was directed to making sex-specific gonads 

through a genetic balancing act, and the model of genetic sex-making presupposed an 

'inert' Y, though this was rarely menti~ned.~ Instead, researchers seemed to revel in the 

masculinist narrative of the hormonal Adam principle, where the testicles made the man. 

In 1959 and thereafter, though the hormonal narrative remained, a new story of male 

action was added: the Y chromosome now assumed the role of "male-determining 

potency."4 As an appropnately gendered tale, this story was henceforth never silent. 

A new distinction of agency could be drawn between the 'X' and 'Y' 

chromosomes. With the 'Y' now clearly 'potent,' the 'X' could be rendered as its 

gendered opposite, with a reduced capacity to 'determine' sex: a 'Y' could make a man, 

but an 'X' alone couldn't really make a woman. There was now a new technology of 

'true se%' and the hormonal Adam principle was supplemented by a chromosomal Adam 

principle in which the Y played the leading role? As Toronto researchers, Margaret 



Thompson and her husband James put it in the5 popular 1966 textbook Genetics in 

Medicine, "The fùndamentd rule governing the phenotype of al1 persons with 

uncomplicated anomalies of the sex chromosomes is: if a Y chromosome is present, the 

phenotype i s  male; if no Y chromosome is present, the phenotype is female. These 

"males" and "females7' may not be normal in al1 respects, but assignment to the correct 

sex usually presents no problems."6 The sex chromosomes sat at the causal apex, defining 

both sex and sex error. 

Re-Making the Oldi Reproducing hiersex mdromes  as Sex Chromosome Anomalies 

When Barr and his cotleagues had applied the sex chromatin test to the 

'congenital errors of sex development' in the 1950s, they engaged with and re-interpreted 

two pre-existing syndromes - Klinefelter' s and Turner's- M e r  1959 these syndromes 

were again re-defined in the face of both clinical definitions and the now seemingly 

definitive evidence of the chromosomes. The re-definitions proposed in the 1950s under 

the influence of the sex chromatin would be re-made in the era of medical cytogenetics. 

Turner 's S'&orne 

In 1959, when researchers in England bore witness to the presence of a single X 

chromosome constitution in Turner's Syndrome cases, the sex chromatin evidence was 

re-interpreted. Instead of an XY the sex chromatin could now be understood to reference 



a single X? But this re-interpretation of Tunier's syndrome was soon complicated by 

discovery of a multitude of chromosomal variations on the one hand, and a multitude of 

syndrome variations on the other. Pat Conen in Toronto and Murray Barr and his students 

and colleagues in London, Ontario participated in the era of discovery and interpretation. 

At the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto, the diagnostic protocol of 

chromosome analysis was organized to investigate the twin phenomena of congenital 

defect and intersexuality. This meant that the concept of 'intersexuality' served as an a 

@riori framework for analyzing the sex chromosome anomalies. It also meant that many 

extraordinary bodies were read in relation to syndromes like Turner's that would not, on 

the basis of  c h i c a l  evidence alone, have been brought into definitional relation with the 

syndrome. 

Conen and colleagues at HSC published papers on some of the variations that 

came to their attention in this manner. There was for example, the "intersex" child with 

an 3rTBiX mosaicism with a primarily male phenotype. This was considered to be an 

unusual phenotype for what was generally a Turner's syndrome-type chromosomal 

c ~ m ~ l e x . ~  Two infants were reported with the typical X chromosome constitution, but an 

atypical form of heart anomaly, which proved fatal; one of these infants had a nearly 

normal o ~ a r ~ . ~  Many clinical variations of Turner's syndrome were possible, Conen 

comrnented in a Canadian Medical Association Journal editorial: some women with the 

X complex might have "histologically normal avaries," and one woman was reportedly 

fertile.'* It was also apparent that many cases of  Turner's syndrome were "a mixture of 

different chromosome abnormalities presenting a similar clinical picture."l l 



Barr and his CO-workers in London aiso came into contact with unusual examples 

of Turner's syndrome through referral for cytogenetic analysis. Discussing the case of a 

woman clinically diagnosed as Turner's syndrome and then discovered to have the 

chromosomal constitution of an XBCX/XXX mosaicism, David Carr and his CO-authors 

assessed the clinical picture for evidence of the anomaiy. They reported minimal 

dysfunction in the "non-sexual sphereYy - short stature and "normal inte~li~ence." '~ On the 

other hand, this young woman possessed poorly developed breasts, little growth of pubic 

and axillary hair and some degree of "gonadal" dysfunction. The psychological 

assessrnent noted "indications of psychosexual immaturity and a lacking in expression of 

the normal amount of adult ferninine drive, feelings and fantasies. In some ways her 

fantasy life was like that of the preadolescent girl, one who was focusing on academic 

achievement, intellectual growth and development but showing little interest in 

interpersonal and heterosexual social situations." Despite these limitations, the patient, 

who had been married for 8 months at the time of her physical exam, "reported 

satisfactory marital relations." I3  

The pathology in question for this young woman was clearly sexual, both 

physically and psychologically. Indeed the sense that Turner's syndrome was the 

consequence of a sex reversal, as 1950s sex chromatin evidence had suggested, was 

partially sustained by 1960s chromosomal research. Barr early referred to the sex 

chromosome constitution of X as "neither male nor fernale, but inc~rn~ le te . " '~  The 

women afTected by this syndrome continued to be designated as cases of 'gonadal 

dysgenesis."15 Pat Conen his Sick Kids colleague used the pronoun "it" to  describe an 



infant with Turner's syndrome who had died, even as they described the infant's 

seemingly normal ovaries and  teru us.'^ 

In the 1950s' the Adam principle had made sense of the sexual inversion that was 

Turner's syndrome. In the 1960s, the hormonal Adam principle was supplemented by a 

chromosomal narrative and Turner's syndrome was still seen as evidence of an almost 

male: "absence of a Y chromosome l a d s  to failure of the testis to develop and 

differentiation of the XO [or X] zygote is dong female lines," David Carr noted.17 But 

Carr added a crucial caveat to this developmental summary: the person would be 

phenotypically female, only "if it survives." The association between Turner's syndrome 

and physicaî anomalies had been noted and discussed by Barr and his colleagues in the 

1950s, but after 1959 the association of Turner's syndrome with physical defect was 

amplified both through the theoretical association of chromosornai anomaly with genetic 

disease, and through research practices which brought new bodies into relation with the 

syndrome through chromosomal findings rather than clinical symptoms. 

In the early 1960s, David Carr had obtained the cooperation of physicians and 

hospitals in London to gather and culture specimens of spontaneous abortuses, subjecting 

a new population of 'patients' to systematic chromosornal review.18 This research, which 

considered the association between chromosornal abnormality and pre-natal lethality, 

included the observation of a high incidence of X monosomy among abortuses, and 

expanded on the association between Turner's syndrome and physical anomaly. "That the 

XO condition might be lethal on occasions is not unexpected," Carr wrote, 



"considering the multiple congenital anomalies often found in subjects with this 

chrOmosome con~titution."'~ 

The potential lethality of the X chromosome constitution associated it with 

genetic disease; it was an aspect of the condition that was about sex, consequently 

n ~ n - ~ ~ s e x "  genes must be at fault: T t  is probably genes on the X or Y that are unrelated to 

sex determination," Barr wrote, '"whose absence is generally inimical to embryonic 

s ~ r v i v a l . " ~ ~  There were, then, two categories of error operating within this oae syndrome 

whose distinction was theoretically and practically significant: the sexual on the one 

hand, and the "deficiency of genes operating in the non-sexual sphere" on the other2' 

Just as the chromosornai errors were compartmentalized into two types - sex 

chromosome and autosome - making sense of parûcular sex chromosome anomalies 

meant conceiving of their associated anomalies as of two types - sexual and 'other.' In 

the case of Turner's syndrome this bifurcation was literal: the syndrome of gonada! 

dysgenesis was split in two. On the one hand was the typical variety, defined by the 

presence of 'other' anomalies and by an X constitution, 22 on the other was the rare 'pure' 

gonadal dysgenesis in which gonadal anomaly was the only clinical ~ ~ r n ~ t o r n . ' ~  

The first case of pure gonadal dysgenesis was reported in 1959. British workers 

"found a normal male chromosome complement 46, XY in a '39-year-old woman with 

pnmary amenorrhea." According to B m  and his CO-authors, "They called this disorder 

pure gonadal dysgenesis because of the absence of other developmental anomalies."24 



The anomaly was purely sexual- intersexual- and involved none of the anomalies that 

accompanied an abnormal chromosome complement such as the single X- 

In 1967, Barr and CO-authors published a report on a case of "pure gonadai 

dysgenesis." This case was made notable by its presence in a family where another 

sibling was affected with male pseudohermaphroditism.Z' The first case in this family had 

corne to Barr's attention in the mid-1950s. A young wornan of 16 was referred because of 

signs of ccmasculinization_" This case was interpreted as a classic instance of male 

pseudohermaphroditism. At birth, physicians had removed an "enlarged clitoris;" at 16, 

when the young woman failed to menstmate, experienced deepening of the voice and the 

growth of excess facial hair, doctors had diagnosed her condition with the aid of Barr's 

sex chromatin test and begun her on estrogen therapy. Two years later, readrnitted to 

hospital because of "increasing masculine build and hirsutism," laparotomy was 

performed to remove her undescended testes; this operation also estabIis hed the presence 

of a normal uterus and tubes. At 16 the psychiatrist had expressed some concem about 

her adjustment, stating: "prefers masculine types of games and hobbies as well as a 

masculine type of literature. No desire for children, likes to Wear dresses, but without 

fills ..." But at 22, Barr and his colleagues were able to report that "Signs of 

masculinization, aside £tom deepening of the voice, had almost disappeared and the result 

was an attractive young woman who had been married for 2 years. Psychosemal attitudes 

were clearly feminine."26 At that time chromosome analysis confirmed the earlier 

interpretation of her negative sex chromatin status as an XY sex chromosome 

constitution. 



This young woman had an older sister whose cornplaint to physicians concemed 

the absence of menses and failure of breast development. Hormone therapy at age 16 had 

caused "slight vaginal bleeding and moderate development of the breasts." At 25 years, a 

buccal smear was sex chromatin negative and this, together with the evidence from her 

sister, was taken to suggest that she was also a male pseudohermaphrodite. But four years 

later, this presumptive diagnosis was overturned. Because of the risk of malignancy from 

undescended testes, an operation was undertaken to remove them, but upon opening her 

abdomen surgeons were surprised to discover "no evidence of testes. However, in the 

ovarian position there were whitish streaks ... exactly like those seen in typical gonadal 

dysgenesis or Turner's syndrome."27 Chromosome analysis then demonstrated a normal 

male chromosomal pattern. No ordinary male pseudohermaphrodite, this woman was an 

example of "pure gonadal dysgenesis." 

The 1967 article by Barr and his colleagues was written to support the taxonorny 

which distinguished the pure and impure forms of gonadal dysgenesis. It was intended to 

suggest a genetic association between male pseudohermaphroditism and pure gonadal 

dysgenesis: the familial relationship between these two conditions, and the unusual 

presence in the male pseudohermaphrodite sister of uterus and tubes, were presented as 

supporting existing evidence of such an association. With the aid of Hubert Soltan, Barr 

presented a pedigree, performed dermatoglyphic analysis, and theonzed about common 

inheritance - elaborating on the relevance of human genetics for interpreting sex errors. 

But even as this paper presented itseLfin light of new genetic and cytogenetic 

findings, it fit an earlier endocrinological pattern which had been established in the 



1950's studies of hermaphrodites. The story told about the anomalies mirrored almost 

exactly one told over a decade before: "Patients with XY gonadal dysgenesis," Barr and 

his CO-authors wrote, "are apparently the natural equivalent of Jost's experiments 

oc~amïng in man." Again they argued, "these patients are genetic males and ... they 

presumably suffer a spontaneous intrauterine castration early in embryonic 

development ..."28 

More than ten years after the Johns Hopkins team, with Barr's assistance, had 

defined Turner's as a case of embryonic castration of the 'truly male,' Barr and his 

colleagues had found a case that was taken to chromosomally confm that contention. 

Even as Barr and his CO-workers adopted the tools and approaches of cytogenetics, the 

oIder hormonal Adam principle remained viable, and the story of the 'potent Y' could be 

suspended when, as in this case, it manifestly failed the test. Moreover, even as Barr and 

his colleagues turned their attention to sex chromosomes, they retained their interest in 

the 'true sexy project of managing intersex~al i t~ .~~ In accordance with this true sex 

project, both women were recorded on the pedigree chart with the symbol for a male. 

Oddly, researchers like Barr had not chosen to define the XY cases of gonadal 

dysgenesis entirely out of association with a Turner's syndrome that was increasingly 

understood as defined by a sex chromosome anornaly. Such a re-definition would 

certainly have reflected the primacy granted to chromosomes in defining syndromes. Of 

course, the terms gonadal dysgenesis and Turner's existed in some tension in relation to 

each other. They were often, but not always, used interchangeably. Barr's use of the term 

gonadal dysgenesis reflected greater attention to sexual anomalies while he reserved the 



term Turner's for a broader range of defect. Nonetheless, gonadal dysgenesis and 

Turner's syndrome were associated, and naming a clinical condition of intersexuality the 

pure version of a larger chromosomal syndrome, located sex at its ontological center. 

Such a naming reflected and sustained belief in the association of sex errors with sex 

chromosome errors. 

Klillefeelf fer Li Spdi-OM e 

The s t o q  of the re-making of Klinefelter's syndrome in the 1960s is in many 

ways quite similar to that of Turner's. Like Turner's, Klinefelter's was a syndrome that 

was clinically established before chromosome explanations were introduced. In 1942, 

Harry Klinefelter had published an andysis of the clinical symptom complex which soon 

came to bear his name. When, in the mid-1950s, Barr's sex chrornatin tool was applied to 

these symptomatically defined men it assessed approximately 2/3rds of them as 

chromatin-positive, and thus as chromosomal 'sex rever~als."~ With direct chromosome 

analysis, afker 1959, the chromatin positive cases were re-read as possessing the 

chromosome constitution XXY. As was the case with Turner's, there was soon a 

proliferating array of chromosome constitutions to be intenogated for their relationship to 

Klinefelter's syndrome. Aiso as had been the case with Turner's syndrome, researchers 

were aware of clinically defined cases of KIinefelter which did not demonstrate sex 

chromosome anomalies. In these varied cases, researchers assessed the complex of 

symptoms apparent in the extraordinary bodies under analysis, considering the two sides 



of sex chromosome anomaly - the nature and extent of the defect, and the sexual 

anomaly . 

In the 1960s' the Klinefelter phenornenon continued to be saturated with the 

gendered metaphors of sema1 inversion that had been generated in the 1950s. At the 

Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto, where Paîrick Conen used chromosome analysis 

as part of a diagnostic protocol and in research-inspired surveys, he approached this 

syndro-e first and forernost as an intersexual ~ondition.~'  Barr and his colleagues 

engaged in a more sustained analysis of Klinefelter cases than Conen through surveys in 

institutions for the mentally retarded- But for the London group too the sexual nature of 

the pathology rernained important. Barr consistently identified the XXY complex as 

"interse~ual,"'~ and the bodies of the men bearing these 'intersexual' chromosomes were 

consistently interrogated for evidence of sex aberration. Certain clinical evidence was 

therefore expected: there was the testicular atrophy - the failure in the seat of maleness 

which was an expected sequelae of sex chromosome aberration; the presence of 

'eunuchoid' signs, by which Barr and his colleagues meant 'ferninine' distribution of 

body hair, light build, occasional breast growth, a high pitched voice; there might also be 

an intersexual psychological identity. One "rnentally defective" male patient with 

Klinefelter's syndrome was reported to have a "self-concept [that] shows many 

indications of being an asexual one and reflects the preidentification need for a nurturant 

figure. There seems to be no established intemal identity with either sex although, in his 

role-playing activities, he is descriptively masculine.. . 3'33 



Though Barr acknowledged the "highly variable" nature of  the dinical symptoms 

in Klinefelter subjects, he expected these bodies to be "intersexual" and expressed 

surprise at the "masculine and mesomorphic development" of one XXY man." This 

expectation of an  intersexual body in the presence of  an intersexual chromosome 

complex ordered research questions. Barr and his colleagues indicated their intention to 

undertake chromosomal studies on this overly masculine patient to confirm that he bore 

the complement, but found nothing ~ n u s u a l . ~ ~  In one case, however, the 

determination to attach sexual pathology to the intersexual sex chromosome complex was 

productive of research results. This case of a "nomal male, aside fkom the unusual sex 

chromatin pattern and mental deficiency" had early been reported upon.36 The 

masculinity of this man was stressed: he had "a normal male habitus," there was "no 

gynecornastia. Growth of facial hair was normal and the pubic hair had a masculine 

distribution. The penis was normally developed and the testes were of normal ~ i z e . " ~ ~  

Reporting on this case in her 1958 Master's thesis, Evelyn Shaver had noted that "the 

patient presented unusual findings - normal testes but chromatin-positive nuclei and a 

percentage of celIs with two sex chromatin masses. This case," she added, "has no 

relationship to Klinefelter' s syndrome.. ." It was "a different form of sex reversai ."38 

Barr had originally agreed that this was not a case of Klinefelter's, but his twin 

conviction that the XXY chromosome constitution defined the Klinefelter's syndrome, 

and that this syndrome involved symptoms of sex anornaly, encouraged him to 

investigate fùrther and he soon theorized that this must be a mosaic case. Mosaicism was 

always a possibility in any chromosome anornaly, but finding it required a determined 



search. Because Barr saw Klinefelter's as a sexud anomaly, fie and his CO-workers 

conducted such a search and were able to demonstrate the presence of two ce11 lines in 

this man, one containing the normal XY and the other the abnormal XXXY- "So one c m  

only infer," the authors wrote, "that there were sufficient XY celis in the testes generally, 

or in some especially important cellular component of the testes, so that the tubules 

contained adequate numbers of germ cells and the seminiferous epithelium responded 

normally to gonadotrophins during puberty."3g Because of his cellular mosaicism, "the 

patient escaped the Klinefelter's syndrome," by which Barr meant the intersexual 

physique. But, he added, the patient did not escape "the mental deficiency that is 

fiequently a part of the syndrome."40 

When Barr first becarne interested in the Klinefelter syndrome in 1955 it was 

through the surprise discovery that these apparent men had 'fernale' sex chromatin. He 

wrote to the doctor in Itaiy who first provided him with skin biopsies fiom these cases 

that this finding was potentially of "far-reaching significance in the theoretical aspects of 

sex differentiation and might possibly be of some importance in the study of sterility in 

rna~es."~' While this prediction was not untrue, it was notable for failing to mention the 

relevance of this syndrome for intellectual disability. But this was no oversight - in 1955 

this link was not obvious. It was not until the second hdf of the 1950s that Barr began to 

address the association between mental deficiency and sex anomalies. As a neurocytologist, 

with an interest in the functioning of the brain, this work had followed logically on research 

with the sex chromatin in relation to mental i l l n e ~ s . ~ ~  



"It has long been recognized," Murray Barr wrote in his application for a research 

g a n t  in the fa11 of 1956, "that mental deficiency is much more common in persons with 

congenital gonadal defects than in the general population." " In researching the 

association between sex defects and mental defects, Barr initidly focused on the 

archetypal mental defective - the ~ o n ~ o l o i d . "  But in testing the "control" populations of 

non-Mongoloid mental defectives, Barr's student found an unexpected "sex reversai" in 

the ncn-Mongol population which "prompted a mass survey of mental defe~tives."~' 

Survey research - which was effective in identiGing the range of chromosome 

aberrations possible in the human animal - was one of the key ways of organizing 

cytogenetic research in the 1960s. It was made possible by technologies which could be 

rapidly and easily applied to large groups of people. By the latter half of  the 1950s, as 

researchers like Barr developed easier methods for sex chromatin detection such as the 

buccal smear, and as workers overcame their initial difftculties with the technique and 

became cornfortable with the analysis of sex chromatin, survey research using the sex 

chromatin had become viable.46 Barr and his students started to conduct surveys using the 

sex chromatin in institutions for the mentally retarded in Ontario at this time. Barr 

utilized the network of Ontario Hospital Schools, promoted the sex chromatin as a 

standard part of the diagnostic protocol at the Children's Psychiatnc Research Institute 

(CPRI), and conducted at least one survey in an institution for the mentally ill." 

Before 1959, surveys using the sex chromatin were productive in identi&ing a 

higher than anticipated incidence of Klinefelter's syndrome among inmates of institutions 



for the intellechlally disab~ed.~' This research also discovered sorne even more anomalous 

sex c h m a t i n  cases - for example, cases in both males and females where the sex 

chromatin was doubled in many cells. M e r  1959, when the sex chromatin was re-read as a 

marker of chromosome variants, survey research using this technique was productive in 

the analysis of  sex chromosome anomalies. 

Institutions for the mentally retarded, where much of this survey research was 

conducted, were well stnictured to facilitate these scientific fishing expeditions. Not only 

did researchers have access to large numbers of inmates, they were able to foilow-up any 

interesting findings years Iater with relative ease, perforrning batteries of tests on the 

relevant individuals. In facilitating survey research, these institutions also structured 

research findings by certieing the clinicaI fact of mental retardation through the social 

organization of institutionalization. The syndrome-making process which used data fiom 

institutions for the mentdly retarded thus emphasized the presence of mental retardation 

as a direct or nsk eEect, and located the chromosome anornaly as the cause of the 

syndrome. 

Barr argued in 1959 that his survey in two of the Ontario Hospital Schools was 

intended to "search for subjects with the Klinefelter syndrome, using the oral smear sex 

chromatin test." 49 He reported that of the "1,506 male defectives" tested, 14 had a 

"positive sex chromatin pattern," and 13 of these fit the clinical profile of Klinefelter 

syndrome. This clinical diagnosis could then be used to provide a causal explanation for 

mental retardation - removing most of these men fi-om the "undifferentiated category" of 



mental retardati~n?~ This in turn suggested that "the Klinefelter syndrome occurs with a 

significantly higher fiequency among recognized defectives, as compared with the 

general male population." " Indeed, such a survey provided evidence, Barr argued, that 

chromosomal aneuploidy was "a significant factor in sorne forms of mental deficienq. "52 

Disciplinary logic demanded that cytogeneticists pay little attention to those 

Klinefelter men without chromosome anomalies; it was logical then for these workers to 

define the syndrome through its associated chromosome an orna lie^?^ Thompson and 

Thompson in their textbook presented Klinefelter's and the XXY (and variations on that 

theme) as synonymous, commenting that "A condition resembling XXY Klinefelter's 

syndrome in its signs and symptoms may occur in chromatin negative individuals. There 

are no satisfactory descriptive appellations for this condition, which is usually referred to 

as chromatin negative Klinefeelrter syndrome, as opposed to chromatin-posit ive Klinefelter 

Barr was in good Company, then, in his use of the sex chromatin as a diagnostic 

tool, even though this meant that he would not find al1 cases of Klinefelter syndrome, but 

only the subset with positive sex chromatin." Moreover, the clinical diagnosis of 

Klinefelter was made only after these 14 men with sex chromatin anomalies were 

identified. Nonetheless the finding of sex chromatin positive men with clinical signs of 

Klinefelter syndrome and mental retardation was taken to provide a causal explanation 

for mental retardation. This approach to investigating Klinefelter syndrome supported the 

interpretation of the chromosomal anomalies as themselves creating the symptomatic 

effects. The notion that Klinefelter syndrome was caused by a chromosome anornaly, and 



the association of the syndrome with the symptom of  mental deficiency, were 

unquestioned effects of the structure of this survey research. 

In the early publications using the data fiom his inmate surveys, Barr had simply 

added the chromosomal interpretation as a gloss to  his chromatin evidence. In instances 

of single sex chromatin, Barr suggested that these were XXY males. In the few cases of 

doubled sex chromatin, Barr suggested a more complicated anomaly (XXXXYY was his 

first guess). As these and other men were subjected to fùll chromosome review, these 

guesses were clarified and the kinds o f  chromosome variants seen to cause Klinefelter 

proliferated. Upon further review, one case ftom an original 14 subjects was 

demonstrated to have an X X X Y  chromosome complex; another three were found to have 

an XXYY chromosome constitution; meanwhile the XXOW constitution was 

discovered in one child seen at CPRI and another at a hospitaLS6 

By 1960 the clinical definition of the KlinefeIterYs syndrome had become quite 

loose: "the presence of smail testes after puberty" became the sole clinical marker of the 

syndrome.57 Such a permissive clinical definition meant that there was no basis for 

excluding chromosomal variants fiom the syndrome. Barr made his most concerted effort 

to constme a distinct syndrome in relation to the X X X X Y  sex chromosome anornaly. He 

argued in these cases for "the tnad of marked mental retardation, skeletal anomalies and 

hypogenitalism," but found through a counter-example that this symptom complex did 

not define the XXXXY genotype exclusivel y. 58 Chromosomal variants might lead to 

more severe congenital and mental defects, but they did not constitute distinct 



This variability prornpted Barr and his colleagues to argue that "the basic 

requirement in the cytogenetics of the Winefelter] syndrome appears to be the presence 

of at least t w ~  X chromosomes in combination with at least one Y chrom~sorne."~~ 

Al1 of the cases of Klinefelter's syndrome discovered by Barr and his coIleagues 

in their survey research demonstrated mental deficiency by virtue of the process of their 

discovery. But Barr did recognize some of the biases of his research. He noted that - - 

studies in infertility clinics, where many of these patients were diagnosed, put the 

proportion of Kiinefelter's men with mental retardation at about 25%;' and in one article 

he argued against undue emphasis on the "mental retardation aspect of the syndrome . . . 

since some patients are encountered who are successful in exacting occupations." 62 

Indeed, Barr argued that "abnormalities of the sex chromosome complex are less likely to 

have a serious effect on maturation of the intellect than are abnormalities of the 

a u t o ~ o r n e s ~ ' . ~ ~  

At the Hospital for Sick Children too, the structure of Pat Conen's research meant 

that Klinefelter's was not necessarily attached to mental retardation. Conen was not 

concerned specifically with KIinefelter's but rather with chromosome anomalies of 

various kinds. Like Barr then, his work necessarily confirmed the chromosoma1 basis of 

this condition.64 However, unlike Barr, the use of chromosome analysis in research- 

inspired surveys, or as part of a diagnostic protocol in a hospital, discovered different 

clinical effects. Reporting on the surprise association between various chromosome 



anomalies and syndactyly, Conen noted that his Kiinefelter case was reported to have an 

IQ of 123 6 5  

The survey research in institutions for the rnentally retarded, together with 

evidence fiom the infertility c h i c  and the chi1drenys hospital, meant that mental 

retardation was understood as a variable component of the Kiinefelter syndrome. 

Behavioral research, cited by Barr, also suggested an increased likelihood of other 

psychological ailments such as "epilepsy, psychoneurosis and psychosis." Indeed, faith 

in these potential behavioral sequelae encouraged a probation officer to contact Barr in 

the fa11 of 1964 about a young man, "placed on Probation by a London court following 

his conviction on a charge of false pretences which involved uttering cheques in the 

amount of approximately $37.00." Officiais had learned of the young man's Klinefeltery s 

syndrome through the preparation of a pre-sentence report. Concerned at this fellow's 

"native shrewdness and cunning" and arguing that his c'continuing compulsive behaviour 

will, we feel, inevitably resdt in his incarceration," they wrote to Barr seeking assistance. 

Barr responded quickly. He was familiar wiîh the case, having been responsible for 

establishing the presence of the "chromosome abnorrnality that is responsible for 

Klinefelter's syndromey' in 1962. But while noting that it was "a well established fact that 

men with Klinefelter's syndrome are more prone than others to various psychiatrie and 

behavioural aberrations such as you describe in this individual," he could offer no 

assi~tance.~' Pathologies of the psyche rnight not always be present, but increasingly they 

were the nsk effects of this sex chromosome anomaly. This would prove to b e  especially 

apparent with the 'new' sex chromosome anomalies. 



Making New Sex Syndromes: Producing Sex Chromosome Anomalies 

"Four main types of numerical error of the sex chromosomes are now known," 

Barr and his CO-authors reported in a 1969 review. "Two of them renilt in clinical 

syndromes that had been delineated well before the advent of human cytogenetics. These 

are the XO CX] error that is the prïncipai cause of Turner's syndrome in the female and 

the XXY abnormality (or others in which there are at ieast two X's and at least one Y) 

that causes KlinefeIter syndrome in the male. The remaining types of numerical error are 

difficdt to deal with," Barr added, "because adverse effects on development may be 

minimal or absent and because they are variable fiom one individual to another when 

they do occur." These two other types were the poly-X female and the poly-Y male 

chromosome complexes.68 

With the syndromes of Turner's and K1inefeIterys, researchers had assessed the 

workings of the aberrant chromosomes in relation to existing clinical interpretation: 

Turner's syndrome presented a well-defined symptom complex recognizable in infancy, 

and Klinefelter's was associated, at a minimum, with small testes after puberty. In cases 

of poly-X and poly-Y, however, researchers were adhering exclusively to the logic of the 

chromosomes in interpreting these phenornena. Definitive clinical knowledge was hard to 

produce, for these chromosome constitutions were seen to be associated with a range of 



defects. As had been the case with Klinefelter's, an association with mental deficiency 

seemed obvious. Also as with Klinefelter's, the structure of the research process made the 

degree of  that association, and the potential behavioral sequelae, difficult to decipher. But 

quite uniike Klinefelter's and Turner's, the gonads in these bodies failed to demonstrate 

pathology, leaving researchers without the expected sexual signifier of the sex defect - 

indeed, without any consistent clinical symptom at all. AI1 of the clinicd sequelae - 

physiological, mental and psychological - were risk effects. These new sex chromosome 

syndromes, then, constituted a distinctive form of "genetic disease" - one defined not by 

the necessary presence of pathological outcorne, but only by the risk of its presence. 

Poly-X Fernales 

Females with an excess of X chromosomes were discovered early in the flush of 

cytogenetic enthusiasm in 1 959. Analysis of these women was immediately guided by the 

metaphor of sex. When the triplo-X female was first ccdiscovered" she was dubbed a 

"superfernale" by researchers, drawing an analogy back from what seemed to be nature - 

the heavily anthropomorphised female banana fly with a tripio-X constitution and 

"exaggerated secondary sex characten s t i ~ s . " ~ ~  When Cam7 Barr and Plunkett announced 

the "discovery" of the tetra-X female (XXXX) in 196 1, Pat Conen joked in an editorial 

that "It must have been tempting to coin the term "super-duper-fernale"... but apparently 

conservatism prevailed."70 AL Chute, chairman of the Department of Pediatrics at HSC 

noted in 1965 that bcRespite her female appearance, she [the tnplo-X female] is generally 



defective mentally and not at al1 what an advertising agency would consider a 

~u~er fe rna le . "~~  

The sex metaphor so richly employed in the naming of  this phenomenon extended 

to the expectation of a physiological sex anomaly. As cases of "sex chromosome 

anomaly," these bodies were expected to evidence gonadal error. It was in answer to this 

unspoken hypothesis that Carr, Barr and Plunkett noted that the triplo-X female "is likely 

to be normal (and fertile), aside fiom mental retardation," and reported on "a hitherto 

unreported sex chromosome complex, namely M3aC' in "two mentally defective but 

otherwise normal fer na le^."^^ Indeed, as Barr and Carr noted with surprise, the triple X 

sex chromosome complex was clearly "compatible with fertility;" the hospital record of 

one of their subjects indicated that she had had nine pregnancies.73 

"We have been doing sex chrornatin tests for 16 years and chromosome analyses 

for nine years, at the request of  physicians who suspected a sex chromosome abnormality 

because of certain clinical findings," Barr reported. But the sexually anomalous bodies 

that were visible in the clinical context had never been diagnostic of the triplo-X enor. 

The absence of gonadal effects in poly-X cases confirmed the view "now generally held," 

as Barr put it, 'that a clearly defined clinical syndrome has not been estab~ished."'~ 

Despite the apparent absence of a clinically obvious syndrome, particularly one 

involving a sexual pathology, a range of symptoms were possible. An early and 

continued association existed with intellectual disability: Barr and Carr argued that, "the 

[trïplo-X] patients were of low normal or definitely subnomal intelligence." But as with 

Klinefelter's these cases were found disproportionately through surveys of 



"institutionalized mental defectives," a bias that the researchers a~knowled~ed. '~ A 

review of "the triplo-X female" in 1969 by the London team introduced 12 new cases to 

the international literature; these cases were found through surveys at Ontario Hospital 

Schools, the London Psychiatrie Hospital, and through routine buccal smears of al1 new 

patients seen at C P R I . ~ ~  That al1 had "mental abnonnalities" was, the authors noted "'to be 

expected in view of the method of a~certainment."~~ Indeed of  the 155 females fi-om 

various studies reviewed in this paper, 101 had been found through similaï survey 

techniques. 

This ascertainment bias was constantly noted, and it served as evidence of the 

need for "unbiased" s u r ~ e ~ s . ' ~  But the fact of these biases was not taken to dispute the 

associations between mental and physical defect that inmate populations evidenced, it 

only rendered the degree of the association questionable. Barr and his CO-authors 

explained the association between triplo-X chromosomes and physical defects arguing 

that "the genetic error renders the bearer more susceptible than chromosomall y normal 

individuals to developmental defects ranging fiom mild to severe and of great diversity." 

They suggested that "the addition of an extra X chromosome ... increases the 

susceptibility to ovarian dysfunction or pathology .... [though] it is clear that the 

reproductive system fûnctions normally in the majority of these women ..." Finally, the 

authors argued that "There is no question that the error predisposes the individual to 

mental abnormality; it is the magnitude of the risk that is virtually impossible to 

e~tirnate."~' 



Even though there was "no triplo-X syndrome in the clinical ~ e n s e , " ~ ~  then, there 

was a syndrome which was defined by the existence both of a chromosomd anomdy and 

by what were perceived to be elevated risks of a wide range and degree of potentid! 

defects, with mental defect chief among them. 

Poly-Y Males 

The sex chromatin referenced the X chromosome and thus made the X a logical 

and identifiable target for sex chromatin screening and new chromosomal research. 

Despite its metaphoric significance, then, research devoted to the Y chromosome was 

slow to begin. In London, early findings of poly-Y males emerged fiom buccal smear 

surveys in various institutions in the quest for sex chromatin (and thus X chromosome) 

anomalies. Thus these men were initidly associated with the Klinefelter's syndrome. A 

man with an XXYY chromosome constitution, found through a survey of the London 

Psychiatric Hospital, and reported in 196 1, was noted to be "mentally defective," tall with 

small testes and some "eunuchoid  trait^."^' Fitting the clinical diagnosis of Klinefelter's 

syndrome, this man suggested to Cam, Barr and Plunkett that "the basic cytogenetic 

requirement for the Ninefelter's] syndrome seems to be the presence of at least two X 

chromosomes and at least one Y chrom~some."~ Similarly, chromosomal analysis of the 

sex chromatin positive males found in Barr's survey of Ontario Hospital Schools revealed 

that 3 of the 14 had an XXYY chrornosornal constitution. Al1 three of these men 

demonstrated the clinical signs of the Klinefelter syndrome. The cases were discusçed in 



stereotyped ways, as having c'intersexual" chromosome complexes, "eunuchoid" traits, 

mental retardation, and so on." 

Yet though merged with Klinefelter's subjects in this early work, Barr and his 

coileagues hoped to extract meaningful information about the workings of the Y 

chromosome fiom these anomalous subjects. In the case of the men found in the Ontario 

Hospital Schools survey, they pointed to variations in "skeletal maturation or vascular or 

cutaneous manifestations in the legs, for example, or characteristics of a biochemical or 

physiological nature that have not yet been investigated." Hubert Soltan and Irene Uchida 

trïed, but failed, to find distinctive dermal patterns that would be diagnostic of the XXYY 

chromosome constitution and thus provide a screening test of multiple Ys to parailel the 

Barr test's capacity to detect XS." 

Overall, signs of distinctiveness seemed minimal - suggesting that an additional 

Y in the presence o f  multiple Xs had no decipherable effect. Barr and his CO-authors 

concluded that, "the phenotype [in the XXYY cases] does not differ markedly fiom that 

resulting fiom the presence of a single Y chromosome." Without a clinical portrait, full 

chromosome analysis was necessary to distinguish MCY fiom XXYY.'~ The absence of a 

clear set of distinct sexual symptoms troubled the expectation that the potency of the Y in 

generating maleness might produce extra maleness in a double dose: "it appears that the 

addition of a Y chromosome to a male XY complex," they wrote, "far fiom increasing 

masculinity in the phenoîype, introduces a genetic imbalance that is Iikely to cause 

varying degrees of hypogenitalism [small genitals]."86 



The expectation, held by the London workers, that additional Ys should evidence 

some f o m  of sema1 anomaly formed a widely held research hypothesis. In Scotland, 

Patricia Jacobs and her colleagues soon announced that such an hypothesis could be 

sustained. But failing to find sexual anomaly in the physiological sphere, they discerned 

the behavioral proxy of 'aggressivity' among inmates in institutions for the difficuft-to- 

manage." As Margaret Thompson put it in her speech to the Annuai Conference of  the 

Canadian Association for Retarded Children in 1967, "the most striking new finding has 

been that males with an extra Y chromosome (the "male" chromosome), though almost 

unknown in the general population, are not uncornmon among very ta11 inrnates of 

institutions for criminal psychopaths."88 From 1965, when Jacobs and her colleagues first 

published their account, there was a torrent of research and popuiar speculation which 

drew associations between the poly-Y "genotype" and gonadal abnomalities, great 

height, and mental aberrations, including intellectual disability, a propensity to mentaI 

illness and "anti-social" behavioral tenden~ies.'~ 

Researchers in London, Toronto and elsewhere in Canada contributed to this 

~ o r k . ~ '  Fred Sergovich of CPRI confirmed that X Y Y  males were present in the 

population of mentally il1 men in Kingston's Penetanguishene prison for the cnminally 

insane.g1 He reported to the press that one of these men "was convicted in the brutal 

shooting of a woman." Sergovich was also reported to have identified 4 young people 

with the XYY chromosome constitution in London. "One boy of 1 1," the press reported, 

"has a learning and school problem .... Another, a youth of 18, has a case file "several 

inches thick," listing his behaviour difficulties." 92 In Toronto, Pat Conen also identified 



some X Y Y  cases through diagnostic screening at the hospitaLg3 "Two are infants," it was 

reported. "The third, an eight-year-old boy, while being tested in the laboratory, pushed 

equipment around and punched his mother."" Reports of this work in the press fed 

popular fascination with medical science, and the growing conviction of the genetic basis 

of behaviorg5 

This work clearly caught the imagination of researchers and the public since it 

seemed to demonstrate such a logical fit between the 'hyper-male genotype' and 'hyper- 

male behavior.' But this was not an aberrant episode in the history of research on the sex 

chromosomes. Indeed, the dependence on survey research arnong inmate populations, 

and al1 the biases that such work implied, together with the growing purchase of the 

concept of genetic disease defined solely by risk effects, made sense of KIinefelter's, the 

poly-X female and the poly-Y male. Moreover, the association between sex chromosome 

anomalies and behavioral effects was a general finding, relying again on the concept of 

risk, and also on the attention to the psyche which anomalies involving sex seemed to 

demand. Speaking on the topic of the poly-Y male, Barr commented that "sex 

chromosome abnormalities of al1 kinds predispose the bearer to psychological aberrations 

and X Y Y  is probably no exception." Barr advocated more research to answer questions 

about the precise nature of these risk effects. Specifically, he advocated a rather different 

modality of research than that pursued heretofore -the newborn s u r ~ e ~ . ~ ~  

The Era of the Newbom Survey 



In the latter half of the 1960s, independently, but in concert with international 

trends, researchers in Toronto and London, Ontario took up the challenge of 

ascertainment bias by pursuing surveys of 'unselected' newborns, with the intention of 

long-term follow-up of children boni with chromosome anomalies. In this way, 

researchers believed that they might better assess the range and severity of the defects 

attached to these chromosome constitutions and thus resolve questions about the risk 

eEects attached to such anomalies. 

Alex Bell of the University of  Toronto initiated an ambitious research project in 

1967. He utilized the survey capacity of the sex chromatin to make initial selections from 

the thousands of newboms available for full chromosome review in local h o ~ ~ i t a l s . ~ '  

When, after 1970, a comparable survey technology for the Y chromosome became 

available, it was added to the repertoire. M e r  the initial screen using sex chromatin or  

the Y-body test, newborns with anomalous readings were then subject to hl1 

chromosome review. Also in 1967, in London, a more modestly sized survey was begun. 

Fred Sergovich and G Howard Valentine performed fiil1 chromosome analyses of al1 

infants born in a single hospital in a single year. The use of full chromosome analysis as a 

survey technology reflected both the limitations of the sex chromatin as a screening tool, 

and the degree to which chromosome analysis had become r o u t i n i ~ e d . ~ ~  

The two studies differed in their techniques and approaches. Bell's study was 

focused on X chromosome, and later Y chromosome, anomalies. The full chromosome 



analyses conducted in London, by contrast, captured al1 gross chromosome anomalies. 

Indeed, Sergovich pointed to the availability of data fiom sex chromatin testing to just ie  

the need for studies on autosomd and Y-chromosome  anomalie^?^ Despite these 

differences, however, the similarities between these studies were ultimately more 

important. Both studies sought to provide reliable statistics on the incidence of specific 

chromosome anomalies and through follow-up, to provide an unbiased developmental 

narrative about the 'phenotypes' attached to these chromosomal  constitution^.'^^ Both 

projects ultimately concentrated their attention on the follow-up of children wit h sex 

chromosome anomalies, and did so into the 1980s. And by the mid-1970s, both studies 

were integrated into an international collaborative effort arnong nine independent studies 

which reviewed the effects of sex chromosome anomalies through long-term follow- 

up.'O1 

Initiated with the expectation that chromosome anomalies did constitute definable 

disease entities, these studies struggled heroically to  produce coherent symptom 

complexes out of a diverse array of uncertain risk effects. They did so in accordance with 

conventional narratives of gender, and in light of what we might term the 'nul1 

hypotheses' formulated by original, biased research. Workers presumed, in other words, 

that the original research had produced valid evidence about pathological sequelae and 

sought, through assessrnent of newborns, to better estimate the incidence, and thus the 

gravity, of these outcornes as risk effects. 

Paradoxically, while the newbom studies were deeply influential in the 

production of culturally and clinically powerful narratives of genetic disease, medical 



geneticists were only marginally involved. Alex Bell in Toronto, and Fred Sergovich in 

London, who initiated the studies, were members of the comrnunity of medical 

geneticists. But Donald Stewart and Howard Valentine, who lead the follow-up studies, 

were clinicians first and foremost. Reflecting on the difficulties of coordinating the 

substantial follow-up study in Toronto, Stewart noted that the rnedical geneticists at the 

hospital were distinctly uninterested. It was as Director of the Outpatient Department at 

Sick Kids that Stewart coordinated the project. Psychologists and pediatricians assisted 

him. Medical geneticists did not.lo2 This disinterest reflects the professional identity of 

medical geneticist as researchers and not clinicians. Though working actively to construct 

new disease states, medical geneticists were only marginally involved in the enormously 

complex chical and social questions that emerged as a consequence of genetic 

diagnosis. Thus 1 review these studies only in brief. 

The Toronto and London Studies 

"Little is known," Bell wrote in seeking hnds for his project, "about the mental, 

physical and psychological development of patients with sex chromosome anomalies." 

His study was intended to address this limitation "by sex chromatin screening at birth and 

by chromosome analyses of al1 those with abnormal sex chromatin patterns.. ..Annual 

follow-ups wilI take place to puberty or beyond. These will include studies of mental, 

physical and psychological development, IQ distributions, morbidity and mortality, 

dermatoglyphics and X chromosome markers. I n  addition endocrine studies can be done, 



dong with investigations of fmily dynamics, socio-econornic factors and clustering in 

time and space. r' 103 

The appraisals of Bell's 1966 proposal to the Ontario Mental Health Foundation 

were generally supportive- Reviewers were particularly interested in the proposed 

developmental studies of children identified at birth with chromosome abnormalities: 

"There is certainly a need of a Iongtitudinal research study such as is proposed here, in 

order to appreciate the mental and psychologicd development of individuals with sex 

chromosome anomalies," wrote one reviewer.Io4 Murray Barr was highly supportive. 

Noting that "our present concept of the effects of sex chromosome abnormalities are 

inaccarate because of the way in which reported patients were found," Barr argued that 

"These defects can be made good only by a study such as the one proposed by Dr 

~el l ." '*~ As a member of a site visit team in 1971, Barr reviewed the progress of Bell's 

research again. Once again he indicated his and the team's assessment of the project's 

value: "Data arising from a prospective study are needed in order to assist in assessment 

of prognosis in individual patients." They strongly encouraged the Ontario Mental Health 

Foundation to continue its assistance so that the infants identified through the screening 

could be followed up ... ,3106 

Sergovich and his colleagues also promoted the value of their survey in terms of 

the potential for follow-up. However, these authors stressed the need for data on non-X 

chromosome conditions. 'Tt seems clear," Sergovich and his colleagues wrote, "that to 

have a more solid basis for deterrnining the role of chromosomes in mental retardation or 

congenital malformation, one must test large numbers of persons with a wide variety of 



disorders in a way that will bring to light variations, not only of the X-chromosome 

ir107 number but also of the autosomes and of the Y-chromosome complement. But despite 

this statement of general interest, the follow-up of cases was selective and only patients 

with certain sex chromosome anomalies were foliowed, The interest in the risk effects of  

sex chromosome anomalies, and the corollary faith that the autosomal anomalies were of 

clear and uncomplicated consequence, made this approach sensible. Moreover, the 

coincidental finding of four X Y Y  males made a follow-up study of obvious interest. 

Noting that the data on X Y Y  males denved kom "highly selected populations of 

neurologically inadequate male criminals, the authors enjoined caution in "accepting the 

interpretation that XYY is specifically associated with criminai behaviour.. . $9 108 "In no 

other syndrome," they added, "is the necessity for prospective study more evident than in 

YY 109 the XYY genotype. In presenting initial follow-up data, Valentine and his CO-authors 

argued that "A prospective and long-term follow-up of the physical and mental 

developrnent of XYY males ascertained at birth in an unselected population of newborn 

infants would best indicate the true significance of this chromosomal anomaly. >>I l0  

 hile the technology of the newborn survey was expected to provide definitive 

data of decisive value, generating and managing the evidence proved to be less than 

entirely straightforward. Bell's sex chrornatin study successfùlly surveyed 72,739 

specimens for sex chromatin anomalies and found 72. The later screening of 5395 males 

for anomalies involving the Y chromosome tumed up 5."' These results did provide 

incidence figures, but assessing the meaning of these incidence figures was complicated. 



A key problem involved issues of categorkation. Bell could readily identiQ the incidence 

of what he called "pure" Klinefelter's syndrome (XXY), or "pure" Turner's syndrome 

(Xû), but these incidence figures could be transfomed if the variant and the 

XY/XXY mosaic was included with Klinefelter's or the XOBCICr variant (Xi identifies a 

ring X chromosome) and XO/XX mosaic were included with Turner's. A related concem 

involved assessing the meaning of anomalous incidence findings. On the one hand, the 

total incidence figures for sex chromosome anomalies in the Toronto population were 

lower than those which had been expected on the basis of published data. While this had 

contributed to Bell's reduced sample size it was, his site visit team noted, "in itself an 

3 7 1  12 interesting observation. Though accepting this statistical anomaly as evidence of fact, 

other statistical anomalies were understood as the effects of chance. One anomaly that 

was apparent at a much higher incidence than expected involved the XX sex chromosome 

constitution in two male infants. As Bell noted in 1969, "That they should occur at al1 

would appear impossible in view of the widely accepted belief that the Y chromosome is 

essential for male de~elo~rnent.""~ In his Final Report to the National Health Grants 

Program, Bell summarized four theones to explain this anomaly, al1 of which sustained 

the thesis of the Y chromosome's male determining potency.1'4 Whatever the reason for 

the anornaly, Bell argued that "This condition is extremely rare and Our finding of two 

cases in this series is probably due to chance, and is not a reflection of the tme 

incidence. "' 
Sergovich and his colleagues also identified problems wit h interpreting their 

incidence figures. "It is difficult to account for the discrepancy between the results 



expected fiom the pooled-data sources and those found empirically," the authors noted. 

"Most probably," they added, this probIem will not be solved until more newbom surveys 

are forthcoming from a variety of populations and with large numbers of infants since it 

is quite possible that racial and geographic dflerences are important determinants of 

chromosome anomalies." ' 1 6  In listing the credible reasons for cytogenetic differences in 

populations, Sergovich and his coIIeagues implicitly discredited theories of 

environmental causation as non-credible. That this was a contingent decision is evidenced 

by reviewer comments. In assessing the merits of Bell's first proposal, Barr had been 

impressed by the possibility of using such data to assess whether chromosomal 

abnormalities were affected by environmental factors such as time of year or socio- 

economic status. Citing research by a group in Denver who had identified just such 

factors, Barr noted that "If these observations can be confirmed in other studies, we will 

have an irnpo13ant break fYom the idea of "inevitability" of a certain fiequency of 

,Y I 17 chromosomal non-disjunction influenced only by materna1 age. But Barr's optirnistic 

appraisal of Beil's research was misplaced. Though Bell made reference to the Denver 

group's findings of seasonal fluctuations in the incidence of chromosome anomalies, his 

data were inconclusive and he gathered no data on the socio-economic status of the 

families whose sex chromatin and chromosomes he studied. ' l 8  Sergovich' s disinterest in 

the thesis of environmental causation was even more surprising since his study produced 

data that could have been taken to suggest an association between chromosomal 

abnormality and the marital status of the mother. Of the 10 chromosomal abnormalities 

discovered, 4 of the infants were bom to unmarried rnothers. But this finding was not 



commented upon.' lg For Sergovich and his colleagues, evidence of chromosomal 

anomaly was suffi~cient as a statement of cause in the production of  pathology . 

Deciding what data 'counted' was a complicated process. But generating data 

could be even more difficult, involving difficult issues of physician and parental 

disclosure and consent. These dynamics drove the studies in complex ways, until their 

eventual termination in the 1980s. 120 Moreover, results were never definitive, but only 

suggestive. Bell's initial findings were unremarkable. In his Final Report to the Ontario 

Mental Health Foundation he noted that "Iittle o r  no difference between the various 

developmental parameters of these very young children as compared to normal, has been 

noted." In accordance with the implicit assumption that symptoms in sex chromosome 

anomalies would somehow be related to sex, Bell added, "Since diagnoses of these 

conditions is usually delayed to late childhood or puberty, this finding is not 

surprising. ~>lZl 

The remaining foIlow-up of the cases discovered by Bell was pursued by a team 

at Sick Kids under the leadership of Donald Stewart, the Medical Director of the 

Outpatient Department. Stewart and his colleagues followed these infants into early 

adulthood. Their study was the largest of nine newborn studies that had been initiated 

intemationally in the decade after 1965.'~~ Their first publication, in 1979, assessed a 

small number of XXX females and X Y Y  males, and a large sample of X X Y  males, and 

suggested that though there might be some changes in physical and intellectual 

97 123 development, "The evidence for increased psychopathology is ... unconvincing. Their 



final publication in L990 reported primarily on the XXY males, most of whom were 

about 20 years old- They argued that "Our overview leads us to conclude that aneuploid 

47,XXY boys are unlikely to reach a level of persona1 and social development that is 

consistent with their farnily background." About their srnall sarnple of XXX females they 

argued that "girls with chromosome aneuploidy who corne fiom adequately fûnctioning 

families may have fewer behavior and social adjustment problems than their male 

counterparts." Despite these rather unexciting findings, Stewart and his colleagues were 

certain that the chromosomal aneuploidy in these cases "plays a significant role in their 

[the patients'] psychosocial characteristics now that they have reached adulthood. 7, 124 

Donald Stewart and his CO-authors offered no conclusions about the X Y Y  males, 

having lost contact with their final sample of one. But in the review done by the Sick 

Kids psychologist in 1986 of al1 the data from the 7 relevant international prospective 

surveys, XYY males were reported to demonstrate no statistically significant intellectual 

or behavioral problerns by cornparison with the control populations. But ''Fifieen of the 

28 ... boys had educationa1 problems compared to five of 9 ... controls." Noting that this 

finding was not statistically significant, the psychologist wondered aloud at "why they 

tended to have poor educational histones" given their average intelligence.125 

MeanwhiIe, Valentine's follow-up of the 4 cases found through Sergovich's 

survey, together with two other cases ascertained beyond the parameters of the initial 

survey, continued until 1982. In the first follow-up report, Valentine and his colleagues 

reported the absence of physical anomalies, and noted especially that 'Wone of Our babies 



showed genital abnorrnalitie~."'~~ In the psychological sphere they reported that 3 of the 4 

were "normal in behavior and intellect; they are not aggressive, destructive or hard to 

79  127 manage.. - Nonetheless, though the 3 "normal" boys were "exceptionally affable 

children.," the authors cautioned that "It is difficult to know how much long range 

cornfort one can take for this present normal behavior ..."lZ8 Moreover, the fourth child 

showed "aggressive and undisciplined behavior," "a womsome lack of warm 

interpersonal relationships with peers and to some extent with adults," together with 

ccslower than average language and intellectual performance" and so on. 129 

AcknowIedging that the child, who had been taken into care at the age of 15 months and 

then been moved through a series of foster homes, might have other reasons for his 

behavior, the authors suggested that "If one did not know of the XYY chromosome 

complement in this boy, one would with every justification ascribe his personality defects 

to an unsatisfactory heredity on his father's side and a most unstable emotionaI climate 

for the first two years. YY 130 

By 1977 this difficult child had been adopted into a more stable farnily and he 

was doing much better. Valentine reported that the six children demonstrated no 

"physicai characteristics that constitute a recognized syndrome." Five of the six children 

demonstrated entirely normal behavior and social interactions, and the sixth who had 

"exhibited obviously deviant behavior" through his disturbed infancy and placement in 

different and inzdequate foster homes, had "made a remarkable recovery from a bad start. 

One can only speculate," Valentine added, "whether an X Y Y  chromosome complement 

may cause such a "psychic vulnerability" that an adverse emotional climate or 



environmental stress would result in a deviant behavior that under more favorable 

circumstances would not become evident. Such, at any rate, seems to be the case for Case 

3 -1,131 

The association between the XYY chromosome complement and anti-socid 

behavior that the inmate studies suggested to researchers was not disproved by these 

newborn surveys. The disproportionate numbers of men with XYY and to a lesser extent 

XXY in pend and penal-mental institutions were taken to demonstrate convincingly that 

such behaviors were a risk effect; the only thing at issue was the degree of r i ~ k . " ~  In his 

final published discussion on the six cases he had followed with increasing concern, 

Vdentine was still not able to decipher the risks attached to the XYY "syndrome," but he 

had concluded that knowledge of such risks was of little value: "One c m  only say that ... 

the implications of the XYY chromosome complement remain uncertain. It seems 

probable that no generalization will be applicable to al1 cases and that prenataliy, at birth, 

in childhood, and in adult life the implications of the X Y Y  complement will be 

speculative. Any abnormalities that corne to Iight from continuation of this and other 

studies will give only an indication of what mÏgizt be a consequence (and a likelihood of 

that consequence) but not a prediction of what will for certain be a consequence of the 

r i  133 additional Y chromosome. For Valentine, at any rate, a genetic syndrome defined 

solely through risk effects was of no clinical value. 

But Vafentine was tilting at windmills. Though medical geneticists had played 

only a marginal role in the long-term work of consolidating clinical information about 



these syndromes - in Toronto and London, in any event - they had played a decisive role 

in the 1960s in producing those diseases in the first instance. What was disputed - and is 

disputed d l -  was the range and severity of the risk effects. What has not been disputed 

is the power of the chromosome constitution to define a disease state - a risk based 

disease - and the saiience of  gendered metaphors of sexual pathology in their 

constitution. 

In a 1996 sumrnary of the international newborn studies, produced for a clinical 

audience, there was much that was different in the interpretation of the varied sex 

chromosome The nul1 hypotheses of the 1960s were carïcatured as 

hyperbolic, the severity of  potential pathological outcornes was downplayed, and the 

opportunity for normality was emphasized. Yet, there was also much in this modem 

account that was o1d. Gendered metaphors of sema1 pathology persisted, even as they 

were being dismissed. About Klinefelter's men, the authors argued that "the behavior 

characteristics eequently noted by the research teams included tendencies toward passive 

and unassertive behavior." Yet, they added that "[tlhere is no evidence of increased 

homosexuality." Moreover, while learning disabilities were evident, "Mental retardation 

is not associated," with the condition.135 With respect to the poly Y men, the authors 

argued that 

Speech delay was noted in approximately half of  the boys, and half of the sample 
needed part time or  fidl time educational intervention. There was no consistent 
behavioral phenotype. Several investigators reported an increase in temper tantrums 
and distractibility among boys. [but] Aggression was not frequently observed in 
children and  adolescent^.'^^ 



Despite the unceriain implications of these diseases, their existence remains 

uncontested. Moreover, their status as risk-based diseases enjoins moral management. 

Charles Rosenberg, in writing about what he calls protodisease States, such as high 

cholesterol or  blood pressure, notes that, "matever one thinks about their ultimate 

prognostic or clinical signîficance . . . [these conditions] create new emotional agendas." 

They imply a '"Patient's Progress' of choice and mord self-definition . .. [and] a new 

Y Y  137 social role. Similady, persons afYected by risk-based disease, and their parents, must 

tread carefiill y. "[-i]ost of these individuals with sex chromosome aneuploid y," the 

authors of the 1996 review article noted, "fa11 within the normal range in development 

Y> 138 and ... marked abnormality is not usually seen "The impact of the environment is 

particularly significant," the researchers added. In conclusion, the authors pointed to the 

importance of moral management. 

Our studies have concluded that these individuals adapt less well to environmental 
adversity (alcoholism, farnil y conflict, economic instability) than do their 
karyotypically normal siblings. For this reason, a strong and supportive home 
environment is especially 

Sfories of X and Y 

By the time the newborn studies were underway, and certainly by the time they 

were finished, the sense that sex chromosome anomalies constituted a distinct category 

seemed self-evident. If, as 1 have argued, this category was historically contingent, and 



emerged through the institutional and conceptual links made between the sex 

chromosome studies and the 1950s work on intersemals, it was not long before this 

contingency was obscured- The initial work of making sex chromosome syndromes 

proceeded in tandem with research which assessed the meaning and mechanics of the sex 

chromatin. Such research made theoretical and practical sense of the links between the 

congenital sex anomalies of the 1950s and the sex chromosome anomalies afker 1959, and 

clarified the manifest distinctiveness of the sex chromosome anomalies. 

In the early 2950s Barr had proposed a what 1 have termed a 'fusion' thesis - that 

the sex chromatin represented the fused, resting and deeply staining portions of the two X 

chromosomes in the female and potentially the similarly behaving X and Y chromosomes 

in the male, By the early 1960s it seemed clear that the sex cbromatin represented a 

single x.l4' This theory was articulated as a 'general rule' which aided in the 

interpretation of cytogenetic evidence. As James and Margaret Thompson wrote in their 

textbook, "sex chromatin appears in al1 persons with two or more X chromosomes and ... 

the munber of masses of s a  chronmtin is mie less thmi ihe mrrnber of x's."'~' As Barr 

and his CO-authors noted when reporting on two cases with what they interpreted as 

X X X X Y  chromosomes "The X chromosome is so similar to autosomes in the 6-12 group 

that it cannot be distinguished from them with certainty. But," Barr and his CO-authors 

added, "the number of X chromosomes can be inferred from the sex chrornatin pattern in 

interphase nuclei. 142 

The clarification of the meaning of the sex chromatin aided in the production of a 

theory to explain why it existed. This theory was formally articulated by Mary Lyon in 



196 1. According to James and Margaret Thompson the Lyon hypothesis was: " 1) that the 

condensed sex chromatin is genetically inactivated, 2) that the inactivated X could be 

either the paternai or the materna1 X in diEerent cells of the same individual and 3) that 

the inactivation occurs early in embryonic life."143 For those dealing with the sex 

chromosome anomalies, the Lyon hypothesis made sense of, and was corroborated by, 

the tremendous variety of conditions involving multiple X chromosomes. Reviewing the 

evidence concerning the Trip104 femaie in 1969, Barr and his CO-authors utilized these 

cases to illustrate the c'suppression ofgenetic activity of extra X chromosomes." The 

Lyon hypothesis explained why "The effect of autosomal trisomy is consistently that of 

abnormd devetopment .... In contrast, trisomy of the large X chromosome has a much 

l e s  adverse effect on development and some trïplo-X females are phenotypicaliy 

normal. Y >  145 

That anomalies involving X chromosomes might be inherently less severe - 

through the protective action of Lyonization - was not, 1 would argue, sufficient to 

constitute the disease category of sex chromosome anomaly, especially in light of the 

evident exception to the rule of benignity posed by the single X chromosome 

constitution, or Turner's syndrome. The category 'sex chromosome anomaly' relied, in 

addition, upon metaphors of gender and gene action. The historïcally shifting, but 

consistently gendered, ways that these stories were told illuminate the depth of meaning 

invested in the sex chromosomes - a depth of meaning sufficient to render conditions 

involving such chromosomes as a coherent categories of disease. 



The chief interpretive diEerence in the narratives of X and Y as the 1950s became 

the 1960s was the re-fiaming of the Y as 'potent' in the making of maleness. This macho 

Y was initially unleashed when the chromatin-positive maie was re-interpreted from the 

female with flawed testicles, to the male holding up under the onslaught of excess X 

chromosomes through the virility of his single Y.146 Describing two Klinefelter's cases 

involving the XXXY chromosome constitution, David Cam and his CO-authors wrote that, 

"The male deterrnining propew of the Y chromosome is thus emphasized, for in its 

presence the testes differentiate fiom the indifferent gonads of the early embryo, when 

there are either two or three X chromosomes ... 11 147 

Klinefelter's evidenced an enduring battle between the sexes - one that males 

seemed destined by their chromosomes to win. As Barr put it, "It appears . . . that the 

male-determining factors carried by the Y chromosome, together with such male- 

determiners as there may be on autosomes, almost entirely override the female- 

7,148 determiners on the two X chromosomes. The interpretation of the sex chromatin as 

one X helped to unleash the Y chromosome - leaving it fiee to act in the cell. Moreover, 

the passivity of the X chromosome under the Lyon hypothesis was both compatible with 

a feminine reading of the X, and served to explain what was understood as the lesser 

severity of sex chromosome anomalies as distinct fiom autosome anomalies, and thus to 

confirrn the meta-category of 'sex chromosome anomalies. ' Indeed, the X chromosome 

itself could be read as feminine. Alex Bell, in describing the evidence of the Barr body to 

a non-specialist audience, wrote that "This body is a single X chromosome which has 

been inactivated, condensed so that it becomes microscopically visible, and pushed to the 



penphery of the nucleus to be b e d  as excess baggage."'" Though less disparaging, 

Barr's repeated referencing of the X chromosome as the "consenrative" member of the 

XY pair - remaining essentially unchanged as the Y chromosome evolved over the 

millennia - suggested his adherence to a similar metaphor of feminine passivity. 

The negative and passive reading of the action of the X chromosome was retained 

even where aIternate narratives were possible. The phenomena of Turner's syndrome and 

the poly-X female, for example, were taken to confirm the seeming impotence of the X 

chromosome - since one X alone could not make a 'complete' female, and more than one 

did not produce gonadal effects. The London workers disparaged the weakness of a 

single X: David Carr and his CO-authors wrote that, "In females there is usually a failure 

of ovarian maturation when there is a deficiency of X chromosome matenal, as in XO 

and Xx individu al^."'^' Carr noted that "an XO specimen is genetically neuter [but] it is 

73 152 phenotypically female if it lives to term. These researchers did not entertain the 

positive alternative - marveling, for example, at the capacity of the single X to alone 

cause the gonadal differentiation of the early embryo in the fernale direction, for 

example. On the contrary, Thompson and Thompson wrote that: "... a human with the 

XO constitution is female in appearance and ... upon this background the Y chromosome 

asserts itself and causes its possessor to be male. ? Y  153 

By contrast, positive readings were consistently introduced to the story of Y. Not 

onIy was the Y chromosome 'potent' enough to override multiple Xs, it was so potent 

that the individual so affected was essentially sexually normal - until the test of his 

manhood at puberty. In the case of Klinefelter's, Barr's estimation of the gonadal error 



was the reverse of that for Turner's. Where Barr had initially expected the gonad in 

Turner's to be sexually undifferentiated, to conform with the impotent X and the 

incomplete sex chromosome constitution, he emphasized the normality of the testes in 

Klinefelter's (it was never just a gonad), at least until puberty.l" The failure of ovarian 

fiinction in Turner's testified to the weakness of the X chromosome, but the failure of 

testicular fùnction in cases of Klinefelter did not similarly disquaiify the Y chromosomes 

f?om claims for its potency. 

The narrative of Y potency gave to males the capacity to define the 'tme sex.' 

Thompson and Thompson's popular text, Genetics in Medicine, stated that "It was 

formerly believed that . .. the number of X' s present ... determined the sex of the 

individual. It is now known that sex determination in man depends upon the Y 

~ ~ 1 5 5  chromosome ... Putting the matter more bluntly, the authors added: 'The rnother ... 

Y Y  156 cannot detennine the sex of the child. A paternalist narrative was also apparent in 

David Cm ' s  work on chromosome anomalies arnong abortuses. Seeking to explain why 

"if the Y is only male determining ... X-monosomy B O  is] so lethal?", Carr suggested 

that the Y chromosome might play a "protective" role: "It is clear that, in some way, the 

Y chromosome in man is responsible for protecting the X-hemizygote against prenatal 

death."157 That a second X chromosome also 'somehow protected the X-hernizygote fkom 

prenatal death,' was not mentioned. 

So potent was the narrative of Y that it could be seen not only to make males, but 

even 'better' females. An article in the Financial Post, which awkwardly translated 

Barr's research for popular consumption, described Turner's syndrome females - those 



with only one X - as "always short, stocky and plain featured." By contrast, those 

females in which "rnasculinity predominates" - cases of testicular feminization for 

'Y 158 example - '%vil1 be tall, beautiful and perfectly proportioned. Barr commented in 196 1 

about one X Y  female known to him from his 1950s work on hermaphrodites that "the 

end result is far from disastrous for these girls are ofien strikingly attractive."'" This 

narrative pops up in the 'rumof passed on by Nice Dreger fkom the intersex community 

""that many "female" high-fashion models are testicularly feminized males." l" 

The masculinist story of Y was not displaced by contrary evidence. Cases of XY 

'pure' gonadal dysgenesis were understood as male castrates, not as evidence of the Y 

chromosome's impotence, The hormonal Adam pnnciple could still be called upon to 

sustain a vision of masculine potency when the Y chromosome was in trouble.16' In the 

same vein, the explanations for the 2 X3( males found by Alex Bell al1 suggested that the 

Y chromosome - or its proxy, Y-genes - must be lingering unseen in these extraordinary 

bodies. Moreover, the alarmingly high incidence of this anornaly, which was 

demonstrated by Bell's survey, was contained by attributing the incidence to chance. 

Meanwhile, research on poly Y males was organized to validate the assumption of the Y 

chromosomes' potency, even where the bodies and lives of the affected men seemed 

recakitrant. Hyper-masculinity, or aggression, was deemed a risk efFect of this 

chromosome con~titution.'~~ 

The stories of X and Y helped to confTrm the essential distinctiveness of the sex 

chromosomes in relation to the other chromosomes. While al1 chromosomes might 

conform to a metaphor of gene action, the sex chromosomes were particularly prone to 



aereotyped tales of gendered behavior. And the sex chromosome anomalies, in 

evidencing sex anomalies, and lesser degrees of 'severity, ' confirmed the essentiai 

distinctiveness of the sex chromosome anomalies. There were cases, however, which 

could be taken to contradict the meta-category of sex chromosome anomaly. The poly-X 

fernales and poly-Y males, for example, failed to evidence either a sexual aberration, or a 

coherent symptom cornplex. In the case of the XO (Turner's) cases, the problem was 

more the degree of 'severity' - David Carr's work certainly suggested that sex 

chromosome anomalies could be at least as severe as autosome anomalies: "the XO 

zygote has a lethality of almost 98%," Carr wrote.lg3 That the meta-category of sex 

chromosomes was preserved despite these exceptions, points both to its historkal 

contingency, and the importance of sex in making sense of disease. 

Conclusion 

The term "sex chromosomes," Alice Dreger notes in her important work on 

hermaphroditism, is an "unfortunate misnomer Ieading to much confüsion." Drawing on 

contemporary scientific knowledge, Dreger suggests that the term is improper because 

genes relateci to traits we consider non-sexual are present on the X chromosome and 

because sexual development is abetted by genes on chromosomes other than the X and 

For Dreger, the reason why this terminology is "unfortunate" is that it leads people 

to beIieve that hermaphrodites must al1 have missing, or extra sex chromosomes - a false 



belief Dreger is cautioning here that this language has important social consequences - 

an argument with which 1 agree. But her suggestion that the scientific facts of the matter 

should dissuade us fiom use of the term is overly sanguine. Contemporary scientific 

knowledge is neither necessary nor Micient to decide the argument about terminology. 

Scientific understanding in the 1950s and 1960s also made it possible to see the term 'sex 

chromosome' as unfortunate or aiternately to see it as credible. But the use of the term 

responded to more demands than just a simple reading of evidence. 

The use of the term has supported the generation of a typology of chromosome 

anomalies, with the sex chromosome anomalies in one camp and the autosomal 

anomalies in the other, and the interpretation of the sex chromosome anomalies as 

matters of sex. In so far as there was contingency in the making of sexualized sex 

chromosome anomalies, however, it was apparent only for a few short years. By the end 

of the Z960s, the logic of the sex chromosome anomalies as a category apart was so 

common-sensical that explicit referencing of gendered metaphors was less obvious, and 

the scientific justification for the category, including the Lyon hypothesis, seemed clear. 
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Cbapter 5 

Re-making Medical Genetics: Organizing the Department of Medical 

Genetics in Toronto 

In 1961, shortly before her retirement, Ford Walker offered her thoughts on the 

relations between genetics and medicine. In a CO-authored review of extant and needed 

Canadian research on the human genetics of radiation effects, Ford Walker pointed out 

that, "Some of the questions asked concerning the genetics of human populations have 

direct medical implications, but," she cautioned, "this is not true of dl of them." Though 

some of the basic genetic mechanisms to be investigated were of medical interest, many 

were note Ford Walker warned that "the more fûndamental studies of human populations 

and their genetic structure may suffer fiom lack of support as compared with those 

having direct practical objectives." ' For Ford Waker, for her colleagues, and for the 

research school that she had built in Toronto, medical genetics was a sub-species of 

human genetics. It was relevant for those with a practical interest in human health and 

disease, but it did not encompass the larger field of fundamental inquiry in human 

genetics. 



Yet, within little more than a decade this consensus would change. Medicai 

genetics would come to be defhed as a larger field of inquiry, one not solely limited to 

the human organism, but encompassing fundamental studies of genetic mechanisms in 

other organisms, to elucidate general questions of disease causation. Ironically, it was 

Ford Walker's protégé, Margaret Thompson, who articulated this emerging definition 

within the shifiing institutional and disciplinary parameters of medical genetics in 

Toronto. Medical genetics, Thompson offered in 1975, ". . . involves [the] application of 

genetics to the understanding of normal and abnormal human biology, but does not imply 

. . - that the organism of study is necessarily man. Thus it includes such fields as 

molecular and rnammalian genetics in so far as these fields relate to improving 

understanding of human b i o l ~ ~ ~ . " ~  

In this Chapter, 1 document the production of this new forrn of medical genetics in 

Toronto. The re-definition of medical genetics institutiondized conceptual and technical 

changes that had steadily re-made the indigenous tradition since the late 1940s. It was 

abetted by institutional reorganization at the university, as the Faculty of Medicine 

moved to foster a closer association between the basic and medical sciences in support of 

the 'new biology.' These local institutional changes involved negotiations between the 

hospital and the university, and the creation of a new department which broached the 

former divide between the Faculty of Medicine and the hospital-based practice of medical 

genetics. The re-definition of medical genetics in Toronto was a contested process, and 



involved political negotiations, as new hierarchies, and strategies of inclusion and 

exclusion, were negotiated.) 

Louis Siminovitch, a biophysicist practicing somatic ce11 genetics, emerges as the 

central protagonist of this aory of local organization. Assisting with and then presiding 

over the reorganization of genetics research at the University of Toronto fiom the mid- 

1960s, he emerged in the 1970s as the Chief Geneticist at Sick Kids and the head of a 

Department of Medicai Genetics that spanned the hospital and the university. This new 

Department brought into association the biophysically-onented biological researchers at 

the university with those human geneticists at the hospital who were able and willing to 

re-make thernselves. It also created room for a new breed of 'clinical geneticist,' onented 

solely towards service in what was once a primarily research-onented field. 

The HSC Resemch Iizstitute: Re-produciing Medical Resemch 

The Toronto press took some interest in the opening of the "new" Sick Kids in 

195 1. Announcing an open house in January, one report highlighted what seemed to be 

the principle feature of the new building. "Major Research Centre," the headline read: 

c?Iospital for Sick Children Building to be Opened January 15" for Inspection." "The 

new hospital," the article announced, "wilI rate as one of the world' s major research and 

treatment centres on children's diseases?"' When, less that three years later, the new 

Research hstitute was announced, the press once again highlighted the value of research 



for treatment: "Co-ordinate al1 Research to Treat Sick Children," the headline read: 

'moctor Predicts Improved ~esults."' 

Organizing efforts at Sick Kids in the early 1950s reflected the widespread faith 

that the advance of medical science necessarily resulted in better treatrnent for patients, 

both in the fuhire and even immediately. Yet while press reports reflected this implicit 

faith, the practical reaIity within the walls of Sick Kids was more complex. For many 

medical workers, research was in potential confli~t with clinlcal service. 

From the rnid-1950s' when the Research Institute was formally established, its 

scope and size were consistently expanded. But this did not occur without contest. 

Expansion of the Institute reflected and supported the centrality of research within 

medicine, but it also supported shifiing hierarchies of medical, clinical and basic 

research. Though the Institute was initiated with a human research orientation that saw 

research without direct rnedical application as too fiindamental to support, by the late 

1960s and 1970s, al1 clinicians were assigned the expectation of 'clinical research' and 

the Institute directed its attention to the more basic varieties of research, increasingly with 

a focus on the non-human organism. Some rnembers of the hospital cornrnunity balked at 

the subordination of what we might cal1 'human-order' knowledge within this hierarchy. 

The struggles over organization and reorganization of the Research Institute at 

Sick Kids, from the mid-1950s through the late 1960s, were important for the 

reorganization of medical genetics in Toronto for two reasons. First, they stand as general 

examples of the re-organization of knowledge and practice hierarchies. Second, and more 



specifically, they served as the material backdrop to reorganizing efforts in rnedicd 

genetics in Toronto. 

"The Research Institute of the Hospital for Sick Children has been established," 

the Research Cornmittee stated in 1954, 

for the promotion of research into diseases and disabilities of children, and the 
programme of the hstitute will be carried out in al1 departments of the hospital, both 
clinical and laboratory. The purpose of the hstitute will be to increase existing 
knowledge concerning the causes of diseases of childhood and to improve methods 
of diagnosis and treatrnent. Research directed towards the development of methods 
of prevention of such diseases will also be undertaken. 

In developing the Institute, its fiamers sought to carefùlly delimit its scope. This 

was an Institute that was to serve, not lead, clinicians: 

In the furtherance of these [above] objectives, it will from time to time be necessary 
to engage in investigative work of an allied, but more fundamental character, in the 
laboratories of the Hospital. These studies will be conducted on1 y if it proves 
necessary to supplement the information being gained by other methods of 
in~es t i~a t ion .~  

Yet this carefùl delineation of priorities suggests how difficult was the balancing 

act that was being proposed - and it was a balance that did not hold. By 1959, advocates 

for an expanded role for research targeted two forces that limited expansion, specifically, 

the problems of insufficient workers and shortages of space. In the Annual Report, the 

Director of the Research Institute declared that he and the research cornmittee had been 

"considerably exercised" over proposed building plans which they feared would not 



"provide adequate space for the proposed increases in the number of research projects, 

and the working space necessary for the associated increases in personnel." 

It is appreciated that limits must be drawn to the space which may be made 
available to a research group associated with a semice hospital; however, it 
should be emphasised that the problems of  medical research, though they may 
arise fiom the study of clinical cases admitted to the hospital, depend on research 
in the allied basic sciences of Biochernistry, Physiology and Pathology, for their 
complete comprehension. Though this aspect of medical research rnay not have 
been in the consciousness of the Trustees when the project of a Research Institute 
was elaborated some six years ago, it becomes increasingly apparent that the 
profitable future of medical research must depend more and more on the work of 
men who are trained in the fields of basic science .... Unfortunateiy, this aspect of 
medical research is too little emphasised in the contacts which the clinician has 
with medical students under his instruction; it is to be hoped that sufficient 
student contact may be provided to men who are working in the fields of basic 
science related to medicine, so that an interest in such science May be aroused in 
both junior and senior medical students, who may thereby be attracted to an 
academic career in such fields7 

This demand for expansion was not uncontested, however. In 1960, as the 

cornmittee on research which oversaw the Institute contemplated its organization, 

tensions between a research and clinical orientation erupted. Some members of the 

committee recommended reorganization to ensure that "research is to be a tool of the 

medical departments rather than visa versa."' Arguing for increased clinical 

responsibilities among researchers, and for reducing the role of research Director to that 

of an administrative assistant, this camp argued that "The trustees of the hospital in 

setting up the hstitute did not conceive that it wouId become a centre for basic research, 

but envisaged an Institute which would carry on research in problems arising fiom the 

clinical wards ....[ A]t no time," the minutes added, "when the erection of the Research 



hstitute was considered was an organisation similar to the Rockefeller Institute mode1 

thought ofn9  

Other members of the Conmittee, led by the Director, argued strenuously for 

retaining the current organization, and for rninimizing the clinical obligations of 

researchers, noting that "research is now a highiy specialized and cornpetitive 

occupation."'0 Indeed the Director of the Institute was actively working to enhance the 

orientation of the Institute toward research, arguing that "the time might be ripe to 

consider the possibility of adding graduate teaching responsibilities to the Institute and 

developing it as a centre of the University of Toronto for graduate instruction."" 

It was this latter vision of the Institute îhat was endorsed by the Board of Trustees 

and the Institute cuntinued its steady expansion and advanced its research focus. l2 Indeed, 

in the late 1960s, grandiose plans for expansion were well received by the hospital board: 

"The trustees would like it understood," the Minutes of the Committee on Research note, 

"that they support the efforts of the Hospital staff and the staff of the Research Institute to 

expand and irnprove clinical senrices as a result of an expanded research effort."13 And 

while the problems of space were constant, being a fùnction of the growth imperative, l4 

the problems of  personnel were reversed. 

In the mid- 1960s, afler fùrther reorganization had encouraged closer collaboration 

between the dinical and research aims of the hospital, rather than having too few 

clinicians interested in research, as had been the cornplaint in 1959, the problem was the 

opposite one.'' By 1967, it appeared that any ambitious clinician must necessarïly pursue 



research, and this promised to exacerbate ongoing space problems. The Director of the 

Institute noted "a revolution (albeit a quiet one)" in the 

attitude towards investigation by the bright young cfinician of today compared to that 
of his elder brother even as recently as a decade ago .... Consequentiy heads of 
patient-service departments in important clinical institutions, such as Our own, are 
increasingly encountering the situation that the bright young men in their respective 
disciplines carmot be recruited or retained on their staff's unless they are given 
excellent facilities including well-equipped space for research .... In addition, the 
young man is demanding more time in which to conduct the re~earch. '~ 

By the mid-1960~~ then, though conflicts continued, the research imperative was 

seen to be capable of  transforming the definition of  clinical practice: Al1 clinicians, to be 

good clinicians, would be researchers. Moreover, as the Director of the Institute noted, 

they would be good researchers: their research projects would be able to "compete at 

every level with programmes conducted by full-time salaried career researchers." "In the 

future," the Director added, "demands on our resources (particularly space) will be so 

cornpetitive that we will not be able to permit projects to continue unless they are of this 

high caliber." The Director saw this "quiet revolution" in clinician concerns as coinciding 

"alrnost exactly with Our [the RI'S] avowed aims. The more clinicians on the Hospital 

StafYwho are deeply involved with sophisticated research programs, the more rapidly 

will the benefits ofthe laboratory reach the bedside." l7 

The reproduction of clinicians as researchers encouraged the clarification of research 

hierarchies within the hospital. Clinicians would be "clinical researchers" and the 

Research Institute would unabashedly advance 'basic' research. In 1970, the Scientific 

Advisory Committee to the Research Institute advised that "there is really a need to put 



more of the resources into well-trained scientists. The Institute is weighted too heavily by 

physicians with an interest in re~earch."'~ 

By the 1970s, the Research Institute had committed itself to advancing research that 

was oniy symbolicaIly associated with patient care, through the promise of 

'applicability ' This orientation created more room for Ph-D. scientists with little or no 

clinicd capacity or interest, and for a shift away fiom the use of patient-based research 

material to non-human organisms. Clinically-oriented and patient-based research 

continued, of course, but it now existed side-by-side with the 'basic' non-clinical and 

non-human research that was increasingly conducted at the hospital. Moreover, it 

suffered a reduced status as a result, 

Building Iy~stztz~tionaZ Capucity - Making the New Medicd Genetics 

The changing shape of medical genetics in Toronto was modeled on and affected 

by the institutional shifts within the Research Institute. But the timing of the transition 

was closely associated with the retirernent of Noma Ford Walker, and the 

transformations occumng at the university Faculty of Medicine. 

In the 1950s and early 1960s, Ford Walker had presided over a department that 

responded with alacnty to the new medical biochemical genetics and cytogenetics. Yet 

she also retained an indigenous research tradition that was coming to make less and less 

sense, and to be of less and less interest, in the new era of invigorated classical genetics. 



When she retired fiom her posts at Sick Kids and the university in 1962, her depamire 

created the usual institutional problem of succession. Because of her long reign, however, 

her departure also created the opportunity for institutional reorganization to match the 

changing epistemological shape of the field. The protracted efforts at finding her 

successor, not complete until 1970 when Siminovitch was appointed to head a new 

Department, illuminate the remaking of medical genetics in Toronto- 

Efforts by the hospital to find a successor to Ford WaIker began in the late 1950s, 

anticipating her departure for 1960. The hospital unsuccessfully courted F Clarke Fraser 

of Montreal, who had headed the Montreal group in medical geneùcs since shonly d e r  

World War II.'' From this date, and for approximately the next decade, the goal was to 

find a "medically qualified geneticist."20 Initial efforts were delayed by Ford Walker's 

decision to extend her retirement by two years.2' Yet the real delay was a function of the 

Institute itself stalled by questions of intemal reorganization and by a tradition which 

granted leadership in such areas of decision-making to the university- 

The university was attuned to its own agenda when it appointed the human 

geneticist, T Edward Reed, to fiIl Ford Walker's shoes in the Department of Zoology in 

1960. That department's need was for "an academic research-minded ~ene t i c i s t . "~~  The 

hospital was notified of the university's search for a replacement, since the university 

wished to have the connection with the hospital continued. But Reed, a population 

geneticist with a research focus on blood groups, was not medically orïented, and was 

not, fiorn the perspective of the hospital, an adequate replacement for Ford ~ a l k e r . * ~  



Soon after Reed's appointment to the university, the Director of the Research 

Institute expressed particular concem that "the Institute does not have a Full Time 

Geneticist on staff. There is also a need," he noted, "for a qualified basic scientist [in 

genetics]."24 When Ford Walker retired in the summer of 1962, Reed was appointed as 

the acting director of the Department of Genetics for a By the fdl of 1962, the 

Committee on Research of the Institute reiterated their opinion that "with developments 

in the field of genetics" there was a need for a hl1 time Director of the Department of 

Genetics, and they hoped to make an appointment by the following s ~ r n r n e r . ~ ~  

Reorganization of the Genetics Department fell victim to  the inadequacy of space 

and the ongoing planning for the hture of the Research Institute. The committee was 

advised in the fa11 of 1962 that "at the present state of planning the Hospita1 cannot 

allocate further space to the Department of Genetics beyond the space which it now 

occupies." In light of this, Reed's appointment as Acting Director was extended by a 

fiirther year and the committee re&rrned its belief that a hI1-time Director should be 

appointed when space became available for the extension of the departrnent.27 The 

following summer (1963) Margaret Thompson was appointed as a research associate in 

genetics. Thompson's appointment served as another example of the hospita17s deference 

to the university in deciding appointments to the Genetics Department. The hospital was 

asked by the Dean to c'accommodate Dr Margaret Thompson, wife of Professor 

Thompson who was being brought to the University Department of ~ n a t o r n ~ . " ~ *  Yet it 

was she who would step into the breach, serving as acting director over the latter-half of 

the 1960s.~' 



In the fa11 of 1964, the Head of Pediatrics, AL Chute, produced a report on the 

Department of Genetics outlining the difficulties it had faced. The ctrief problern he 

identified involved the Iack of planning in growth. The Department had grown initially in 

an ad hoc fashion, responding to the interests ofFord Walker and her students, with the 

initial approvd of Alan Brown. Since Ford Walker's retirement, Chute noted, "we have 

not really controlled the appointments to this service but have accomrnodated University 

needs largely through lack of an approved plan of our o~vn."'~ About Reed he was 

diplornatic: Reed, he noted, had been "rather inundated in his first year by the load of 

lectures at the University. He had, therefore, little time to give to research here [at the 

hospital] o r  to family counselling. Diagnostic dermatoglyphics were also outside his field 

of interest and expertise.'y31 

In conformity with the Institute's goal to integrate research with clinical 

departments it was suggested that the anomalous situation of genetics, in having nc 

departmental status out side the Research Lnstitute, should be corrected. The Genetics 

Department should be "primarily a service areayy Chute recomrnended, providing 

diagnosis and counseling. "Research should be developed by this area as in other service 

areas as the programme develops." Moreover, "In view of the volume of genetic 

abnorrnalities, mental defectives (mongols) [and] congen[ital] anomalies," Chute 

continued, "... it would seem that we stiould have a full-time person as director of this 

department-" It was early recognized that finding the right person would be a challenge. 

"One of the chief difficulties is the acquisition of a Geneticist with a broad interest and 

knowledge in human genetic problems," Chute noted. "Preferably an M.D. with genetic 



training, if not a Ph.D. with demonstrated interest in the service aspects of diagnosis 

(dennatogiyphics and cytogenetics) and counselling of parents, as well as an interest in 

investigative work." 32 What was needed was an individual able to filfil the requirements 

for "both a service and research ~ene t i c i s t . "~~  

As a result of Chute's report, a Cornmittee on Genetics was struck to consider the 

issues. The cornmittee soon reported their support for the appointment of a new Director, 

arguing that genetics "impinge[d] on every field of medicine in al1 the clinical 

departments as well as in the basic science area." Included in its core competence were 

diagnosis and counseling, cytogenetics, clinical and family studies, and biochemical 

genetics.34 This report was submitted to the Medical Advisory Committee which 

approved it but added that "as a principle, the Chief Geneticist should be a medical 

d o ~ t o r . " ~ ~  

The hospital had specific needs with regard to this appointment - needs which 

emphasized applied competence in addition to investigative capacity. This desire 

reflected the mid-1960s situation in the Research Institute, where the goal was greater 

research, but still focused on the human organism and in the service of the medical 

patient. But university leadership was still presumed: the new full time Director, together 

with any future staff, was to "be acceptable to  and receive appointments in the new 

Human Genetics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine" that was proposed at the 

~ n i v e r s i t ~ . ~ ~  Over the latter-half of the 1960s, that requirement, together with the 

expectations of potential appointees, cnppled the effort to appoint a head and thus to 

establish the new department. 



Meanwhile, by the mid-2960s, the FacuIty of Medicine at the university was 

developing a new agenda with respect to genetics at the university, in preparation for the 

new Medical Sciences building, to be opened by the end of the decade. Given the pattern 

of  university Ieadership in genetics at Sick Kids it is not surprising that the shifting 

patterns that emerged out of this university-based reorganization were ultimately 

reflected in medical genetics at the hospitai. 

In the interwar-period, Toronto had prided itself on leading in the pursuit of 

Flexnenan ref~rms. '~ Yet, according to then-President Claude Bissell, in the post-war 

period it was falling into decline. In the early 1960s, the Dean argued that the Faculty of 

Medicine was slipping badly, largely as a result of the continuing reliance on part-time 

teachers, the split between the clinical and the basic sciences, and the lack of research 

facilities. The Faculty had a strongly practical orientation and was not seen, by outside 

observers, as nurturing academic medi~ine.~'  In addition to what Bissell termed "the 

"failing academic strength of medicine," there was pressure to expand the student 

population to meet the patient demand that would be spurred by the anticipated provincial 

health insurance plans. These forces encouraged a renewed emphasis on medical science 

and in the last half of the 1960s, the University of Toronto planned and built its new 

Medical Sciences Building, which towered over the downtown campus.3g In this period 

also, the university took over and developed Sunnybrook Hospital as its own university 

h ~ s ~ i t a l . ~ O  

The new Medicai Sciences Building at the University of  Toronto was to b h g  

together al1 the basic and clinical sciences in recognition of "the increasing 



interdependence of the biological and medical  science^."^' It was a reorganization that 

drew its inspiration fiom the "new biology" that had been built in the US by the late 

1950s. The new biology differed fiom the oId biology in its attention to the sub- 

microscopie, its dependence on physics and chemistry, and its disinterest in the 

traditional concem with the organism and its emergent properties. By the tenns of the 

new biology, it was not the specificity of organisms that mattered, but the fùndamental 

properties that al1 organisms shared which provided the 'secret of tife.'" In Toronto, 

genetics had previously been taught within the rnedical school by rnembers of the 

Department of Zoology. But the creation of a new medical science building, and the 

corollary new medical science vision - inspired by the new biology - created the 

opportunity for establishing genetic capacity within the Faculty of  Medicine. 

Louis Siminovitch, then Head of the Division o f  Biological Research at the 

Ontario Cancer Institute, and a fidl professor at the University of Toronto, set out his 

thoughts on the "fùture of genetics" at the university in preparation for this 

reorganization. "1 do not feel," Siminovitch wrote in 1965, "that a Department that 

contains only medical geneticists can remain top-flight. Such people," he added, "must 

have intimate contact with geneticists fiom other a r e a ~ . " ~ ~  In seeking to produce "top- 

flighty7 research, then, Siminovitch recomrnended a Department of Genetics that would 

include some of those interested in medical genetics with workers on plant, virus and 

biochemical genetics. He prernised these recommendations on the belief that the 

"classical tie-up between genetics and botany and zoology is diminishing and that, at the 



moment, genetics interrelates most closely with biochemistry, microbiology~ biophysics, 

immunology and pharmacology, and possibly physiology." " 
In the mid-1960~~ then, Siminovitch shared with his university and hospital 

colleagues the belief that medical geneticists were human geneticists with an interest in 

health and disease. It was a definition given the starnp of official approval in the Sunrey 

of "Canadian Medical Research," published in 1968 by MRC." Yet this was not the 

definition that would prevail into the 1970s. 

Siminovitch's recommendation that a Department be created was not immediately 

accepted, nor his suggestion that it be called Genetics. Yet a 'Group in Ce11 Biology' was 

established and he was appointed its first chairman in 1 9 6 6 . ~ ~  Not until 1969 would the 

Group be granted Departmental status, when space became available in the new building, 

and until then Siminovitch remained physically at his base within the Department of 

Medical Biophysics at the Ontario Cancer Institute. Nonetheless, planning for the Group 

proceeded. These plans responded to Siminovich's concern with the state of genetics 

research on the campus - his conviction that the medical (read human) geneticists could 

not be left to their old devices, attached to 1 9 ~  century natural sciences and divorced 

fiom their 'natural' allies in the 'new' pre-clinical disciplines of biochemistry and 

biophysics. Ce11 biology was a hodge-podge group, assigned responsibilities for teaching 

in microbiology, immunology and genetics.47 In its responsibilities toward these as a 

tnumvirate of still-distinct disciplines, it proved unsatisfactory. But in planning for 



research programs which merged this group with medical biophysics, it was a step on the 

path to a more inter-disciplinary and less human configuration for medical genetics.48 

When Siminovitch made efforts to organize the ceil biology group as a 

department in the spring of 1969, he developed a research agenda which necessitated 

inter-disciplinarity: it focused on developmentai biology and somatic ce11 genetics. Yet 

this inter-disciplinary research program did not encompass the whole team. Only the 

more "applied aspects" of the ce11 biology agenda were to be pursued in the hospitals, and 

those workers were expected simply to "have strong groups in human genetics.774g In 

other words, the medical geneticists were not clearly conceived of as partners in the 

project of research in ce11 biology. Their role was to pursue applied research, assist in 

teaching, and perform clinical services. Nonetheless, if the medical geneticists, as 

individuals, were only partially integrated into the research group, their symbolic status 

was unieing. Human applications, after dl, justified the "eventual aim" of the ce11 

biology agenda. The point, as Siminovitch argued to potentiai funders, was "of course, to 

apply our basic information to problems in man."50 

Siminovitch's involvement with planning for the university's genetics research, 

and the necessity of considenng the place of hospital stafff?om university-afEliated 

hospitals in this planning, resulted in his involvement in Sick Kid's efforts to recruit a 

person to be in charge of Medical ~enetics? The plan, in the latter-half of the 1960s' 

was to appoint a human geneticist who would mn medical genetics within Sick Kids. 

Siminovitch was amenable to allowing the recruited person to chair a similar group in 

medical genetics within the Department of Ce11 Biology at the ~ n i v e r s i t ~ . ~ ~  But 



dificulties in appointing an appropriate person were protracted. Several individuals were 

offered the job but refûsed. Many explained their disinterest by pointing to inadequacies 

in research space, and uncertainties about academic status at the university as 

departments evolved. As the head of the Research Institute was declaring at this time: 

"the bright young men in their respective discipiines cannot be recruited or retained on 

their staffs unless they are given excellent facilities including well-equipped space for 

re~earch."'~ 

In 1970, Siminovitch assumed leadership of the Department at Sick Kids, 

beginning his appointment October He was to serve as chief geneticist at the 

hospitai in addition to his role as Chair of the Department of Ce11 Biology at the 

University. This appointment solved seemingly irresoivable administrative difficulties 

between the university and the hospital which had prevented an outside appointment: 

Siminovitch's status was fil1 professor and his needs in the way of research space and a 

research team were, to some extent, already accounted for- But Siminovitch's 

appointment was more than just adrninistratively useful. It dso reflected changed 

intellectual and organizational assumptions. 

By the time Siminovitch was appointed in 1970, the new goal of the Research 

Institute - to  emphasize 'basic' research and downplay the role of the research-oriented 

physician - was congruent with Siminovitch's emphasis on basic research, where human 

genetics served as an applied discipline and as a symbolic goal. Though the initial 

intention, at Ford Walker's retirement, had been to find a human geneticist with a 



medical dimension, the delay in appointment - a delay of  more than five years - allowed 

the shifting orientation towards research at Sick Kids' Institute to rnove into aiignment 

with the new priorities of the university researchers. The administrative hiatus had also 

allowed the medical geneticists at the hospital to remake themselves in accordance with 

the new priorities. For the most part, these old order medical geneticists, even in the 

context of  limited space and an approved plan, were willing participants in the re-making 

of rnedical genetics. 

Leadership During the Hialus 

After 1965, Margaret Thompson served as acting head of the genetics department 

at Sick Kids. Concurrently, she had an appointment as Associate Professor in her old 

Department of Zoology. By 1968, Thompson had been appointed to Siminovitch's 

Department of Medical Biophysics, which merged with the Ce11 Biology Group in 1969 

to become the Department of Medical CeIl Biology. Reflecting the changing disciplinary 

orientation of medical genetics at this time, Thompson resigned from the Department of  

Zoology in 1970.'~ 

Margaret Thompson was one of the students of the Ford Walker school who 

successfully navigated the shifting terrain of her mutating profession. In the mid-1960~~ 

Thompson spent time at the premier facility for the production of North Arnerican 

medical geneticists: Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor, Maine. Victor McKusick, himself 



the 'father' of medical genetics in Arnerica, had helped to establish the influentid 

summer "Short Course in Medical Genetics" at Jackson Lab in 1960. This institution 

fostered links between mamrnalian and medical genetics and worked to generate and 

disseminate a hegemonic tradition of medical genetics both within North Amerka and 

world-wide. 

As a post-doctoral fellow at the Jackson Laboratory, Margaret Thompson 

expanded her human genetics skills to include mamrnalian genetics. She participated in 

mouse genetics research while there and continued this work upon her return to Toronto, 

even as she also continued her more traditional human genetics work Louis Siminovitch, 

an infkequent and indirect resource for Toronto geneticists,56 worked in collaboration 

with Margaret Thompson on some of this research in the late 1960s. This collaboration 

abetted Thompson's filler integration into the Siminovitch fold in the 1960s and 1970s. 

She collaborated with Sirninovitch-trained geneticists in new research on somatic ce11 

genetics fiom the early 1970s and was a member of the team which did intemationally 

important research on the molecular genetics of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy in the 

1980s - a condition she began researching using the tools of classical genetics in the 

early 1960s.~~ 

Margaret Thompson shared with Siminovitch the latter's sense that the future of 

medical genetics lay in association with the new pre-clinical disciplines. During the 

latter-half ofthe 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  under her leadership, the Department of Genetics at Sick Kids 

addressed key questions in the organization of medical cytogenetics and biochemical 

genetics research, and laid the ground-work for further changes in the 1970s. 



Medical biochemical genetics became one of the dominant research traditions 

within medical genetics at Sick Kids in the 1960s. Work on genetic metabolic disease, 

which brought geneticists, biochemists and clinicians into close association, was seen as a 

mode! of inter-disciplinary collaboration. In 1967, Andrew Sass-Kortsak reported on a 

"Genetic, Biochemical and Paediatric Center for the Study of Inborn Errors of 

Metabolismyy and advocated more work of this kind? These projects were necessarily 

interdisciplinary, he argued. There were "Geneticists, because these conditions are 

inherited, biochemists because the basic defects is of a biochemical nature and 

paediatricians, because these diseases afflict infants and children prirnarily" 59 

Sass-Kortsak's discussion of genetic metabolic disease was part of a plan for 

"Further DeveIopment and Expansion of Research Activities in the Department of 

Paediatrics," which presumed the need to pursue "basic" research- While clinical research 

was not excluded, Sass-Kortrak noted that "exploration of problems in depth will be 

necessary." Specifically, "Animal experimentation and other strictly laboratory based 

studies of biochemical, physicochemicaI, physiological, biophysical and mathematical 

nature will have to be carried out to shed light on the disease process in question .... This 

approach will require the organisation of teams composed of scientists with a wide 

spectnim of interests and qualifications," Sass-Kortsak noted. Including "clinical staff 

physicians," "research onented physicians," and "full time basic scientists." 60 

These interdisciplinary ventures encouraged the move towards more 'basic' 

research among the community o f  medical scientists in the hospital, and for geneticists, 



they encouraged studies in human biochernical genetics to be merged with more 'basic' 

approaches. By 1968, a new interdisciplinary venture was being coordinated involving 

pediatrics, genetics, virology and biochemistry in the study of fibroblasts "as a medium 

for study of metabolic reactions in inherited Metabolic ~ i seases . "~ '  Further expansion of 

the metabolic genetics program took place in 1970, just prior to the appointment of 

Siminovitch as head of  the Department. Andrew Sass-Kortsak and Margaret Thompson 

recommended two new appointments to expand the genetics team within the Division of 

Pediatncs - giving Diane Wilson Cox a more secure position, and providing a spot for 

one of Siminovitch's post-doctoral fellows, Manuel Buchwald, in the hospital under 

Thompson's auspices.62 The purpose of these additions was to enhance the hospital's 

research in "productive and promisingy7 fields that had gone ignored: "the field of ce11 

genetics ... [with] its application to prenatal detection of genetic disorders and ultimately 

to genetic engineering."63 

These efforts at coordinating genetics research which created space within Sick 

Kids for some workers also involved exclusion. In his 1967 review of the current and 

future needs of Pediatric research, Sass-Kortsak had identified the need for research on 

blood groups. This "may well be regarded," he noted, "as primarily of genetic interest 

and as such should be covered by the Department of Genetics. However, failing this, 

there should be a full time research-oriented scientists who is properly qualified in this 

and attached to the Hematology Department. 64 But by this time, Edward Reed, the 

human population geneticist who would have been a logical person to meet that research 



need within the genetics department had been kozen out- After Margaret Thompson took 

over as acting head, and Reed transfemed his activities to the university, he sought the 

continued use of research space at the hospital beyond the penod approved. But the 

Committee on Research, and Margaret Thompson, refûsed. The genetics department had 

continuing space constraints at this time, so the decision is understandable on those 

ter~ns,~' and Reed's vacated space was made available for Thompson's laboratory and 

research f e l l ~ w s . ~ ~  But this exclusion also reflected Reed's association with the 

traditional disciplines of Zoology and Anthropology and his classical human population 

genetics research interests. 

But Edward Reed was not the only member of the old medical genetics 

community who was excluded fYom the field as it re-made itself. Pat Conen who, since 

1960, had presided over the medical cytogenetics enterprise at Sick Kids, was also frozen 

out. His exclusion was coordinated with the late 1960s relocation of medical cytogenetics 

fiom the pathology to the genetics department. 

Cytogenetics developed in Toronto in a disjointed fashion. Initially supported by 

grants awarded to both the Departrnents of Genetics and Pathology, it consolidated within 

the latter department under Pat Conen's leadership. From the first, however, this situation 

was seen to be anomal ou^.^^ In recommending change for the Genetics Department in the 

fa11 of 1964, AL Chute made clear the need to "combine cytogenetics and the other 

aspects of genetic study in one area under one Director." 

As Chute subrnitted his recommendations, cytogenetics was also coming into 

view for a different reason. Because of Conen's failure to succeed in a grants 



competitions, and because of the negative reviews of his applications, it was decided to 

have cytogenetics subjected to extemal review!' Margery Shaw and Klaus Patau of the 

University of Michigan and the University of Wisconsin, respectively, submitted their 

report in Febmary of 1965. It was damning." 

Conen was doing very unsophisticated work, they said, and his work lacked clear 

a h s  and coherent organization. He was doing "too many different things to do 

everything we~l."~' In particular, his reports of specific anomalies did not, it was argued, 

warrant the attention he gave them in the literature. Conen was advised to select one 

among his diverse research interests and pursue that e ~ c l u s i v e l ~ . ~ ~  

Yet Shaw and Patau were carefbl to place their criticism in context. They pointed 

out that 

fiirther progress in human cytogenetics still depends to a considerable degree on a 
continued collection of cases. Their usefulness is not necessady impaired if they are 
found by haphazard sampling of a suitable population of patients rather than in the 
course of a well-thought-out survey. If the cytological and clinical analyses are 
competently done and carefülly described, their value would suffer IittIe if the 
interpretation should lack sophistication. Interesting observations have been made in 
Dr Conen's cytogenetics laboratory, and we do not doubt that this work will continue 
to be useful if not outstanding. 

Moreover, Shaw and Patau saw Conen's Iack of rnastery of the field as standard. There 

was a "shortage of technicdly competent workers in this field and even among the 

technically competent a degree of amateurism is the rule rather than the exception. In 

regard to genetic knowledge, clear thinking, and originality, Dr Conen is probably about 

average. In regard to technical skiIl, the work done in his laboratory is undoubtedly above 



average." Given the desirability o f  the hospital having a cytogenetic research laboratory, 

Coner, was to be judged by prevailing standards. Shaw and Patau concluded by agreeing 

with the most generous of the three anonymous reviewers that "This sort of non-specific 

screening program has some value in turning up new anomalies'' and that such work 

should thus continue. 

The mid-1960s witnessed the slow termination of the discovery phase in medical 

cytogenetics. Those who saw themselves as leading the field were increasingly 

embarrassed by the amateurishness of  case reports, even as they acknowledged their 

continued value.73 Pat Conen7s interest was resolutely morphological, rather than 

fùncti~nal.'~ Indeed, much of the work conducted by Toronto or  London-based or  

Toronto-trained workers was of this End. Yet by the latter-half of the 1960s, workers like 

Irene Uchida were shifting fiom such clinically-oriented work towards locus-studies, 

where cytogenetic evidence was used to aid in gene mapping. Conen made no such 

moves. 

In fa11 1969, the Cytogenetics laboratory was put under Margaret Thompson's 

supervision, as acting head of the Division of ~ene t i c s .~ '  This reorganization was in 

recognition of the desirability of placing cytogenetics within the Department of Genetics 

(when established), physically and administratively, and overcoming the accidents of 

Toronto history which had seen this service develop within Pathology. The memo that 

outlined this administrative change took care to thank Conen for his role in pioneenng 

medical cytogenetics - developing the f i r s  hospital cytogenetics laboratory in Canada. 

The memo noted that the change did not reflect negatively on his capacities, and 



encouraged his future interest in the field.76 Yet bis continued work in the area would be 

conducted without formal affiliation with the geneticists at Sick Kids. 

By the time Siminovitch arrived as Chief Geneticist at Sick Kids, the hospital- 

based workers had already completed considerable reorganization. They had brought 

medical cytogenetics under the auspices of genetics and established a strong research 

focus in genetic-metabolic disease with clear links to Siminovitch's ce11 biology team. 

Upon bis anival, Siminovitch was able to support firther development along these lines. 

When the new Department of Genetics was initiated, under Siminovitch's direction, the 

re-organization of cytogenetics was completed. Pat Conen was not cross-appointed. and 

new cytogenetics capacity was recruited. Ron Worton, who had cornpleted his Ph-D. at 

the University of Toronto in Siminovitch's Department of Medical Biophysics, became 

the research cytogeneticist at Sick ~ i d s . ~  Siminovitch also supported the research focus 

in genetic-metabolic disease, through institutional recognition of the interdisciplinary 

research programs at the h o ~ ~ i t a l . ~ ~  He chaired the search cornmittee to find the 

coordinator for the research program in "genetic metabolic disease," and strongly 

supported the appointment of Andrew ~ a s s - ~ o r t s a k . ~ ~  In the fa11 of 1971, in a brief 

submitted by the hospital to achieve funding from the provincial health insurance 

program, the program in genetic metabolic disease was identified as a major area of 

research: "A Major thrust of the Department of Genetics is predicated on the idea that 

development of knowledge about the biochemical basis of genetic disease is one of the 



most important probrems in paediatric medicine, and part of our program will therefore 

be centered on this ares."** 

Pat Conen shared with Edward Reed the ignominy of being frozen out of the 

political community of medical genetics, even as these individuals remained technically 

relevant to  the field. Siminovitch's efforts to co-ordinate medical genetics in Toronto 

across the hospital and the university, in the first-half of the 1970s, illuminate what it was 

about their interests that were not appropriate to the emerging field. Moreover, 

Siminovitch's efforts in t h i s  penod illuminate both how parallei and how divergent were 

the visions of medical gerietics held by the university and hospital workers who were 

incorporated into the new department. 

Making the New Departme~tt of Medicul Genetics: Merg-ng Sick Ki& and Cell Biology 

Within a few short years of his appointment as Chief Geneticist and Department 

Head at the Hospital for Sick ChiIdren, Siminovitch's dual location facilitated efforts to 

amalgamate the hospital and university departments into a single Department of Medical 

Genetics. The merger was more than a name-change and institutional res huffl ing, 

however. This next step in the reorganization of medical genetics in Toronto completed 

the transformation of the  meaning of the field. By incorporating the medically-oriented 

human geneticists at the hospital with the more genetically-oriented members of the Ce11 



Biology group, medical genetics was reproduced as a discipline without species 

distinctions and with a re-ordered hierarchy of knowledge. The parameters of the re- 

ordering were not, however, without wntest, 

Siminovitch's proposal for a rnerged Department was externally reviewed. 

Charles Scriver, a medical geneticist of the oId dispensation fiom Montreal conducted a 

site visit and received cornments fiom involved participants. His impression was 

favorable? Scriver's commentary confirms the fact that this rnerger was by no means a 

conquest of the old-order medicai geneticists. Louis Siminovitch was not, Charles Scriver 

noted in his report, a "'medical geneticisty in the true sense of the word."" But Scriver 

was particularly enthused by Siminovitch's interest in his field: "Could anyone not 

welcome the desire of a group of "basic scientists" to become more involved in the 

broader issues of medicine?" he asked r h e t ~ n c a l l ~ . ~ ~  

The rnerger that Siminovitch advanced in the early 1970s reflected the changing 

status of genetics within both biological research and medical research. The merger 

incorporated the genetically-orïented workers within the Ce11 Biology Group, 

downgraded the significance of Microbiology fiom an independent to an auxiliary 

discipline, and divested responsibility for Irnmunology. This reshuffling reflected the 

sense that genetics was an increasingly important, and fundable discipline in the medical 

 science^.'^ It also laid clairn to the applicability of 'basic' genetics research in clinical 

medicine. The merger was, as Sirninovitch put it, a "vertical integration" o f  "basic" and 

"dinical" inter est^.'^ 



In advancing the claim that genetic science was inherently 'applicable' to health, 

Sirninovitch was not alone. As he noted in his 'Troposal to Create a Department of 

Medical Genetics," "the Medicd Research Council has recently recognized the 

importance of medical genetics by specifically indicating that genetics would have a high 

priority for the creation o f  Medical Research Council ~ r o u ~ s . " ~ ~  And, as Mark Pearson, 

one of the younger members of  the Cell Biology Department put it, in his letter to Scnver 

advocating the merger, "There is an increasing overlap between basic and clinical 

genetics. Graduate students trained in basic molecular genetics in my laboratory are 

attracted to the problems of  genetic regulation in higher organisms, especially those 

related to human d i ~ e a s e . " ~ ~  

Yet the merger did more than enhance the attractiveness of 'basic' genetics in the 

eyes of fùnders and students. In producing this integration and conceiving it as vertical 

the merger also poiarized the field internally. Ironically, though the new medical genetics 

was presented as erasing the 'basic' and 'clinical' divide through the medium of 

'applicability, ' it was actudly generating it. While the basic geneticists were extant, 

having pursued thek constitution in the years o f  the Ce11 Biology group, the clinicaI 

geneticists were a new entity. Moreover, this new entity implied a rather radical re- 

shaping of the formerly medical (read human) geneticists as simply 'clinical geneticists' 

- a beast of a different and lower order. Such a re-shaping suggested the removal of  some 

of the preoccupations of human genetics fiom the rnedical genetics department, namely 

most population genetics, while emphasizing a capacity in which the Sick Kids group 

was actually weak: clinical practice. Charles S C ~ V ~ C  in his review of  Sirninovitch's 



proposal, had noted the absence of many skills among the faculty of the proposed 

Department. Among these weaknesses were clinical genetics, human biochemical 

genetics and human population genetics.88 

Though Sirninovit ch supported research programs at Sick Kids which recognized 

the research interests of the old order medical geneticists - notably the genetic-metabolic 

disease group - he tended ta ignore this dimension of their work in his statements on 

departmental policy. He did not identify the medical geneticists as involved in 'real' 

research, but rather as the "clinically-oriented group," even as he acknowIedged the 

weakness there. "Although our Department is concerned with service and chical  aspects 

of genetics," he wrote in reflecting upon Scriver's basically positive review, "the present 

staff includes only four who are medically trained." Meanwhile the research strengths 

Siminovitch acknowledged were those developed in the old Department of Medical CeIl 

Biology: molecular biology and somatic ce11 genetics.89 

Though providing a rather inaccurate description of the department, then, 

Siminovitch continued to conceive of the new Department of Medical Genetics as having 

an internai hierarchy between basic and clinical genetics- In seeking recognition as a 

Graduate Department at the University, Siminovitch argued that, "Mt hough important 

problems in microbial genetics remain to be solved, the focus of activity is currently 

shifting to the study of the genetics of somatic cells and their viruses on the one hand, and 

to clinical genetics on the other (antenatal diagnosis, biochemical detection of inborn 

errors, screening programs for heterozygotes and counselling, cytogenetics, drug 

sensitivitie~)."~~ 



Yet Siminovitch's interpretation did not go entirely uncontested. In writing their 

response to the Scriver report, two hospital-based medicd geneticists, Margaret 

Thompson and the recently-appointed Ronald Worton, presented a somewhat different 

picture. Without contesting the hierarchy of knowledge between basic and applied 

research, their discussion sought to preserve a space for human genetics as basic 

research- They characterized the merged department as involving both 'c'basic' molecular 

genetics" and "'basic' human genetics." Irnplicitly disagreeing with the sentiment that no 

research was conducted at the hospital, they pointed to the existence of rather different 

roles for the two heretofore separate units: notably, "an implicit obligation to focus 

research on areas more or less directly related to child health" at the h o ~ ~ i t a l . ~ '  

Struggles over the design of teaching prograrns at the graduate and undergraduate 

level revealed the efforts of the hospital-based medical geneticists to produce a defi nit ion 

of the tenn 'medical genetics' that lefi room for their continued research relevance. 

Responding to a memo which had suggested that members of the new department wodd 

not know the difference between clinical and hurnan genetics, Margaret Thompson 

soberly offered a set of de finition^.^^ Clinical genetics, she argued, "is patient-oriented 

and clinician-oriented. Its emphasis is on the role of genetics in disease, and it requires 

some background in clinical rnedicine." Human genetics by contrast is "concemed with 

genetic variation in man in its broad aspects. This field deals with normal as well as 

abnomal variation. It includes such topics as cytogenetics, transmission genetics, 

population genetics, and evolutionary genetics, with emphasis on principles rather than 

on clinical genetics." Medical genetics, Thompson offered, "has a somewhat broader 



meaning .... It involves application of genetics to the understanding of normal and 

abnormal human biology, but does not imply, as the others do, that the organism of study 

is necessarily man. Thus it  includes such fields as molecular and marnmalian genetics in 

so far as these fields relate to improving understanding of human biology." The 

concIusions of such a set o f  definitions were, Thompson proposed, quite cIear. While 

dinical genetics was taught to physicians, medical or human genetics was the proper 

subject for graduate education within the department.93 

In presenting this definition, Thompson was not resisting change. On the contrary, 

this definition exempIified her embrace of change, as she was defining a discipline she 

had not actually been trained in. In general, those old-order medical geneticists included 

in the reorganized department were seeking to re-define themselves in relation to 

changing definitions of medical genetics. 

The definition being advocated by Thompson was emerging in the 1970s - in part 

through the efforts of professional self-development at the national level. Nancy 

Simpson, also a student of Ford Walker, was using a similar definition in her work in the 

1970s. In 1974, as she negotiated her impending relocation to Queen's, Simpson argued 

for naming the Division she was to head medical genetics rather than human genetics 

"because the general consensus of opinion across the country is that Human Genetics 

restricts such a division to the study of humans whereas one might want at some time 

dong the way to do studies on animals and Our primary interest is in genetics as it relates 

to rnedi~ine."'~ 



This new definition of medicd genetics being proposed by the oId-order medical 

geneticists was welcoming of the basic geneticists in embracing their interest in non- 

human organisrns. Yet Thompson and her colleagues were still preserving space for 

workers whose prixnary research organism was the human animal. In doing so, they 

contested the pnmacy of basic genetic knowledge. In the fall, Thompson and Diane Cox 

produced a "Statement on Graduate Training in Medical Genetics" that made such an 

argument explicit and garnered the ire of at Ieast one non-hospital faculty member. At 

this time, graduate teaching for the Department of Medical Genetics was organized 

through SiminovitchYs old Department of Medical Biophysics - the application for a 

separate graduate program within Medical Genetics had been stailed. Thompson and Cox 

argued that this way of organizing graduate training in human genetics was "seriously 

inadequate." Their concerns dealt chiefly with the dominance of the basic school, and the 

inadequacy of specific attention to questions of human genetics. Because of an undue 

focus on "areas of limited importance to genetics," and the weakness of  staff in certain 

areas of hurnan genetics, as had been identified in the Scnver report, graduates fiom this 

program were indistinguishable fiom Medical Biophysicists, and were unable to take 

their place in the medical genetics field after graduation. 

Thompson's and Cox's conclusions were highly critical. 

Some years ago, the University of Toronto was training far more human and rnedical 
geneticists than now, with far fewer resources. Several of its graduates [Thompson 
and Cox among them] are in leading positions in medical genetics in Canada and 
elsewhere. In Our years as a Department of Medical Genetics we have trained 
virtually no students (perhaps one) who can be expected to work as medical or 



human geneticists. It is urgent to re-examine Our graduate program in Iight of its very 
serious problems and the need for medical geneticists.g5 

Thompson's and Cox's cornments elicited a strong response fiom Paul Sadowski, a - 

researcher based at the university. Their suggestion that the existing training program was 

weakened by focusing on problems "of limited importance to genetics" which Sadowski 

understood as "DNA replication, packaging, maturation and recombination, RNA 

transcription and control of gene expression, [and] physical studies of macromolecules" 

was taken to betray "an extremely narrow view of genetics." Moreover, the suggestion, 

made by Thompson and C o q  that a graduate program in human genetics could not be 

housed within the Department of Medical Biophysics because of its strict requirements 

was met with the rejoinder "Who could possibly dispute that a human geneticist should 

have some background in mathematics and biochemistry?" While conceding that "we 

may not now be training medical geneticists," Sadowski added that, "it is by no means 

clear to me what phenotype of the final product called a "medical or human geneticist" 

should t~e."'~ 

ClariQing the 'phenotype' of the rnedicai geneticist was a contested process. For his 

part, Siminovitch worked to emphasize the basic school as the chief research effort within 

medical genetics, though he also provided support to those research prograrns within the 

hospital, such as genetic metabolic disease, which preserved a research role for human 

genetics while proving arnenable to collaboration with the basic approach.97 The 

university workers classified human genetics research as applied a d o r  clinical work, 

and correspondingly downgraded its presumed capacity to produce scientific knowledge. 



But the old order medical geneticists also participated in the redefinition of their field 

over the course of the 1970s. Without contesting the fact of hierarchies of knowledge, 

Thompson and her colleagues sought to remake themselves as collaborators in work 

which incorporated basic research questions, and preserve space for thernselves as 

producers of high status knowledge- They insisted upon including themselves as medical 

geneticists, resisting their downgrading to the non-researcher class of 'clinical geneticist.' 

But at the same time, they conceded the reality of that new category. In redefining 

medical genetics, then, they sought to preserve space for basic research on the human 

organisrn, while conceding that the superiority of this field as a research enterprise lay in 

encompassing the organisms that were the preserve of the basic geneticists. 

The 'new' medical genetics reflected a distinct way of constructing knowledge 

production îhat had powerful effects. This was a framing of medical genetics that 

rnaxirnally reduced the oId medical genetics tradition - one that was primarily concemed 

with the human animal as a distinct species for which related but separable research 

questions applied. The consequence of this vertical integration of and polarization into 

'basic' and 'clinical' spheres, and the corollary rninimization of human genetics, was to 

produce a department, and a research trajectory, that downplayed the priority of 

specifically human-order knowledge, made the human animal a less likely source of 



scientific knowledge, and made al1 knowledge on the genetics of non-human organisms 

appear inherentiy applicable to the human animal 

Noreen Rudd, one of the clinical geneticists appointed to Sick Kids under the new 

dispensation, identified some of the structural ways in which research on the human 

meaning of genetic disease was lostg8 'Today," she wrote in 1974, "diagnosis of genetic 

diseases is academic. We know nothing of the molecular basis, the genetic mechanism or 

the naturd history of the disease, ail things which we are supposed to relay to families 

during genetic counselling." But having identified three lacunae, she focused on only 

one, advocating for data collection and analysis ccfollowing the natural history and 

reproductive history of these families" so that information on rare genetic diseases was 

not lost. "This should be given carefûl consideration in the fiinding of a service," she 

noted. "It is not a fundable research project."99 Ironically, in Toronto at this tirne, Donald 

Stewart, a pediatncian and not a geneticist, was conducting the folIow-up study of 

children bom with sex chromosome anomalies, producing precisely this kind of 

knowledge, but with minimal interest fkorn the geneticists. 
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Chapter 6 

Making Genetic Medicine: Managing the Growing Burden of Genetic 

Disease 

Introduction 

Over the latter-half of the twentieth century, genetics has become of increasing 

relevance to medicine. This growing importance is due, the advocates of genetic 

medicine suggest, to the "obvious change in importance of genetic factors in disease."' 

With medical and public health tnumphs in the control of exogenous factors in disease 

causation in the 20" century, so the argument goes, attention has turned to endogenous 

factors, 

But more is at work in the growing importance of genetic medicine since the 

Second World War than this simple narrative a ~ l o w s . ~  In the first instance, it is by no 

means established that human geneticists conceded the irrelevance of their mode1 of 

disease causation in the period of the ascendance of the infectious disease paradigm. 

Constitutional medicine in general, and Toronto's indigenous tradition in particular, paid 

close attention to susceptibilities, tendencies and predispositions - al1 of which were seen 

to play a role in infectious disease. Moreover, many complex diseases - such as pyloric 

stenosis and congenital heart disease - were credible objects of genetical inquiry for 



members of the Ford Walker school in the 1940s and 1950s. The indigenous tradition 

constructed a human genetic science with broad etiological parameters, and blurred 

distinctions between genetical and congenital, which asserted a large domain for genetic 

medicine. This research tradition sought ways to make sense of illness that referenced 

more than single genetic agents in systems of simple causation. 

Moreover, even as the indigenous tradition passed fi-orn favor, the blumng 

between genetical and congenital did not cease to be of use to the Toronto workers. On 

the contrary, with the rise of a more exacting mode1 of genetical causation, such bfurring 

became a systematic and deliberate slippage and was of enhanced value. Though their 

explanatory fiameworks becarne narrower, medical geneticists in Toronto continued to 

assert a broader cornpetence for a wide range of conditions. Alongside purely genetic 

disease, medical geneticists laid daim to congenital malformations as instances of gene- 

environment interaction. Acknowledging the uncertainty orgenetic cause in these cases, 

Toronto workers nonetheless sought to interpret and manage these phenornena. The 

significance of genetic disease in an age of antibiotics was bolstered, then, by accounting 

practices which included complex, congenital phenornena within the purview of genetic 

medicine, even as the discussions of what were "genetic" conditions becarne more 

classically construed. 

Expansive readings of the relevance of human genetic expertise derived from 

more than just the accounting practices of medical geneticists, however. The value of 

genetic medicine was also manifested in the applied work performed. Heredity 

counseling, the enduring practice of human geneticists, offered to help 'avoid the birth of 



a defective child.' So while Mendelian ratios were relevant, genetic counselors ais0 made 

extensive use of empirical r i sks  of congenital maiformation. Howard Valentine, a 

London, Ontario-based physician who specialized in medical cytogenetics in the 1960s 

under Murray Barr's tutelage, and ran the follow-up of the London newborn trial, 

concluded from such traditions that the t e m  "genetic counsellingy7 was inappropriate. He 

advocated a shift to the language of "reproductive counselling7' to better describe the 

scope of actual practice.3 But iTi the early 1970s when Vaientine advocated this change, 

medical geneticists were consolidating an opposite strategy: encompassing the wide 

range of creproductivey concerns under the auspices of genetic practice. 

In the 1970s, medical geneticists worked to systematicaIly organize their 

profession and its practices. Workers in Toronto and throughout the country sought to 

increase the general populatiora's access to extant practices such as genetic counseling, 

and newer practices such as population screening and prenatal diagnosis. These applied 

efforts were gathered together under the auspices of a new clinical category - "genetic 

s e ~ c e s "  - and rnedical geneticists coordinated themçelves as the self-regulating 

profession in that domain. The slippage between congenital and genetical which operated 

through such practices as prenatal diagnosis was institutionalized in the process of 

professional CO-ordination. 

Finally, the growing importance of genetic medicine cannot be attributed solely to 

the expansive practical or  professional domain. We miss a signifrcant piece of the picture 

if we miss the rhetorical flourkhes which accompanied and enhanced the growth of 

medical genetics in this period- Indeed, discussions of  the decline in infectious disease 



were accompanied by discussions of the growing burden of genetic d i s e a ~ e . ~  If the 

argument about the decline in infectious diseases suggested that relative rates of genetic 

and infectious diseases were changing, the burden of genetic disease rhetonc suggested, 

more boldly, that genetic diseases were growing - because of medical miracles, hurnan 

breeding, and, in the atomic age, an enhanced and threatening "load" of mutations. 

This chapter investigates the rhetorical, institutional and professional work of 

medical geneticists, principally those in Toronto, in advancing the place of genetic 

medicine fkom the 1950s through the 1970s. 1 try to answer the question "What is the 

utility of genetics for medicine?" by assessing the historically contingent scope and 

significance of 'genetics' and 'utility.' 

The Burden of H e r e d i t q  Disease 

In 195 5, an article in Canada's national newsmagazine asked rhetorically: "Are 

we Breeding a Nation of Invalids?" "Canadians," the author wrote, "are spending a 

staggenng $373 millions a year on medical services." Moreover, they were doing so "[iln 

an antiseptic age of medicai miracles, when vaccines, vitamins and penicillin have 

become household words." "There are fewer than fifteen million of us," Doris McCubbin 

continued. "But probably more than two million are chronically il1 and disabled." The 

causes of this seeming paradox of  increased spending and decreased health were clear. 



"PNJe've played hob with the old law of survivai of the fittest . . . . We have made it 

possible for many people who would have died fifty years ago to survive and have 

children."' 

McCubbin devoted extensive space in her article to a discussion of some of the 

approximately 500 hereditary diseases that were then known. Her catalogue encompassed 

those "severe hereditary diseases" which were "easy enough to detect because they are 

passed directly from parents to children," and included: a "tendency" tc develop 

cataracts; Bright's disease, Parkinson's disease, and infantile glaucoma.6 McCubbin also 

pointed to some of the tess well-defined hereditary ills, which included tendencies to 

diabetes, cIeft palate and harelip, and the recessive conditions, where the "diseases [were] 

passed on by carriers of hidden genes" and were "far less easy to detect and control." 

Among these were pernicious anemia, epilepsy, amaurotic idiocy (Tay Sachs), tendencies 

toward t~berculosis~ rheumatic fever, pneumonia and some forms of artenal heart 

disease. Heredity was especially important in mental disease, and McCubbin headlined 

that section of her article with the w d n g  that 'Wow More Morons ~ a r r y . " ~  

McCubbinYs sense of heredity included a host of tendencies and implicated many 

common congenital conditions and even infectious diseases.' This expansive 

interpretation of hereditary disease was also presented by members of the Ford Walker 

school in the 1950s, whose work was featured in the press. Ford Walker's "chief research 

project," in 1950 was reported by the media to be "the study of hereditary factors in 

polio."g In this decade, the indigenous tradition continued to support an expansive 



interpretation of the utility of genetics for medicine through an expansive reading of the 

range of diseases amenable to geneticd investigation. 

Even as members of the Ford Waiker school were motivated by biochemical 

research to address narrower models of genetical causation, the press continued to 

highlight the breadth of the indigenous tradition. The discovery by Ford Walker and 

Oliver Smithies of inhented haptoglobins was reported in 1955 and was said to make 

paternity tests "much more accurate." Meanwhile, "another Canadian," Irene Uchida, 

who had announced her findings at the same international conference, was reported as 

disclosing "that palm-reading may show whether a child has been born with a heart 

defect." While Ford Wallcer7s and Smithies' work suggested that "Inheritance of the 

protein type seems to follow exactly the sarne laws of genetics as does inheritance of red- 

ce11 types," Uchida defended herself against the charge of "palmistry." Elaborating on 

what 1 have dubbed the Mongol method, Uchida argued that 'Tt is a scientific finding of 

peculiar patterns in the palms of some children known to have congenital heart defects. It 

follows earlier discovery," she added, "'that certain patterns on the fingers, palms and 

soles ofien indicate id i~c~ ."~O 

In the same year, the twin method also gained press attention. "Four hundred 

twins fiom the Toronto area are going to visit the Hospital for Sick Children," a 1955 

article declared "in a study by the Research Institute aimed at eliminating possible errors 

in determining fiatemal and identical twins."" Correct diagnoses were "crucial in much 

research on hereditary aspects of disease," the article added, "since only identical twins 

inherit the same combination of genes." Ford Walker was cited as saying that "The whole 



question of hereditary aspects of disease, particularly mental disease, is a complicated 

one." Research at Sick Kids on these questions suggested that in terms of cleft lips and 

palates, "genes for hare-lips don? always show." Identical twins might be discordant for 

this feature, but "the unaffected twin may later give birth to  an attècted ~h i ld . " '~  Uchida's 

study of congenital heart disease again came into view. While her work suggested that 

the condition was not inherited, and that prenatal deve1opmentaI upsets played a leading 

role, she was "trying to find out-why a definite pattern of inheritance shows up in some 

families with the disease yet this is not m e  of the twins ~tudied."'~ 

The breadth of genetic disease imagined by members of the Ford Walker school 

was not exclusive to the Toronto cornmunity. In the summer of 1958, when the 

International Congress of Genetics held its 1 0 ~  annual meeting in Montreal, Canadian 

newspaper readers got a sense of the diversity of genetic science. There were 

announcements of the "major breakthroughs in fiindamental research in the field of 

genetics." This research "done on bactena and viruses" which demonstrated that "genes 

are the basic structure determining the functions and forms of life," meant that "We're 

beginning to understand what makes life tick on a much more basic level."14 Meanwhile, 

Denmark's "unique registry" was also highlighted. This registry attempted to catalogue 

al1 Danes with hereditary disease, together with their relatives. In addition to collecting 

family genealogies, and assessing identical and fiatemal twins, the registry sought to 

distinguish between diseases that were "entirely due to heredity and those where the 



tendency to get the disease is only passed 6om one generation to another as in 

t~berculosis."'~ 

The indigenous tradition in Toronto, and the research traditions of some other 

workers elsewhere, supported an expansive reading of the burden of genetic disease. l6 In 

the 1950s, this expansive reading was fbrther enhanced by the conviction that the burden 

was growing through more than the reproduction of a wide range of heritable disease. 

"An erninent Amencan geneticist named H.J. Muller," Dorris McCubbin wrote in 

her pessimistic report, "has sounded a fùrther warning note in this dark picture. Muller is 

womed about that strange and unexplainable process in human evolution known as 

mutation . . . . Muller believes that a backlog of defective heredity is being built up and 

passed on to future generations." " In making this point, McCubbin was popularïzing the 

first Presidential Address to the Amencan Society of Human Genetics, given by Muller 

in 1949: "Our Load of ~utations." l8 

Muller, as Diane Paul has argued, was a Iifelong e ~ ~ e n i c i s t . ' ~  Muller's pessimistic 

interpretation of mutations and their role in evolution was christened the "classical" 

position by his nemesis, Theodosius Dobzhansky, in what would corne to be known in 

the population genetics community as the classical-balance c o n t r o v e r ~ ~ . ~ ~  Muller's 

pessimism about the negative implications of mutations was evident ais0 in his, and his 

allies', interventions in debates about the perils of atom bomb testing? But while the 

classical position was especially supportive of the burden narrative, the balance position 

was not much used to deflate the argument about the burden of genetic disease." More to 

the point, the advocates of the balance position shared with their classical opponents 



support for the eugenic control of what seemed to be obviously harmfûl mutations.23 

UItirnately, as Paul has argued, Muller was successful in having the language of genetic 

"load" - with al1 that such a terrn implied - established within scientific and popular 

disc~urse. '~ In the realm of hurnan infinnity, the idea of genetic load supporteci an 

expansive reading of the value of genetic medicine. 

By the mid-1 %Os, with ' fallout' becoming a household word in the face of above- 

ground nuclear testing, popular concern over radiation hazards was heightened.25 Popular 

Canadian accounts highlighted mutation hazards: "radiation fiom current atomic tests to 

which people are generally exposed is enough to cause genetic aiterations in thousands of 

future babies," was the warning conveyed by "a prominent California Institute of 

Technology Scientist." "From a humanitarian point of view," the scientist intoned 

ominously, "any increase in the number of individuals that are defective either mentally 

of physically is not to be lightly di~rnissed."~~ Canada's federal Minister of Health and 

Welfare, Paul Martin, insisted that "no immediate or Iongterm harmfil effects will result 

despite a slight but noticeable increase of radioactivity in the world."" But the peril was 

reiterated- For workers at the Chalk River research facilities of the Canadian Atomic 

Energy Commission, this peril suggested the need to "Discourage Chalk River 

~ e d d i n ~ s . " ~ '  And it meant that "about 35,000 defective children will be bom to future 

generations of Canadians as a result of the radioactivity fiom nuclear tests to date.. . 7729 

Toronto-trained workers, notably Irene Uchida, Elizabeth Curtis and Diane 

Wilson Cox, added their own research to the chorus of  concern in the early 1 9 6 0 s . ~ ~  From 

her new position in the Department of Medical Genetics at the Children's Hospital in 



Manitoba, Irene Uchida, with Elizabeth Curtis, published a study which suggested "A 

Possible Association Between Matemal Radiation and ~ o n ~ o l i s r n . " ~ ~  The press reported 

that "A Winnipeg researcher thinks she has found a connection betweea pre-pregnancy 

radiation and the birth of rnongoloid ~hi ldren."~~ Wilson Cox also used medical records 

of exposure to X-rays to suggest the possibility of genetic damage fiom radiation.33 

By the 1960s, narratives of genetic causation fiequently highlighted more 

mechanical genetic processes. The press reported on those workers outside the human 

genetics tradition who were seeking to tackle hurnan disease with genetic tools. Cancer 

was a notable focus of such work, and viral research and research on DNA was 

feat~red.'~ Meanwhile, among human genetics workers, single gene effects attached to 

rnetabolic abnormalities and chromosornal anomaIies emerged as centrally important. A 

newspaper article which featured research on mental retardation, reported that "Science 

has pretty well debunked the Jukes and Kallikuks [sic] theory of inherited retardati~n."~~ 

Ford Walker articulated these emphases in 1961, when she addressed members of 

the Academy of Medicine in Hamilton about the "gene theory related to retardation." 

Reporting on the "recent discovery of the role of chromosomes in mental retardation," 

she noted that c'mongolism - a type of mental retardation - could be explained due to an 

excess of genes. Aibinism, however, had the normal amount of chromosomes in each 

cell, but one gene (goveming the color of skin, eyes and hair) was recessive and did not 

peiform its proper fun~tion."~~ While still at Sick Kids in 1962, Nancy Simpson was 

featured in a discussion of diabetes, a disease she had studied for her doctoral 



dissertation. Rather than highlighting the complexity of hereditary processes in such 

cornmon diseases, this report suggested that even complex diseases would observe simple 

genetic ~ a w s . ~ ~  

As discussions of genetic causation in disease became more mechanistic in this 

period, narratives of burden continued. Cancer, described as a complex molecular process 

involving DNA "is the penalty for the evolution of man, animal and plant into complex 

forms of life," according to a report on-research presented at the 1962 Canadian Cancer 

c on fer en ce.^' But in the 1960s, pardleling the attention to more discrete mechanisms, 

cornmentators were increasingly likely to produce numerical estimates of the burden. 

"Between 300 and 400 diseases are the result of errors inherited fiom parents, many of 

whom did not suffer the illnesses themselves," Dr William Donohue, the Chief 

Pathologist at Sick Kids, argued in a seminar he conducted for the Ontario Association of 

Pathologists on "inbom errors of metabolism." These illnesses were especially important, 

Donohue noted, "because modem medicine was keeping many such persons alive to an 

age when they marry and increase the population bearing the inherited  condition^."^^ 

At its AnnuaI Meeting in 1960, the Genetics Society of Canada joined the chorus 

of those concerned about "the levels and effects of radiation fkom fallout and other 

sources." A four-person Committee on Radiation Biology was appointed which convened 

a meeting to determine the Canadian "research needs" in this a.reae4' As a member o f  this 

committee, Ford Walker CO-authored a report on the "Human Genetics" component of the 

meeting, and outlined the kinds of projects that were being, and could be, conducted in 



 anad da.^' She and her CO-author cited a 1958 WHO study on the ''EfYects of Atomic 

Radiation," and identified two basic concems about the "burden" of genetic disease 

which genetic research should answer: "(1) What is the "load" of hereditary diseases and 

handicaps in human populations, and (2) What fraction of this ioad is rnaintained in the 

population by repeated mutations of natural origin?" As a partial answer to the first 

question Ford and her CO-author cited data which indicated that "about four children out 

of every hundred bom will be severely aEected at some time in their lives by conditions 

that are largely or in part determined by genetic factors (and aIso that about 25 per cent of 

hospital beds and institutional spaces are occupied by these indi~iduals)."~~ 

While a post-doctoral fellow teaching the short course in medical genetics in Bar 

Harbor, Maine in the mid-1960s, Margaret Thompson fiequently advanced estimates of 

the burden of genetic disease. She castigated doctors for their ignorance of basic genetics 

arguins that "Estimates are that 6 percent of al1 births are defective in some important 

way, and the incidence of such tragedies is constantly growing."43 Thompson suggested 

that the growth of knowledge about the.role of genes in disease, whether in sinsle gene 

disorders, chrornosomal anomalies or "conditions caused by multiple factors only partly 

inherited, such as diabetes or heart disease and many of the congenital malformations" 

should encourage attention to genetics by public health workers. "It is estimated that 6 

percent of al1 children will suffer at some time during life fkom a disorder partly or 

wholly genetic in ongin," she said." 

Genetic disease, Thompson argued, was increasing by cornparison with the 

"conquest" of infectious d i ~ e a s e . ~ ~  Drawing on a tradition of blumng across genetical and 



congenital conditions, Thompson argued that ''Hereditary diseases are becoming an 

increasingly serious health problem." 

Sixty out of every 1,000 children bom today are burdened by some significant 
congenitd defect. About 25 per cent of hospital beds are occupied by persons 
whose iliness stems Çom a congenital condition. In Ontario this totals 12,000 
beds. Fifty years ago, 80 per cent of childhood deaths were caused by infectious 
diseases and two per cent by diseases of known genetic origin. Today, only one 
per cent of deaths corne fiom infectious diseases and 12 per cent from ailments of 
known genetic origin? 

Managrhg the Burden: Heredity Counseling in Toronto 

Though McCubbinYs andysis of the burden of genetic disease had identified 

"deep national problems," she advocated no particular solution. Indeed, she noted that 

"Most of the plans to solve the problem of  hereditary diseases . . . are as explosive as a 

barre1 of TNT, for they invariably include some measure of birth control, planned 

parenthood and stenlization." But McCubbin did identify one limited way in which this 

problem was being addre~sed.~' She cited an earlier article in the same magazine which 

had featured the profession of heredity c o u n s e ~ i n ~ . ~ ~  

In this article, McCubbin's colleague, Sydney Katz, constructed a familiar 

argument about the dilemma of modem medicine: 

Modem medicine, it can be argued fiom a eugenical point of view, is -.- 
weakening the human race. Miracle drugs and new surgical techniques have al1 
but abolished naître's Iaw of the "survival of the fittest." The weak and the ufit, 



who in previous times might have died, now live and reproduce. Oflen their 
children are either defective or cary black genes.4g 

But where McCubbin had been indecisive about solutions, Katz was enthusiastic- 

His article highlighted a "new profession" - heredity counseling - and his article featured 

one of only ten members of this "most exclusive professional group in North Americay7 - 

Norma Ford ~alker. '* In this article, Ford Waiker was cited as acknowledging the 

growing burden of genetic disease, and the diverse array of conditions encompassed by 

that category. She recommended heredity counseling as a credible way for individual 

couples to manage this burden. 

The practice of heredity counseling emerged out of a "reform eugenic" impulse, 

Daniel Kevles has argued. In the 1 WOs, in the United States and Britain, a small number 

of "heredity clinics" opened in Universities and h ~ s ~ i t a l s . ~ '  But where mainline eugenics 

had enjoined compulsion in the management of reproduction to address the apparent 

failure of natural selection, heredity counseling put a voluntarist twist on the reproductive 

solution. 52 

In Toronto, Ford Walker began her enduring association with the Hospital for 

Sick Children in 1940. Though we have few records of her work in this penod, it is likely 

that she provided some counseling advice on genetic questions.s3 For by the early 1 %Os, 

she was an acknowledged member of the select frate~mit~.'~ In his Presidential Address to 

the Amencan Society of Human Genetics in September 1 95 1, Lee Dice of the Heredity 

C h i c  at the University of Michigan described those "few places in North America where 

persons can go for advice about their heredity." Among those mentioned was "The 



Department of Genetics of the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto" which operated "an 

heredity c h i c  under the direction of Norma Ford ~ a l k e r . " ~ ~  The following year, when 

Dice chaired a panel discussion on "genetic counselingy' at the Fifth Annual Meeting of 

the Amencan Society o f  Human Genetics, one of those "persons who are expenenced in 

giving counsel" whom he asked to present their opinions was Ford ~ a l k e r ?  

Lee Dice's Presidential Address articulated clear reform eugenics hopes for 

heredity ~ l in ics . '~  Echoing the wamings made by Muller in his Presidentia! speech to the 

Society in 1949, about the danger of "deterioration of the world's stock of human genes 

through the accumulation of harmfùl mutations," Dice noted the "repugnant" nature of 

many rnethods for containing the menace, such as "destroying those individuals who 

exhibit the trait" or compulsorily segregating or sterilizing thern. The solution for a 

"democracy such as ours," Dice argued, was the Heredity C h i c ,  which functioned 

through the "cooperation of the people in a prograrn for voluntary limitation of the 

reproduction of inherited defectç."'* 

Ford Wdker's stance on mainline eugenics was similar to  that of her heredity 

counselor ~ o l l e a ~ u e s . ~ ~  Though she was not an active participant in the public debates 

over eugenics in the inter-war or war-time years, many of her colleagues in the Dionne 

project had taken a public stand against the clairns of mainline e ~ ~ e n i c s . ~ '  In general, 

eugenic commentary was infrequent in her work and in that of her students. Moreover, 

Ford WaIker took an interest in medical phenornena, and was far fiom exclusively 

interested in questions of  intelligence and social character - trademark concerns of 

mainline eugenicists. Finall y, unlike many emerging human geneticists, Ford Walker did 



not publis h in explicitly eugenic jo~rnals.~' Indeed, Ford Walker presented herself in 

many press accounts as a liberal thinker. Adoption, she was cited as stating, was as good 

an option as childbirth for having a healthy child - "on the whole Our genes are pretty 

much the same," Ford Walker argued!' She also, and repeatedly, addressed the issue of 

racism and inter-racial intemarriage. "As a geneticist," she was quoted as saying in the 

1954 article, "1 regard the color of skin as ~nirn~ot tant- ' '~~ 

In the 1950s, when Lee Dice and his colleagues were working through the 

American Society of Human Genetics to advance genetic counseling, Ford Walker 

provided rare public comrnentary on eugenics. In the 1954 article by Sydney Katz, she 

expressed her distaste for the eugenic sterilization program in Alberta, and noted that "the 

Nazis in Germany misused sterilization and gave it a bad name." She indicated her 

disbelief in the simple inheritance of capacity, noting that "many outstanding men have 

arisen f?om 'poor' stock.. . .'From shirt sleeves to shirt sleeves every third generation' is 

an old wives tale which has stood the test of tirne," she was quoted as saying- 

Diane Paul has argued that the term eugenics did not assume its status as a 

pejorative in professional circles until the 1960s.~~ Thus, Ford Walker did not shy away 

f?om indicating her support for the broader social goals of eugenics, even in the rnid- 

1950s. "The heredity counselor," the 1954 article stated, "has a deep interest in eugenics 

- improving the vigor of the human race." Ford Walker was cited as being in agreement 

with the argument made by "many geneticists" that the "spectacu~ar succes[ses]" in 

improving animal stock have not been matched by similar efforts with human beings? 



Through heredity counseling, human geneticists advanced a non-coercive 

approach to the management of human reproduction.66 Ford Walker saw her role as 

helping people "avoid the tragedy of a defective child." But this was to be done through 

advice alone: "My job is to give information," she said. "Not force my ideas on 

anyone."67 And in discussing cases where the "client takes long chances after getting 

advice and, as a result, has a defective child," Ford Walker expressed confidence that 

"the advice has stiIl been of value. "If you expect a blow you can roll with it," she says. 

It's the unexpected blow that causes troubleY"'* Ford Walker, it was reported, was 

"reiuctant to advocate a change [to reproductive practicesf through compulsory measures. 

<'It7s a fiee country," she says, "People should be allowed to have children if they want 

t o - n m 6 9  

Yet though fomally voluntxist, heredity counseling worked to produce and 

enforce conforrnity. As MoIly Ladd Taylor has argued, this was a voluntary and 

individudistic eugenics that dispensed with the older strategy of enjoining members of 

the middle classes to observe their du@ toward the race - a strategy which had clearly 

failed by the Iate 1930s. Instead, heredity counseling worked to foster middle class 

desire. Ladd Taylor suggests that its chief advocates, in particular Sheldon Reed in the 

United States, promoted a narrative of large, happy farnilies of  "normal" children which 

saw little place for divorce, disability or  chi ldlessne~s.~~ 

Heredity counselors presumed the inherent value of the knowledge they 

conveyed. As Sydney Katz described Ford Walker: "She knows the kind of children 

you'll have." A 1965 article, written with Margaret Thompson's aid, put it similarly: 



"[G]eneticists can't answer the question, "Will my baby be normal?" Geneticists will 

never hold al1 the answers. It will never be possible to predict, or avoid, al1 births of 

defective children. But genetic knowledge, wisely applied, can prevent much of the 

present burden of hereditary disease." Contrary to retrospective commentary on the early 

years of heredity counseling this information, and the work of the heredity counselor, was 

understood as ~seful . '~ Providing information to couples and individuals about their 

Mendelian risks, or their statisticat risk where no genetic rnechanisms were known, 

enabled peopIe to govern their lives and reproduction with full knowledge. Even where 

such information could not 'preventY genetic disease, it was said to help 'clear the air' for 

parents, by neutralizing the sharne and blame of a child with a genetic a n ~ r n a l ~ . ~ ~  

Heredity counselors also presumed the shared desire of lay-persons for this 

knowledge, and the shared understanding of its 'appropriate' use. Though fiamed by Ford 

Walker as a service for individuals, individuals were seen to be served through their 

pursuit of the goals identified by Ford ~ a l k e r . ~ ~  And complaints were sometimes voiced 

by counselors when parents did not take appropriate neps in light of " a d ~ i c e . " ~ ~  

In 1973, as prenatal diagnosis was emerging into public visibility and practical 

availability, an article reporting on a panel discussion in Toronto addressing the "moral, 

social and ethical issues of genetics" highlighted t hese tensions: 

An obstetrician believes some families whose unborn child has been diagnosed as 
being geneticdly defective should be advised to have an abortion. A pediatrician 
believes the facts should be laid before the parents and the decision left to the 
parents, with good counselling supplied if necessary. A nurse wonders who 
should take the responsibility if a family cannot make an intelligent decision. And 
a geneticist says lab technicians become upset if they have spent a great deal of 



time assessin abnormal chromosomes and then find out the mother will not have 
an abortion. 2 

The expectations of normative conduct that were held by heredity counselors, 

were specifically gendered. As Molly Ladd Taylor has argued, the "happy families" that 

were produced through genetic counseling as the objects of desire, observed rigidty 

defined gender roles - gender roles which were seen to observe the dictates of 

evolutionary biology." 

Heredity counselors drew on genetics as a way to contest older narratives of 

female blame.'* Noma Ford Walker presented Mendelian processes as particularly 

usefùl for countering "myths about human heredity," most o f  which, as Katz's 1954 

article pointed out, "stress the importance of what happens to the mother during 

pregnancy." For Ford Walker then, genetics ofFered a response to the ancient thesis of 

materrial impressions, that a "harelip" was the result of a pregnant woman seeing a rabbit, 

or a red birthmark fi-om a rnother's consumption of ~trawberries.~' 

Though Ford Walker likely exaggerated the relevance of the thesis of materna1 

impressions,80 the expectation of materna1 responsibility was general. Commenting in 

1951 on a couple whose child was born with Tay Sachs, Ford Walker noted that the 

mother initiated contact, as was usual, since the woman "was blarned for the defective 

child." Mendelian genetics allowed Ford Walker to stress to a couple that "You are 

equally responsible for the child. You both carry recessive genes."82 Once Trisomy 21 

was demonstrated as the cause of Mongolism, Ford Walker expressed enthusiasm in 195 9 

that "The genetic explanation of the non-separation (or non-disjunction) of the 



chromosomes will now prevent the sense of guiit or shame which has been felt in many 

families to whom a mongoloid chiid has been born, and should instead give comfort and 

peace of mind."83 

But if the thesis of matemal impressions was dismissed as "black magic," the 

gendering of blarne was rnaintained in scientific discourse." Doris McCubbin had 

highlighted the role of the "emancipation of women" in upsetting t h e  "balance of nature" 

and producing the growing burden of genetic disease. "Geneticists now know that the 

number of defective children rises sharply in women over thirty," McCubbin wrote. 

'Were then is another dilemrna of the streamlined century: rnamage and childbearing is 

being postponed to a point where it is dangerous to the nation's health."8s 

Women's reproductive lives were seen as profoundly affected by genetic disease 

and by the normative codes which prescribed appropriate behavior in these cases. Ford 

Walker encouraged men to 'pick their mate' for "broad hips, large limbs, big feet, a high 

IQ and a serious nature" rather than "sexual charm." Though abjuring directive 

counseling in rnost instances, "Early motherhood" was described as "one of the few 

subjects on which Dr Walker will give definite a d ~ i c e . " ~ ~  Like Ford Walker, Margaret 

Thompson also recommended that women have their children while younger.87 But as an 

individual who had sat as the genetics expert on the Alberta Eugenics Board in the early 

1960s, Thompson was less prone to c i rc~rns~ec t ion .~~  

"1s battering a baby," Thompson asked rhetorically at the National Conference on 

Materna1 and Child Health in 1967, "any worse than thoughtlessIy conceiving an infant 

with a 25 per cent risk of a severe genetic di~ease?"~' Thornpson frequently repeated a 



story of four women faced with the fact of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy in their 

families. This story made clear the normative expectations of women's conduct. It .dso 

made clear how non-obvious was the task self-regulating one's reproduction to guard 

against the burden of genetic d i ~ e a s e . ~ ~  

Two of them were urged to have their daughters undergo a chernical test that would 
reveal whether they too were carriers. One became angry, saying that a positive result 
of such a test would "blight" her daughter's life in the community. The other said 
simply that she and her daughter did not have time for the test. Yet if the daughtexs had 
carried the trait they could pass it on lethally to any boy infants they bore. One o f  the 
other two women carriers of the dystrophy trait responded to the suggestion that s h e  
might want to consider limiting her f ~ l y  by saying that she did not know why she  
should, as it was not her fault that she carried the deadly gene. The fourth case, 
however, was what genetic counselors hope for, she [Thompson] said. Informed that 
the wife carried the dystrophy trait the couple decided that the children they wantled so 
badly should corne by adoption-g1 

The practice of heredity counseling was presented as gender-neutral - afFecting 

'parents' for example. At the same time, discussions made clear the disproportionate 

responsibility of wornen in rnanaging this emerging practice. Women were construed as 

the usual and best sources of knowledge about the family and thus heredity: "Women," 

Ford Walker was reported as saying, "are the [heredity] counselors best &ends, "They 

have a natural bent for remembering births, marnages, deaths, operations, sicknesses and 

abortion~.""~~ Moreover, women were seen as profoundly affected by the imperatives of 

genetic 'quality control.' 

In Ford Walker's and Thompson's commentaries, women's disproportionate 

responsibility for providing care within the confines of the nuclear family emerged 



uncontested. Indeed, genetic counseling made sense of  these social relations - it was 

advanced as a partial solution which sustained such gender roles in the face of their actual 

un-manageability. In discussing a case in 195 1, Ford Walker noted that "The mother in 

this case was very glad to have the genetics of the defect explained to her and to be 

encouraged to limit her family." The family was poor and fiom an "isolated part of 

NewfoundIand." They had "îwo normal and two flected children and the care of the 

affected children was a very great burden," Ford Walker added.93 

In an article on heredity counseling in 1965 in Chatelaine, featuring Margaret 

Thompson, the extent to which wornen's lives and life decisions were regulated by 

genetic disease was highlighted. "Susan, a teen-ager preparing for her future, went to a 

genetic counseling clinic recently," we are told. "She wanted to know if she was a carrier 

of the hemophilia that afEected her brother. The answer could help her decide whether to 

concentrate on a career; o r  marry and not have children; or marry and have her own 

children; or adopt th en^."'^ 

Yet though commenting on such restrictive opportunities for women, Norma Ford 

Walker and Margaret Thompson were, as women scientists of their generation, living 

examples of broader horizons. Ford Walker used her gender to validate her role as a 

heredity counselor, to support the developing practice of genetic counseling and to re- 

produce women as the chief objects of such practices. 

In his 1954 article on heredity counseling, Sydney Katz, though speaking 

primarily about Norrna Ford Walker, described the heredity counselor as "a man to whom 

couples, worried by some physical flaw in their family background, can go with the 



question: T a n  we have a normal and healthy child?"" Against this male bias, Ford 

Walker was reported in the same article as arguing that "Heredity counseling is a natural 

field for a woman. It's normal for her to be interested in babies, families and health."" At 

the International Congress of Genetics in 1958, Ford Walker repeated her daim that "The 

field of human genetics is one in which women have an edge over men. "Probably 

because a woman can get so much doser to a famiIy when developing a pedigree," ... 

[painting out that] the wife usually knows more about her husband's farnily history than 

he does himself "96 Irene Uchida, still working at the Hospital for Sick Children, was 

described in this article as assisting with the genetic counsehg and agreeing that "it is 

almost an advantage to be a woman "because we often find it easier to talk to the parents 

and get the family hist~ry.""~' 

Indeed, the gender of Toronto's genetic counselors was deployed as a resource - 

rendering the service more palatable to patients. Ford Walker was presented to readers in 

Katz's article as a sympathetic "handsome sixty-year old University of Toronto professor 

who heads the genetics department of Toronto's Hospital for Sick Children." '* Ford 

Walker was carefùl to present herself as a compassionate woman. In describing her style 

in the 1952 panel discussion on genetic counseling, Ford Walker argued that she "would 

not bluntly tell" the parents of their one-in-four chance of the repetition of a fatal disease 

in each fbrther child, and, she would "refer to the condition as Tay-Sachs disease, this 

term being much more acceptable to parents, lacking as it does the stigmata [sic] 

suggested by amaurotic i d i o ~ ~ . " ~ ~  In being "fkiendly" and caring, Ford Walker was using 

a widely available cultural script of the female practitioner. Such a script may have made 



Ford Walker, Irene Uchida and Margaret Thompson - Ph.D.-trained scientists a11 - more 

cornfortable in a cl inid context- It may also have made the potentially disturbing process 

of investigating risk of disease in families less threatening for members of the public, and 

thus encouraged the growth of this practical service.10o 

In being a woman, in producing a research school populated by wornen who also 

practiced as genetic counselors, and in insisting that women were the most appropriate 

practitioners of genetic counseling, Ford Walker was unlike many of her North American 

colleagues. Yet in advocating for women's place as heredity counselors, and as the chef 

objects of heredity counseling practice, Ford Waiker reproduced the gender roles that 

Molly Ladd Taylor suggests were mandated by American advocates of the practice, even 

while creating opportunities for some women. 

Mmugrgrng the Burden: PractcuZ Work in fhe Hovital 

The members of the Ford Walker school built a presence within the hospital as 

practical workers, capable of providing some service to patients - particularly through 

heredity counseling. While conventional human genetics skills with pedigree analysis and 

statistical risk assessrnent were resources for this work, Ford Walker and her students and 

colleagues aIso drew on indigenous skills and traditions. The preponderance of women in 

the Ford Walker school was, as we have seen, pressed as an advantage in performing 

such sensitive work. Moreover, the methods emphasized by the indigenous tradition were 



also of practical value. Indeed, the picture of Norma Ford Walker at work that 

accompanied Sydney Katz's 1954 article on heredity counseling showed her analyzing 

the feet of one of a pair of twins. '%y comparing footprints," the caption rad,  "Dr Norma 

Walker can tell if twins Frances and Mary MacLeod are identical. 7, 101 

The research of the Ford Walker school with twins and the Mongol served as an 

entrée into the world of applied genetics by supporting diagnostic protocols in suspected 

cases. Some of Ford Waker's-more enduring contributions to the literature were her 

standardized protowls for 'objective' diagnosis of twins and ~ o n ~ o l s . ' ~ ~  By the 1950s, 

the use of dermatoglyphics in diagnosing Mongols was of considerable importance at 

Sick Kids. Indeed, as Irene Uchida and a CO-author noted in their study of cardiac 

malformations in Mongols, "almost every mongoloid baby in Toronto was seen," being 

referred primariiy for the confirmatory dermatoglyphic test for mongolism and for 

consequent medical or genetic c o ~ n s e l i n ~ . ' ~ ~  Diagnostic efforts were so great that the 

Ontario Association for Retarded Children funded a 'special service' at Sick Kids. 

Between 1956 and 1959 this service provided dermatoglyphic diagnosis and some 

counseling for approximately 3 59 cases of suspected Mongolism. ' O 4  

The research capacities of the Ford Walker school provided a resource for applied 

efforts. Likewise, the practice of genetic counseling served as an important justification 

for the school's research work. In seeking funds for a research project in harelip and cleft 

palate in the summer of 1950, Ford Walker made the connection to genetic counseling 

explicit: ''Both harelip and clefi palate," she argued, "are crippling anomalies which 

handicap the affected individual to such an extent that families are anxious to have 



nlOS accurate information regarding the factor of inhentance. Ongoing studies of clefi lip 

and palate continued to have clear genetic counseling dimensions throughout the 1950s. 

By 1959, when the collection of pedigree data for this study came to a dose, Ford Walker 

reported that "Part of the data fi-om this material will be cornbined with a similar sampIe 

of patients collected at the Montreal Children's Hospital to give reliable nsk figures for 

the genetic counseling of these anomalies. 'O6  

The connections between research and appIied practice were more than technical 

and rhetorical, however. They also existed at the level of finances, for genetic counseling 

was fûnded primarily as research, into the 1970s. Commenting on the genetic counseling 

facilities available in North America, Lee Dice listed the "heredity c h i c  under the 

direction of Norma Ford Walker" operated by the Department of Genetics at Sick Kids 

and "supported by a research gant. ,7107 

Though the geneticists had a practical capacity in clinical medicine, this capacity 

derived fiom research concerns and strayed far from traditional treatment protocols. 

Emphasizing this stance, Ford Walker argued that dermatoglyphic diagnosis of 

mongolisrn was especially useful for helping "to convince parents that the disturbance of 

growth in their defective mongoloid child began at Ieast £ive to six months before birth; 

that it was not due to any accident of birth or illness in infancy and that the damage is so 

extensive that treatment is probably of M e  avail- Y, 108 

This detachment fiom traditional clinical concerns of treatment or management 

would change slowly. It was aided, in the 1950s, by biochemical workers who brought to 

the geneticists a new cornmitment to, and enthusiasm for, medical treatment of genetic 



disease. Though produced b y non-geneticists, then, the biochemists' enthusiasm for 

clinical management and treatment fed the growth of medical genetics. 'O9 

Managihg the Burde~z: Beginning tu Treat 

In 1959, as Hubert Soltan drafied his Doctoral dissertation, he reiterated Ford 

Walker's sense that treatment was foreign to the geneticists. The genetical side of the 

problem of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, Soltan argued, was 'hot directly concerned 

with the search for a cure, [though it] is basic to an understanding of the disease. 77 110 

Medical genetics possessed the applied capacity of heredity counseling, but the 

relationship of this practice to clinical service was unclear. Indeed, this practice was 

derided as insufficient by the more clinically minded. As a 1968 editoriai in the Canadian 

Medical Associcrtion Journal put it, genetic counseling would at best only reduce fkture 

generations of the afflicted but it would not solve the problems of those with us today.l '' 

Biochemical analyses promised to take genetic study beyond such stalemates. 

Even as Soltan conceded the general irrelevance of human genetics for clinical 

medicine, he gestured toward a new capacity, one which disputed Ford Walker's 

pessimism. Biochemical analysis of muscular dystrophy encouraged a "modern" and 

optimistic view of the place of genetics within medicine, he argued. Soltan referenced the 

British worker, Julia Bell, as a representative of an "older view of a fixed hereditarily 

determined state." Bell was cited as having argued in 1943 that "The untiring efforts of 



the medical profession c m  do littIe to alleviate the condition once it has been allowed to 

rise; indeed, they cannot be expected to do so any more than they can be expected to turn 

a blue eye into a brown one." But this older, and pessimistic, view of medicine's capacity 

to deal with genetically-related disease was being displaced, Soltan suggested, "with the 

more modem one that an inherited defect is the result of failure in a specific enzymatic 

reaction determined by altered genes. It may be compensated for, if only we have 

definitive knowledge of the site and type of defect."ll' "[Clhanging concepts in 

medicine," Soltan argued, "are bound to result in a new emphasis: the emphasis on 

genetics as applied to human ailments." '13 

This 'new emphasis' was made possible in Toronto by the work of the 

biochemists at Sick Kids on genetic metabolic disease. Unlike the geneticists, whose 

applied practice involved genetic counseling, the analysis of metabolic conditions by the 

biochemists was tied to a treatment imperative. Andrew Sass-Kortsak's interest in 

galactosemia, for example, was exclusively clinical. He sought to bring the issue to 

clinical attention - arguing that the disease, "a congenital familial inborn error of 

metabolismyy Iikely due to a specific gene, was cccommoner than we think" and required 

carefiil diagnosis if treatment were to be possible. In this effort, involving publications in 

the Canadian Medical Association Journal, S ass-Kortsak encouraged the involvement of 

others on stafFat the HSC and the Research Institute, including Ford walker.'14 

Sass-Kortsak's work on Wilson's disease through the Research Institute also had 

a therapeutic component. In the metabolic unit, therapeutic trials were undertaken with 

various de-coppenng agents."' Sirnilarly, Donald Fraser's work on rickets that were 



resistant to treatment with vitamins had both a research and a therapeutic orientation. Il6 

In Fraser's view, geneticdly determined forms of the disease were becoming more 

important in the face of what he thought to be the world-wide control of forms of  rickets 

that resulted fiom vitamin deficiency- "Biochemical genetics," he suggested, was making 

a "tremendous contribution ... to the understanding and successfÙI management of inborn 

errors of metabolism. i r  I l i '  

The most successful episode of management that emerged fiom these metabolic 

concerns involved phenylketonuria. This condition arose from an inherited inability to 

metabolize phenylalanine, which therefore accumulates after birth in developing tissues 

causing severe neuroIogica1 darnage. In the late-1950s, technical developments in the 

screening of, and treatment for, PKU were imported into Toronto by biochemical workers 

at Sick Kids. This work was taken up with great energy by a non-geneticist, Michael 

Partington- Yet the strategies for PKU management in Ontario and Canada that emerged, 

in part through Partington's efforts, were of great consequence for medical genetics. The 

PKU episode was and remains one of the classic models of successfbl genetic medicine 

today. I l 8  It was a mode1 of medicine that conformed with the models of treatment and 

cure promoted by modem medicine, and in that, it was profoundly unlike the model of 

care promoted by genetic counseling: reproductive management. Yet it worked to support 

further incursions of genetics into medicine, and it also encouraged the budding 

enthusiasm in the 1950s for a model of classical genetics that - in its radical simplicity - 

seemed wildly successfid. 



In the fa11 of 1958, a newspaper report announced ''Help for Retarded: Baby Girl 

Responding to Treatment for Unusual Mental Deficiency." This report highlighted work 

underway through Sick Kids' Research Institute in the treatment of PKU using a special 

diet. This was, the article suggested, one of the recently recognized "biochemical 

diseases." "Both parents," the article explained, "play a part in the transmission of the 

disorder, but the metabolic abnorrnalities do not occur until after birth because of the 

mother's ability dunng pregnancy to utilize the foetus's excess phenylalanine. 77119 

By the late 1950s research fiom other centers was providing convincing evidence 

that PKU could be controlled through the administration of a synthetic diet. Efforts to 

deal with the inherited metabolic disorder were taken up in Toronto by the biochemists 

and these efforts were soon led by Michael Partington, a young MD with a Ph.D. in 

Pathology who worked as a research fellow in neurology at the Hospital for Sick 

Children from 1959 through 1961 .12* Partington took on, as one of his duties, 

management of PKU patients on observation at the HSC.'~' He soon began working to 

publicize the issue among medical practitioners. 122 

Partington was not disinterested in the tools of reproductive management. He 

advocated the potential of biochemistry to aid in carrier detection of parents liable to have 

children with PKU 123 in order to ''improve the accuracy and value of eugenic advice. > Y  124 

But Partington also pursued work that would facilitate treatment. He sought to define the 

clinical signs that might be detected by alert physicians in time to initiate treatment and 

he attempted to aid in the case finding process by surveying affected families in 





effective treatment is available and where the practicability and specificity of the 

screening procedure have been established. ,Y 130 

At Sick Kids, the successes of PKU advanced efforts to develop a coherent 

research program in genetic-rnetabolic disease in the latter-half of the 1960s. Sass- 

Kortsak noted in a 1967 report on a "Genetic, Biochemical and Paediatric Center for the 

Study of Inborn Errors of Metabolism" that "With increasingly effective control of 

infections by preventive measures and the use of antibiotics, our attention must be t m e d  

towards the degenerative diseases and towards metabolic di~eases."'~' Sass-Kortsak also 

affirrned the disinterest of the geneticists in treatment: "In this endeavour," he noted, "the 

paediatricians' main aim is to understand the disease in order to diagnose and treat the 

patient. The geneticist will be primarily engaged in a study of the mode of inheritance, 

linkage studies, detection of heterozygotes, etc. The biochemist will primarily use this 

type of condition as an experiment of nature to help him to better understand metabolic 

mechanisms- 132 

The emergence of a treatment capacity for a genetic disease, though not promoted 

by geneticists, made genetic medicine more attractive. The fact that this treatment success 

addressed what seemed to be a particularly intractable problem, added to the enthusiasm. 

Genetic medicine provided ''New Hope for Mentally Retarded," as one article headline 

put it.133 Ford Walker also emphasized the more intangible benefits of this new approach, 

drawing on both biochemical and cytogenetic enthusiasrns. Addressing the Academy of 

Medicine in Hamilton, Ontario, in 1961 Ford Walker argued that "Many parents were 

now reassured that it was through no fault of  their own that one or more of their children 



were mentally retarded."'34 In 1959, the Director of Sick Kids Research Institute cited 

PKU in support of the pursuit of this promising new area of research. Directing his plea 

to the Chainnan and Board of Trustees, the Director wrote: 

it would seem that with the unusual facilities available in your Institute, it should 
be possible to undertake, in association with the Department of Genetics, a study 
of the possibility that the mental defects which are known to persist in some 
families f?om one generation to another could quite readily, as with the case of 
phenylketonuria, be an example of the persistence of gene-carrïed metabolic 
abnormaiities which may produce their manifestations either sooner or later 
during the individual's Iife, and may quite possibIy be the deterrnining factors 
producing various types of mental and emotional derangement requinng 
institutional Gare in Iater life. 13' 

In 1969, when assessing the value of the provincial PKU program, the cornmittee 

emphasized the value of the recent "appreciation that some types of retardation can be 

prevented if they are recognized and treated early in life. i r  136 

Managing fie Bzmïen: Growing Neeak and Growing Practices 

In the Iate l96Os, Canadian medical geneticists confidently predicted more growth 

in the scope and significance of their activities. Diseases with a genetic cause were 

growing, genetic counseling was a valuable resource, and new practical interventions, 

including treatrnent, had or were emerging. 

ccImprovement of medical and surgical procedures has resulted in a gradua1 

control of those diseases attributable to infections and nutritional deficiencies," wrote one 



of Ford WaIker's ex-students, James Miller, in advocating more attention to genetic 

disease in the mid-1960s.'~' ccConcomitantly, there has been an increase in the prevalence 

of chronic long-term ilinesses, a large proportion of which are geneticdly dete~mined.""~ 

Miller and his colleagues Margaret Thompson, Hubert Soltan and Clarke Fraser, 

the leader of the Montreai group of medical geneticists, emphasized the value of genetic 

counseling in the management of genetic disease. 13' Clarke Fraser put the matter bluntly 

in 1968: "Genetic counselling is about the only acceptable eugenic measure we now have 

available to restrict the increase of undesirable genes in the population. Should we not 

use it as much as we Hubert Soltan, in 1972, argued that: "Many people in the 

Western World, satisfied that their persona1 problems of "quantity" and spacing of 

offspring have been soived . . . are turning their attention more intensely than formerly to 

the "quality" of their offspring." More cautious than Fraser, Soltan also warned that the 

expectations "often far exceed what the medical profession can del i~er ." '~~ 

These workers agreed that genetic counseling addressed not simply chromosomal 

or clearly genetic disease, it included "malforrnation[s]" - a range of more common 

conditions which were "multifactonal," or "seem to be determined not by genes at a 

single locus but by many genes with small additive effects. ~ 1 4 2  

James Miller had tried, in mid-decade, to estimate the population burden of those 

diseases which fell within the genetic counselor's purview. But too little was known 

about the "scope and nature of the problem," Miller argued. Still, what data were 

available confinned the significance and the shifting demography of genetic disease.'" 



Data fiom British Columbia suggested that "at any one time approximately 50% of the 

beds are occupied by children whose illnesses are solely, or partially, of genetic 

origin." l" Miller advocated more research to better determine the "load of genetically 

determined disease" in populations. In the early 1970s, medical geneticists produced 

more exact caIculations, to confirm the practical value of theû work, and the need for its 

expansion. 14* 

Charles Scrïver and his Montreal colleagues, on behalf of a loosely organized 

"Cornmittee for Improvement of Hereditary Disease ~ a n a ~ e m e n t , " ' ~ ~  which he had 

spearheaded in the early 1970s, published an important study which estimated the 

ccfkequency of genetic disease and congenital malformation among patients in a pediatric 

hospitai." Merging these two distinct categories in their final publication, they reported 

their results as demonstrating: 

that 30% ofrhe admissions to our pediaîric hospitai reflect abnormal gene- 
environment interaction. This number represents some 4000 families in need of 
physicians with specific skills in diagnosis, counselling and management of their 
genetically allied problems.14' 

Moreover, the authors expressed concem "about a major deficiency" revealed by 

their survey: "In the penod of observation," they wrote, "no more than 300 families 

received any type of formal counselling about the genetic component of their child's 

illness." Physician comprehension of the scope of the problem would have to increase. So 

too would the "available resources for genetic counselling. r i  148 



The broad range of "genetically allied problems" that medical geneticists sought 

to manage, and the corollary changes in the demography of disease burden which seemed 

to be self-evident, encouraged medical geneticists in the beIief that their services were 

increasingly relevant- By the 1 WOs, new investigative practices like carrier screening and 

prenataI diagnosis expanded the populations 'at risk,' and provided still more possibilities 

for growth. 

Carrier testing promised "to remove much of the uncertainty fiom genetic . 

counselling," Thompson argued.'" It also, as Soltan pointed out, created "a new category 

of concerned persons, which wilI grow in importance in the years ahead, ¶?ISO 

"Amniocentesis (if it can be done early enough and safely enough)," Fraser argued in the 

late 1960s, "will allow early diagnosis of sex, of chromosornal aberrations, and (in tissue 

culture) of certain inborn errors of rnetab~lisrn."'~~ In the early 1970s, when Hubert 

Soltan summarized the state of genetic counseling in Ontario, he could be more definite. 

The "classical" techniques of investigation which were "perfonned on the patient or 

relatives who have actually been born," had been "augmented by the development and 

acceptability of techniques which result in a direct study of cells or fluids produced by a 

foetus.n152 

Workers in Toronto and London, Ontario were amorig the first to pursue these 

new possibilities in Canada. London workers, arguing that "A fear of a deforrned or 

mentally retarded child is a concern of most women some tirne during pregnancy," began 

to use amniocentesis for prenatal diagnosis in the fa11 of 1969. In Toronto, workers at 

both Sick Kids and Toronto General Hospital collaborated in deveioping an "Amniotic 



FIuid Study Group" in the summer of 1971. Arguing that "The contribution of genetic 

factors to human disease is becorning increasingly evident," they started to perform the 

test by the fa11 of that year. By the summer of 1973, when both centers reported their 

results to the annuaI meeting of the Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of 

Canada, the London group had performed 100 tests and the Toronto team had performed 

59.1S3 

"The most cornmon indication [for amniocentesis]," the London group noted, 

77 154 ' k a s  matemal age . . - and next was a previous trisomy-2 1 infant. Down's syndrome, 

then, was the chief object of attention for prenatal diagnosis in both Canadian ~ e n t e r s . ' ~ ~  

To this cytogenetic focus, the Toronto workers added attention to single gene disorders 

which manifested themseives in biochemically detectable ways - drawing on the tradition 

of research in the genetic-metabolic diseases. Toronto workers were quick to pursue 

carrier screening and prenatal diagnosis of such diseases as Tay Sachs, in Toronto's 

Jewish community, and to explore the prospects of screening and prenatal diagnosis for 

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy and Cystic F i b r o s i ~ . ~ ~ ~  But while the focus of prenatal 

diagnosis was clearly on stnctly 'genetic' disease at first, the program had more 

expansive potential. The Toronto group soon coordinated its work with radiographers 

fiom Mount Sinai Hospital who performed ultrasound, initially for placenta1 localization7 

but increasingly to detect fetal abnormalities. They also made use of a fetoscope, to 

visualize the fetus and reveal disorders not apparent through cytogenetic or biochemical 

tests. 



Geneticists and cytogeneticists were involved in this work, but a larger tearn of 

workers was necessady involved, as the Toronto group emphasized: "In our opinion, the 

field of antenatal genetic diagnosis is a good example where interdisciplinary cooperation 

7 9  157 is not only advisable but essential. But it was the medical geneticists who assumed 

leadership in coordinating and regulating these activities on a national scale, and in 

making sense of them as elements in a new category of clinical practice: genetic services. 

Managing the Burden: Managrhg the Profession 

In the 1970s, a comparatively small group of workers in Canada, a majonty of 

them linked to Toronto either by training or employment,158 utilized available institutions 

to address issues in genetic medicine- They worked to increase the availabiIity of genetic 

services throughout the country, to institute protocols for the conduct of these services, 

and to establish self-goveming professional organizations. They were supported in this by 

the recently clarified institutional situation of medical genetics in Toronto, and by the 

chief adrninistrator in that department, Louis Siminovitch. Siminovitch was a new 

convert to the concerns of practical medical genetics, but his administrative capacities 

and connections were put to good effect in this decade. 

Administrative interventions were propelled, in part, by popular interest in 

genetics. Popular interest was heightened in the 1970s because of the expanding 

availability of genetic counseling, genetic screening and prenatal diagnosis, and the 



controversial nature of these practices, parti-cularly the latter. It was also due to the 

association of some of these developing services with more speculative activities: the 

increasingl y publicized attempts to achieve in vitro ("test tube") fertilization, hypothetical 

capacities in "genetic engineering" and debates over recombinant DNA, which were 

especially fervent in the U.S. Ln the lay and the scientific imagination these issues al1 

touched on the domain of  genetics. Such an expansive reading built on a history of 

systemic blumng, and worked to conf im the ments o f  professional authonty among 

medical geneticists and their more experirnental coileagpes. 

The issues that achieved some prominence in the  1970s had not gone un-noticed 

in previous decades. In the early days of enthusiasm about medical cytogenetics, for 

example, a neurologist at Sick Kids was moved to comment that "There is hope that some 

7,159 day man may be able to alter the genetic structure ... More prominently, Nobel 

Iaureate Francis Crick, who was in Toronto to receive a n  award fkom the Gairdner 

Foundation in 1962, argued that "Human control of t h e  hereditary mechanism will be 

71 160 achieved eventually. The early 1960s also witnessed publicity on the debates within 

the medical community about the propnety of human expenmentation in "test tube baby" 

research- l6 

Prenatal diagnosis was the subject of press attention years before it was pursued- 

A team of Montreal researchers at McGiIl University, which included Clarke Fraser, were 

reported to have been awarded $20,000 from the federal govemment in 1959 to track 

"clues that seem to indicate abnomai births are signalled by changes in a mother's 



b10od."'~~ In a related fashion, the popular discussion of David Cam's research on 

chromosome anomalies in abortuses highlighted the possibility that "research could 

eventually lead to discoveries that would help the human body cast off unboni, abnormal 

9,163 children, But it was not until the late 1960s, coincident with the 1969 liberalization of 

the abortion law, that there was significant press attention to a possibility which had been 

technically apparent since 1 966: that "Specific types of mental retardation, such as 

mongolism, are now possible to detect in unborn babies- Y> 164 

In the 1970s' press attention was more systematic - often addressing a range of 

'genetic' concerns as a related package, and thus dramatizing the social significance of 

genetic medicine. Lydia Dotto, a journalist who wrote extensively on genetic issues in the 

1970s, did a series of articles on the topic in the surnmer of 1972. This series discussed 

both the pragmatic dangers of genetic services and the far-fetched possibilities in genetic 

engineering. Dotto highlighted the genetic services then becoming available in Toronto - 

am ni oc ente si^^^^ and screening for Tay-Sachs; she noted the existence of concerns 

surrounding abortion, the possibility of c ~ e r c i o n ' ~ ~  and the slippery slope.'" But the 

dilemmas posed by existing genetic services were only the beginning of Dotto's 

exploration. The dilemmas extended to the possibility "not only of correcting genetic 

defects, but of engineering people to possess certain characteristics." This might include, 

>Y 168 scientists warned, "curing socially unacceptable behaviour- There were also the 

possibilities of test tube fertilizations, surrogate motherhood, the artificial womb, cloning 

and genetic surgery of both the corrective and engineering persuasions. 16' As the author 



of an article in a national newsrnagazine put it "The new science of genetics is both a 

burden and a boon to any responsible young couple planning a family. i i  170 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, geneticists who comrnented publicly in the 1970s 

accepted that this breadth of issues fell within their ambit.I7l b u i s  Siminovitch was 

deeply interested and engaged, and committed to discussion and debate.17' He  took the 

broad range of  concerns into the elite-based policy-making forum of the Ontario Council 

of Health, as a member of the Health Research Committee. The Council accepted and 

published his recommendations in 1973 as, Social ImpIication of Developments in 

Biomedicol sciences. 173 The document cited three main issues related to the potential for 

"genetic manipulation in man": 

1. The use of nuclea. transplantation to produce multiple copies of identical 
organisms (cloning); 
2. The potential genetic manipulation associated with procedures for fertilisation 
and early development in vitro, and reirnplantation in utero; 
3.  The diagnosis of genetic disease prenatally by biochemical or cytogenetic 
anal ysis o f  amniotic cells sampied early in pregnancy and grown in vitro 
(amniocentesis). 174 

Of these three, two were stilI areas of  speculation. While noting the complexity of the 

speculative issues, 17' Siminovitch focused most attention on the one activity already in 

the realm o f  scientific fact rather than science fiction - amniocentesis. By the mid-1970s, 

the public consciousness was awakened to another element in the debate over genetic 

science: recombinant DNA- New kinds of  hazards - specifically biohazards - were added 

to the list o f  possible dangers attached to genetic science. In some discussions, a narrow 

conceptualization of biohazards came to dominate the debate over genetics. But, in many 



contexts, a broad debate over genetics continued, one that merged practices currendy 

undenvay with practices that might never d e ~ e l o ~ . ' ~ ~  Sitting as a member of a United 

Church Commission on Genetic Engineering in the mid-1970s, Siminovitch expanded his 

Iist to make more explicit the issues surrounding genetic screening, and the remote 

possibility of "genetic engineering," or "cloning," in humans? 

The breadth of concem with the human implications of genetics that Siminovitch 

corroborated in his popular and policy-setting endeavors encouraged and validzted efforts 

at professional self-regulation. Siminovitch served as the chair of a Cornmittee to .. 

Canada's Medical Research Council which followed the American lead in pursuing 

controls on  recombinant DNA research which were self-administered and facilitative, 

rather than legislated and restrictive. Siminovitch also worked with his new colleagues, 

the old-order medical geneticists, to manage the issues which sternrned fiom practical 

applications in genetic medicine. 

Working through such institutions as the Genetics Society of Canada, the Medical 

Research Council, and in Ontario, the Ontario CounciI of Health, medicai geneticists and 

their allies facilitated the expansion of services, while producing structures of self- 

regulation to manage the conduct of these services. Professional self-regulation addressed 

both popular and practitioner interest in the orderly management of these new and 

potentially threatening capacities. While these organizational initiatives were 

unprecedented, they drew on and institutionalized enduring interpretations and practices. 



At the 1970 meeting of the Genetics Society of Canada (GSC) - a Society whose 

membership was primarily composed of non-human geneticists - a motion was passed in 

favor of genetic counselin~ senrices. The motion read: "1 favour urging the provision of 

more adequate genetic counselling facilities in Canada according to the need." This 

membership support perrnitted the GSC Comrnittee on Genetics as it Relates to Social 

Problems to "establish a study to investigate the status of genetic counselling services in 

canada-" 17' - .  

The GSC cornmittee was chaired by James Miller, a Vancouver-based medical 

geneticist who had done his Master's degree in Toronto under Ford Walker and his Ph-D. 

in Montreal, at Canada's other major center for medical genetics. The committee's 

membership included two other human geneticists, John Hamerton of Manitoba (a 

cytogeneticist émigré fiom Britain) and Diane Wilson Cox of Toronto. Forrnally, it also 

included two non-human geneticists. But more important than these two official 

members in terrns of influence were the two informai participants, Louis Siminovitch and 

Margaret Thompson of Toronto, who fiequently attended and advised the meetings. 

Arrned with the mandate of the Society, this group turned its attention to the 

proliferating array of social issues that seemed attached to genetic science in the early 

1970s - seeking to exeR professional contr01.'~' Miller was interested in addressing the 

r, 182 issue of the "manipulation of human germ cells. Others demurred. "In rny opinion," 

Diane Wilson Cox wrote, "the Committee on Genetics as it Relates to Social Problems 

should apply itself to problems where there is a high probability of influence in planning 

Y, 183 and policy. Convinced by this argument, the group decided that issues of  



amniocentesis and genetic counseling, and related questions of accreditation and fiinding, 

were of sufficient importance, and sufficiently arnenable to professional self-regdation, 

to warrant attention. 

When the GSC Cornmittee identified these priorities, the policy relevance of  

prenatal diagnosis was already çlear. John Hamerton, one of the members of the GSC 

Cornmittee, had succeeded in having the MRC establish a Working Group on Prenatal 

Diagnosis of Genetic Disease in the fall of 1971 - Chaired by Hamerton, and including the 

GSC cornmittee chair, James Miller, and fiequent attendee, Louis ~ i rn inovi tch , '~~ the 

Cornmittee was to "keep a watching bnef on research developments in Canada and 

elsewhere and to do what it c m  to CO-ordinate Canadian efforts in this field."'*' 

The chief task of the MRC Working Group would prove to be a national trial of 

amniocentesis of genetic disease, one that paralleled the similar national trials of PND in 

Britain and the u.s.''~ The Working Group established a registry, run by Nancy Simpson 

at Queen's, which gathered data fiom participating centers across the country on the 

safety and ef35cacy of prenatal diagnosis using amniocentesis. It reported in 1976, '" that 

ccAmniocentesis for the diagnosis of certain classes of  genetic disease can now be 

considered to be safe, accurate and reliable when carried out at about 16 weeks' 

gestation, monitored by ultrasound and performed by an obstetrician trained to carry out 

the procedure.'88 Nancy Simpson and her CO-authors from the MRC Cornrnittee added 

that PND should be carried out "in a major health sciences centre, r ~ l 8 9  



\%Me some attention had been paid to the possibilities of prenatal diagnosis since 

at least the late 2950s, and while some centers had begun to experiment with 

amniocentesis for PND by the turn of the decade, this trial established prenatal diagnosis 

in Canada. Through participation, the trial institutionalized capacity in al1 of Canada's 

medical s c h o ~ l s . ' ~ ~  It created the incentive, and provided technical and some financial 

support to those medical geneticists and their obstetrician allies who were interested in 

- developing the service. 

Moreover, the overlap in mernbership between the MRC and GSC committee 

facilitated the creation of a set of guidelines for practice which established professiona1 

standards for cunduct, and thus confirmed the respectability of the procedure. John 

Hamerton, Chair of the MRC working Group, but concurrently member of the GSC 

Cornmittee, drafted these guidelines.lg' They were promulgated in 1974 and publicly 

attributed to a joint cornmittee of the Genetics Society of Canada, the Canadian Pediatric 

Society and the Society of Obstetricians and Gynecoiogists of Canada. Amniocentesis, 

the guidelines said, "followed by appropriate counseiling is becoming standard medical 

practice in genetic high risk pregnancies for the diagnosis of genetic disease." lg2 When 

the Working Group on PND published their final report, the existence of these guidelines 

were a validating resource: the final report stated that the "Canadian guidelines for 

genetic amniocentesis were adhered to. 73193 

The guidelines confirmed the standardized system that had been institutionalized 

in participating centers during the triai: a tearn approach, with the team including 

professional expertise that would be available only in major university-affiliated 



hospitals, a referral system, a counseling context that was largely non-directive,lg4 

procedural consistency, and a set of predictable  indication^.'^' 

The guidelines had been advocated as a means to set limits on the use of prenatal 

diagnosis. In March 1973, Margaret Thompson "stressed" to the GSC committee "that 

there were dangers in emphasizing the role of amniocentesis in a genetic service program. 

It is obvious that already this service invoives a considerable amount of work for very 

little yield, Le., most of the pregnancies which are monitored will have [sic] a normal 

fetus." Thompson noted that the demands were not, at present unreasonable, but given the 

Iikelihood of increased demand "it may very well be that this procedure will consume an 

incredible arnount of space and time in the very near friture." She recommended two 

things: "a cost-benefit analysis of this procedure at the earliest possible date"; and, "some 

tightening up of criteria" for which she recommended a joint statement fiom t h e  GSC and 

SOGC. She reported to the committee that Hamerton would prepare a statement and 

discuss it with the president of the S O G C . ' ~ ~  

Yet while Thompson and her colleagues may have wished to avoid over- 

emphasizing the merits of prenatal diagnosis in addressing the burden of genetic disease, 

the GSC guidelines also encouraged growth. The indications listed by the guidelines 

established a set of limits that were more putative than real. Given the restricted use of 

antenatal diagnosis by Canadian women at this date, the limits served as a set of targets 

that required substantial growth in infrastructure if they were to be met. 197 

The systemic slippage between genetical and congenitd disease also encouraged 

growth. While chromosomal and genetic-metabolic indications were the focus of the 



initial study, amniotic fluid was soon being assessed for alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) in 

various centers to diagnose neural-tube defects. The first report £kom the MRC Working 

Group, while enthusiastic about the "high accuracy and reliability . . . in diagnosing both 

chromosomal abnorrnalities and biochemical disease" cautioned that there were "clear 

limitations to the use of AFP values in amniotic fluid. - - . Future worlq" they argued, "is 

3,  198 therefore needed. In less than three years, the members of the MRC comrnittee were 

able to report on an extension of the initial collaborative study, which confirmed that 

"antenatal diagnosis of open neural tube defects is being carried out effectively in Canada 

. . . . This suggests," they wrote, "that the AFP concentration should be measured in any 

sarnple of amniotic fluid collected for other reasons- ,Y 199 

When the GSC Cornmittee identified its list of items worthy of professional 

attention, it had included genetic counseling alongside amniocentesis. The 197 1 GSC 

survey had confirmed that genetic counseling was being provided in centers afiliated 

with al1 13 of Canada's medical schools. But though fairly well established, problems 

with this service were considerable and included such issues as under-utilization, excess 

demand, cornpetition, lack of CO-ordination, and financial stringencies. James Miller 

stressed that accreditation was a favored option as a way to "straighten out certain 

existing confusions in the financing of genetic councelling [sic] ~nits.~'' 

By the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  though medical genetics was achieving increasing success, it was 

beginning to face structural problems. Heredity counseling had ernerged in Toronto 

through research practices and research finding. Pioneered as a discipline by Ph.D.s it 



was not a medicai specialty and had no ready access to clinicai payment or governance 

systems. The usual solutions were unavailable: even where billing categories were 

established for such work within existing fee-for-service medical schemes, sorne of the 

"counsellors," not being MDs, were not in a position to 

Members of the GSC conmittee represented, for the most part, the oid-order 

medical geneticists. Fee-for-service fûnding, or accreditation by the Royal College of 

Physicians which was theusual venue for a medical specialty, implied that only clinicians 

could practice- The cornmittee thus advocated some combination of "a new organization 

dealing specifically with genetic counselling" with "provincial govemments establishing 

recognized centers responsible to Health Services in each province" - in other words, 

block funding.202 This mode1 allowed the old-order workers, largely Ph.D. trained, to 

continue their primary identity as researchers - an identity staunchly defended by the old- 

order medicai genetics duhg  the restructuring of medical genetics in Toronto in the 

1970s - while retaining a practical and applied role within the hospital that had been an 

enduring part of medical genetics practice. 

Not al1 agreed with this approach, especially those new-order medical geneticists 

content with a largely ch ica l  orientation. As James Miller put it in reporting on the 

survey of genetic counseling in Canada, "there is a great deal of strong feeling about the 

matter of acc red i t a t i~n . "~~~  Allen Gardner, an MD who headed the new cytogenetics 

program at Toronto GeneraI Hospital, advocated for fùnding and accrediting rnedical 

genetics as a rnedical specialty. It should be accredited, he argued, by the Royal College 

of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, and this would aHow funding by OHIP along 



standard lines- "1 see no reason," he wrote, "to drastically disrupt present patterns of 

medical practice in order to provide genetic services." Under this scheme, Ph-D. medical 

geneticists became peripheral. Gardner identified them with the nurses, technologists, 

social workers and secretaries as "paramedical personnel" whose presence would oblige 

the availability of an additional budget f?om which to pay 

Clarke Fraser, informal head of the Montreal comrnunity of medical geneticists 

collaborated with Margaret Thompson and the GSC committee to resolve the issue of 

national accreditation in accordance with the mode1 preferred by the old-order medical 

geneticists. Fraser organized a national meeting, held in the summer of 1973 and 

informally piggy-backed onto the AGM of the ever-supportive Genetics Society of 

Canada. This meeting produced a mandate in support of "genetic counselling as a 

legitimate health service which should receive adequate payment for s e ~ c e s , " ~ ~ ~  and 

reached agreement on accreditation on a group basis (of centers rather than individuals). 

A national steenng committee of four persons was struck, led by Margaret Thornpson, 

and with considerable overlap with existing comrni t tee~ .~~~ Thompson coordinated a 

~ ~ 2 0 7  meeting for the fa11 of 1974, involving "senior medical geneticists who were 

"representatives of the 15 or so centers in Canada where genetic counselling in relation to 

,1208 children's diseases is a recognized activity. In 1975, a national self-regulating 

professional body, the Canadian College of Medical Geneticists, was a n n o u n ~ e d . ~ ~ ~  

Yet while important, professional self-regulation would prove hollow if medical 

geneticists could not serve as the primary discipline in coordinating the disparate array of 

activities involved in the practical work of genetic medicine. In Ontario, by the early 



1970s, much of the work done on behalf of genetic medicine could be biIIed for 

independently - namely cytogenetic, biochernical, obstetricd and radiological services. 

Yet there were no billïng categories for counseling and dermatoglyphics. Moreover, 

medical genetic personnel - unless they were MDs - could not submit the bills.2Lo In 

Toronto, many of these un-billed-for practices were financed through research gants  or 

Iine-items in the hospitai budget2" 

Such fùnding questions would have to be addressed at the provinciai level and 

early in the decade, relatively ad hoc efforts were made to achieve new structures of 

financial support. The Toronto workers submitted a brief to the provincial insurance 

body, OHSIP, in the faIl of 197 1 to argue for program rather than fee for service 

fûnding.21z But more formal efforts were soon pursued. The 1973 meeting which had 

stimulated the creation of the College had addressed the fûll range of issues in the 

organization of genetic medicine, including "accreditation, payment and recognition of 

-213 genetic services. Hubert Soltan had agreed, as a result of the 1973 gathering, to 

"convene a meeting of Ontario genetic counsellors ... to consider especidly the problems 

of funding and accessibility of services." A provincial organization, the Association of 

Genetic Counsellors of Ontario, was the r e s u ~ t . ~ ' ~  Meanwhile, James Miller, as President 

of the Genetic Society of Canada, and Diane Wilson Cox, representing the Cornmittee on 

Genetics as it Relates to Social Problems, were emboldened by the 1973 meeting to lobby 

provincial ministries of health. In a letter sent to the various Ministers they advocated for 

the development of accredited genetic counseling services. L'Because of the financial and 

social benefits of genetic counselling," they argued, "we believe such counselling should 



be financed as part of medical me. Centres to be financed should be accredited; co- 

ordination and extension of work of each centre should make the services accessible to 

. & y 2 1 5  The response fiom the Minister in Ontario indicated the existence of some 

discussions with the Ontario Medicat Association (OMA) '?O determine the best method 

ri216 to follow for the fùture. Yet from the perspective of  the medicai geneticists, the 

OMA, which represented medical practitioners and preferred fee-for-senrice financing 

systems, was not in a position to address their concerns- - 

Louis Siminovitch was kept inforrned of these professional efforts by Margaret 

Thompson. Arguing that such strategies, while important, would not "provide us with 

comprehensive effective mechanisms to handle these problems" and that "the 

Govemment has to play a significant role in this area," Siminovitch lobbied the Ontario 

Council of Health for a Task  orc ce.*'^ The Task Force was duly established in September 

of 1974, with Sirninovitch as the ~ h a i r m a n . ~ ' ~  It drew on material produced by the old- 

order medical çeneticists to define its approach - namely, the "Canadian guidelines for 

antenatal diagnosis of genetic disease: a joint statement," and the Recommendations 

taken fiom the bnef of  the Association of Genetic Counseilors of ~ n t a r i o . ~ ~ ~  The results 

of the Task Force, which were well received by the Council, recommended a coherent 

system of genetic services in Ontario: well funded, with consistent procedures, and 

regiondized through university-based centers. Its recommendations, published in 1 976, 

served as a benchmark for further development. It proposed a mode1 of block funded, 

regionai, university-based centers with multidisciplinary tearns; and, it established a 

cornmitment to population-access to services that were defined as n e ~ e s s a r y . ~ ~ ~  



Reflecting the breadth of practices that seemed increasingly reIevant to genetic 

medicine, the Task Force identified itself, in 1976, as the "Task Force on Genetic 

~ e ~ c e s " ~ ~ '  But this was a new way of fiaming the practical work of medical geneticists, 

for when the Task Force was initiated, in 1974, it had been called the "Task Force on 

Genetic Counselling Services" and its scope was identified as "Genetic Counselling and 

Dermatoglyp hic Services in Ontario Hospitals. ,1222 

While engaging in professional CO-ordination, then, rnedical geneticists were 

concurrently engaged in re-defining their practices, to make sense of the growing array of 

applied work that was within their professional purview. This involved, in the first 

instance, the use of the term 'genetic services.' But it also invoived redefining the 

meaning of genetic counseling. 

The term 'genetic counse1ingy had been used by the Toronto workers to describe a 

range of practical work performed by the medical geneticist. It was not solely restricted 

to the communication of genetic information, but included the work done to support the 

production and validation of diagnoses and nsk estimates. In seeking funds to support the 

meeting which would establish the new College, Thompson and Miller wrote that 'The 

term ''genetic counsellingy' commonly used to describe the aspects of human genetics 

relzted to service, is not to be construed merely as counselling; rather, it inchdes 

validation of the diagnosis, genetic work-up (including laboratory services), estimation of 

,3223 risk, communication of risk to the fmily, and follow-up. By defining genetic 

counseling in this way, medical geneticists made sense of their demand for block 

funding, so that the disparate practices of varied disciplines were subsumed under their 



professional auspices. As this demand was met, however, the need for such an 

improbably expansive definition was reduced. Moreover, the new terrn 'genetic services' 

- especially in light of the expansion of practices under the auspices of genetic medicine 

- did a better job of describing the practicd woric of the medical geneticist. 

Clarke Fraser played a central role in establishing a new definition of genetic 

counseling. He chaired a meeting sponsored by the US National Genetics Foundation in 

1972 to develop a new definiti~n.~'~ Genetic counseling was defined as "a 

communication process dealing with the human problems associated with the occurrence, 

or the risk of occurrence, of a genetic disorder in a family." The affected individual or 

farnily was to be helped to "comprehend the mzdicaI facts"; appreciate the role of 

heredity in the disorder; "understand the alternatives for dealing with the risk"; choose 

the appropriate course of action; and, make the best possible adj~strnent.~~' This new 

definition was promulgated fomally and informally in Canada. 

Medical geneticists might practice genetic counseling, but they were more than 

genetic counselors. The scope of their work - as the burden of genetic disease - was 

correspondingly larger- Fraser had invited "genetic counsellors" to a meeting on "genetic 

counselling" in the summer of 1973 to initiate the formal work to build a national 

accrediting body for medical geneticists.226 But when the national meeting was held in 

the fa11 of 2974, it was called the "National Conference on Standardization of Medical 

Genetics Services. ri227 
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manipulation was already possible in bacteria, Siminovitch noted, and ex-perirnentation continued wvith 
great fervor in tlris area and rnight eventuaily be applicable in humans. Simino\ltch did not discuss any of 



the dangers as they would corne to be arîiculated in the orthodox rDNA debate. Instead, he noted the 
promise Mth respect to disease and wamed of what he consîdered to be rernote dangers with respect to 
providing "man with the prerogatives of designing his own heredity, rather than using the present lotîery 
system of chance mating." Social implications of dmelopn~ents in Biomedical Sciences, Report to the Ontario 
Council of Health, 1973,7,8. 
176 Some articles addresseci rDNA almost exclusively: Thomas Land, "Scientists fkïghtened about genetic 
engineering success," Financial Post, Nov. 16, 1974, 14. This article merely reporteci on international 
events. "Genesis part II: fiom a handfûl of dust, rnan creates life," Macfean 'sMagazine, February 23, 1976. 
Car1 Edgar Law, "Keeping the demon in the bottle,= Financial Post, October 14, 1978, 35; Mïchael 
Enright, "Thhgs best left alone?" Maclean 'sMagazine, Decernber 27, 1976,27- For articles which 
integrated the discussions see: Constance Mungail, "Genetic engineering, how much should we accept?" 
Chatelaine, September 1975; Charles White, "Genetic engineering: It7s not nice to fool with mother 
nature," Canada and the World, October 1977; C h l e s  White, "Genetics: Carbon copy society," Canada 
and the CVorld, November 1977; Sheila Gonnley, "Genetic Science can now d e t e m e  the whole friture of 
heredity," Toronro Life, February 1978; Patrick Best, "Scientists bmisguided', David Suzuki draws a bead 
on his peers," Ottawa Citizen, Feb. 22, 1978, 9; "Cloning: has man's reach exceeded his grasp?" Maclean 's 
Magazine, ApRl3, 1978. Some articles continued debates about some medical genetic practices - especidly 
amnio - with little reference to new developrnents in genetics, and without rDNA entering hto i t  See: 
Robbie Salter, "Amniocentesis: whereby a f d y  of specialists detects some genetic disease before birth," 
UniversiS, of Toronto Bulletin, April23, 1976. See also: Frank Appleton, "'Brave new genetics," Globe 
and Mail weekend Magazine, August 14, 1976; Sheila Gonnley, "Genetic Science can now determine the 
whole fiiture of heredity," Toronro Llye, February 1978; Ben Rose, '73iagnosing defects in the unborn," 
Science Foruni, Jan-Feb. 1979. And some continue witli the debates about genetic advances, without 
reference to rDNA. See: "Cloning: has man's reach exceeded Iiis grasp?" Maclean 's Magazine, April3. 
1978. 
177 On the UCC Commission see: correspondence, Ray to Siminovitch, Oct. 11, 1974, (UT, MG, 3, United 
Cliurch). For Sirninovitch's assessrnent of the issues for this Commission, see: L Siminovitch, "Status of 
Information on Possible Impact of Genetic Advance on k" Feb. 10, 1975,7, (UT, MG, 3, United 
Church). In the ensuing discussion about Siminovitch's paper, it became clear that the concept of "genetic 
engineering" \vas contesteci- Both Siminovitch's definition of genetic engineering as "the manipulation of 
genetic matenal" and the list of issues to be disnissed alongside it were challenged. A broad definition 
including "metlzods of transmitting life, artificial insemination, artificial fertiiization (in vitro), artificial 
implantation in the utems, ectogenesis and cloning" was presented as an alternate. Siminovitch argued 
thaî, in fact, tiie terxn "genetic engineering" was problematic and not used by the "scientific community"- 
In the end, cornmissioners agreed to add two items to Siminovitch's list - artificial insemination and 
population genetics. UCC Commission on genetic engineering, "Record of Proceedings," Marcli 2 1, 2 1. 
1975,2, (UT, MG, 3, United Church). 
178 Susan Wright has argued thaf the debate notwithstanding, the Arnerican system of controls was 
ultirnately engineered to generate self-regdation by those research granting councils which were most 
interestecl in facilitahg the work of researcliers. Susan Wright, Adolecular Pofirics: Developing Anrerican 
and British Regulatoty PolicyJ-or Genetic figineering, 1972- 1982, (Chicago and hndon: University of 
Chicago Press, 1994). The Canadian climate in relation to rDNA was a pale reflection of the Arnerican 
debate, wliere legislative oversight \as senously entertained. The federal govenunent \.vas eager to hand 
responsibility for tliis matter to the MRC - to treat this as a bureaucwtic ratlier tlian a political concern. For 
more information on the rDNA debate see: Fiona Mille. 'The Recombinant DNA Coniroversy: Managing 
the Challenge to Medical Genetics in Ontario," unpublished MS, presented to the Canadian Society for the 
History of Medicine, the Learned Societies, Memorial University, St, John's, Nedoundland, June 6, 1997. 
179 "Report of Genetic Counselling Services in Canada, 1971," prepared by the Cornmittee on Genetics as it 
relates to Social Problems, Genetics Society of Canada Bulletin, Vol. 3:3, Jan 1972: 21, (UT, A83 0007- 
Box 5, File: Genetics Society). 
''O Hans Stich and G Subden 
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18' One of the non-human geneticists made an effort to have the committee "consider topics .,. other than 
those which directly relate to human genetics." Indeed, Stich argued that developments in the fields of 
agriculture and fish biology were socially relevant and thus were potentially human problems which should 
be considered by the coamittee. Tm Miller, memo to members of the GSC me, Feb. 1, 1973, (UT, MG, 4, 
Amniocentesis). 
Is2 But it was seen not to be ̂ of great urgency since no work in this area is going on in Canada to our 
knowledge," James Miller, memo to members of the GSC ctte, Feb. 1, 1973, (UT, MG, 4, Amniocentesis). 

D Cox, Ietter to Jim Miller, Jan 30, 1973, (UT, MG, 4, Amniocentesis). 
Ig4 h u i s  Dallaire of Montreal was afso a member of the MRC committee and Nancy Simpson became 
deeply involved with its primary activity, the development of a registry. 
Ig5 John Hamerton, "The Medical Research Council Working Group on Prenatal Diagnosis of Genetic 
Disease," Prenaral Diagnosis Nederter, MRC, Montreal, 1 : 1 (June 1972), 2. This objective required a 
number of coroliary institutional developments: a central registry for the data gathered on amniocentesis; 
prenatal diagnosis of genetic disease by the participating centers across the country; and, a newsletter, the 
Prenatal Diagnosis Newsletter. The first issue was published in June 1972; the last issue in December 
1976. The newsletter was edited by Dr. Louis Dallaire, Section, Génétique Médicale Hôpital Sainte- 
Justine, Montreal, and one of the members of the Working Group. The newsletter served to disseminate 
information fiom and to participating centers. A number of subsidiary developments were also undertaken 
at this time: a centrai cell sbain registry which wouid "accumulate and disseminate information on the ce11 
culture banks being maintained in laboratones across Canada,..''; and, sponsored by the Quebec 
govemment, a Repository for Mutant Hurnan Ceil Lines in Montreal, John Hamerton, "The Medical 
Research Council Working Group on Prenatal Diagnosis of Genetic Disease," Prenatal Diagnosis 
Newde,tter, MRC, Montreai, 1: 1, (June 1972), 2. Hy Goldman, "The Repository for Mutant Hurnan Ceil 
Shahs," Prenatal Diagnosis Newsletrer, MRC, Monireai, 1: I, (June 1972), 5-7. The repository actually 
stored human cell strains; the regisûy mereIy compilai information about the availability of hurnan ce11 
strains in labs throughout Canada. 
lS6 On the Amencan trial see: Charles Lowe, "The National A-ocentesis Registry," In BH Cohen, et ai, 
eds., Genetic Issues in Public Health andMedicine (Springfield, Ill.: Charles Thomas, 1978). 
18' The final report \vas first presented at the Annual meeting of the Society of Obstetncians and 
GynecoIogists of Canada in June 1976 and ivas published in the Canadian Medicul Association Journal 
soon thereafter. Louis Dallaire, Editorial: "Intégration du diagnostic prénatal des maladies génétiques a la 
pratique médicale," Canadian Medical Association Journal, 1 15, (October 23, 1 976), 7 13 -7 14; Nancy 
Simpson et al, "Prenatal diagnosis of a genetic disease in Canada: report of a collaborative study," 
Canadian Medical Association Journal, 1 15, (October 23, 1 W6), 73 9-748. The MRC also published it as a 
monogra ph: Diagnosis of Genetic Disease by.4niniocenresis During the Second Triniester of Pregnancy. .A 
Canadian Study, Report #5, MRC, Ottawa, 1977 
18* Nancy Simpson et al, "Prenatal diagnosis of genetic disease in Canada," 745- 
'*' Ibid., 739. "The Canadian Registry for Prenatal Diagnosis of Genetic Disease, Reliminary Report," 
Prenatal Diagnosis Nrnvsietter, 5:1, (June 1976), 2. The efforts made to publicize the results of the MRC 
Working Group study were quite ezlqensive, see: correspondence, Hamerton to Whetham, Aprii 22, 1976, 
minutes of mtg., November 17, 18, 1975, (UT, LS, 8, Working group on prenatal diagnosis). 
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"' Guidelines for the delivery of antenata1 diagnosis of genetic disease in Canada, draft prepared by the 
GSC, sub-corninittee on social rrespom'biiity in Science (Members: Miller, Wilson Coq Subden, 
Hamerton; Invited: Suninovitch, Doran, Thompson), attached to Memo fiom Hamenon to Miller, Coq 
Subden, Siminovitch, Thompson and Doran, Ma): 25, 1973 (UT, A83-0007/004, Amniocentesis). 
lg2 "Canadian guidelines for antenatal diagnosis of genetic disease: a joint statement," Canadian Medical 
Association Journal, V 1 1 1, July 20, 1974, 180 



Simpson et al, "Prenatal diagnosis of genetic disease in Canada," 740 
lg4 The guidelines did not specifically mention the need for nondkctiveness in counseling, though the 
Ianguage irnplies an ''informeci decision-making" model, The key exception concem the willingness of 
the "parents" to consider aborh'on in the event of the finding of a serious and untreatable genetic disease. 
The guidelines recommend that "Both parents7 views on therapeutic abortion should be ascertauied More 
amniocentesis and the tests should not be undertaken where (in the face of serious genetic disease 
unîreatable in utero) the parents are unalterably opposed to abortionn "Canadian guidelines for antenatal 
diagnosis of genetic disease: a joint statement," 183. This proviso seems to have been common, see also: 
JA Lowden, et al, "Antenatal diagnosis of sphingolipid and mucopolysaccharide storage diseases," 
Canadiun Medical Association Journal, 1 13, (Sept, 20, 1975),507-8. One hïghly critical letter to the editor 
which followed on the pubiication of the MRC PND study suggested that the " a h  is to kül those affected 
by disease." Simpson responded that they advised neither amniocentesis nor abortion, "we atternpt to 
Morm the families of their risks and avaiiable options and help them make a decision,. .": MJ Newman J 

Nancy Simpson, "To the Editor," Canadian Medical Association Journal, 1 16 (Jan 26, 1977), 134. 
19' After their publication, h e s  Miller with another Vancouver colleague wrote in uieir support while 
adrnitting to no involvement in their m g .  RB Lowry and JR Miller, Correspondence: "Amniocentesis 
and prenatal diagnosis in medical practice," Canadian Medical Association Journal, L Il, (October 5, 
1974), 633 
' % Minutes of GSC ctte mtg, Mar& 8, 1973, attached to: Jim Miller, rnemo to rnernbers of GSC ctte, 
March 14, 1973 (Uofl, A83-00071004, File: Amniocentesis) 
lg7 The report of the MRC Working Group study of antenaal diagnosis drew attention to the fact t h t  
"amniocentesis is used by only a small proportion of the fernale population at risk-." Moreover, they noted 
that, even at this Iow level, "the Iaboratory facilities and personnel are working at a maximum level 
consistent with reiiability, safety and speed. Thus if the availability of the test is to be exxended, an 
extension of the laboratory fadities will also be needed.": Simpson et al, "Prenatal diagnosis of genetic 
disease in Canada," 745,758. 
lg8 Simpson et al, "Prenatal diagnosis of genetic di- in Canada," 745. 
lg9 Nancy Simpson, et al, "Antenatal diagnosis of neural tube defects in Canada: exTemion of a 
collaborative study," Canadian Medical Associafion Journal 120 (March 17, 1979), 653. 
'00 ccReport of Genetic CounseIling Services in Canada, 197 1," prepared by the Cornmittee on Genetics as it 
relates to Social Problems, Genetics Society ofCanada Bulletin, 3:3, Jan 1972,22, (UT, A83 0007, Box 5, 
File: Genetics Society). 
201 Rudd memo (early 1970s) that OHSIP will not pay for genetic consultation; indeed., hospital not k ing  
reirnbursed for any clinical work done in genetics department; Rudd negotiating witli OMA for acceptance 
of proposecl fee scheduie for genetic counseling @ 6, notes, Uoff, Dept medical genetics) 
202 Minutes of GSC ctie mtg, March 8, 1973, attached to: Jirn Miller, memo to members of GSC ctte, 
March 14, 1973 (UofT, A83-00071004, File: Amniocentesis). Tliese issues continue to be relevant to 
medical geneticists in Canada today. And the trend now is toward only MDs having cluiical contact. This 
bas to do with issues of malpractice insurance - Ph.D. medical geneùcists are not covered by the medical 
protective association, and wvith accrediiing bodies wïth the clout to regulate the conduct of their 
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Carter, Vice President, Canadian College of Medical Geneticists, June 3, 1999, Ottawa. 
'O3 ccRep~rt of Genetic Counselling Services in Canada, 197 1." 
'O4 H Allen Gardner, Subrnission to the Task Force on Genetic Services, attaclied to Gardner, Ietter to 
Siminovitch December 10, 1974 (UofT., B79-0051/005, File: OCH - Task Force on Genetics). 
205 In the form letter sent to potentially interesteci participants, Fraser argueci that the GSC survey of 1971 
had rwealed problems t l ~ t  were uniikely to be resolved quickly "unïess there is some effort by genetic 
counseliors." The one-day meeting at York University was to attend to issues of "accreditation, payment 
and recognition of genetic services." Form letter fiom Clarke Fraser attached to: Jim Miller, merno to 
members of GSC cne, March 14, 1973 (UofT, A834007/001, File: Amniocentesis). Minutes of GSC ctte 
mtg, March 8, 1973, attached to: Jim Miller, memo to rnembers of GSC ctte, March 14, 1973 (Uoff, A83- 
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GSC. Draft, Statement by the Commiaee on Genetics as it Relates to Social Problerns of the Genetics 
Society of Canada, on Genetic Counselhg, attacheci to: Jim MiiIer, memo to merribers of GSC ctte, March 
14, 1973 (Uoff, A83-0007/004, File: Amniocentesis). The purpose of the meeting was to begin to develop 
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members of GSC ctte, Mach 14, 1973; attached f o m  letter fiom Clarke Fraser (Uoff, A834007/004, File: 
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symposium were Louis Siminovitch and James Miller, joîning them fiom the lay comrnunity, were Dr. EJ 
R e d  of Tnnity Coiiege, University of Toronto, and Prof. W Krever, Faculty of Law, UWO- See: (UT, 
MG, 5, Genetics Society). 

The other mernbers were Louis Dallaire, Elizabeth Ives. and James Miller. Thompson kept Siminovitch 
updated, see: "Progress report on Accreditation and Funding of Genetic Counselling and Genetics 
Services," Margaret Thompson to Louis Siminovitch, July 4, 1973, (UT, MG, 4, name of file]). This 
steering cornmittee then took on the task of developing recomrnendations for an accrediîation body. See 
co~~espondence in: Trogress report on Accreditation and Funding of Genetic CounseIling and Genetics 
S e ~ c e s ,  to Louis Siminovitch, July 4, 1973, (UT, MG, 4, [No name of Ne]). One meeting of the s t e e ~ g  
cornmittee was held in Saskatoon on June 29, 1973 
'07 Margaret Thompson, Ietter to Dr WS Mahon, Senior Medical Consultant, Ontario Mixtishy of H e a l ~  
August 1, 1974 (UofT, B79-0051/010, File: Ministry Task Force). The applications went in under James 
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208 Margaret Thompson, Memorandum to Members of the National Conference on Standardization of 
Medical Genetics SeMces, November 6, 1974 (UT, A834007/009, File: HSC) 
209 James Miller, "Canadian College of Medical Geneticists," Cunadian Medical Association Journal, 
V113, Sept. 6, 1975. 
''O Hospital for Sick Chïldren, Toronto, Genetics Program [draft of brief abmitteci to OHSIP], revised 
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Genetics] ) 
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(Uofî, A83 4OO7IOOQy File: Amniocentesis). 
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of Genetic Counsellors of Ontario. 

Letter to Dr. Potter, frorn Diane Cos and James Miller, November 6, 1973, (UT, LS, 5, OCH Task Force 
on Genetics (2)). 



21 6 Letter to Diane Cox and James Miller fkom Dr. Potter, Dec, 7,1973, (UT, LS, 5, OCH Task Force on 
Genetics (2)) 
21 7 See correspondence in: Trorogress report on Accreditation and Funding of Genetic Counselling and 
Genetics Services, to Louis Siminovitch, July 4, 1973; attached letter, Siminovitch to Dr. KC Charron, July 
4,1973, (UT, MG, 4, P o  name of file]). 
2'8 Among the membership was TA D o r a  A Sass-Kortsak, N Simpson, H Soltan and MW Thompson 
'19 Genetjc Services. A Report ofthe Ontario Council ofHealth, 1976, Appendices 2 & 3 respectively. 
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223 Grant application to HSC Foundation, July 2, 1974, (UT, LS, 4,OCH-Task force on geneîics (2)). 
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National Genetics Foundation of the United States sponsored a mal1 meeting in Washington in December, 
1972. Dr F Clarke Fraser of McGill University chaud  the meeting." "The Washington meeting" they 
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alone." Grant application to HSC Foundation, Juiy 2, 1974, (UT, LS, 4,OCH-Task force on genetics 
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definition as was provideci by the ASHG's Ad Hoc Committee on Genetic Counseling, which included 
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Arno Motulsky, Marian Rivas, Margerjr Shaw and Wiiliam Sly: "Genetic Counseling," American Journal 
o/Numan Genetics, 27 (1975), 210- 
226 J h  Miller, memo to members of GSC ctte, March 14, 1973; attached form letter fiom Clarke Fraser 
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Conclusion 

As the tenure of Canada's Medical Research Council (MRC) Working Group on 

Prenatal Diagnosis drew to a close, its membership began to advocate for its continuation 

in some forrn. Louis Siminovitch took particular responsibility for this, drafting the 

section of recommendations to MRC dealing with "The Future of the Working ~ r o u ~ . " '  

There was a continued need, mernbers argued, for a national coordinating body to foster 

further advancements in research and service in prenatal diagnosis. The national network 

of centers engaged in prenatal diagnosis was of inherent value - serving to maintain the 

stimulus on local centers to improve their efforts. Moreover, the continued presence of a 

national body addressed the tremendous public concem which surrounded genetic 

medicine. "The existence of a Working Group may allow," Siminovitch pointed out, "for 

some control on the ethical and moral aspects of prenatal diagnosis in canada."' 

Yet despite this plea, neither Canada's Medical Research Council nor Health 

Canada provided the fùnds to continue the Working Group. The Ontario Council of 

Health was also resistant to such demands. The Council had not created a Standing 

Committee to advise the Minister, as Siminovitch had recommended in his 1973 report 

on the Social Implications of Developments in   ion te di ci ne .' Nor did the Council 

establish a "Standing Committee on Genetic Services" to advise the Minister of Health 

on policies, programs and fbnding, and to advise the centers on "al1 aspects of genetic 

seMces to be provided," as Siminovitch had suggested when chairing the Task Force on 

Genetics ~erv ices .~  Yet the absence of such governmental supervisory bodies did not 



detract considerably from the production and consolidation of genetic services in Canada 

and Ontario. In the 1970s, a smaII, but close-knit community of medical geneticists and 

their allies proved remarkably adept at expanding population access to services, 

establishing standards, and creating self-regulatory systems of oversight under the 

auspices o f  existing professional organizations- 

Thrcugh such ad hoc organizing efforts, the old-order medical geneticists - 

trained as Ph.D. research scientists and concerned with the human animal - preserved 

their right to pursue applied human genetics within clinical environments, against the 

potential challenges of medical practitioners. In a similar vein, when the Department of 

Medical Genetics in Toronto was restructured to merge the 'basic' biologists ti-om the 

university with the more practical, medical researchers at the hospital, the old-order 

medical geneticists preserved their identities as researchers, capable of  producing 

fundamental knowledge, 

The restructunng of the 1970s made organizational sense of the technical and 

epistemological changes which had been underway in Toronto since the 1950s. Those 

trained within Toronto's indigenous tradition, which developed in the 193 Os and 1940s, 

had been interested in a broad etiological explanatory fi-amework, encompassing 

environmental, hereditary and developmentaI influences. But this tradition of inquiry had 

passed over the course of  the 1950s, in favor of an explanatory system emphasizing gene 

and chromosomal action. M e r  the Second World War, Toronto's marginal research 

community, which had attended to human biology with an emphasis on heredity, merged 

with the broader currents of classical human genetic inquiry. Such changes were driven 



by the opportunities for growth in an era of booming biomedicine,. and by the 

development of disciplinary coherence - symbolized by the founding of the Amerkan 

Society of Human Genetics in 1948. Through collaborations with biochemists, 

principaily at Sick Kids, and the influence of a decidedly medical biochemical genetics, 

Toronto workers were re-made as classical human geneticists. By the 1970s, the old- 

order medical geneticists faced new epistemological challenges. With the consolidation 

of the 'new' bioiogy, the human-animal as the primary source of research knowledge in 

medicine was challenged. Henceforth, medical geneticists would have to compete for 
- 

explanatory relevance with other organisms, and fiankly experimental methods. 

Yet despite these changes and challenges, the old-order medical geneticists did 

not Iose their expansive interpretation of genetic disease. In the 1 9*SOs, the Ford Walker 

school enjoyed medical relevance by attending to a diverse array of diseases whose 

causation was influenced by a range of developmentd and envirommental factors. Even 

after World War Two, as Toronto workers focused more narrowly on strictly genetic 

causation in their research, and the domain of forma11 y genetic disease was 

correspondingly reduced, the scope of genetic medicine was not diminished. instead, it 

was enhanced by the apparent growth, at least in relative terms, o f  the burden of genetic 

disease. In the post-war penod, genetic disease was seen to grow through uncontrolled 

reproduction, mutation and the triumph of anti-bacterial medicine- 

Where the indigenous tradition had blurred the lines between congenital and 

genetical conditions, expressing a disinterest in specifying whether diseases were strictly 

genetical or congenital, its more classical genetics descendant pursued a systemic 



slippage, and many diseases which were clearly no2 explained by Mendelian models were 

retained within the orbit of genetic medicine. In the 1970s, when medical geneticists 

coordinated themselves professionally to better manage the expansive, and seemingly 

growing burden of genetic disease, the organization of genetic services institutionalized 

this highly productive slippage. 

The contingent meanings of genetic disease which corne into focus through the 

bluning and slippage between the categories of congenital and jenetical disease were 

especially notable in the production of chromosomal anomalies. As medical cytogenetics 

swept the human genetics community in the 1960s, workers in both Toronto and London 

became active participants in the age of discovery. Researchers from these cornrnunities 

helped to make sense of medical cytogenetics by merging their local skills and metaphors 

with more generic cytological techniques. 

By the Iate 1950s, Toronto workers were accepted members of the North 

American community of  medical geneticists. They had divested themseIves of the 

etiological presumptions of the indigenous tradition, yet they retained a metaphoric and 

technical attachment to the 'Mongol.' These skills and presumptions helped to make 

sense of medical cytogenetics in classical genetic terms, and to construct autosomal 

diseases as a CO herent categov which referenced Mongolism through dermal patterns and 

the rhetoric of severity. 

On the eve of the 1960s, the London workers were only beginning to reorient 

thernselves toward the human genetics community . Throughout the 1 WOs, Murray Barr 



and his students and colleagues had used the sex chromatin as a tool of 'true sexy to 

interpret and manage the intersex. Though the formal rneaning of the sex chromatin 

changed quite radicdly with the 1959 discovenes in medical cytogenetics, Barr's 

technical and metaphoric skills were still of use in the new era. Indeed, he and his 

students and colleagues used these traditions to help produce the sex chromosome 

anomalies as a coherent category of disease. 

A project of this nature is necessarily only partial and suggestive. It seerns 

appropriate, therefore, to provide comments about research which seems most needed in 

light of this study. First, the narrow focus of this project has allowed a detailed analysis 

that would not have been possible if the scope had been broadened. Yet it was not my 

intention to produce a story of developments that applied only in the communities under 

review- Nor does my focus on the Canadian context denve fiom any faith in the existence 

of distinct "national styles" in science across Canada's permeable border with the United 

 tat tes.' After dl, it was the articulation of Ford Walker and her students with the 

American Society of Human Genetics d e r  1948 which allows us, ultimately, to cal1 hers 

a school of human and medical genetics. 

My study points to local institutional and conceptual changes in the organization 

of medical genetics and in the relations between human and basic genetics, and extends 

beyond the local to consider some of the national efforts at professional CO-ordination 



that occurred in the 1970s. 1 would like to argue that these local and national 

developments were part of the making of a decidedly North American medical genetics, 

and also that the changing meaning of medical genetics in Toronto points to broader 

shifts in North America in the relations between the human and medical sciences and 

biology generally. Yet establishing the generality of these transformations rnust await 

further research that looks more closely at US developments. 

Second, this study gestures toward the significance of racial metaphors in making 

sense of disease. For Ford Walker, in the 1950s, genes that were associated with the 

development of disease were ccblack" - social distaste for persons with disease and 

disability was clearly paralleled with social fear of the racial ' ~ t h e r . ' ~  Moreover, 1 point 

in this study to the symbolic authority of race in what was then called 'the Mongol.' The  

racialised otherness of the language of the Mongol supported the construction of this 

phenomenon as a disability of uncontested severity. For the Toronto workers, the ability 

to use the Mongol to symbolize severity supported efforts to expand their capacity to 

interpret and explain various diseases, and provided them with a practicai task to be 

performed as a service in the hospital. In the 1960s, the symbolic authority of the Mongol 

was more generalized: in this decade, the seventy of the still racialised condition of the 

Mongol supported the construction of categories of chromosome anomaly, with sex on 

one side (sex chromosomes) and severity on the other (autosomes). 

Yet there is more to the social and metaphoric relations of race than this partial 

analysis reveals. While 1 discuss the stmcturing of the Toronto comrnunity by the social 

relations of gender, the racial contours of this comrnunity demand at least as close an 



analysis. Throughout the period covered by my study, most researchers were 'white,' 

with the notable exception of Irene Uchida. The social relations of race helped to support 

the symbolic work of race, which used the racial 'other' as a sign of the lesser. At a 

minimum, a field dominated by 'whites' was less Iikely to harbor vocal critics of such 

symbolic content. In part, my failure to grapple with questions of race results fkom my 

inattention to human population genetics - where the racial identity of populations was of 

central importance. In Toronto, hurnan population genetics mattered, but was not crucial 

in the production of medical genetics. The historiography of genetics suggests, however' 

that the detachment of human population genetics from medical genetics in Toronto was 

a local peculiarîty and is not generalizable to the field. These questions demand fuller 

investigation. 

Finally, this study focuses on the actions, efforts and interpretations of researchers 

and practitioners. While patients occupy these pages - their bodies and lives were, after 

ail, the raw matenal for research - they do so as largely silent witnesses. Those in power 

- the researchers and practitioners - are presented as the primary actors in the drarnas of 

intellectual and practical development. The agency of patients c m  be over-emphasized. 

They are, to use Adele Clarke's evocative phrase, only "implicated a c t ~ r s . " ~  Yet the role 

of patients, of lay groups, and of non-medical professionals demands investigation. Such 

an investigation is especially important for histories o f  the post-World War Two period 

which, David Rothman suggests, has seen a radical transformation in the relations 

beiween doctor and patient.8 



Throughout tais dissertation, 1 have deliberately avoided addressing my self to the 

question of whether medical genetics was, or indeed is, a form of eugenics. In part this is 

because 1 hesitate to place such an onerous label on the individuals who form the subjects 

of this study without - for most of them - evidence of any formd allegiance. More to the 

point, if the label 'eugenist,' o r  even 'reform eugenist,' is stretched so far, if threatens to 

Iose a l  explanatory value. It loses also, 1 fear, the ability to support the germane political 

concerns that are put forth in its name. 

Diane Paul argues that the historical case concerning the links between eugenics 

and human and medical genetics is proven. She also points out that the demonstration of 

such historical links provides surprisingly little in the way of political guidance.g In part, 

debates about the links between eugenics and hurnan and medical genetics are debates 

about hereditarianism. That genetic science is necessarily hereditarian is presumed by the 

assumption that the link between eugenic social goals and a hereditarian science would 

be politicdly regressive. If this study provides any political direction, then, it does so by 

pointing to the contingency of  the meaning of genetic science. 

There is optirnism, 1 would like to think, in unearttiing a research tradition in 

human bioIogy that - though it did not survive growth and North Arnerican integration 

after World War Two - was less concerned with proving genetic causation than its more 

generic descendant. Analyses of human heredity might be as concerned with proving 

developmental and environmental as geneticd influence, Toronto's indigenous tradition 



suggests. Genetic science is a more contingent phenornenon than current emphases in 

genetic research would have us believe. 

There is, of course, a paradox here. The indigenous tradition, in calling itself 

genetic in the 1950s, used the blurred boundaries between geneticd and congenital that it 

still supported to assert an expansive value for genetic medicine. Optimism eirists, then, 

in pointing to the contingency of this blumng, and the systemic slippage that followed it 

in the 1960s and 1970s. What would be the consequence for the "DNA mystique," 1 

wonder, if prenatal diagnosis was not organized as a genetic s e ~ c e . "  
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